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A set of quasi-proba.bility distribution functions which give the correct quantum mecha.nical 
marginal distributions of position and momentum is studied. The phase-space distribution does not 
have to be bilinear in the state fUDction. The Wigner distribution is a special case. A general relation
ship between the pbase-space distribution functions and the rule of associating classical quantities 
to quantum mechanical operators is derived. This allows the writing of correspondence rules at will, 
of which the ones presently known are particular cases. The dynamics and other properties of the 
generalized pbase-space distribution are considered. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN recent years the so-called phase-space formula
tion of quantum mechanics has found many 

applications, particularly in statistical Inechanics' 
and in the study of the coherent properties of light.' 
Its basic feature is to permit one to calculate expecta
tion values of quantum mechanical observables in 
the classical maImer rather than through the opera
tor formalism of quantum mechanics. That is, if 

(G) = f "'*(q)G(q, p)"'(q) dq (1.1) 

is the expected value of the operator G than one 
attempts to write this as 

(G) Jf g(q, p)F(q, p) dq dp, (l.2) 

where g(q, p) IS the classical function from which 

.. Research sponsored in part by the U. S. Air Force Office 
of Scientific Research. 

1 For a general review of the Wigner distribution function 
the article "The Wigner Function and Transport Theory" by 
H. More, R. Oppenheim, and J. Ross which appears in 
Sludie:s in Statistical Mechanics, V. De Boer and O. E. Uhlen
beck, Eds. (North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 
1962 ), Vol. 1, may be consulted. The article contains many 
references . 

2 L. Mandel and E. Wolf, Rev. Mod. Phys. 37, 23 1 (1965). 
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the quantum 'mechanical G is obtained and F(q, p) 
is the "distribution" function .:! 

The literature has dealt almost exclusively with 
the Wigner' distribution function . It is given by 

F,,(q, p, t) = 2~ f f*(q - ~Th, t) 

X e-'''",(q + !Th, t) dT. (l.3) 

An integration over q or p yields the correct quantum 
mechanical marginal distributions. Unfortunately 
the Wigner distribution has some shortcomings. It 
can take on negative values and thus cannot be 
considered a true distribution. For this reason some 
authors have called it a quasi-probability distribu
tion. More seriously, the Wigner distribution does 
not always yield the same expectation values as 
the correct quantum mechanical methods. For ex
ample, if olle calculates the standard deviation of 
energy of the first excited state of the simple har
monic osciJIator, using the classical Hamiltonian, a 
nonzero value is obtained . This is clearly in con
tradiction with the notion of an energy eigenstate. 

J We restrict ourselves to a. single dimension. Generaliza.
tion to higher dimensions is direct. All integrals go from 
-(X) to 00 . 

4 E. Wigner, Phys. Rev . 40, 749 ( 1932 ). 

COllyright © 1966 by the Americ;>.t1 In stit ute (I f Phys ics 
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Another distribution given by Margenau and Hill' 
in their work on joint probability distributions and 
later studied in detail by Mehta'· is 

1 
F(q, p, I) = 4". Real "'(q, I) 

X I e-;"",*(q - Th) dT. (1.4) 

This distribution does give zero for the dispersion of 
energy for the ground and first excited states of 
the harmonic oscillator (although it gives nonzero 
values for the other eigenstates). 

In the following we shall present a wide class of 
distribution functions of which the above two are 
special cases. The set of functions we propose to 
consider is 

F(q, p, I; f) = 4!' III e-;"-;'''''"/(O, T, I) 

X "'*(u - 'T", I)",(u + !Th, I) dO dT du, (1.5) 

where f(O, T, t) is any function' which satisfies 

f(O, T, I) = f(O, 0, I) = 1. (1.6) 

It is readily seen that if f = 1, cos !OTh, we obtain 
(1.3) or (1.4) respectively. An integration of (1.5) 
over p or q yields the correct marginal distributions: 

I F(q, p, t; f) dp = I",(q, t)I', (1.7) 

I F(q, p, I; f) dq = 1.p(P, I) I' , (1.8) 

hshaved distribution function, M(O, T , 0 contains 
as much information as the distribution function 
itself since (2.1) can be inverted to yield 

F(q, p, I) = 4!' II M(O, T, Oe-"'-;" dO dT 
(2.2) 

= 4!' II (e;··H")e- ;Io-;,. dO dT. 

By expanding e;'o+;" of (2.1), M(O, T, I) can be 
expressed in tenns of the moments, 

M(O, T, I) = f. f. (iO)~(iTr (q"p'),. (2 .3) 
.. _ 0 .. -0 n. 111.. 

Thus the problem of finding a quantum mechanical 
F reduces to finding the quantum mechanical equiv
alent of the classical quantity e;'''''' or q"p'. Rules 
which associate classical quantities to quantum me
chanical operators are called correspondence rules 
or rules of association. There have been five such 
rules proposed. We list them here for completeness. 

(a) Dirac's Rule of associating commutators with 
Poisson brackets. 

(b) Von Neumann's Rules. 
(c) Weyl's Rule. 

or equivalently as shown by McCoy' 

". 1 ~ (n) 0_1 • I qp --+2° L.J lq pq. 1-. 
(d) Symmetrization Rule 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where .p(p, I) is the momentum state function. It 
should be noticed that f can be a functional of the or 
state function itself. For example q"p' --+ !Iq"p' + p'q"/ . 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

f(O, T, I) = I "'(q - OT, O",*(q + OT, I) dq 

satisfies (1.6). Thus F need not be bilinear in "'. 

2. CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION AND 
CORRESPONDENCE RULES 

The characteristic function M(O, T, I) is defined as 
the Fourier transform of the distribution function. 

M(O, T, I) = II F(q, p, I)e;"+;" dq dp 
(2.1) 

which is the expected value of e;··+;". For a weil

I H. MargenlLU and R. N. Hill, Progr. Theoret. Phys. 
(Kyoto) 26, 722 (1 961 ). 

• C. L. Mehta, J. Math. Phys. 5, 677 (1964). 
7 J is assumed to be sufficiently well behaved so that the 

integrations in (1.5) can be interchanged. Iff has the further 
property that f*( (J, T) = f( - 8, -.,.) than F will be real aod the 
operator G of Sec. 2 will be Hermitian. 

(e) Rule of Born and Jordan' 

.. ... 1 ~ ... -1" I 
qp --+-+ 1 L.Jp qp. m 1-0 

(2.8) 

The first four rules were considered by Schewell" 
and others. They have shown that (a) and (b) are 
self-contradictory. The Rule of Born and Jordan 
seems to have been forgotten. Moyal" has derived 
the Wigner distribution using the Weyl rule of 
association and Margenau and Hill have nsed the 
Symmetrization Rule to obtain (104). A straight
forward calculation yields 

2 1 iff e-;"-;,,Hh . 
F = - -, 0 sm tOTh 

h41f T 

X ",*(u - 'Th, t)",(u + hh, I) dO dT du, (2 .9) 

• N. H. McCoy, Proc. U. S. Nat!. Acad. Sci. 18 674 (1932). 
• M. Born and P. Jordan, Z. Phys. 34, 873 (1925) . 
.. J. R. Shewell, Am. J . Phys. 27, 16 (1959). 
11 J. E. Moyal, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 45, 99 (1949). 
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when the rule of Born and J ordan is used. This is a 
special case of (1.5) with 1 = sin (!OTh)/!OTh. We 
shall now derive a fundamental relation which exists 
between correspondence rules and the general phase
space distribution (1.5). This will allow us to write, 
at will, correspondence rules of which the above are 
special cases. 

Let g(q, p) be a classical function and G(q, p) the 
quantum mechanical operator corresponding to it. 
When (1.5) is used, the expected value of 9 is 

= II e!"" .,,(O, T)/(O, T)e"'e'" dO dT. (2.20) 

This establishes the method of obtaining the quan
tum mechanical G from the classical 9 if (2.18) and 
(2.10) are to yield the same value. 

Equation (2.20) can be cast in a more operational 
form. Assume 1 to be analytic and expand it in a 
power series 

1(0, T) = L: a .. 0' T . (2.21) .. 
(g(q, p» = II F(q, p, t)g(q, p) dq dp (2 .10) Equation (2.20) then becomes 

III .,,(0, T)/(O, T)e"· y,*(u - ·~TI.) 

X y,(u + hh) dO dT du, 

where we have set 

(0) 1 If ( ) -",-,,' d d ." , T = 41.' g q, p e q p. 

Now consider the expression 

I y,*(q)e" '·"'y,(q) dq, 

which equals 

(2 .11) 

(2.12) 

(2. 13) 

But from 2.12 

Of , upon inverting, 

0 ... . .. (0) 1 1 
'T 'Y ,'T = ~ 4---' , .-

If { a'·"· ' } x aq." ap." g(g, p) e- "'-'" dq dp. 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

e!'''' I y,*(q)e"'y,(q + Th) dg, (2.14) Substituting (2.24) in (2.22) we find 

since 

(2.15) 

and 

e" 'y,(g) = y,(g + Tit) . 

.Making the substitution u = q + 1Th, we see that 
the expression (2. 13) equals 

I y,*(u - td.)e"·y,(u + }Th) duo (2. 16) 

Therefore (2. 1 J) can be written in the form 

(g(q, p» = III .,,(0, T)/(O, T) 

X y,*(q)e"'·" 'y,(q) dO dT dq. (2. 17) 

We would like this to equal 

I y,*(q) G(q, p)y,(g) dq = (G(q, p». (2.18) 

Comparison then shows that the operator G can 
be taken as 

G(q, p) = II .,,(0, T)/(O, T)e""'" dO dT (2. 19) 

1 "a .. ( tift)" 
G(q, p) = 4---' L..J nT '= 

1r u .. . t 

(2.25) 

This expression for G is in normal {ann, that is, the 
q factors precede the p factors. We can therefore 
substitute ordinary variables q and p for the opera
tors q and p, perform the integration and resub
stitute q and p for q and p, after the resulting 
integration has been put in a form so that the q 
factors precede the p factors. Carrying this out gives 

I(!.i. ! .i.)e-I'*"'''''') ( ) (2.26) i aq , i ap 9 q, P . 

Thus, to obtain a correspondence rule, chose any 
f which satisfies (1.6), and calculate (2 .26). Then 
arrange the result so that the q factors precede the 
p factors and substitute q for g and p for p . The 
correspondence rules of Weyl, the rule of symmetri
zation, and the rule of Born and Jordan are obtained 
by taking 1 equal to 1, cos tOTh, sin (!OTh) nOTh, 
respectively. 
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3. PHASE-SPACE EIGENFUNCTIONS 

If Hg) is expanded in a complete orthononnal set 

1"'.(9)1 
-

o/;(q) = L o..",.(g), (3.1) .-, 
then the phase-space distrihution function (1.5) 
takes the form 

F(g, p, t ; f) = L a~(t)a.(t)h.~(q , p; f), (3 .2) .. 
where h •• are the phase-space eigenfunctions and 
a re given by 

"-.(g, p ; f) = ~, III.- il.-;".;,. 
X / (0, T)"'~(U - !rh)",.(u + Irh) dO du dr. (3.3) 

In general the phase-space eigenfunctions will 
not form a complete orthogonal set. But if If I = 1, 
the h..'s do form such a set in the space of 9 and 
p . It is straightforward to show that 

II h •• (g, p)h: .•. (g, p) dg dp 

F(g, p) = 1111 F(g', p' )F(g", p") 

X g(g' - g, g" - g, p' - p , p" - p) 

dq' dq" dp' dp", 

where 

(4.4) 

= ~ fIIi i '{,··-q) + if'(q·- q ) ... i d .. ··-,,)+i r ·(I1'-p) 

g 8".' • . 

X . - 1; •• · •• 1"· ··/·(0, r)f'(O', r') 

X f(O + 0', r + r') dOdO' drdr' . (4.5) 

To show that (4.4) is neccs'lary, we use the well
known fact that 

p2 = P (4.6) 

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the ex
istence of a pure state. From (4.3) and (3.4) we 
have 

po. = 2 .. ,. II F(g, p)h:.(q, p) dg dp . (4 .7) 

Substituting (U ) in (4.6) 

L h •• (g, p)h:.(q' , p' ) 

(3.4) JJ F(q, p)!t:.(q, p) dg dp = 2".h f: I F(q , p) = (1 /2"h) 6 ••. 6 ••. , 

= (1 / 2 .. ,.) 6( q - q') 6(p - p'), 

JI h.~(q, p) dp dg = 6 •• , 

L h.~(q, p) = 1/2"h . 
• 

4. MIXTURES 

(3 .5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Up to now we have considered pure states given 
by the wavefunction 0/;. In the case of a mixture the 
distribution function becomes 

. 
F(q, p , t; /) = L P,F"'(q, p , t ; f) , (4.1) ,-, 

where p. is the probability of having 0/;"', and F '» is 
obtained from (1.5) with 0/; '» instead of 0/;. If each 
0/;'" is expanded in a complete orthonormal set "'. 
then (4.1) becomes 

F(q , p , t; f) = L P.a:'»a::'h.~(q, p; f) 
••• 

= L p~.h •• (q, p; f), 

where P •• is the density matrix. 

(4 .2) 

(4.3) 

A n ecessary and sufficient condition for a given 
F t o describe a pure state is 

X F(q', p')M.(q, p)h~(q', p') dq dq' dp dp'. (4.8) 

Multiplying by h •• (g", p") and summing over 7i 

and m we obtain, using (3.5), 

F(q, p) = (27h)' L I F(q', p')F(g", p") 
b • 

X M.(g" , p")h:'(g'p' )h •• (g, p) dg' dg" dp' dp" . 

But some algebra yields 

(2"h)' L M.(q", p")h:.(q'p')h •• (q, p) .. ~ 
= g(g' _ g, g" - g, p' - p, p" - p) (4.9) 

and therefore the necessity is established . To show 
that (4.4) is aL,o sufficient, we write 

F(g , p) = L p •• h •• (g , p) (4. 10) 

and substitute in (4.4) 

L p~.h •• (g, p) .. 
.~. I P •• P.·. ·h..(q", p")h •.• . (g'p') 

X g(g' - g, g" - g, p' - p , p" - p) 

dq' dq" dp' dp". (4 .11) 
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Bllt 

Thus 

or 

I h..(q", p")h.,.,(q', p')y dq' dq" dp' dp" = ~ •• ,h.,.(q, p), 

L: P •• h..(q, p) = L;: P • • P.' . ' ~ •• ,h. ,.(q, p) = L: P •• p •• ,h. ,.(q, p) ..... .. ... " ", ' ....... ' 

P,,, .. = L P", .. ' P .. ' .. = p!. .. , .' 
which is a sufficient condition for a pure state. 

5. DYNAMICS 

A direct but somewhat lengthy calculation gives 

aF(q, p, Ii f) 
al 

2 f-'(' a . a) t( ,a . a) t(' a +. a .. a + . a) =- t- ,- -,- -,- ,- ,- ,- ,-
h aq,' ap, aqH ' apH aq, aqH' ap, aqu 

j ,a ,a ) 
. h [a a a a JH( )F( f) '\ - , aq, , -, ap;; F( ) 

X sm 2 ap, agH - ap" aq, g, p g, p, t; + I(-i ~ , -i~) g, p, t 

for the equation of motion of the generalized phase
space distribution, H(g, p) is the classical Hamilton
ian, a/ ago, a/apII operates on Fl only and a/ag" 
a/ ap, on F. (5,1) reduces to the classical equation 
of motion if 1 is taken to be a function of h such that 

ag, ap, 

Inserting (5.4) into (05.5) 

M(O, T, I) 

= 1(8, T, I) III e"'C*(u - ;Th, I I g', I' ) 

(4.12) 

(5,1) 

lim 1 = I ..... X C(u + iTh, I I g, I') ",*(q', I')"'(q, I) dudqdq'. 
(5 ,6) 

and 

limj = 0, ..... 
We shall now derive the temporal transformation 

functions for the characteristic and distribution 
function in terms of the quantum mechanical Green's 
fun ction, Let 

M(O, T, I) = II L(8, T, I 18', T', I') 

X M(8', T', I) dO' dT', (5.2) 

F(q , p, I) = JI K(q , p, I I g', p', I') 

X F(g', p', I') dg' dp', (5.3) 

",(q, I) = J C(g, t I g', I') ",(q', I') dg'. (5.4) 

From (1.5) and (2.1) we obtain for the characteristic 
function 

M(8, T, I) = 1(8, T) J ",*(u - iTh, I)e'" 

X ",(u + iTh, I) du, (5.5) 

Making the substitution 

and inserting 

q = u' + !T'h, 

q' = u' - ,T'h, 

I 1 If -;1' ( 0 ' - 0") /0' I " = 211" e ((U , 

we find that 

M(8, T , t) = 2: 1(8, T, I) IJJJ e"·-;I'·' 

X C(u + iTh, I I u' + 'T'h, I' ) 

X C*(u - 'Th, I I u' - ,T'h, I') 

X [M(8', T', 1)/ 1(8', T', 1')] do' dT' dudu'. (5.7) 

Comparing with (5,2) we have 

L(O I I 0" I') =!!.. 1(0, T, I) If , .. -.... ' 
J T, T , 2xf(O', T', t') e 

X C(u + iTh, I I u' + ,T'h, I') 

X C*(u - !Th, I I u' - ,T'h, I') du du' , (5 .8) 
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A similar procedure applied to (5.3) gives 

K(q, p , t ! q' , p' , t' ) ~ 4~' fIll L(e, T, t! 0', T' , t' ) 

6. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion we would like to mention some ge n
eral features of the phase-space formula tion. As 
mentioned in the introduction, the Wigner distribu
toi ll has been widely applied. It may be of some 
interest to repeat some of these calculations using 
(1.5) to determine how sensitive the results a re to 
the choice of f. 

It is commonly held that the uncertainty principle 
by itself precludes the possibility of the existence 
of a joint distribution of position and momentum. 
However, this is not so. For example, the choice 

fee, T , t) (6. 1) 

I "'* (u - ~T") e"" f (u + 1Th) du 

leads to 

F(q, p, t) ~ !f (q) !' !<p(p)!', (6.2) 

which is certainly a well-defined joint d istribution, 
and from which the uncertainty principle foUows 
in the usual manner. The reason why a true joint 
distribution cannot be defined is because no choice 
of f yields a distribution which gives the correct 
quantum mechanical expectation values for all ob
servables when calculated through phase-space in
tegmtion. That is, no f exists such that, if the cor
respondence of quantum to classical variables de
rived in Sec. 2 is 

g(q, p) --> G (6.3) 

for some I, then also 

H(g(q, p» --> IJ(G) (6.4) 

for the same f, where H is any function . 
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The Invariance of the Vacuum is the Invariance of the World 

SIDNEY CoLEMAN· 

CEIlN, Geneva, Switzerland 
(Received 30 August 1965) 

The following theorem is demonstrated : If the v:\cuum is invariant under the group generated by 
t.he spa.ce integral of the time component of a local vector mlrreut, theu the Hamil ton ian is invariant 
a.lso. A similar theorem holds for t.he group generated by tbe space integral of a space component of 
a local axial-vector current. 

I N quantum fi eld theory, we often encounter 
groups of transformations generated by the space 

integral of the fourth component of a local vector 
current. 'Ve know such groups generate invariauces 
of the system if they leave the Hamiltonian in
val'iant, for from this we can deduce that the 
vacuum is an invariant state, and that the tl'ans
f"rmations of field operators induced by the group 
arc inv.riances of the Wightman functions. It is 
the purpose of this note to point out that all this 
follows from an apparently much more restricted 
assumpt,ion: we prove that, if the vacuum is invariant 
under such a group, then so is the Hamiltonian. I 

Proof: If the vacuum is invariant under the group' 
then the generator of the group must annihilate 
the vacuum. That is to say, 2 

J V.(x , t) d'x 10) = o. ( \ ) 

Let In) be an arbitrary state with vanishing 3-
momentum. Then, 

(n l J l'.(x, t) d'x 10) = o. (2) 

But because of the way we ha.ve chosen the mo
mentum, this is equivalent to 

• Alfred S I0311 Research Fellow. Permanent Address: 
Lyman Laboratory, lI arvard Univers ity, Cambridge, Mas
sachusetts. 

I We assume the usual a.xioms of field t.hcory. See, for 
example, R. Streater and A. Wightman, PCT, Spin and 
Sta/.ulics, and AU That, (W. A. Benjamin, loc. , N ew York, 
1964). )n addition, we assume that tbere are no zero-mass 
particles. 

' it. is easy to show that t.his integral exists, at. least. wi th 
a dense set of states (quasi-local sLales) on the left. Un
fortunately, our subsequent manipUlations involve, not 
quasi-locnl states, but momentum eigenst.atcsj therefore the 
argu_ment presented here is not.a rigorous proof. I am indebted 
to K. Hepp for a discussion of this point. Note added in proof: 
A rigorous proof has been constructed by C.-F. Dcll 'An tOI1lO 
(unpublished). 

(nl V,(x) 10) 0, (3) 

which is the same as 

(n l a' V,(x) 10) = o. (4) 

But Lorentz invariancc te lls u S that, if this is true 
in allY one Lorentz frame, it is true in all Lorentz 
frames. Since any momentum eigenstate may be 
obtained by applying a Lorentz transformation to 
a state of zero 3-momentum, Eq. (4) is valid with 
any momentum eigenstate on the left. Since these 
are a complete set, 

a'V,(x) 10) = o. (5) 

But it is known' that any local operator which 
ann ihilates the va.cuum is in fact zero. Thus, 

a'v, = O. (6) 

This implies that 

J V,(x, t) d'x 

is independent of time, i.e. , commutes with the 
Hamiltonian. 

Recently, there has been some intcrest4 in groups 
of transformations generated by the space integrals 
of the space components of axial vector currents . 
The same method can be used to show that, if t he 
vacuum is invariant undcr such a group, then the 
Hamiltonian is also. Equation (6) is replaced by 

a,A. - a.A, = O. (7) 

Otherwise the proof is substantially the same. 

a Reference 1, Theorem 4- 3. 
4 R. Feynman, M. Gell-r-.lann , nnd C. Zweig, Phys. Rev. 

Letters 13, 678 ( 1964); B. W. Lee, ibid. 14, 676 ( 1965); 
R. Dashen and M. Cell-Mnnn, Phys. Letters 17, 142, 145 
( 1965). 
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Adiabatic Invariants and the "Third" Integral 

GEOROE CONTOPOULOS 

InsCitutefor Space Studies, Goddard Space Plight Center, NASA, New York 
AND 

Thes8alom:ki University, Thessuioniki, Greece 
(R.eceived 23 September 1965) 

In a general case of Hamiltonian systems or n degrees of freedom, depending pcriodicaUy on 
time, n formal Uthird" iotegrals of motion are found . Their application in 6nding boundaries for the 
orbits is illustrated in a special case. Then a comparison is made between these in tegrals and the 
adiabatic invariants. Both are series expansions but the small parameter used is of different character 
in each case. This is shown explicitly in a simple example and the rela tive aCC\.lT8cy of the two 
expansions is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I t is well known that. wlder certain conditions, 
adiabatic invariants are constant tn all orders 

in the small parameter, 1 i.e., they are formal inte
grals of motion. 

On the other hand, in most time-independent 
Hamil ton ian systems of n degrees of freedom, one can 
find n formal integrals of motion,' as power series 
in the coordinates and momenta. We call any such 
integral a "third" integral, to distinguish it from the 
classical energy and angular momentum integrals. 

The same method can be applied to a general 
case of n degrees of freedom, when the potential is 
expressed as a series in the coordinates, and is 
periodic in time. Then n fonnal integrals arc found, 
which are periodic in time. 

There are a few similarities between these inte
grals and the adiabatic invariants, but there are 
some important differences also. These are illus
trated in the last section, where both a "third" 
integral and an adiabatic invariant are constructed 
for the Same dynamical system. 

II. INTEGRALS OF MOTION IN PERIODIC 
POTENTIALS 

Suppose that a potential is given as a series in 
the coordinates, beginning with terms of second 
degree, and periodic with respect to the time, with 
period 2,../w, then the Hamiltnnian 

H = H. + Il, + ... , (1) 

is a lso periodic in t, and it has the origin as equi
librium point. We will consider the case when the 
characteristic exponents of the equilibrium solu-

, See M. Kruskal, J . Math. Phys. 3, 806 (1962) and refer
ences there. 

I G. Contorulos, Z. Astrophys. 49, 273 (l9GO); Ast.ron. 
J . 68, 1 (1963 . 

tion are pure imaginary and not equal. This is a 
most common case in applications. "-rhen we can 
use a linear transforma.tion of the variables, with 
coefficients periodic iu t, and find a new Hamil
tonian of the same forrn , where 

Ii, = :t W; (x:' + V:') 
i - I 2 

(2) 

in the new variables.' If we introduce further new 
coordinates and momenta, 

x; = xU(w;)I, 
(3) 

we find 

(4) 

I.e., the seeond-order Hamiltnnian is independent 
of time and represents a system of n harmonic 
oscillatnrs. Then If" H. , ... arc homogeneous 
polynomials in x;, v;, of degree 3, 4, ... , periodic 
in t, with period 2.,../w; hence the coefficients of the 
different terms can be given in the form 

with integer 'In, ai) b" and c constant. 
Let us assume further that no relation of the 

form 

m,w, + 'now, + ... + "101 = 0 (5) 

exists with integer mIl 'ln2' and 111. equal to any of 
the above given values. If m takes also the value 
0, we assume that (5) is not satisfied, unless m, = 
1112 = ... = O. 

I A. LiapounorT. Ann. Fac. Sci. Toulouse, 2nd Scr. 9, 
398 ( 1907). 

281, 

788 
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Then we can construct, step by step, n integrals 
in the fonn of series 

where 

(7) 

and <1>,. is a homogeneous polynomial of degree v 
in X." y" periodic in t, with period 2tr/w. 

In fact, any integral (6) satisfies the equation 

iI<I' , at + (<1>" H) 

'" a~" + ± (a<l>, aH _ a<l>, aIf) = 0 (8) 
at i_lOX. aYi ay. ax, ' 

which can be split into the equations 

(9) 

+ (<1> ... - " Ii,) + ... = o. (10) 

Equation (lO) is a linear partial dilTerential 
equation that gives 4>. ,HI when previous terms 
of the series <1>, are known. The corresponding 
system to tIlls equation is 

dt = dx, = ~ = d<l>" •• , , (11) 
Yo -WiXi K." 

where the function 

K ... = -(<1>,." H,) - (<I>,..- .. H,) -

is known, and is of degree v + 1. 
This gives 

Thcn 

x, = [(2<1>,,)I/ w,] sin w,(t - t,), 

y, = (2<1>,,)1 cosw,(t - t,). 

<1> .... , = J K, .• dt, 

where 1(, .• is written in the f0l1n 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

" q(2<1> )1 '·"·"(2<1> )1 '. "." .. , sin [m w (t - t,) L..J I. 2. COS I 1 

+ m,w,(t - 1,) + ... + mwtl, (15) 

where tn l , m21 nlJ nJ are integers, n l > 0, n2 > 0, 
Hlm,1 + Im,1 + ... ) + n, + n, + ... = v + I, 
and q are constants. If no coefficient, (5) is zcro, 
then Eq. (14) is integrated and gives <1>, .'" as a 

sum of the same form as (15). This can be expressed 
as a polynomial of degree v + 1 in x .. y" with 
coefficients of the form :!: mwt. 

If Ii contains time.independent terms, the corre
sponding m is zero. Then, if K, .• contains a term 
with a cosine and m t = m2 = ... = 0, this will 
give a secular term in 4> ...... 1. It can be proved, 
however, as in the two dimensional case,' that 
Ie " never includes cosines with rnt = m2 = ... = O. 
Therefore n formal integrals can always be con
structed, step by step . 

If for certain values of mil m2J ••• m, the corre
sponding quantity (5) is zero, the above integrals 
are no more valid . Then, however, the system (ll) 
has further the integrals 

S sm 
M = (2<1>,.lII~"(2<1>, JII··' . . . [m,w,(t - t,) 

CM cos 

+ m,w,(t - 1,) + ... + mwt], (16) 

which arc polynomials in x" y, of degree M = 

Im,1 + Im,1 + ... . Then one can constn,ct iwo 
iniegrals of ihe form 

S = SM + SM.' + 
C = CM + CM ., + 

which will have also secular terms. 

(17) 

In a simple nonlinear case it has been proved' 
that a combination of these integrals with the 
above integrals <1>, can eliminate the secular terms 
and give formal t ime-independent integrals of 
motion. These resonance integrals may be rather 
different from the above integrals (6). It seems 
probable that one can find such resonance inte
grals also in the case of time.dependent potentials 
of the form (1). 

In many problems the Hamiltonian is given in 
the form 

H = ~ t. (w:x: + y:J + ill.. (18) 

where, is a small parameter and ll. is of degree> 2. 
Then we find integrals of the foon 

<1>, = <1>'(0) + ,<1>"" + .'<1>'12' + 
where cI>i(O) = 4),2 and 

(19) 

<1>, .( .. " = - J (<1>"( .,, H.) dt. (20) 

The integrals <1>, are useful in giving bounds for 

4 G. Contopoulos, Astron. J. 68, 763 (1963). 
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the orbits. For example, in a two-diTncnsional t.ime
independent potential, the boundary f (x" x,) = 0 
of an orbit is found by elimilmting y" y, between 
Eq. (19) and 

a<l>, a<l>, a<l>, a<l>, -----=0. 
ay, iJy, ay, iJy, 

(21) 

In the case of a timo-depcndellt potential, we 
take the set of the curves f when t takes all the 
values with in a period. If these curves arc clo ed, 
their outer boundary defines the space inside which 
the orbit is confmed. These curves arc in zero-order 
parallelograms. Therefore, if • is sufficiently small 
the curves do not extend to infinity, and the orbits 
are confined for all times. 

This is p.xaetly true if ti,e integrals <1>, arc oon
vergent. In general, their convergence is unknown. 
However, if H is given, one can find another Hamil
ton ian coinciding Witll [[ up to the lenns of any 

given degree, which has convCl'g(\...nt integrals in a 
region around the origin. Ii 

It seems probable that e"en when 1', arc not 
convergent, the orbits will not go to infinit.y if E IS 

suffic iently small. 

m. APPLICATION 

As an example of tile general case we consider the 
potential 

V = Hw~:t~ + w~x:) - E sin wi XIX~. (22) 

Then 

II = Ii. + .II , Hy~ + V: + w~x~ + w!x!) 
- • sin ",t x ,x:, (23) 

where y, = dx./dt. 
One can find now two integrals of thc form (6), 

namely 

x,) 

- 2w'[~ , 2 \ ' )' IGw' 'J ('" cos ",1.[(",' - "': - 4",;)y,(!/. - "'~x;) - &'~",:x ,x.y,) 
II W - WI - W2 - IW2 

+ sin ",t[",:(",' - "': + 4",;)x,(y: - ",;x:) + 4",:(",' + "': - 4w:)y,x.y,) I ) + (24) 

and 

+ ",i sin ",t[(",' + "': - 4",;)x ,(y: - ",;x;) + (",' - "': + 4",:Jy,x,y,J I + 
The sum of the in tergrals 1>, and <1>, is 

~ = cJ>1 + <1>, = i(y~ + y~ + w~x! + w:x~) - E sin wt XIX! 

(25) 

+ ( y: + "':x:)('" cos ",/ y, + ",' sin ",t x,) 1 
E 2w!(w:Z _ w~) + 2w![(wll 

- w~ - 4wiyl - 16w~w~] 

X (-'" cos ",t[(",' - "': + 4",;)y,(y: - ",:Xi) - 4",;(",' + "': - 4",;)x,x,y,J 

- ",' sin ",t[(",' - "': - 4",;)x,(!/. - ",;x:J + &';y,x,y,JI ) + .... (26) 

The last integral is similar to the Hamiltonian, but there is an extra first-order tenn in it . 
A number of orbits have been calculated in this potential, with "': = 0.076, "': = 0.55, • = 0.206. 

We use these values in order to be able t o compare the orbits with those ealculat.cd previously in a 
model of the galactic potential near ti,e sun,' where 

(27) 

Figures 1 and 2 give four orbits witlt the snme init ial velocity at ti,e origin (y" = 0.05 12, y" = 0.1126), 

'The proof is the sa.me as in the time-independent cnsc, G. Contopoulos, Astroph)'5. J. 138, 12137 (1003) . 
• G. Contopouloa, Stockholm Obs. Ann. 20, No.6 (H)5S). See also Ref. 2. 
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y 

FIG. 1. Orbit in the potentia l V = !(Wltxlt + W2.2X2') - tXII22 
for Wit"'" O.Di6, WI' = 0 .55, ~ ... 0 .20G, and initial conditions 
XIO - 0, YIO ... 0.05 12,1/20 """ 0. 11 26. 

one for the Hamiltonian (27) with <' = 0 and three 
for the Hamiltonian (23) with w = 0.1, 1 and 10. 

The calculat ions were made for 600 time un its 
at least with the Runge-Kutta method in double 
precision and a step 0.02 and/ or 0.01 time uni ts. 
A comparison of the results has shown that at least 
seven decimal figures are always accu rate. 

The varia tions of the Hamiltonian and of the 
lithird'J integral <f> in first approximation are given 
in Table I. For comparison the corresponding 
quantities in the case of the Hamiltonian (27) are 
given. There we know that inclusion of higher
order terms gives a very accurate third integral. 7 

The initial value of 2H is always the same (0.0153). 
It is seen that the "third" integral is always better 
conserved than the rJam iltonian. 

The boundaries of the orbi ts in the time-de
pendent cases are oscill:1t ing, especially in Fig. 2(b). 
These boundaries can be found as follows: Eq . 
(21) gives 

y,y, = 0 (,), (28) 

hence either y, = 0 ( , ), or y, = 0 (,). III the first 

TABLE 1. Values of t he Hnmiltonian and the first
order "third " integral. 

1 Time-
iucJ cp. 

2lLw=O. 1 
2b Cal "" 1 
2c w = 10 

2lf, .. lu 2 1Jrna~ ~In il <1> ... in 

0 .0153 0 .0153 0 .00 13 1 0.00129 0 .00 130 
0 .0146 0 .0 153 0 .01492 0 .01478 0 .014\J2 
0 .0132 0 .0178 0 .0148 0 .0147 0 .0161 
0 .0 137 0 .0163 0 .{)[5209 0 .0 15296 0 .015299 

1 B. Barbanis, Z. Aslrophys. 56, 56 ( Hl62). 

y 

0.3 

x 

(n) 

y 

0.3 

x 

(h) 

y 

0.3 

x 

(e) 

FlO. 2. Orbits in the potential V = 4("'I'x,1 + "'22X12) - ~ sin 
wi, X\ Xl' for the same constlLllts and ini tial condi tion::! RS in 
Fig. 1, and (a) w - 0. 1, (b) w - 1, (e) w = 10. 
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case we have in first approximation 

_ .1 2. 2 + {24>2:oW~ sin (oJt XI 
<1>. - -2""'IX1 E 'l .. "{ j _ 2) 

u..J2\W WI 

1 
- ~'[{ , , Au')' 

-""2 \'" - W I - "tWa 

where Y2 = ± (24)2:0 - w:x:) j J and 4>1 :0, 4>2;0 are the 
values of the integrals at the initial point. 

In the second ease 

y 

x 

(a) 

y 

0. 3 

x 

(b) 

FIG. 3. Orbits in the sallie potential us in Fig. 2, for W I' -
Wlt _ <I! - 0.1. (oJ __ 1 and initial couditions XII .. X,0 - 0 
and (a) 11 10 SIr 0.013, Un - 0.060465; (b) Ylf - 0 .035, Un -
0.05099. 

A. J. 2 2 + 4E4>:LU 
'i-'~ = 2

W
2

X
2 (w~ _ w~ _ 4w~? - J Uw~wiJ 

X [2<" COS wI y, + (w' + w: - 4w:) sin wI x,j 

(30) 

where y, ±(2<1>". - w:x:)'. Hence the l>oundaries 
are near the straight lines x, = ± (24'" .) '/w, and 
y, = ± (2<1>".)'/ w" varying periodically in time. 

The deviations are larger when we are ncar the 
resonances (oJ = WI, (oJ = :±:2W2 ± WI, or any highcr
order resonance. In tbe above cases w, = 0.275G8, 
W2 = 0.74162, hence 2W2 + W I ::::::::: 1.76, 2W2 - WI 

"'" 1.21. Tbe last quanLity is nearest to w = 1; 
this is the reason why the boundaries change more 
in case 2h. The "third" integral is better conserved 
when (oJ = 10, because this value is far from reso
nances. Then the space fi lled by the orbit is very 
nearly a parallelogmm. 

Similar results were found in many other cascs. 
Fig. 3 represents two orbits in the casc w~ = w: = 
0.1, • = 0.1, w = 1. The orbits arc ratber diffetent 
from Lhose of the corresponding iimL~independenL 
resonance case (27), except for the orbit 3b, which 
is ncar a periodic orbit. In general, one expects 
Lhat ihe resonance effects of Lhe timc-independent 
case, which depend on the val ue of w,/w" do not 
affect the t ime-dependent case, which depends on 
some relation of WII Wli with w. In the present 
ease, it happens that 2w, + w, = 3 X (0.3162) = 
0.949 is near w = 1, but this ncar resonance is of 
a different nature than the resonance WI = Wli ' 

The subject is worLhy of further study . 
The initial conditions in Lhe above cases arc 

XIO = Y 20 = 0, and Y10 = 0.013, Y20 = 0.06046<'> in 
case 3a and Y.. = 0.035, y" = 0.05099 in case 
3b. We find in case 3a: 2H;." = 0.003825, 2Hm;. = 

0.00336, 2Hm~ = 0.00417, <1>,." = 0.00319, <l>m ' . = 
0.00297, <l>m~ = 0.00319, and in case 3b: 21I;." = 

0.003825, 2H m;. = 0.00186, 2Hm~ = 0.00450, 
<1>,." = 0.00261, <l>m .. = 0.00240, <l>m~ = 0.00201. 
It is seen that although we are ncar a resonance, 
Ule first-order third integral is conserved much 
better than the energy. 

Our experience, from the tinle-independcnt cascs, 
indicates that the conservation of the "third" 
integral is always improved (to a very high ac
curacy) as more higher-order tenus are included. 

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE ADIABATIC 
INVARIANTS 

The most simple adia.batic invariants arc givCJl 
for one-dimensional Hamilton ians that vary slowly 
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in time. 11 1I depends Oil the time through A, where 
dAjdt is small with respect to AjT (T is the period 
of the motion), then the action integral J ~§y, dx, 
is approximately constant.' Usualiy H is considered 
to vary only during a finite time interval, being 
constant before and after that . In a system of n 
degrees of freedom, n adiabatic invariants can be 
found when the system is separable.' 

If H is not separable but is a slowly-varying 
function of the time and of some variables besides 
XII YI) then the action J =jJ VI cixl is an adiabatic 
invariant under certain conditions specified below. 

Gardner' gives a general method to construct 
adiabatic invariants by successive approximations. 
We describe his method, and the conditions under 
which it is applicable. 

\Ve assume that H is a function of t, XI, YI, X Z, Y,' .. I 
and of a smaU parameter w that satisfies the follow
ing conditions: 

(\) In zero order (i.e., for w ~ 0) it is separable. 
(2) It is a slowly varying function of the time 

and of the variables X2, Xa, ... (and eventually, 
but not necessarily of y" y, ... ) i.e., it is a function 
of WX2J WX3/ ••• (and, possibly, of WY'll "'Ya, ... ), i.e ., 

H = IIo(xiI YII WX'l1 Y'l1 ... I wt) 

+ H~(y'J' WX" . . . ,wl) I (3\) 

where Ho includes all terms containing X!, YI, and 
bas no zero-order terms in Y'll .. . . 

(3) The curves H ~ const for w ~ 0 and y, ~ 
const (i > \) are closed; then they are closed also 
for small values of wand fixed t, x" y, (i > I ). 

An adiabatic invariant is constructed, step by 
step, by successive coordinate transfonnations. 

If we keep t, x" and y, (i > 1) constant, the curves 
H ~ const are transformed into circles by the 
following area preserving transformation 

xr = r cos 8, ur = r sin 0, 
(32) 

where 

o ~ 2,.. r .... ds/IVHI/ f ds/IVHI; 

J is the area inside the curve H = const and ds 
U,e line element along this curve. The curves H 
const are circles in the new variables. 

Because of the conservation of areas, xf dyf + 

' L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifschitz, Mechanics (Pergamon 
Press New York, 1960) . 

• C. S. Gardner, Phys. Rev. li S, 791 (1959). 

y, <ix, is U,e complete differential of a generating 
function F, and 

y, ~ aF./ax ,. (33) 

F, is a function of XI, V:, with coefficients functions 
of wl, WX 21 Y'll . .. , which are kept constant in the 
transfonnation (32) . As we can add any arbitrary 
constant in FI we may write 

Fi = ~y~ + ... + Y, I(X., yr, wx" yi, ... wt), (34) 

where y" does not contain terms independent of 
XI, y~ . 

Then the equations 

x~ ~ aF,/ay~ ~ x, + ay,,/ay:, 

y, ~ y~ + way,,/a(wx,) , 
(35) 

together with Eqs. (33) define new canonical van
abIes x:, vL with Hamiltonian 

Ii' ~ H + aF,/at ~ H + way,,/a(wt), (36) 

which i:; of the form 

(37) 

The term wE, contains aU higher-than-zero
order terms including x" yr. 

The next change of variables transforms the 
curves HI + wfi. = const into circles for t, X;, Y; 
(i > \) constant. The deviation of these curves from 
circles is of order w, therefore the dilTerence between 
the two sets of variables will be order w. 

The new generating function can be written 

+ wy,';J(x:, y~ ', wx~ , y~ ', . . . wt), (~8) 

where y" does not contain terms independent of 
x:, V" ~. 

Theil 

wx~' = wx~ + w2ay,';J/ay~', 

y~ = y~' + w2aI/l2/a(WX~), 

and the new Hamil tonian is 

(40) 

FI" = H';J(x:" + V:"~ I wt) + /J~(y~ ', wx~', ... wi) 

+ w
2 fi 2(x", V:', wxi'l y~ /, . .. wt) . (4J) 
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By rcpcatillg this procedure N times we filld 

H ,N, = II N[(X:N»' + (y:N ,)" wt) 

Then the quantity 

J 'N, = [(x: N
,), + (xt')') (43) 

is constant to order N - I , i.e., dJ,N'/dt O(wN). 
Therefore if N -+ co, J CNl is a formal integral of 
nlOtiollj this is tile adiabatic invariant. 

If, however, both x, and y, appea l' in H (not 
through WX a, WY2) in nonlinear terms, then the 
above method is not applicable. 

For exarnplc, in a two-dimensiona.l sysicm, let 
xa, Ya appear in nonlinear zero-order terInS of I-J ~ 
and let. X 2 appear also in a nuxcd ternl ( includ ing 
XI and/ or VI), of degree n in w. 

Then 

y, = y: + af,lax" 

and OVtI / iJX2 includes terms of degree 11.., containing 
XI and/or yi, because, by its definition, FI docs 
not contain tenns independent of X I I V: except 
xaY~ · Thus the e."'<pansion of H*o gives n-order 111ixed 
terms (conin.ining Vn. 

The next change of variables gives 

(x~' = x~ + n)-ordcr terms 

containing x;' ruld/ or y ~ + 
al-).d H~ contains again n-ordcr mi.xed terms . By n 
such changes of variables, we can reduce aU tel1ns 
contain.ing x, and/or YI up to order n - 1 to a 
function of (x:")' + (y:")'. The (n + I) trans
formation of variables, however, cannot elirninatc 
the n-order terms that include x~") , y!"l; bceause in 
the new Hamil tonian the ?ero-order terms of H~ 
will give again mi.xed n-ordcr terms including X!UIl 

and/ or y:". 
In Gardner's paper9

, the Harniltonian considered 
is of the form (31), but the above cond itions are not 
explicitly stated. 

The adiabatic invariant .](N ) is equal to tJIC 
action J if If docs not depend on the time and on 
the variables x" y, ... . Therefore if for t < t, and 
t > t, the variables x" y, are such ti1at H bas zero 
derivatives of all orders with respect to t, Xli, V'l, ... I 

then the action J ~ § y, dx, is well defined for 
l < t, and t > l:t; its change during time tll - [, 

is of order higher tilan any OJ'" [it is at least of order 
exp (-alw), where a is a constant] ."'" 

In genera], however, there is no t ime interva.l 
during which H = canst and no space where H is 
independent of x" y, ... . 

In the case (27), we know ti1at we can make tilC 
system separable by a formal variable transforma
tion, known as ti,e von /lei pel method. [111is metiwd 
gives the third integra.l il)' a somewhat different way 
than described above.]' If we set " = 0 we find 
explicitly a generating fun ction 

, + '-j' [- ?JI(Y~ + w;x:) 
XIYI X2YlI - -2 2 2 

W,W2 
s= 

that gives 

y, - 2,x,1I'/(W: - 4wD + ... (45) 

etc. ThCl1 

J = 2 j "m .. y, dl', = 2 ["'" y: dt 
z,mln >:,,,,,,, 

.. . ) dt. (40) 

The quantity 

is a constant, with an crror of order higher than 
the first; in fact, we notice tJlat it is exactly constant 
if x,rrUn and x2 max are replaced by ximin and x~max, 
and that the value of V: for ximin, x~max is zero. 
But the quantity 

is not constant, in general. Therefore J has varia
tions of the fu'St order in E. Thus the adiabatic 
invariant J ,N, (N -> 00) is more general timn the 
action J = § y, dx, . 

A comparison of the adiabatic invariants in the 
form J ([l{) with the flthird" integral shows the 
foHowing : 

(a) BotJ). are COlmal series expansions in tel1ns 
of a small parameter (or some small parameters). 
'Vhen the tlth ird ll integral is given in power series 
in tJ).e variables and no small parameter fonnally 
appears, we may consider the energy as small 

10 F. l-lertwcck and A. SchlUter, Z. Nalurforsch. 12a, 
snu (1957). 

II ». Va.ndervoort., Ann. Phys. 12, 4:!6 ( 1961 ). 
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parameter. In fact, an expansion (27) may be 
written in dimensionless form 

,[ x, J' [ 111 J' ,[ x, J' w, (211)1 + (2J.i51 + w, (U£) I 

+ [(2~1r]' - 2'(2Il){(2~hl J[(2~)I ]' 
_ 2.'(2[1)1 [ X, J' = 1 

3 (2H )1 , (47) 

and the small parameters are essentially .(211)' 
and .'(211)1; if • and <' arc constant and the small 
parameter is (211) '. 

The dilTerence is that the small pm'ameter in the 
case of the 1Cthird" integral refers to a term, or 
terms, while in the case of the adiabatic invariants 
it refers to a variable, or variables. 

(b) The "third" integral is more genera.l in the 
sense that it docs not require Ii to depend on 
WX2 . .. , rather than X2 •.• • In the case of the 
Hamiltonian (27) we caIUlOt fInd an adiabatic in
variant, because bot.h X 2 and Yz appear in ZCl'O

order. On the other hand, if W 2 is small with respect 
to WI, we may construct an adiabatic invariant 
expansion in powers of W2' This expansion is pre
ferable, because the tJjird-integral expansion is 
not valid when WI -+ 0 01' W2 -+ O. 

(c) The adiabatic invariants a re more general 
in the sense that they apply a lso to nonperiodic 
timc-dependent Hami ltollians. 

(d) The practical construction of a "third" 
integra.l when 11 is a series is comparatively &1.Sy. 
The formu las for finding higher-order tenns are 
given, and the necessary algebra ca.n be performed 
by an electronic computer. In the case of the 
adiabatic invariants, the changes of variables that 
transform the cW'ves H 0 = const into circles cmUlot, 
in general, be given analytically in a simple form. 
In practice, one should expand in series of another 
small parameter also, wh ich is the parameter that 
measures the deviations of the equipotential lines 
(in the W1Xi, Yi plane) from circles, i.e., it is es
sentially the parameter used in the third integral. 

On the other hand, if the IIamiltonian cannot be 
expanded in a power series, the third-integral 
method is not applicable, (except in special cases 
like the restricted three-body problem, etc.), while 
Gardner's method is in principle sti ll valid. 

We apply now both methods to the simple one
dimensional Hatn iltonian 

H = t(w:x: + V:) - .sinwt x:. (48) 

This case can be reduced to the well-known 

)'laUlicu equation 12 

d'yjdz' + (a - 2q s in 2z)y = 0, 

by setting 

(49) 

y = x" wt = 2z, a = 4w:/w', q = 4.jw'. (50) 

In this case the transform"tions proposed by 
Gardner can be explicitly carried out, and we can 
compare Ule ad iabatic invariant d irectly with tbe 
Hth ird H integral. The Uthird" integral in second
order approximation is 

<I> = t(w:x: + y~ 
2 [ t . t(' , ')] + f. W cos W X1Yl - sm W YI - W \X\ 

w'l - 4w~ 
, 

+ 2 '( " 4 ') I cos 2wt(y: + w:x:) - 2(y: - w:x:) 
WIW - WI 

( , 1 ') lew' + 2w:) cos 2wt(y: - w:xD 
W - W I 

+ 6ww: s in 2wt x,y,]} + ... . (51) 

In applying Gardner's mctllOd we have to calcu
late Ule area J of the ellipse (48). Using formulas 
(32) we find 

and 

8 = 

Then 

(2H )' 
r = 'l t (w, - 2. s in wt) , 

- , [ (w: - 2. sin wt)' J 
cos (2/£)1 x, ' 

x: = (w~ - 2E sin wt)'x l , 

YI = (w~ - 2f. sin wt)ly:, 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

F, = (w: - 2. sin wt)ix •y:, (55) 

and 

II' = lew: - 2. sin wt)'(x:' + v:') 

WE cos wt 
(56) 

2(w: - 2. sin wt) 

The next change of variables is elTected III a 
s imilar way. After some operations we find 

(57) 

'
WE cos wt Y:' 

x" x = I - 4(w~ - 2f sin wt)I' 
(58) 

, " + WE cos wt x: 
YI = Yl 4(w~ - 2E sin wt)t , 

---
UN. W. McLachlan, Theory and A.pplicalionl$ of J'l-Il1lhieu 

FunctiOll.8 (Cla.rendon Press, Oxford, IIJ47 ), pp. 77, 90. 
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TABLE II. Compa.rison of the "third" integral wit.h the adiabatic invariant. 

w, w Xu y" H in it (21l)1f2IDil Hm .. H mia ~nu." cflmill J(I) 
m .. J(I'.,. ... 

1, 0,2 0 ,1 0, 0,1 0 ,005 0,01 0,0055 0 .0045 0,00499 0,00497 0.005000 0.004998 
I. 0 ,2 0,2 0 , I. 0 ,5 0 ,2 0,59 0,3 0 ,50 0.48 0 ,500 0,499 
1. 0,8 0,2 0. I. 0 ,5 0 .2 0 ,61 0.35 0,50 0.45 0.52 0,44 
1. 1.2 0 ,2 0 . 1. 0,5 0.2 0,87 0,44 0.58 0.53 0 ,72 0.48 

and 

11" = Hw~ - 2, sin wt)I(,,:,' + y:") + o (w') , (59) 

Similarly, we find 

", _ "{l + w'E[lle cos' wt - 4 sin wt(w~ - 2E sin wt)J} 
x, - XI 32(w~ _ 2E sin wt)3 I 

(60) 

Y
',' = "'{1 + w'E[lle cos' wt - 4 sin wt(wi - 2E sin wt)]} 

y, 8(w: - 2, sin wt)' , (61) 

and 

/I'" = Hw: - 2, sin wt){ 1 - 32(w:'~ c;:::t wt)' J<x:'" + y:"') + O(w'). (62) 

The adiabatic invariant in second-order approximation is 

J U) ( ,,,2 + '''') ,.. ( • + (2 2 . t) 2 WE cos wt XIYI 
= 71" X, y, = (w~ _ 2E sin wt)t YI w, - E 8m W XI - (w~ - 2E sin wt) 

+ w'.{, cos' wt[7x~(w: - 2, sin wt) - 5!1~1 - 2 sin wt (w~ - 2, sin wt)[x:(w~ - 2, sin wt) 
8(w: - 2, sin wt)' (63) 

Both expansions are equivalent if E and ware 
small, If we omit all terms of order higher than 
two in E or (oJ we find 

J (Il w, 
=~ 

&I cos wt E' sin' wt 2 2 2 
- , x,y, + o. (3y, - w,x,) 

WI "'-'I 

The above fonn of the "third"-integral expan
sion is prcferable if , is small (q small in Mathieu's 
equation) if we arc not near a resonance (w 2 

= w~, 
, • d ' I' 4'1 " ') w = 4w" an m genera '" = "'1 11. , 1.C., a = n . 

The resonance cases should be treated separately. 
A comparison of the values of <I> and J (3) has 

been made, in some orbits calculated numerically, 

by the Runge-Kutta method , In all the cases 
w, = 1, and the calculations were made for 300 
time units with a step 0.02 or 0.01 time units. A 
check has shown that at least four significant 
figures in x" y, and five significant figures in Ii 

(S) , 
<1>, and J are accurate. Table II gives the data 
and the values of the energy Ii, the Wlird-integral 
<I> [given by formula (51)J and the adiabatic in
variant [given by formula (63)J , 

It is seen that for small values of w the second
order adiabatic inva"iant J (3) is better conserved 
than the second-order "third"-integral <1> , However, 
for wlw, approaching unity, <I> is better conserved 
than J ( 31. This is more evident for larger w, The 
conservation of the zcro- and first-order Hthird"_ 
integral and adiabat.ic invariant is always WOrse. 

This example gives the range of values of w for 
which an adiabatic invariant is useful. 

If '" is near a resonance case, the above formulas 
are no more valid, although resonances are not 
apparent in formula (63) , In fact, in a numerical 
example (in the case w = w, = 1), we have found 
continuous increase of t11e amplitude of osciUations, 
and J Cs) is not even approximatcly conserved . 
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This fact indicates that the action J is not an 
adiabatic invariant if there is a resonance between 
the frequency of the perturbation and the eigen
frequency of the system. This fact is mentioned by 
the first authors that applied the adiabatic in
variants,l3 but is rarely mentioned explicitly in 
modern papers. 

The example discussed here shows clearly the 
distinction between the "third" integrals and the 
adiabatic invariants. They are expansions in terms 
of different small parameters; in the case of the 
third integral we have a small term, while in the 
case of t he adiabatic invariants we have a slow 

11 See, e.g. , A. Sommerfeld, Atombau and SpektraUinien 
(F. Vieweg & Sohn, Braunschweig, 1951), Vol. I, 7th ed., 
pp. 370, 698. 

dependence on the time and/or some variables. 
This example shows further that the relative 

accuracy of the two expansions depends on the 
values of thc parameters used. It indicates also the 
disadvantage of the adiabatic invariants, in that 
they caTUlot be used in resonance or near resonance 
cases. 
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Failure of the Mayer Irreducible Cluster Theorem with Wave Mechanics* 

I·f UGl-1 DE 'YI'I"1' AND P AUL FISII UAXEt 

Lawrence Radiatio1~ Laboratory, University of California, Livermore, Cal ifornia 
(Received 26 October HIG5) 

The wave mechanic:l.l fonn of the cluster in tegrals in the activity expansioll for the pressure of 
nonide.al gas is written in the Wiener fun ctional integral form. The various pieces of the nt.h ·order 
cluster int.egral m!1.y then be easily expanded around the classical limit [Wigner-Kirkwood (WK) 
expansion] using the proced\lre of Oel'ra.nd and Yaglom. It is shown that the reducible diagl"ams fail 
to fador nt O( tit ), nnd thus the Mayer theorem that only irreducible diagrams come in to the virial 
coefficients of the density expansion of the pressure is valid only through O( 1i.2). AB an eX~'I.mplc. the 
WI{ expansion of the third vi rial coenicient is worked out to O(!t4). It is shown also how t.he funcliolHll 
integral formalism may be used to expa.nd quantum statistical mechanical pertUl'bation t.heory about 
the classical limit., 

T ilE statistical mechanics of a llonidcal gas 
developed from the grand canonical partition 

function gives a convenient cluster expansion for 
the pressure and density of the gas: 

(3P(p ,I') = L: z;b;(P) , (I) 
i-1 

(2) 

where tbe activity is Z= (e" lC21f1/l"T)t(27rh) - , = """. 

with I' = 1'0 + 01' the chemical potential; 01' de
pends explicitly on the interparticle interaction. 
Equations (1) and (2) a re parametric equations in 
z (or 01')' By solving Eq. (2) for z as a function of p, 

one may eliminate the chemical potential and ob
tain the more convenient viria l expansion for the 
pressure 

{3P(P, p) = p + B,p' + B,p' + ... . (3) 

The cluster integrals b; in the activity expansion 
are known from Mayer's work for all j and are well 
defined for both classical and quant,um systems.' 
The diagrammatic representation of the b; has the 
important topological property that the j particles 
of a cluster are at least singly connected. The elimi
nation of 01' in going to the virial expansion, Eq . 
(3), gives a remarkable topological result: the 
diagrams for the virial eoefficien~' are multiply 
connected (irreducible) ; the class of singly connected 
diagrams has been eliminated.~ This irreducible 
cluster theorem due to Mayer is known to fail for 

.. Work performed under the a.uspices of the U. S. At.omic 
Encrp;y Commission. 

t Present address: Department of Phys ics, Princeton 
Universit.r. Princeton, N. J. 

1 T. K Hill, Statistical 'Mechanics (McGraw-Hill Book 
Company. Inc .. New York, 1956), Chap. 5. 

2 A comf)letc tre!l.tment of this theorem and linear graph 
theory app ied to c1u.ster expans ion is found in the chapter 
by Foro and Uhlcnbcck in Studies in Stalisl·ical Mechanics 
(Norlb I1 0lland Publishing Company. Amsterdam, 1963 ), 
Vol. I. 

systems at densities high enough so that quantum 
statistics are inlpOl'tant. However, to our knowl
edge the limit of validi ty of this theorem has not 
been discussed for systems of distinguisllable parti
cles interacting according to the laws of wave me
chanics. 'I'herc is no particular reason to expect tJle 
irreducible cluster theorcm to be true in gellcral, 
but for some systems it would be convenient if it is 
approximately true. Thus with ordinary nonideal 
gases at intermediate temperatures, wave mechani
cal effects become numericaUy significant in the 
virinl coefficients.' Also, for high-temperature plas
mas, wave mechanical eITects can be important, 
while quantum statistics effects are negligible. 

The proof of the irreducible cluster expansion 
for classical systems depends crucially upon the 
factorizability of singly eOlllected diagrams into 
products of multiply connected diagrams. In this 
paper we show by an example that tIle quantum 
generalizations of the singly connected diagrams 
fail to completely factor, and that the error in the 
near classical lilnit is of order Ii". 

The discussion here will be limi ted to the second
and third-vil'ial coefficients, since extension to the 
higher-virial coefficients will be evident. The cluster 
integrals in Eq . (1) may be written as 

b, = t!B , b, = t! (D + 3G) , (4) 

where B denotes the sum of all interactions of two 
particles. C denotes three--particle interactions in 
which the first interacts with the second, the second 
with the thi.rd, but not the first with the third. D 
indicates three-particle interactions in which all 
three interact with each other. Elimination of the 
chemical potential from Eqs. (I) and (2) gives 

'Hirschfclder, Curt.iss, and Bird). !If olec:ular Theory of 
Gases and Liquids (John Wiley &: M ns, Inc. New York 
1954), Chap. 6. J, 

798 
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flP = p - ~BP' 

- i[D + 3(C - B') JP' (5) 

'rhe quantum mechanical defini tion of B for 
two particles of mass 1n, a.nd 111.2 is 

B(I2) 
_ 1- (2.-h)' (2 .. h)' 
- V (2.-""kT) ' (21T""k1')' 

·Tr {exp [-fl(K, + K , + u,,) J 

- exp [-fl(f( , + ](,)J I 

-> If d'r, el'r, (e-'"" - I) = I d',." I" , (6) 
"I<-() V 

where K, and /(2 are the particle kinetic energy 
operators, U12 is the potential interact ion, and 
/ = e-" - 1 is the usual Mayer 1 fu nction. Similarly, 
C for three part icles is 

C(I ?3) = 1- (21Th)' (21Tft)' (21Th)' 
- V (21Tm,kT)1 (21T""k1')1 (21Tm,kT)' 

X Tr (exp - fI(K , + K, + K, + u" + u,,) 

e,l' l -fl(l( , + K, + K, + u,,) J 

exp [-fl(l{, + K , + K, + u,,) ] 

+ exp [ -fJ(I{, + ](, + J(,)JJ 

= (J ,I'r" I,,)(J el',·" I,, )· (7) 

In the classical limit, It = 0, the quantity C factors 
as shown in ti,e last line of Eq. (7), so W,at C(123) = 

B (12)B(23). C is the lowest-order example of n 
singly connected d iagrnm. Since it factors for h = 0, 
WlC quant ity C - B' in WlC Wl ird-v irial coefficient 
vanishes, and one finds Ba = - { D, where 

D = ~ II I d'r, d'r, d'r, 1,,1,,/,,· 

Because of the classical faetorizabili ty of ti,e singly 
connected diagrnms, it could be proved that a ll tllC 
virial coeffi cients involvcd only mult iply connected 
d iagrams. In the classical p icture the particles 
are points interacting v ia u(.-), but with h r" 0 
the particles arc wave packets of exteJls ion ~ = 

h/(2mkT)1 and the simple classical factorization 
is no longer possible. 

In order to investigate the extent to which the 
quantum form of C factors, we would like to wri te 
B and C in a form closely resembling ti,e classical 
expressions as given by the second lines of Eqs. 

(6) and (7) . Wave mechanics as indicated by th e 
t race operation in tile definition of Band C may 
be conveniently expressed with the help of the 
Wiener ftUletional integral. F or a thorough treat
ment of this formulation of wave mechanics in to 
statistical mechanical problems, the reader is re
ferred to the very comprehensive paper of Gel'fand 
and Yaglom,4 and also to the review by Brush .6 

Our notation and the maUlcmatical manipulations 
follow Gel'fand and Yaglom. We usc the functiona l 
integral formulation to calcula te the Wigllcr
Kirkwood' expansion of B and C in p owers of ~' 
about the classical limi t. 

As a Wiener functional integral, B may be 
written as 

B(l 2) = II d'r,/'r, II d:"."s,(v)d:"."s,(v) F" , 

where 

F" '" F {[r, + ~,s ,(v) ] - [r, + ~ ,s,(v) J1 

= exp { - fI l' dv u[r" + ~,s, (v) - X,s,(v)] - l} 
(8) 

F I2 is evidently a quantum generalization of the 
Mayer 1 function. The quanti t ies ~ , s, (v) and ~,s,(v) 
"re the deviations of the particles from t he classical 
paths as the particles propagate from inverse tem
perature "time" 0 to fI (v = 0 to v = I ). For t he 
two-particle system, one can immediately make a 
cha.nge of variables 

~"n(v) = ~,s,(v) - ~,s,(v), (0) 

where ~~2 = X~ + ~~ = h2/2p. 12k T ( 'u 12 is the re
duced mass) correspond ing to the relative motion. 
The een ter-of-mass motion integra tes out . Thus 
one fin ds 

B(12) = I d'r" 1 <l:"."~(v)F [r ,, + ~"n(v) l· (10) 

One now makes a Taylor expansion of F I2 about ru , 

F" = (e- U 
- I) + e- u{ - ~" l' dv n(v) · VU 

+ (X;,/2{[ 1 dv , dv, n(v,) n(v,) : V UV U 

- l' dv n(v) n(v) : V'll uJ .. . } , (11) 

41 . M. Gcl'fand nnd A. i\1. Yaglom, J. Ma.th. P hys. 1, 
48 ( 1960) . 

• S. O. Bru.h , Rev. Mod. Phys. JJ , i 9 ( 1961). 
' L. D. La l\l.I!~1l flod E. M. Lifshil,z. Slalist1:Cul P hysics 

(Pergam.on Press, Ltd., London, 1958), pp. 96-103. 
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where V = {3u. The functional integrals can be 
performed on powers of the Cartesian components 
of n (the moments of the Wiener measure); the 
results for say the x component are 

I d:(O.,,~(vh,(v , ) ... ~,(!I" .. ) = 0, 

I d~ ... " ~(vh.(v,) ... ~.(v,,) 

L b(v; " v;J .. . b(v, •• _" v, •• ). ( 12) .......... 
where the summation is over all partitiou:; into 
pairs of the indices I, 2, . . . , 2k and 

b(v, , v,) 2v,(1 - v,), 

2v,(1 - v,), 

Since the odd moments, i.e., integrals of ~. (v)"" 
vanish, one is left with only even powers of ~:,. 
The final step is the integration over the various 
v variables in the Taylor expansion, Eq. (11). The 
result due to YagJom iS7

•
8 

B(12) = I d'r" ::f(r ,,) , 

iTer ,,) = ::f" = t" + e- U
" [~:'x" + ~:,~" + ... I, 

x = .o(V U)' - tv'V. 

~ = .-11« VV)' - ·h(V U)' V'U 

- ,'rrvuvu: vvu 

USUlg the functional integral notation, the quan
tum generalization of any classical cluster integml 
may be written down. One needs only to replace 
the Mayer t;; functions in the classical theory 
with the Po; defined by Eq. (8) and integrate over 
the path variables, ~;s;(v), for each particle in the 
cluster. Thus C as defined by Eq. (7) becomes 

C = III d'r, d~, d'r, ffl d~(O"s,(v) 

. F[r" + ~,8,(V) - ~,s,(,,) IF[r,, + ~,s,(v) - ~,s, (v) I. 
(14) 

The integrand for D differs from that of C only in 
that F 12F'23 in C becomes F'I2F23 F'3 1 in D. 

The calculation of the WI{ expansion of any 
quantum cluster in integral now requires only 
multiplying out the Taylor expansions of the 
various F'; j functions, grouping terms of order 
It', ,,', etc., using Eq. (12) for the various moments, 
and finally performing the "tiJne" integrations 
over the v's, With cluster terms involving more than 
two particles, such as C, this program is straight
forward though tedious, partly because the trans
fonnation to relative motion variables is no longel' 
possible. The result of the calculation of C to 0("') is 

C = Iff d'r, d~, d'r, 

+ A(V'U)' + h Vv u: vvu 

+ h v U·vv'U - hv·U. ( 13) H".23 = H(r" , r ,,) = ..,,(V V,,· V U,,)' 

Some integrations by parts brings this result into 
the more useful form 

B(12) = I d'r {(e- U 
- 1) + e- u[ - ~:~~" 

+ ~:, (_ i.. V" + 10 U" 
120 36 3 r 

7 A. M, Yagiom, Teoriya Veroyatnostci i ee llrimeneniya. 
1, 161 (1956). 

I The O(1/G) term bas been worked out by T. Kibara, Y. 
~1idzuuo. and T. SbizulUC, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 10,249 ( 1955). 

- ·t.V VU,,: V U"V U" 

- hVVU,, : V U"V U" + -t.VV U,,: vvu" 

+ h V U,, · v v'u" + ,r.V U,, · V V'U". (15) 

The coefficients of ~:, ~:, etc. indicate the extent 
to which C(123) does not factor into the product 
B(12)B(23). At first glance it appears that the 
factorizability fails already at O(h') because of the 
,,~V Uu o V Un term. However, one immediateIy 
finds that integration over the angle between V U" 
and V U" makes the coefficient of ~: equal to zero. 
This same statement will be true for any cluster 
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diagram which factors in the classical limit. Con
sequently, the failure of singly connected diagrams 
to factor begins with 0(11') . Integration over the 
angles in the 0("') terms gives the error in the 
factorizability of C as 

C(JZ3) - B(IZ)B(23) 

"If" I' - w .. w .. ,}{ = "2 a Tn ( T23 e 12.23 

- 1. " If d' d' -w .. +U .. ,{l U"U" - 3 "2 TI2 T23 e 72 12 23 

_ l u,,(uu + ZU;,) _ l u,,(uu + 2U;,) 
60 12 23 ' 23 60 23 12 Tu 

+ l (ur: + 2U;,)(U;: + 2m,)}. (16) 
45 Tu T'23 

The expansion of D can be worked out in the 
same way. We give here the result for the complete 
third-virial coefficient [from Eq. (5)] written as if 
tile three particles arc different. 

11, (123) = -![D(I Z3) + C(lZ3) - 11(12)B(Z3) 

+ C(Z31) - B(Z3)B(31) + C(3 IZ) - B(31)B(lZ)] 

X I(X~GI2.23 + "-~G23,31 + ~~G31. 1 2) 

+ (X~HI2.23 + X!JIn .31 + X~Ii:H,u) 
+ x~X~(GI2,211G31. 1 ' + 112 . 3) 

+ X~X!(G31,12G23.3 1 + 13 1. 2) 

+ XiX~(G23.31GI2.23 + 123 ,1) 

( 17) 

where the additionAl quantity in the OW) term is 

( 18) 

So far in this work tile functional integral formu
lation has been used to evaluate the trace of opera
tors occurring in an exponential, exp [-Ii(K + u)]. 
It is worthwhile to note that the functional integral 
fonnulation works equally well for powers of the 
operators, such as a perturbation expansion in 
powers of Ii'" For example, the nth tenn in the 

expansion of the second-vi rial coefficient from 
Eq. (6) is' 

B.(IZ) = ~ ! J d'r J d~(O.,,~(v) 
.{ -Ii l' dvu[r + ~n(v)J}". (lfJ) 

A Taylor expansion of U[r + ~n(v)] and evalua
tion of the moments of the Wieller measure gives lO

.
11 

B.(12) = (- ~r J ct'r 
n . 

. { U" + ~'[~ (V"U)U'- ' + n(nl~ 1) (V'U)'U"-' ] 

+ ~{;O (V"U)U'- ' + n(n - l)(,'o'V' U: V' V"U 

+ .'~V'V' U : V'V' U + -.f.r(V"U),)U"-' 

+ n(n - 1)(n - Z)(-hV' UV' U: V'V' U 

+ ,1~(V' U)'V"U)U'-3 
+ n(n - I)(n - Z)(n - 3) (V' U),U'-' ] + .. . }. 

Z88 
(ZO) 

Summation over n gives Eq . (13). Similar results 
are easily obtained for the perturbation expansions 
of C and D. 

t Note that the n different v integrations each from 0 to 1 
are the sum of n! different time orderings of the interactions; 
all tbe time orderings are equal in this case. Using tbis fact 
and writing out the Wiener measure, Eq. (I9) becomes 

8.(12) = (-fJ)" f >"> "'>" ... J dv • .. . dv , 

X (4Jr)1 J ... J d'~, ... d'~. 

X u(r + ~n) ... u(r + X~) 
- ... ·/4 • . -(11.- - , )"/4(0.-',) 

X e ~e~-' ____ ~r-
(1 .... ,)'- ['J.-(v, - v,)], 
-( •• -11._,)'/4( •• _ • • _ , ) - ".'/4/1- • • ) 

X e "e~,-_--:-:" 
[4 .. (v. - v._,)]' [4 .. (1 - v.W 

a rorlll oi>tllilled hy II. S. Green, J. Chern Phys. 20, J274 
( 1952 ). The qlluntity 

e - ( - H. - II; ),/4('1+. - r/ ) 

['l1r(v .. , - v;)]' 
is the free-r..article propagator which takes the particle fro m 
the space I time" point r + "n" (3v, to r + "n,+I, (jVi+l_ 

10 For n :coo: 1 the quantum corrections are zero, since 
f d'r'V1u - 0; thus B, is completely classical, i.e., BI ",. 
- f d3rU, as it should be. 

11 For nth-order perturbation theory t.he functional integral 
is v~ry much easicr to use than the method given in an earlier 
paper; II. E. Dc Witt, J . Math. Phl's. 3,1003 ( 1962). 
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Adiabatic Switching in the Schrodinger Theory of Scattering 

J Oli N DAY DOLLAltO'" 

Palmer Physical Laboratory, Princeton, N. J . 
(ftcccived 23 August 1965) 

The time-dependent Sehr6dinger theory of scattering is studied rigorou:sly with the polentinl V 
replaced by e- · IIIV. Sufficient oouditions are given that the M~llcr wave-matrices oj, be obtaina.ble 
from this theory as ( _ O. The conjecture that this tbeory can be used to define a rell80nable S-matrix 
when the O± do not exist is shown to be false for the Coulomb potential. It is remarked that the 
Gold bcrger- GeU-Mann switching procedure also breaks down in this casco 

INTRODUCTION n: = lim n,(t). 

MAY 1966 

(6) 

I N dealing with p roblems in the nonrelat ivistic 
theory of scattering, it is frequcntly convenient, 

to switch the interaction ofT adiabatically by one 
means or another. I TJlis paper studies the switching 
proccdure in which the potentia l V is replaced by 
.-""V. As far as the author has been able to tell , 
no previous rigorous presentation of this proced ure 
has been given in t.he li terature. 

(d) Prove the ex istence of the operators 

The idca of the adiabatic switch ing procedure is 
the following: given the Hamiltonian 

-6 
H = H +V=-+V o 2m. (I) 

n; = l im n~ (7) 
. - ·0 

and use these to define the scatt,Cl'illg matrix So: 

S, = (n~)· no, 

or, somewhat less ambitiollsly, 

(d ') define the switched S-mat rix S, by 

16 is the Laplacean, V a multiplicative operator and prove that the lim it 
given by the fun ction Vex)] , defin e a scattering S~ = l im S, 
matrix as follows: .-0 

(711) 

(a) Replace If by the time-dependent Hamil
ton ian 

If ,U) = If, + e- "'I v. (2) 

exists. Then defmc the scattering matrix as S~. 
INaturally, if n~ converged strongly to n~ , as in (d), 
We would have S, = S~.] 

(b) Solve the SchrOdinger equation (t, 

i afu)/at = lI ,(t)f(t) 

I ) This p rogram is offered as a substitute for the 
(3) usua l method, which is: 

by finding a unita ry operator U,(I) such that 

U(O) = 1, i aU,(t)/at = H ,(t)U,(t). (4) 

IThen f (t) is given by U,(t)f(O).] 

(e) Form the operators 

n ,(I) = U~(t).-m . , (5) 

and prove Ole existence of the lIadiabatically 
switched ~1jZ111er wave matrices": 

• Present address: Department or Mu.l,hcma tics, Univen;i iy 
of Rochester, Rochest.er, N. Y. 

I IV1. ael1~Nl:Uln and M. L. Goldberger, Phys.H.ev. 91, 
3g8 (1053). F. Cocster, M. IIllmcrmcsb and K. T anaka, Phys. 
Rev. 96, 1 t42 ( 1954) and references t.herein; J. l\l. Ja.uch antI 
F. Rohrl ich, Theory 0/ Photons and Electrons (Addison-Wesley 
Publishing Company, Inc., Rea.di ng, MIl.'SS" 1955 ), p. 1 ~4, 
S. Schweber, A,l Introduction to Nelativislic Quantum Field 
7'heory (Row, Peterson I,I.nd Company, New York, 196 1), 
p.322. 

(a) solve the Schrbdinger equation without sw itch
mg 

i af(I)/a l = IN(t) (8) 

by taking for f (1) the function U(l) f (O), where 

U(t) = .-"" . (9) 

(b) Form the operator 

(10) 

(c) Prove the existence of the operators 

(11) 

alld usc these to define the scattering matrix S 

(12) 

802 
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It is hoped that 

(1) When Il' ex ists, Il~ exists anu 

n: = ni: 
so that the adiabatically switched tileory yields 
the COl'rect S-matrix as E ~ O. 

(2) Whcn Il' does not cxist, Il~ of (7) or at 
least S, of (7a) can still be defmed, and used to 
producc a reasonable S-matrix for tile theory. 

In tlte folIowiJ1g, we investigate the rnathClnaticai 
existence of the switched theory (that is, existen ce 
of U,(t), Il~, ctc.). Although giving proofs only 
for the case of potential scattering, we mention 
results for the case of n-body scattering, and give 
an idea of tile structure of adiabatica lly switched 
tileories in general. We then investigate the truth 
of statements (I) and (2) above. 

I. ADIABATICALLY SWITCHED THEORIES 

Orientation: We work in the Hilbert space £' 
of square-integrable functions in onc three-vector 
variable x. The £' norm of the fun ction f is denoted 
by 11111. We consider a Hamiltonian H of the type 
given by (1) acting on tilis space, where V satisfies 
either or both of the conditions: 

(I) V(x) is square-integrable or 
(2) V(x) is locally squarc~integrable and bounded 

for large Ix l. In Ul is case' V is " infinitely small" 
compared to If, = - tJ./2m, by which is meant 
the following: denote by :o(e) the domain of Ule 
operator e. Then, if f E :0 (IT.) , it follows that 
f E :O(V) and 

IIVfII ~ a IIIf.1II + fi 11111, (13) 

where a can be chosen as small as desired , and the 
bound holds simultaneously for a ll f E :O(H,). 
Furtiler, tbe operator H is (c.."SentiaUy) self-adj oint, 
:O(H) = :o(I-l. ) is dense in .c', and e-'''' is unitary. 

We now consider the time-dependent H am il
tonians H, (t) of Eq. (2) and try to solve tile 
Schrod inger equation (3) by looking for operators 
U ,(t) satisfying Eq. (4). The question of the existence 
of solut ions to (4) for geneml 11,(1) is not at al l 
well understood. Even in lbe relntively simple 
case at hand the problem offers such unappetizing 
features as noncommutativity of II ,(t) with H ,(t') 
for t r' t'. Nonetheless, the present case is covered 
by a theorem of Kato' which ullinns the existence 

'T. Rato, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 72,, 195 ( 1951). 
'T. Ka.to. J. Math. Soc. Japan 5, 2~ (1953). 

of U,(t) defined on a U of £', mappulg D(Ho) to 
D(Ho) and satisfyillg 

(d/dt)U,(t)", = H ,(t)V,(t)", (strong dcrivative) (14) 

for ", E D (11.) , i.e. a solut.ion of (-1) in the usual 
sense. T'his i$ a special case of Kata's Theorem 4 . 
(Ref. 3, p . 2 11 ), with Kato's A(t) equal to - iH, (t) , 
and I(ato's U(t, 0) equal to our U,(t). The proof 
that -iTI, (t) satisfies tile hypotileses C, to C. of 
Theorem 4 is straightforward but requires much 
writing, and we leave it to the reader. \Ve remark 
only tilat the simplify ing properties of H, (t) which 
guarantee existcnce of U ,(t) are essentially these: 

(a) the very simple and smooth dependence of 
II ,(t) on tand 

(b) the fact t hat aU the II ,(t) ure sclf-adj oint 
operators wiU, the same domain :O(llo) , as follows 
from the first-mentioned paper of Kato since e- "" V 
is "infin itely small" compared to J-l Q. 

It ran be seen very simply, using Kato's results, 
t hat U,(t) is a unitary operator. T his is indicated 
in the Appendix. 

Having establishcd the existence of U,(t) , it is 
now easy to prove the e..'x istcncc of the operators 
Il~ of Eq. (6). 

Theorem 1: Define 1l,(1) as in Eq. (,';) . Then 
Il ,(t) is unitary and Il,(t) converges strongly as 
t -) ± (0 to operators n~ . 

Proof. Il,(t) is clearly unitary, since both U~(t) 
and e ill. I are uni tary_ Thus, it suffices to prove 
convergence of n, (I) on a dense set, which we choose 
to be :0 (11,) . We prove convergence as t ---> + 00 : 
let", E :0(110) . Then, for any to, 

J' d 
Il,(t)", = ",(t,) + dt' dt' [Il,(t')",] 

'. 

= ",(t.) + r dt' U~(t')e-"'" Ve- w" ,,,,. ( 15) 

\Ve can now prove convergence of n.(t)1p by showing 
timt L: dt' II(d/dt')(Il,(t')",) 11 exists. But this is 
trivia l, because 

II(d/dt)[Il, (t)",lIl = 11U~(t)e-""Ve-w" ",11 

= e-"" IIVe-'H· '",I!. (16) 

and according to ( \3) 

I lVe- w
, '", I I ~ a 1if1ce- w

, '", I I + fi Ile- w"",11 

= a I IlJe", I I + fi 11",11 (17) 

[in (17) we have used unitarity of e-'N.']. Thus 
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and the integral of the left-hand side from to to '" 
exists. The proof of convergence as t -+ - CD is 
similar. 

To give a more complete insight into the structure 
of the adiabatically switched theory, we also prove 

Theoren. 1l: n efiJle n.(l) as in Eq. (5). Then 
n~(t) is unitary and n~(l) converges strongly as 
l -+ ± CD to n:*, where Q~ arc the operators defined 
in Theorem I. 

Proof. n~(l) is clearly unitary, and as in Theorem 
1, we shall prove convergence on 'S:J(lJ 0) as t -> + "'. 
It suffices to show that J.: dl' II(dldt') [n~(I)",] 11 
exists for", E 'S:J(Ho). But 

II(dldt)[n~(t)",]11 = Ile""'e-"" VU.(tll,11 

= ;-.,<1 IIVU.(t)",1I (19) 

so that we will be finished if we can show that 
IIVU.(t)",1I is bounded. This is not obvious but is 
proved in the Appendix, completing the convergence 
proof. That the limit of n~(l) is n:* is seen as follows: 
strong convergence of n.(l) to n* implies weak 
convergence of n~ (t) to n: *. Since we know that 
actually n~(t) converges strongly, it must converge 
strongly to n~*. 

It is Theorem 2 which distinguishes the adia
batically switched theories from the ordinary ones. 
In any theory with bound states, it is false that 
n*(t) [see Eq. (10)] converges strongly on all of £'. 
In fact, as is easy to see, n*(t) fails to converge 
strongly on any bound state, but instead converges 
weakly to zero. This mcans iJl turn that n** an
nihilates the bound states, and that n', a lthough 
isometric, is not unitary. We summarize our in
formation on the adiabatically switched theory in 
the following theorem. 

Theorem S: The operators n~ are unitary . There 
are no bound states in the adiabatically switched 
theory in the sense that H. (t) has no eigenstate 
for all t. The adiabatically switched theory is asymp
totically complete in the sense that the asymptotic 
states n~", span aU of £'. 

Proof. Both n~ and n:* arc the strong limits of 
sequences of unitary operators, and both are, there
fore, isometric, i.c., 

(isom etry of n~). 

(isometry of n:*), 
(20) 

and Eqs. (20) imply that !l~ is uJlitary. There are 
no bound states in the theory, for if "'. were such 
a state, with energy EBt we would have 

!l~(t)"'B = ."·'U.(t)",. = e,H·'e-""",., (21) 

and the right-hand side converges weakly to zero, 
while we know the left-hand side converges strongly 
to something with norm 11"'.11, as t -> ± "', .s 
indicated. 

FUlally J since the range of a unitary operator 
acting on a Hilbert space is the entire Hilbert 
space, we have symbolically 

(22) 

so that the theory is asymptotically complete. 

Results in the n-body case. In the n-body case, 
we have only to redefine H 0 alld V by 

Jl o = t - ~ .-1 21n. I 
(23) 

and make the same assumptions on 

V.; (0 $ i < j 5 n) 

as we made previously on Vex) . Naturally, we also 
replace £' in one threL~vector variable by £' in 
the n three-vector variables x, . .. x.. Then de
fining H.(t), U.(t), ete., as before, Theorems 1, 2, 
and 3 also hold in the n-body case. This implies 
that the 'I-body adiabatically switched theory is a 
one-channel theory, i.e., there is only one possible 
asymptotic behavior for any wave-packet U.(t)"" 
and this behavior is evolution according to the free 
Schrodinger equation describing n noniIlteractiIlg 
particles. This is clear since by Theorem 3 if '" E £', 
there are states "" E £' such that", = !l~Ii". Then 
by Theorem 1, U.(t)", approaches, as I -> ± "', the 
states e-iJl.'I/I-J:. 

We now turn to the problem of obtaining tb. 
usual M~ller wave matrices no!" from the operators: 
U~ as E ---.. O. 

II. CONVERGENCE TO THE USUAL THEORY 
AS._o 

We first take a large class of potentials for which 
n' is known to exist and show that for those po
tentials n' is the limit as , -> 0 of !l~. For con
venience, we summarize some results in the liter
ature. 

(A) If V(x) is square-integrable or 
(B) V(x) is locally square-integrable and for 

some M > 0 

lV(x) I < _c_ for Ixl ~ M, with a> I, 
Ixl" 
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en the operators 0 * of Eq. (11) exist as strong 
nits on all of .e'.' Convergence (as t -> + "') can be 
oved by showing that for", belonging to a certain 
t £ dense in .e' and some t, [and thus for any I., 
ICe by (17) IIVe-,n"",1I is bounded), 

,"II:t O(t)",11 dt = f II Ve- iII"",1/ dt < 00. (24) 

is so chosen that S C '.D(H ,). (For instance, S 
n be taken to be Schwartz's space S of infiJlitely 
ferentiable functions of rapid decrease as I xl -> 00). 
We now prove the following. 

Theorem 4: If Vex) satisfies (A) or (E), then 

limn: = nt = 0 :1:, (25) .-, 
e limit holding in the sense of strong convergence; 
., statement 1 of the introduction is true. 

Proof: We give the proof for 0+. It suffices to 
ove convergence on a dense set, which we choose 
be the set S discussed above. For", E S and any 

> 0, we have 

0: - 0+)",1/ ~ 1/(0; - O.(t))",1/ 
+ I/(OU) - 0+)",11 + II(O.U) 0U))", II . (26) 

e can estimate 

0: - O.(t»",11 

Il f (dl dt') [O.(t')",) dt' ll 

~ f Ild~' [o.u')",)1 1 dt' 

r e- '" II Ve- ill
. , '",II dt' 

~ r II Ve- ill
., '", II dt', (27) 

ere we know the last integral converges since V 
isfies (A ) or (B) and", E S so that (24) holds. 
Ice the right-hand side of (27) is independent of 
,ve can, by taking t la rge enough, estimate the 
Irhand side of (27) uniformly in •. Likewise, we 
I make II(O(t) - 0+)",11 as small as we like by 
losing t large enough. 

We now show that for fixed t the term 

II (O .(t) - 0(t»",11 

'J. M. Cook, J . Math. & Phys. 36, 82 (1957 ). 
I J. M . Jauch and 1. Zinnes, Nuovo Cimento 11, 553 (1959). 
light extension of the work of the second paper is necessary 
1nndJe potentials satisfying (B). 

vanishes as • -> D. Since O.(t) = V~(t),- ill.' and 
O(t) = "o',-w" , it is enough to ahow that 
II[U~ (t) - e<H')fll vanishes as • -> D for any 
II' E '.D(ll ,) . [If this has been shown, let '" E S. 
Then", E '.D(H,) and , - w"", = II' E '.D(lI,) , so 
the result follows.) Using the fact that U~(D) = 1 
and some obvious manipulations, we have for 
II' E '.D(ll,) 

II (U~(t) - ""')11'11 = II (U~(t),-iII' - ])""'11'11 

111' d~' [U~(t,),- iII"Je'"' 11'1 1 

(28) 

Also, 

IIVe-<8«'-" fll ~ a IIHe- ''' '' '-''fll 

+ b 11,-<8«'-" 11'11 = a lillII'll + b 11>1-11. (29) 

Equation (29) follows from the Appendix [Eq . 
(A7) at t = D; remember that H.(D) = H). Thus 
the integral on the right-hand side of (28) is bounded 
by const. J: (l - e-",) dt' and converges to zero 
as E --+ o. 

Remark: the proof that II(U~(t) - e'H')fll van
ishes as • -> D for II' E '.D(ll ,) did not depend on 
V satisfying (A) or (B). It is enough that V satis
fies (l) or (2) at the beginning of Sec. 1. We shall 
use this result Jater in the ease of the Coulomb 
potential, which satisfies (2) but not (A) or (B). 

We now complete the proof of Theorem 4 as 
follows: Let ~ > D. Choose t so large that, for all 
, > D, each of the first two terms on the right-hand 
side of (26) is less than h. Then choose • so small 
that the Jast term is less than h. The resu I t is 
tha t if • is small enough 

11(0: - 0+)",11 < ~, Q.E.D. (3D) 

Result in the n-body cas,. Theorem 4 holds in 
the n-body case provided that 0* are interpreted 
as the M~ller wave matrices for the channel in 
which all particles are asymptotically free. 

We now investigate the situation when Vex) is 
the Coulomb potential "" I I xl, which is of the 
second type mentioned at the beginning of Sec. l. 
Again, we summarize certain facts for the COIl

venience of the reader.' 
Define the "distorted free-propagation operator" 

V,(t) = exp [-ilI,,(I») (31) 

~ J. O. Ooll ll rd;. J. Math. Phys. 5, 720 ( 1004 ), nnJ Ph.D. 
thesis, P rinceton u niversi ty ( 1963). 
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with 

1/ ,,(I) lI,t + .(t)fme,e,/(-6)i] log (-2 It I 6 /",) 

= H ,t + m.(t). (32) 

where 

1/, = -6/2",. (t > 0), 

(t < 0). 

Then with 

II , (-6/ 2m) + (e,e,/Ixl) . 
the operator 

!l,(t) = eW
" U,(t) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

converges strongly as l ~ ± co to operators n~ 
which eorrecUy give the Coulomb scattering matrix 
clements. This result implies that the operators 

cannot converge strongly, since, writ.illg 

!l(t) = eW
" U,(t)U,(t)*.-w. ,. (36) 

it is easy to show that !l(t) converges weakly to 0 
as t ~ ± CD because U c(l)*c- w ., does. This is done 
as follows: In the case at hand,' any fWletion 
>/! E .c' can be written as the sum of a function .pH 
belonging to the subspace spanned by the bound 
states and a fWletion '" which belongs to the range 
of boUI !l: and !l: and can be written as !l~r . To 
verify weak convergence of !J(t) to zero, it thus 
suffices to verify Umt for any", E .c' U,e expression 
(.p. !l(I)",) converges to zero when (1) >/! is a bound 
state or (2) >/! has U,e fOl1n !l~r. In case (1), we 
have (>/!, !l(t)",) = e"'(.p,e- on.,,,,) where E is the 
energy of 1/;. Then convergence to zero is clear. 
(For a rigorous proof, one uses a slightly more re
lined version of tJlC Riemalm- Lebesgue lemma.) 
In case (2), usiJ1g the fact tJ>at U,(I)*e- iII " n~ con
verges st.rongly to (n!)*n! = 1 as t ± c:o, we 
find tJ,at (>/!, !l(I)",) asymptotically has the fOl1n 
U., U~(t).-w. ,,,,) which goes to zero (again by the 
Riemann- Lebesgue lemma.) Thus !J(t) does IIOt 
converge strongly, and !J' of (11) docs not exist 
as a strong limit. 

The convergence proof fo,· !l, (I) in Ref. .5 (as 
I -+ + 00) proceeds by showing that 

f II:t !l,(I)",11 dt < 00 (37) 

for t, > I and a suilably chosen set of fWlCtions "'. 
"Vc will now give a counterexa.mple to statement 

(2) of the Introduction by showing that the correct 
scattering matrices !l~ cannot be obtained by tJlC 
method of adiabatic sw itching outlined in the intro
duction. In order to do tJlis, we first prove that the 
n: are obtainable by a different switching procedure. 
This is done as follows: tJlC time-derivative of 
U ,(t) is given by 

idU,(I) = (H + me,e, )U (t) (t '" 0) 
dt '(-6)'ltl' . 

(38) 

We wiJl define an adiabatically switehed version 
of U,(t), called U .. (I), by requiring that U .. (I) 
should agree WitJl U ,(t) at some time I, and satisfy 
U1C equation 

id~;.(t) = (lfo + ('~'~)f;; ;' )u .. (t) (t'" 0). (38a) 

Since the point t = 0 is clearly a IItroublc point" 
in (38) and (38a), it is convenient to avoid talking 
about it by delining U .. (t) on ly for, say, It I ~ t, > o. 
V\Te thus require 

FOI· t ~ I, : U .. (lo) = U,(lo) and U .. (I) satisfies 
(38a). 

For t ::; -I, : U .. (-Io) = U,(-t,) and U .. (t) 
satisfies (38a). 

From now on we deal only with the case t :?: lo
The case t ::; -t, is dealt WitJl analogously. For 
t ~ to we can write 

U .. (t) = exp (- ill , .. (t)) (39) 

with 

() II me.t:z J' d I e- '" 
H,,,t = · ,t+(_6)' '. t T 

+ me,e, 10" (-2t06) (40) 
(-6)' 0 m 

It should be clear that 

U,,(to) = U,(lo) (41) 

and that U,,(t) as defined in (39) satisfies (38a). 
We now let U.(t) be the operator (4) whose 

derivative is H. (I)U.(I), where H .(I) is UlC ad ia
batically switched Coulomb Hami ltonian - 6 / 2", + 
.- ·" 'e,e,/ Ixl. Then we have the following. 

Theorem 5: Define n:,(t) for It I > I, by 

!l:.(t) = U~(t)U,,(I). (42) 

Then the strong limit..s 

lim !l:.(I) !l' , .. 
exist 011 all of £.2. 
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Proof. As usualJ we prove convergence as t - ) + 00 

on a dense set, this time the set of C-flmctions. 6 

I(x ) is a C-flmction if [(x) belongs to Schwartz's 
space S and its Fourier transfonn f(k) vanishes in 
a neighborhood of k = o. All such fun ctions belong 
to the domain of IIo and the domain of Ilo,,(t). 
To give the proof as t -> + 00 we estimate for a 
C-function I and t, 2: to, t, > 1 (this apparently 
jl'relevant cond ition makes the comparison with 
Ref. 5 more immediate): 

r dt II:t (n;,(t)/lll 

= { dt Ilu~(t)e- "e,e, (~ - (-,:) !Ju"U)! 11 

= e,e, { dte-"IIC!I - (-,:)!JU"U)!II ('13) 

We could now use (13) and ti,e fact that Ho and 
0( - 6) - 1 conunute with U ,,(t) to show that the nOJm 
in the integrand is bounded and the convergence 
takes place. H owever, it is possible to prove a 
stronger result; "ctually, t he integra l converges 
withou t the factor e- rl

, 

{ dt Ile!1 - (-':)! t)u,,(t)!11 < 00. (44) 

The proof of th is fact closely resembles the proof 
in Ref. 5 that 

{dtIIC!I - (-,:)!J u,(t)!11 < 00 

and will not be given here. One result of the proof 
is that the convergence in (44) can be proved with 
estimates ill(lependent of E, so that the quanti ty 
II(n;, (t) - n',:)!11 can be made a rbit ra rily small 
uniformly ill , if I is takcn large cnough, by the 
s",ne type of estima te as used in (27). 

Using thc.!::lc results, we are now in a position to 
prove Theorem G. 

Theorem 6: If n~ arc the operators obtained 
from (35) as t -> ± 00, and n',~ a '·e the operators 
of Theorem .~, then 

lim n~: = n: (45) 

in U~e sense of strong convergence. 

ProD!. We prove the result fo r n: on the set of 
C-functions. If [ is a C-funct ion , for any t ~ to 

lI(n;; - !l:)!11 :::; II(n;; - n;,(l))/II 

+ 11(!l.(t) - [I :)!II + II(n;.(t) - n,U))!II · (-lG) 

By the discu~ion above and the convergence of 
n ,(t) to n:, we see that by choosing t large enough 
we can make the first two terms as small as we like 
independent of E. It rema ins to show that for fixed 
t we can make Jl(n;,(t) - n,(t))! 11 as small as we 
like. Since 

n;.(t) = U~(t) u .. (i) , 
n,U) = e'n" u,(t) , 

and U~(t), u .. (t) , em", and U,(t) are unitary, it 
suffices to show that for any I 2: to 

lim U~(t) = eW
" , (47a) 

lim U,,(t) = Uit) , (47b) 
,-0 

where the limits nrc strong limits on all of £'. This 
is true because if Au B. are unita ry , and A., B. 
converge strongly to A, B, respectively, as E ~ 0, 
then 

II (A,B, - AB)", II 

:::; II(A, - A)B" II + II A,(B, - B)"II 

II(A, - A)B" II + II(B, - B)"II-> 0, E -> o. 
(48) 

Equation (47a) has already been proven on aU 
functions ", E '.D( N o) [see Eq. (28)ff] and the proof 
extends immediately to all of £'. Equat ion (47b) 
is also easy to prove, for instance, by writing out 
U ,,(t)'" and U ,(t)'" in momentum space and using 
Lebesgue's donunated convergence theorem. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 6. 

We now turn to t he analysis of the operators 
n~ gotten by using the ordi nary adiabatic switching 
procedure discussed in tJl C introduction. The c.xist
enee of these operators is guaranteed by the work 
of Sec. I , since the Coulomb potentia l satisfies (2) 
a t the begumlng of Sec. 1. 

Theorem 7: Let n~ be tJ,e operators obtained 
fo r the Coulomb field by the ordinary adiabatic 
switchillg procedure: 

n: = lim U~(t)e- 'II .I , (49) 
1-*'" 

where U,(t) is defiJl ed after Eq. (41). Let n',~ be 
the opemtors of Theorem 5. Then 

n: = ,. {inte,e, [Jm d ,~ n .. exp ± (_ 6)! ,. ./ t' 

+ log (-2 ;~"1 6)J}. (50) 
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Further, neit.her !l~ nor the switched S-matrix 
S. = (!l:)"!l: converge strongly as • -+ O. Instead, 
all these operators converge weakly to zero as 
E -+ O. 

PToof. We first prove (50) for !l:. Write 

U~(tV"" = UW)U,,(t)U,~(I)e-;n.,. (51) 

We already know from Theorem 5 that. U~(t)U ,,(I) 
converges strongly to U'e: as l ~ + <XI. We have 
only to show that 

U.".(/)e-U/ . , {tmele2 
.::-:" exp (-lI)' 

X [f dt' e~:" + log (-~oll)]} (strong limit). 

(52) 

But. this is very simple, because a glance at (39) 
and (40) shows t.hat. 

U.~(t)e-;n. , 

- {ime,e, [J' d ,~ 
- exp (-lI)' '. t t' + 

(53) 

That. this operator has the limit given in (52) can 
be seen by passing to momentum space and using 
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. Thus 
(50) is proved for !l+. The proof for !l- is similar. 
We now prove the statements on weak convergence 
to zero : it is easy to see intuitively, and not hard to 
verify rigorously, that the operator on the right
hand side of (52) converges weakly to zero as • -+ O. 
This is because as • -+ 0 the integral J.: dl'e- "'/I' 
diverges and the operator "oscillates itself to death." 

Denote for convenience the operator on the right
hand side of (52) by P(.). Then (50) reads 

(54) 
!l; = !l'.:P(.)" , 

and by the above discussion we know that P(.) 
[and thus also P(.)"] converges weakly to 0 as 
• -+ O. Now a detailed argument shows that in 
addition to (45) the following equations hold: 

lim (!l:: - n~)p(.) = 0 ._0 

= lim (n:: - !l:)P(.)" (strong limit). (55) ._0 
Now let '1', '" E s:.'. Then 

lim ('I'. !l:",) = lim ('I'. !l',:P(.)",) 
' -00 ._0 

= lim ('I' . (n:: - !l: )P(.)",) 
._0 

+ lim ('I', !l:P(.)",) = o. (56) 
• _0 

since the first term on the right-hand side goes to 0 
by (55) and the second term can be rewritten as 
(!l;"'I', PC.)",) which goes to zero by the weak con
vergence to zero of P(.). Thus !l: converges weakly 
to zero, and similarly for !l:. We now evaluate the 
limit of the switched S-matrLx S. : let '1', '" E s::'. 
Theil 

('I'. S.",) = (!l',:P(.)'I'. O',:P(.)*",). (57) 

Now, (55) shows that in the limit as • -+ 0 
the right-hand side of (57) can be replaced b), 
1!l; P(.)'I', !l;P(.)*",]: 

lim ('I', S.",) = lim (!l:P(.)'I'. n:P(.)*"') 
.-0 ' -00 

= lim ('I'. P(.)*!l; "!l:P(.)"",). (58) ._0 
However, the intertwining re1ations for the 

Coulomb-Mllller wave-matrices' 

(59) 

with H 0 and H, given by (33) and (34), imply 
that the free Hamiltonian and, therefore, also P(·.)* 
commute with the operator n:·n~, so we can re
write (58) as 

lim ('I'. S.",) = lim (P(,)P(')'I'. !l:*!l~ "') = O. (60) 
.-to .-0 

since it is easy to see that [P(.)]' converges weakly 
to zero as well as P(.). 

N ow since by the work of Sec. I the operators 
!l~ and S. are unitary, they eannot have strong 
limits since we have just seen that they aU converge 
weakly to zero. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 

Theorem 7 shows that the program of adiabatic 
switching outlined in the introduction breaks down 
in the case of Coulomb potentials. The weak con
vergence to zero of !l~ and S, makes these operators 
useless in defining a reasonable S-matrix for the 
theory . 

To round out the discussion of adiabatic switch
ing, we comment briefly on the prescription of 
Gell-Mann and Goldberger ... • This prescription 
would define a switched Mllller wave-matrix !l;" 
for the Coulomb potential accord ing to 

!l+1I - 1" dt -. r ill , 1 -;H. I • - e e e . 
o 

(61) 

But n:" (and likewise the corresponding n;") con~ 
verges weakJy to zero as E ~ 0 because of the 
previously mentioned weak convergence to zero of 
e,n"e- H/

., as 1-+ ± 00 IEq. (35)ff]. Using slightly 

• T. F. Jordan, J. Math. Phys. 3, 414 (1962) . 
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more refined techniques, it is also possible to show Let 
that the switched S-matrLx (U:")*U~" converges 
weakly to zero in this case. Thus the Goldberger
Gell-Mann technique also breaks down for the 
Coulomb potential. 

X, = exp [(t, - t,_.)( -iH ,)I. 

H , = H ,h), (j = I ... n). 
(A2) 

It is not hard to see that lhe undesirable air 
tributes of tbe" switehed" operators for the Coulomb 
case are due to the long range of the Coulomb po
tential. This long range produces' an anomalous 
asymptotic t ime dependence for wave packets 
moving under the influence of a Coulomb potential. 
This anomalous time dependence is given by a change 
of phase exp [-i . (t)(me.e,/ k) log (2k'/t l/m) ] of 
the wave packet in momentum space. Instcad of 
"erasing" the asymptotic effects of this phase, 
the switching procedures discussed reproduce a 
part of it, and in the limit as • -+ 0, they essentially 
produce the phase with It I becoming infinite, thus 
causing weak convergence to zero. We might say 
that the switching procedures indicate too faithfully 
the distortion caused by the long range of the 
potential. 

The abcve results Oil the Coulomb potential 
make it seem doubtful that ad iabatic switching 
procedures can be used to extend nonrclativistic 
scattering theory in other cases in which the ordinary 
MlllIer wave matrices are not defined, i. e., cases 
in which eIO'e- mol does not converge. The Coulomb 
potential comes quite close to satisfying condition 
(B) at the heginning of Sec. II, which guarantees 
the success of the adiabatic switching method. 
This potential represents one of the weakest imagin
able violations of condition (B), and it is dis
heartening to think that already for this case, 
which is also a case of great physical interest, the 
method breaks down. This makes it seem unlikely 
that the method will work for potentials which 
represent worse departures from conditions (A) or 
(B). In summary, the adiabatic switching method 
is perfectly justified fo r a large class of potentials 
for which U* exists, but the future of attempts to 
use it to extend the ordinary theory looks dim. 

APPENDIX: CONSTRUCTION AND PROPERTIES 
OF U. (/) 

Construction of U. (/) 

The construction of the opera tor U. (t) for t > 0 
proceeds as follows: Consider a partition !J. of the 
interval (0, t): 

o = t. < t, < ... < t. = t. 

(j = I ... n). (A I) 

U(!J.) - X.X. _, . .. X •. (A3) 

Kato's proof shows that as the mesh !J, = 
max, (I, - t,_ ,) tends to zero, U(!J.) converges 
strongly to the desired U,(t). However, in the 
present case, i H, (t) satisfies Kato's hypotheses as 
well as - i ll, (t); and Kato's proof then shows that 

U(!J.)* = Xt . . . X~ (A4) 

nlso converges strongly, and clearly it converges 
to U~(t). But si nce 

U(!J.)*U(!J.) = I U(!J.)U(!J.)* • (A5) 

we have 

U .(t)*U,(t) - I = U,(t)U,(t)*, (AB) 

so that U,(t) is unitary. The construction for t < 0 
is handled similarly. 

Boundedness of II V U,(/) ", II 

We now proceed to show that the expression 
I/ VU,(t)(I'/1 is hounded in t for (I' E 'D(H.), as stated 
ill the text. First, after a little juggling of (13) and 
use of the triangle inequality we find thnt if 
(I' E :n(H.), then 

I/ V(I'I/ ::; a I/ ll .(t)(I' I/ + b I/(I' !/. (A7) 

where a and b are independent of (1', " and t, and a 
can he chosen as small as desired. 

Wc also notice that by the triangle inequality 

::; a I/H.(I'I/ + ae- " j/V(I'I/ + b 1/(1'1/ 

::; a(I/H o(P/I + 1/ V(I' II ) + b 11(1' 11 - M«(I') (t > 0). 

(A8) 

Using the notation of (AI) to (A3) we DOW esti
mate /IVX.X._ • . .. X.(I'/1 for (I' E 'D(H.). In doing 
so, we shall repeatedly use (A7), (AS), the unitarity 
of X" the fact that II , = H, (T, ) commutes with X" 
and the triangle inequality, and may omit explicit 
mention of some uch steps. We also introduce the 
notation 

d; = e- '" - e- " j" > 0, (A9) 
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and noLice that 

H , - H ,,, = d, V. (A 10) 

Lemma: If '" E '.0(110), and 
--, 

n ~ 2, then IIVX •... X,'" I I ::; IT (ad, + I )M(",). 
i-I 

In estimating IIVX • ... X,,,,II we proceed by 
induction on n: letting", E '.O(lf,,) we first estimaLe 

IIVX,,,,II ::; a I IN,X,,,,I I 

and 

+ b 11",11 = a IIX,H,,,, II + b 11", 11 

= a I III,,,, I I + b 11",11 ::; M(",) 

I I VX,X,,,, I I ::; a I IIi,X,X,,,,1 I 
+ b IIX,X,,,,II = a I Ill,X,,,,1 I + b 11", 11 

(All) 

::; a II(FI, - If,)X,,,,11 + a I III,X,,,,1 I + b 11",11 

= ad, I IVX,,,, I I + a IIll,,,, I I + b 11",11 (AI2) 

Now using (All ) on the first term and (AS) on 
the second two terms, we find 

We now assume that for some k 2:. 2 
,,- . 

IIVX .X ._ , .. . X,,,,II ::; IT (ad, + I )M(",) (A I4) ,., 
and estimate 

IIVX .. ,X • ... X,'" I I ::; a 111I .. ,X ...... X,,,, II 
+ b IIX .. , . . . X,,,, II = a IITl ... X • ... X,'" I I 
+ b 11",11 ::; a 11<11 .. , - 11.)X • ... X,,,,I I 
+ a IIN.X • . .. X,I'I I 
+ b 11",11 = ad. IIVX •.. . X,,,,II 
+ a IIll ,X._, ... X,,,,II + b 111'11. (A I5) 

Writing 11. = 1I._, + (fl. - H._,) and con
tinuing in this manner, we geL 

IIVX .. , ... X,'" I I ::; ad.IIVX • .. . X,,,,II 

+ adk-> IIVXk-> . .. X,I'II 

+ ... + ad, IIVX,X'I' II 

+ ad, II VX,,,, I I + a IIIJ,,,,II + b 11",11. (AW) 

IIVX .. , .. . X,,,,II 
k-> 

::; ad. IT (ad, + l)M(I') 
i _ I 

.-, 
+ adk-> IT (ad, + J)M(",) 

; - I 

+ ... + ad, (ad, + 1)ft[(I") 

• + (ad, + I)M(",) = IT (ad, + J)M(",), (A 17) 
,. , 

completing t.he proof of the lemma. To est imate 
the size of IT::: (a d, + I), let 

.-, 
L = log II (ad, + 1) , ., 

ft _ 1 n- I 

= I: log (ad , + 1) ::; I: ad, 
,_ \ i _I 

.-, 
= a I: (e- '" - e-""') = a(e-'" - e-"") < 2a. 

(A18) 

Thus 

(A19) 

Notice that this result holds independent of the 
number n of X /8. Now take a sequence 6., of 
partitions such that U(l!..) _. __ U. (t). We know 
that U .(t)", E '.O(H o) since U .(t) maps '.O(llo) into 
itself. Thus U.(t)", E :O(V) . We now have 

j
IIVU(l!. ')1'11 ::; e'"M(",) (a ll s) 

U(l!..)", - U .U)I' .--
U.U)", E :O(V) 

(A20) 

and these conditions suffice to guarantee that 

Our proof holds for all t > 0, since we started 
from the expressions (AI), (A2), (A3), which were 
written for t > O. However it is easy to extend the 
proof to t < 0 by sim ilar techniques. 

Note added in proof. Without going into details, 
t he author wishes to remark t hat the results proved 
here can be extended without difficulty to cover 
switching procedures in which e- dtJ is replaced by 
another function having the same general behavior 
as a function of t a.nd E. 
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Some properties of crossing matrices a.re deduced which a.re independent of t.he particular symmetry 
group from which t.he crossing matrices are derived. In particular, a factorization of any elast.ic 
crossing matrix, analogous to the factorization of a rotation matrix in n dimensions is found, and the 
connection between crossing and unitary matrices elucidated. In t.he special case of the crossing 
matri.x for clasuc scat.tering of particles which transform as representAtions of SU2, as weU as the 
usual consistency requirement that each row should sum to unity, a new consistency requirement on 
the elements in a given column is proved. As a byproduct of this work, a possibly new quadratic 
identity for Rncah coeffICients is exhibited. 

1. GENERAL PROPERTIES 

I N a dynamical theory the consequences of in
variance under all internal symJnetry group are 

manifested in the crossing matrices which relate 
invariant amplitudes in different channels. In this 
paper some properties of crossing matrices are 
derived which are independent of any specific sym
metry group in the hope that better understanding 
of the stru cture of crOSSiJlg matrices may cast some 
light on the question of the dynamical origin of 
3ymmetries.'" M ost of the results obtained apply 
to crossing matrices for elastic scattering, where 
the particles exchanged have the same total quan
tum numbers (i.e. , belong to the same representa
tion of the internal symmetry group). 

Specifically, if the sand u challnels for a scattcriug 
Jrocess are described by the reactions 

a + b --> c + d , 

a + a. --> c + 5, 

(1) 

(2) 

espccti vely I where particles a, b, c, and d trans
orm as irredu cible J·eprescntations of an internal 
ymmctry group, then the invariant S-lnatrix 
lemcnts in the u channel S.(i) arc related to those 
1 the 8 chanllel, denoted by S.(j) by t.he crossing 
clat ion 

S.(i) = C:;S.(j) , (3) 

·here i labels irreducible representations in the 
ecomposition of the Kronecker products of the 
~presentations to which particles a and b belong, 
nd j denotes the representations in the decom
osition of the product of the representations as-

IE. P . Wigner, Phys. Today 17,34 (1 964). 
2 A. W. Mu.rtm and W. D. McGlinn, Phys. Rev. 13~ 

1515 (1964). See also J. Rothlcitncr, Z. ]' hys ik 177, 287 
964). 
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soclated WitJl particles a and d. The assumption 
of clastic scattering with the exchange of similar 
particles means that particles a and c belong to 
the same irreducible representation of the under
lying symmetry group, while particles band d also 
transform according to another irreducible repre
sentation (possibly the same) . This representation 
is also restricted to be self-conjugate. Then the 
fundament.al properties of the elastic crossing 
matrix are 

with Cil real. 

LCi; = I , 
i 

.L: CijC jk = 6;k, 

(4) 

(5) 

(The superscript us denoting that the matrix 
connects t.he sand u challnel amplitudes has been 
dropped for notational convenience.) These proper
ties are proved2 frOll1 the basic requirement tha t 
the matrix GT transforms projection operators for 
the irreducible representations in the Kronecker 
product decomposition in the u channel into pro
jection operators in the 8 channel. 

Equation (4) is an expression of the complete
ness of tile set of projection operators, and has the 
consequence that the &'l.me crossing matrLx relates 
S-matrix clements as transition amplitudes. The 
second property (5) is a statement that two succes
s ive clastic crossings restore the status quo. Taking 
(4) and (5) as defining relations, the foll owing 
lemmas are easily verified . 

Lenuna 1: If A and C arc, respectively, n X n 
and ?n X m clastic crossing matrices, then the 
direct product 

A @ C 

lS an mn X mn clastic crossing matrix. 
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Lemma e: If A and C are elastic crossing matrices 
of the same dimension, then so is 

A C A. 

Equation (5) implies that the eigenvalues of an 
elastic crossing matrix Care ±1, and +1 is always 
an eigenvalue belonging to the eigenvector { 1, 1· .. 11 
by (4 ). Thus 

TrC=n - r (r = 0, 2, ... ,2n - 2), (6) 

where n is the dimension of the matrix C. The 
construction of Lemma 2 preserves the trace, be
cause of the cyclic property of the latter, and pro
v ides a natural separation of crossing matrices 
U)t.o equivalence classes distu)guished by their 
trace. The representations of the elements of period 
two in the permutation group on n objects by n X n 
matrices P: fann a basic set of crossing matrices 
with non-negative trace. These matrices are mono
mial (i.e., have only one element in each row and 
column) and symmetric with unit elements. Clearly 
Tr P: = number of diagonal elements. The matrices 
P: with negative trace which obey the defining 
laws (4) and (5) are seen to be obtained in terms 
of the matrices P: by 

P: = (2/n)B - P: (7) 

where Eo = 1 for all i, j = 1 ... n. These remarks, 
lead to the following property of factorization. 

Theorem I: Every elastic n X n crossing matrix 
C may be factored as follows: 

(8) 

where there are !n(n - 1) factors both before and 
after the matrix P:, a member of the basic set 
referred to above chosen with trace = Tr C. A 
ty pical matrix A, in the product is defined as follows: 

A." = 6,;, i;>< k, j;>< I; 

A, .. = A." = Oi, j;><k,l; 

(9) 

The proof of this resul t is straightforward, since 

[ a I-a] 
1 + a - a 

is the most general 2 X 2 elastic crossing matrix 
(apart from the identity),' it is clear that overy 
factor in (8) is a crossing matrix. Hence by Lemma 

5 the right-hand side of (8) is a crossing matrix, 
with trace = Tr P: = Tr C by construction. Since 
there are !n(n - 1) distinct matrices A" corre
sponding to the different possible choices of k and 
l, it remains the show that C depends upon at most 
!?l(n - 1) parameters. It is sufficient to show this 
for a matrix whose elements differ infinitesimally 
from those of a P:, as the elements of an arbitrary 
C may be regarded each as the sum of a power 
series in some arbitrary expansion parameter AJ 

the requirement that the conditions (4) and (5) be 
satisfied to each order in A serves to determine 
the coefficients of A" in terms of the elements linearly 
dependent on A by an iterative procedure. First, 
for a crossing matrix C ~ P:ij + e;/1 with eli 

infinitesimal, the condition (5) to first order reads 

P:"C" + C"P:,. = 0 (all i, k). (10) 

Since P: is monomial with unit elements, this gives 

Cu + C" = 0, (11) 

where the indices h and I are specified by the clloice 
of i and k, respectively. 

Let D denote the set of indices i, j for which 
P:. j = ali' If there are m indices in D then Tr C=m. 
On the account of the symmetry property of P:, 
the same Eq. (11) arises from the h, lth component 
of (10) as from the i, kth component. Heuce the 
number of independent equations is 

!(n - m)' + men - m) 

+ m' = tCn - m)(n + m) + m'. 

Also 

Co. = 0 (all a, b E D). (12) 

The condition that the rows of C all sum to unity 
is automatically satisfied by (11) for rows associ
ated with diagonal elements of P:, and again by 
(ll) this condition yields Hn - m) independent 
equations for the remaining rows. Hence the number 
of independent parameters in C is 

n' - m' - ten - m)(n + m) - !en - m) 

= tCn - m)(n + 111 - 1) 

= t[n(n - 1) - m(m - 1)] . 

In the second ease when C has negative trace 
the equations analogous t o (11) to be satisfied by 
the infinitesimal quantities C" Ul the expression 
C = P:,; + C,; = (2/ ,,)8.; - P!" + C,' are 

2 ", 
- L..- C •• - Cu - Cd = 0 (all ti, 
n • 

( L3) 
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where h and l bear the same relationship to i and 
k as in the previous case. Write 

C" = C:, + L C., (a ll i). . 
Then, from (13), C:, satisfies the same Eq. (11) as 
in the previous calculation, together with the ad
ditional rest rictions 

L C:, = 0, ( 15) 

(16) 

Equation (II) automatically ensures that the 
colwnn sums arc zero for k, l in D and provides 
ten - m) linearly independent equations for the 
remaining column sums. Hence the number of inde
pendent parameters C:, is ten - m)(n + m - 2). 
From Eq. (I 3) for k, I not in D 

L C •• = L Cd (17) . . 
and there is no requirement for L. C •• with k in 
S except 

LC .• =O (aIlr ,k) . 
•• 

Hence the number of additional parameters L. c" 
in (16) is m - 1 + !en - m). lIenee the total 
number of parameters C ii is 

l(n - ",)(n + m - 2) + !en - m) + lIt - 1 

= in(" - 1) - Hm - l )(m - 2). 

Thus the total number of independent parameters 
in any C which differs infinitesimally from one of 
the basic crossing matrices P !, and hence for any 
C cannot exceed ~(n - 1), justifying the asser
tion of Theorem I. When P: has 111 diagonal cle
ments, then a ll matrices A. with nonzero off-diagonal 
elements only in the set i, i E D, commute with 
P:. There are !m(m - 1) such matrices, and they 
may be supposed arranged in the product S in 
proximity to P:. Hence the number of independent 
parameters in the product is ~(n-l ) - !m(m- l) 
in agreement with the above calculation. Tllis 
factorization into essentially 2 X 2 crossing matrices 
is analogous to the factorization of an n X n or
thogonal matrix. 

It turns out that another property additional to 
(4) and (5) is requil·ed to cl,aracterize crossing 
matrices occurring physically. To see this another 
decomposition of a general elastic crossing matrix is 
required. 

Lemma 3: Every elastic crossing matrix C may be 
expressed as 

(18) 

where 0 is both symmetric and orthogonal, K is 
symnlctric, and Li K'i is all eigenvector of 0 be
longing to an eigenvalue + 1. 

Proof. Any matrLx satisfying (5) may be written 
as N t;.N-' , where N is an arbitrary real nonsingula r 
matrix and t;. is diagonal with clements either ± 1. 
Now such a matrix N may be written as K - 'O, 
where K - ' is symmetric and 0, is orthogonal.' 
Hence K - 'O,t;.O';J( satisfies (5). Now 0,t;.0; is 
both orthogonal and symmetric by construction. 
The full matrix will satisfy (4) also if K is restricted 
so that L , K" is an eigenvector of 0 corresponding 
to unit eigenvalue. The lemma forms the basis of 
the second main result. 

Theorem II: All clastic crossing matrices which 
occur physically may be written in the form 

C= o (19) 

with 0 orthogonal and symmetric. and the colwnn 
vector lA, ... X!I an eigenvector of 0 with eigen
value +1. 

The proof is immediate. Squaring the total ampli
tude L , P~S.(i) = L, P;S. (j), where P: and P; 
are projection operators in the U and S channels, 
the following equation is obtained: 

L A, IS.(i) I' = L A, IS.(JiI'. (20) 

Since 

L P, > < P, = A,Ii" , (21) 

where the sum is over all intermediate states, and 
At represents a sum over the conserved quantum 
numbers in the group representation labeled by i. 
Now in terms of the crossing relation (18) an alter
native expression for (20) may be obtail1ed, i.e., 

S~(,)K:,S.CJ) = S~(,)K:,S.CJ) . (22) 

The equivalence of (20) and (22) requires K:, be 
diagonal with posit ive eigenvltlues. Hence K if is 
diagonal with diagonal elements AtA~ ... A!, say. 
(K is symmetric and may be written as K if = 

J O. Birkhoff and S. l\'Iacla.ne, A Survey of Modern Algebra 
(The Macmillan Company, New York, 19(;3), p. 278. 
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o",xlQJ., with 0, .orthogonal since X, '" 1 in gen
eral, and ](:, diagonal implies 0 , = idenLity.) In 
SU" if i is tbe toLal isotopic spin of an inLermediaw 
state, X, is the number of distinct values of the 
isotopic spin, i.e., X, = 2i + 1. This interpretation 
requires that X, be integral and posit ive. (This 
would appear to be a more fruitful approach to 
the problem of resLricting the allowable 2 X 2 
crossing matrices to those corresponding to scatter
ing of a particle of integral or half-illtegral isotopic 
spin off another of isotopic spin t, than the dy
namical approach of Martin and McGlinn.') 

It does not appear from a simple parameter 
count that Theorem II foll ows simply from (4) and 
(5) a lone, but provides a genuine additional re
striction. The number of parameters requ.il'(''<i to 
construct an n X n symmetric orthogonal matrix 
of the fOlm o;;n - j + 1 + S;;, with S;; sym
metric, isn2(n - 2)/ 4 (n even) and (n + l)(n - 1)/ 4 
(n odd). The trace of such a matrix is zero (n even) 
or 1 (n odd). IIence the number of independent 
eigenvectors wi th eigenvalue + 1 is !n (n even) 
or Hn + 1) (n odd) . Thus the tota l number of 
parameters in a matrix C constructed by (19) is 
{n' (n even) or Hn + 1)' (n odd ). For general n 
these totals are much less than the tn(n - I ) 
parameters PCl1nitted to a matrix with minimum 
positi ve trace by (4) and (5). 

2. EXAMPLES 

The 3 X 3 crossing matrix enjoys some unique 
properties. There are three classes; the identity, 
corresponding to trace +3, thc matrix 

1- (I-a) 
(l - a)(1 +a- c) (l -a)(&- a - 1) 

b- c b-c 

& 1 
b(l +a-c) &(&-a-I) 

b-c b-c 

c 
c(l + a -c) 

1 
c(&-a-l) 

b-c b-c 

with b '" c, with trace + 1, and tbe matrix 

1 
(o+ &+c) 

a-b - c 

20 

2a 

2c I 
c-~- b 

2b 

b-a-c 

2& 

(23) 

(24) 

wi Lh trace -1 . All these matrices have the properLy 
that O,ey may be represented as in (19) . Also in 
(23), if a + b + c = 1, the other two colunms 
have this propcrty too. The anticommutator of 
any 2 X 2 crossing matrices or of any two 3 X 3 

matrices of O,e form (24) is twice the identity. 
This may be verified most ensily by observulg 
that hall the sum of any two such matrices is also a 
crossing matrix and thus has unit square. 

Isotopic Spin Crossing Matrices 

For the specific case of invariance under SU~ 
there is a well-known expression for the crossing 
matrix for reaction (1) in terms of Racah co
efficients,4- 7 

J:i = (_ I ),+>+<+d(2, + 1) W (abdc; jt), (25) 

where a, b, c, and d denote the isospin of the re
specti ve particles. 

In the case of elastic crossing a = c, b = d, the 
proofs O,at the matrix (26) has un it square and 
admit .. a representation as in Theorem II are well 
known.'" The row-sum property (4) 

I: J:i = 1 (all i) (26) 

may be verified by setting a = c, b = d in '·the 
general sum rule' 

I: (2j + 1)( - I)'H-'W (abdc ; jt) JV(&adc; in 

= W(ailb; de), (27) 

and choosing Ole froo parameter f in (28) equal to 
zero. Rose and Yang 8 have shown that for such an 
clastic crossing matrix '1'r J = 0 or 1 (n even or 
odd). An addit ional property of the matrix (25) 
for clastic scattering concerns the column $unlS. 

Theorem JJ J: If J is an " X n elastic crossing 
matrix for the group SU" the column su ms satisfy 

i,e., the natrix (- I)'J;;T( - 1) " ' - ' a lso satisfies 
(4) and \,,) . Tbe proof depends upon another sum 
rule for &'1cah coefficients'; 

I: (2j + I)W (ajia; bb)W(cjdb; ea) W(ajlc; be) 

= W (aied; bl) IV(bicd; al). (29) 

Using symmetry properties and summing over i, 
the equation 

4 .F . J. Dyson, PhyiS. Rev. 100,344 (l955). 
• S. ),1andelstaO'l, J. E. Paton, R. F . Peicris, a.n d A. Q. 

Sarker, Ann. Phys. (N. Y. ) 18, U)8 (1962 ). 
• C. N. Yang, J. Math. Phys. 4, 52 (JOG3 ). 
7 I'. A. Carruthers and J. P. Kirsch, Ann. Phys. (N. Y .) 

33, 1 (19G5). This paper contai ns a careful discussion of 
phase fa.ctors. 

a 1\'1. E. Rose and C. N . Yanp:, J. Math. Phys. 3, lOG ( H)G2 ). 
$ NI. E. Rosc, Efem.enlar y 1'heory of A lIyular Momentum 

(John Wiley & Sons, Inc. , Ncw York, 195i), p. 114. 
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L L (2j + 1)(- I )<+i-2'W(abba ; p)} 

. JV(cjdb; ca) W(ajfc; be) 

L W(aied; bnW(bicd; af) 

results. 

(30) 

Specializing to the case where e = f and c = d, 
and using symmetry properties, Eq. (31) takes 
the form 

with 

and 

L (2j + 1)( - 1)'+i-2'W(abba; ji)} 
;,., = W(ajec; be) JI1(bjcc; ae). 

(31) 

(32) 

Now the set of Eqs. (32) regarded as a set linear 
inhomogeneous set for the unknowns Vi is over
determined : an evident solution however is Vi = 1; 
thus it is unique and hence Theorem III is proved. 
This solution of (32) checks with the sum rule (28) 
and also with tile orthogonality requirements for ].V 

coefficients. As a corollary, from (31) ti,e general 
identity 

L W(bjdc; ae)W(ajfc; be) , 
= L W(aied; bnlV(bicd; an (33) . 

may be deduced. This result is unfamiliar to the 
present writer, but may be already kno\vn . 

A result analogous to Theorem III is known for 
the crossing matrices appropriate to tile scattering 
of p"rticles transforming according to the adjoint 
representation of SU.;" it would appear from this 
tlmt Theorem III is capable of general ization to 
other symmetry groups. Along witll the row-sum 
property (26) it provides a convenient check on 
elastic isosp in crossing matrix calculations. The 
2 X 2 isospin crossing matrix for scattering of an 
isospin ~-particle by one of isospin j is obtai.ned 
from ti,e general 2 X 2 matrix by choosing tile 
parameter a as 1/(2j + 1);' the crossing matrix for 
thc scattering of a particle of isospin 1 off one of 

10 D. E. Neville, Phys. Rev. 132, 844 (]!)63). 

. . .. 
lSOSplll J 1::\ 

1-
(2j- l )()+ 1) 1 2)+3 

(2)+ I )j 1 2j+l 

J = 
(2j- l ) I 2i+3 
j(2)+1) l -j(j+I ) (2)+ I)()+ I) 

2j-1 I (2)+3)j 
2)+1 j+1 1- (2)+ 1)(j+ I ) 

(34) 

The matrix (34) clearly satisfies the consistency 
requirement. In fact its form is determined by 
Eqs . (23), (10), and (28). 

Inelastic crossing matrices 

Faidy and PeierIs ll have shown that a general 
inelastic crossing matrix, must have the Conn 

(35) 

where~, and ~; are the dimensions of the irreducible 
representations of Ule symmetry group in the t 
and u charulels, respectively, and 0 is an orthogonal 
matrix . Their proof was for the case of isotopic 
spin symnlctry, but generalizes at once to crossing 
under an arbitrary sYlnmctry group. As a step 
towards the further characterization of e'" in 
terms of C· s the following property may be noted: 

The rows of C'· are left eigenvectors of C"'. 

This property is a consequence of the fact that the 
result of crossing first from tJle s chalUlcl to the u 
cJlanncl and thence to tbe t channel is equivalent 
to crossing directly from the s to the t channel liS 

C'· and C" differ only by real phase factors, since 
three successive crossings, from the s to the u, 
to the t, and then back to the s channel, has the 
effect of conjugating all the particles. It is already 
known for the case of isotopic spin 8 and in that 
context is a consequence of Eq. (27). Some further 
understand ing of the structu re of inelastic crossing 
matrices nlay come from tlie extension of results 
(20) and (28) to inelastic processes. 

ilL. TJ. Foldy ILnd R. F. Peicl'ls , Phys. Rev. 130, J585 
( 10()3). See also O. Am3.ti, L. L. Foldy, A. Stanghellilli, and 
L. Van Hove, Nllovo CimenLo 320, 1685 (1964); and D. C. 
Peaslee, Phys. Rev. 136, B1S07 (1964). 
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Generalized Spherical FUllctions for the Noncompact Rotation Groups 

J. F.SCU ER,· J. N.EDERLE,t AND R. RACZKAt 

11lkrna~ional Centre fOT Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy 
(Received 7 July 1965) 

Spccial representations of arbitrary noncompaet rotation groups laheled by one independent 
Casimir operator are considered. The c..xpli cit construction of the corresponding generalized spherical 
functions is given and the properties of these representations are discussed in detail. 

!. INTRODUCTION 

RECENTLY, the study of noncom pact groups of 
higher symmctries has become important due 

to applications in the physics of elementary particles. 
H turns out that most of thesc groups eithcr contain 
many noncom pact rotational groups L(p, q) or ap
pear to be subgroups of some other L (p, q). For in
stance, the group U(6, 6), which has been cur
rently used in the last time, contains L (6 , 1), ... , 
L (6 , 6) as its subgroups and itself is a subgroup of 
L(12, 12). So, the investigation of the noncompact 
rotation groups is of great interest.1 

However, the theory of representations of these 
groups has been worked out mainly from the analytic 
point of view, which is of little use for the theory 
of elementary particles. The reason is that physicists 
wish to know the eigenvalues of the maximal set of 
commuting operators in the corresponding Lie alge
bra and how a given representation of the considered 
group can be decomposed into representations of 
its compact or noncom pact subgroups. On the other 
hand, in the cascs of the rotational or the Lorentz 
group, we know for physical applications how useful 
it is to formulate the problem in terms of spherical 
functions.' Therefore it seems worthwhile to work 
out the theory of representations of the noncompact 
rotation groups based on the theory of generalized 
spherical fun ctions. 

In Sec. 2 we give a general prescription for the 
construction of polar coordinate systems in homo
geneous spaces having an arbitrary number of di-

.• Institute of Physics of the Czechoslovak Academy of 
SCIences, Prague, Czechoslovakia. 

tOn lcave of absence from Institu te of Physics of the 
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czechoslovakia. 

t On leave of absence from Institute of Nuclear Research 
Warsaw, Poland. ' 

.1 J. Dixmier, Bull. Soc. Math. France 89, 9 (1961). A. 
Klhlberg, "On the Unitarx Representations of a Class of 
Pseudo-orthogonal Groups, ' Preprint, Gothenburg, 1965. 

I A. ~. Dolginov and A. N. Mosknlev , Zh. Ekspcrim. i 
Teor. Flz. 37, 1697 (H)59) [English transl.: Soviet Phys. 
JETP 10, 1202 ( 1960); A. Z. Dolginov, ibid. 30, 7'16 (1956) 
[English transl. : ibid. 3, 589 ( 1056 )j. 

mensions and invariant under the group L (p, q). 
We derive also the differential equation for the 
generalized spherical functions. In Sec. 3 we express 
its solution in terms of conical and spherical 
functions. 

The special case of the groups of the Lorentz type is 
studied in Sec. 4. (By a group of the Lorentz type 
we mean a set of transformations which conserve 
the form -x~ - x: - . .. -x! + X!.l = R2. ) 
Finally, in Sec. 5 we discuss the propertics l'nd 
physical meaning of the continuous unitary rep
resentations of L(p, q) thus obtained, and some re
lated problems. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF POLAR COORDINATE 
SYSTEMS 

Let us consider a homogeneous space X._1 set 
up as the following invariant quadratic form: 

x~ + x~ + ... + x! - x! .. 1 - X!+2 -

q = 0, 1, . . . ,n - p; p + q = n, (1) 

where XlI .•• , X,,+q are the Cartesian coordinates 
in the n-dimensional Minkowski space AI". We de
note by L (p, q) the noncompact rotation group which 
conserves this form. 

It is known ill the cases of L (3 , 0) and L (I, 3), 
there exist 11 and 34 different orthogonal coord inate 
systems in E, and M" respectivcly.' Nevertheless 
only a few of them are useful in physical applications. 
Analogously, only a suitahle choice of the coordinate 
system in M" allows us to construct a complete set 
of orthogonal functions on X"_, to be thc set of 
spherical functions, which arc prcfcrable from the 
physical point of vicw. In our case we shall con
struct the coordinate system in X-space by general
izing a method used by Louck and Granzow for 
compact homogeneous spaccs.4 Namely, we shall 

, M. P. Olevski, Mat. Sborn. 27, 379 (1950). 
• J. D. Louck, J. Mol. Spectr. 4, 298 ( 1960). K. D . Granzow, 

J. Math. Phys. 5, 1174 (1964). 
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aSSume that the polar coordinate system in n-dimen
sional space is known and then we shall derive a 
general rule for determining coordinates in the space 
of n + 1 dimensions. 

In the general case of a compact or noncom pact 
X. we must distinguish several possibili t ies. Let 
the metric of the (n - I )-dimensional homogeneous 
space X._, be- determined by the form . (1) with 
given p [number of pluses in (1 ) ], q [number of 
minuses in (1)], p + q = n, and the metric of the 
,,-dimensional homogeneous space X. by p', q' (p' + 
q' = n + 1). Then we consider the following cases: 

1. p = ", q = 0; p' = n + I , q' = O. 

This case was solved by Granzow.' We shall 
denote it by C' to express the fact that X,_, is a 
compact space and the new coordinate x,., of 
X. appears in (1) with a plus sign. 

II. p = n, q = 0; p' = n, q' = 1 (UlCC--t.ype). 

III. 0 < p < n, q = n - p; p' = p, q' = q + 1 
(the N--type because X._, is noncompact) . 

All the possible rotational groups are covcred by 
these three cases. 

Let us suppose now that we have constructed the 
polar coordinate system in the n-dimensional fl at 
space M .. , 

x' - R-/,(8) , k = 1, ... ,n, 

where':' e :5 (tI\ il, '" , 11"-1), 
We have 

g .. (M,U'(e)· 1'(8) = I, 

(2) 

(3) 

where g .. (M ,) is the metric tensor in the flat space 
M •. This parametrization induccs the following fo rm 
of the metric tensor g,.(X,_,) in the homogeneous 
space X .. _1 : 

, . aj'(e) aj'(e) 
g,.( ."" , _,) = g,,(M ,) -- --. . (4) 

a,r at'} 

Now the prescription for obtaining our polar 
coordinates in n + 1 dimensions is different for 
different types of the above-mentioned transforma
tions. Let us t reat them separately. 

, Coordina.tes in flat space. .. are labeled by Latin indices, 
namely by k, I, tn, ... , if they run from 1 to n nnd r, 8 , 

t, ' " if they run from 1 to (n + 1). Coordinates in homo
geneom spaces are labeled by Greek iudices, similarly , by 
ft, >., #J., ,., if they run from 1 to n - 1 and p, CT, T, . . . if 
they run from 1 to n. If no other indication is given, we 
employ the Einstein summation convention over dumroy 
indices. 

I. The C+ Case 

The polar coordinate system in E,., is defined by 
the transformation 

x'= Rsint'}'·j'(e) k= I , "' ,n; t'} ' E(O,2,.-) 

x," = R cos t'}' t'}' E (0,,.-) i = 2, ... ,n, (5) 

l.e., 

x' = R ree, ~') 1'= 1," ',n+ l , 

where 

rea, t'}') = jSin t'}' f(8 ) 

leos fj" 

if ,. = k = 1, ... ,n, (6) 

if r = n + 1. 

The metric tensor g,.(X. ) of the corresponding 
homogeneous space X. has the form 

g,,(X.) = sin' t'}'. g, ,(X,=,) , 
(7) 

g.,(X,) = 0" 

[g,,(X, _,) is independent of t'}']. 

II. The C- Case 

In this case the new polar coordinates are 

x' = R cosh t'}' . "(El) , k = 1,,'" ,n; 

x"+ I = R sinh f)" , 
(8) 

t'}' E (0 , 2.-), 1, = J"" _,n-l, 

~' E (- "', ro), 

I.e., 

x' = R re8, ~') 

where 

reEl, t'}') = {Cosh~' f(El) 
sinh (j" 

The corresponding metric 
by 

if r = k = I, 

if ,. = n + 1. 

tensor g,,(X,) 

g,.(X,) cosh' t'}'. g •• (X,_,), 

g,,(X,) -0"" 

where g.,(X,_ ,) is independent of t'}'. 

m. The N- Case 

(9) 

,n, 

is given 

(10) 

The same transformation as in the case II holds 
also in the N - case, the only difference being in the 
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range of variation of the coordinates. In the Jo.r case 
we have 

t'J' E (0, 2".) 

t'J' E (0,,,.) i = 2, , l' - nl) for l' > 1, (11) 

rJ ' E (- 00, 00) J = P, .. . I 

,,' E (-00,00) i = 1,2, .. . ,n for l' = 1. 

Using the above-mentioned formulas for metric ten
Sors O,.(X .. ), we can construct. an invariant operator 
A(X,) on t he homogeneous space X,: 

A(X,) (12) 

whero 

g(X, ) = Idet (y,.(X ,» I. 
This operator is t.he lowest-order Casimir operato)' 
of the group L(p', ql ), which leaves X .. invariant. 
Due to the properties (7) and (10) of the metric 
tensor y •• (X,) the operator t> (X, ) always decom
poses into t.wo parts. Knmcly, in tho cnse C t- we 
obtain 

A( ") _ 1 a .. ,-, .0' a + t>(X, ,) 
4'1." - ... - It'J":UI.S1ll v :UI" . 2 t'J" 8m vv (IV sm 

(13) 

and in both C- and N-

A(X,) 

= (14) 

The eigenvalues (- a,_,) of t> (X ,_ ,) and eigenvalues 
(-a,) of t> (X, ) are in all cases of the form 

a,_, = 1,_,(/,_ , + n - 2); a, = 1,(/, + n - I) . (15) 

However, the range of l" depends es.',cntially 011 the 
circumstance whether the corresponding group is 
compact 01' noncom pact . In the case of a compact 
group, the corresponding LA: are nonnega.tive integers, 
whereas in the case of a noncompact one they have, 
in addition, the form 

3. SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
FOR GENERALIZED SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS 

Since the operator t> (X, ) decomposes into two 
parts as given in Eqs. (13) and (14) its eigenfunction 
'1' (8, t'J') belonging to t he eigenvalue (-a,) can 
be taken as a product of two functions 

(17) 

where ", (0), 0 ", (t'J', t'J ' , .. . ,d'- ' ) is the eigenfunc
tion of t> (X, _,) with eigenva lue (-",_,). Thus t he 
function ", (d') must fulfill the equation 

( 
1 d. , _, ,d ",- , ).-'.0') 

s in" I i) " d{}" Sill i) d{}" - sin2 {J" 'P\V 

(18) 

in t he compact case (C'), while ill the noncompact 
one (C- or N -) 

( 
- 1 d I , - , t'J' d a,_ ,) ( 0') 

c05h'- ' t'J' dt'J' cos I dO' - cosh' ti' '" u 

= - a,,,,W). (10) 

The solutions of these equations are the following : 

1. C' case 

(a) n-even 

(23) 

(b) n-odd 

n ". 1 "'W) = (si",-3 t'J') - 1 n: : ~(:~ ; ):i"(rJ") 
(24) 

n = 1 ",(rJ ') = ed", . 

He]'e, for both cases (a) , (b), t, ~ It,-,I and both arc 
nonnegative integers except for l,) which is an 
integer. 

J 1. C- case 

",(.1") = (c05h'-' t'JT 'p; :~,. "_,,,,(tanh t'J') , (25) 

where l .. _ 1 are nonnegative in tegers, )." are real num
bers. 

I, = -Hk - 1) - iX" (16) III. N - case 

where ).A: is an arbitrary real number and k is the 
number of dimcusions of X A: .II 

In the present paper, we shall restrict ourselves 
to the continuous spectra of t he t> operators of the 
noncompact [,(1', q) group as well "-, its noncom pact 
subgroups. 

• AssUTning the eigenvallles of the .1(.,.\" .. ) opemtor ill t.he 
rorm (1 5) ltnd (I(;) we obtain the complete spectrulIl. Sec 
R. HAczk.!l-J N. Limic, and J. NiederJe1 JCTP prcprin t. rC/ 66/2, 
Triestej N . Limi~, J. Niedcrlc, a.nd R. Ra.czka rCTP pre--
print, l C/ 66/ 18, Trieste. ' 

.,,(~') = (c05h'- ' rJ')-lp~'i"," _ , (tanh dO), (26) 

where ).. and ).. - 1 arc both real numbcrs. 
Functions P:'''l+;~ (x) are the conical functions (sec, 

e.g., Bateman') and the fun ctions n;(rJ ) arc the 
spherical orthonormalized fuuctions IT /(n , i) intro
duced by Fock.' 

1 11 . B. Ba.teman in /J igh er 1'ranscende'llal Functions, edited 
hy A. l:;:r~lelyi (McGtlLw-l~ill BOO~, ?>n!pal;Y, .~nc. , Nc\~ 
York, 1953), Vol. I, p. IH, V. A. f ock , Z. 1 'iayslk 98, 14<> 
(1U3.5). 
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Thus the eigenfunctions q,(8, <I") of the Ca,imir operator £> (X.) of an a rbitrary group L (p', q') 
can be expressed in terms of t he coni cal and spherical functions in the followin g way 

(a) p-even 

= d." 'P"( .") fI " (." ) .. . (sm' ,-•. ,,-')-Ip" - ·+"-· " '(cos -"-') e I. cos V 1.+1 U V 1,, _ . +( ,,_ 4) /2 v 

. (S'll'- ' .,,-')-1 n " - ""-""(<I'- ') (eoslr' <1')-11''' ' (tanh <I") (cosh' <I" ') - 1 J v 1, - 1+(,.- 21/2 . 1,, _ .+(,,_3)/2 

(27) 

(b) p-odd 

(ll l l~, lal .. , l p-21 l,.- II ApI ApTII . .. 1)..,, - 1 1 ).. .. 1 t?\ 11 2
, ... I t?") 

= d." .1"' (C08 {J') ·n '· ({)') .. . (s'n ' - ' <I,-') - I n" - " ,, - W'(<I'- ') e I. ·· 1.+ 1 I . I" .+ (p-3){2 

. (s in,,- 3 t?p - ')-lp: :: :! :::~~ j~(cOS t?"-I)(cosh,,- I t9")-ip:~~ , -+ (P_3)/2(tanh t?") 

. (cosh' 11" ') - Ip :.j':;,,(tanh <I"' ) ... (cosh"-' <1' - ' )-1 

. P:'\·;;,>._ • (tanh {)o-I )( cosh'- ' 11")- 1 1':.'j,;,. _. (tanh {)') . (28) 

Since the set of Casimir opera tors £> (X,), ... , 
£> (X, ) forms a complete set of commut ing Hermitian 
operators the set of their common eigenfunctions is a 
complete set of orthogonal normalizahle fun ctions 
with proper as well as improper norm. It means t hat 
every square-integrable fUllction on X .. can be ex
panded in terms of (27) or (28) and of the eigen
fun ctions related to t he discrete spectrum. 

OU)' continuous unitary represent.at ions of the 
L (p , q + 1) group nrc realized in the Hilber t "pl\ce 
of generalized Fouri l'r tranforrns6 

', ..... '. - J .,. x, ... ,. ( 0 -") 
XI • . .... I, , - '1' 1, . ···.1 , . , v 

x. 

'/(0, <I")[g(X ") )1 dO d,J", (20) 

where '.V ~~: : :::~:_ .(O, lJn) is a function given by (27) or 
(28) and 1(0, <I") E C~(X.) . T he scalar product in 
lhis Hilbert space is defined by 

" J ' d\ )',. "' ,).. ..I.).P. · ·· ,),~ 
~ g l\p ... 1\ .. - 1 XI,.···./p _ . 0/1 ,.· ·· .1, _ . 

I, , .. " 1, _ , 

and the norm i~ finite. 

4. THE GROUPS OF THE LORENTZ TYPE 

The coord inale systems (5) and (8) give a com
plete descrip t.ion of any homogeneous space X in
variant under t he group L (p, q). However, ill phys
ical applications it is desimble to have as many 
discrete quantum numbers as po~ible . For this 
reason if p < q it is convenient to introduce another 
para.metrization. of tho X. Let us consider as an 
example t he groups of t he Lorentz type L (I , n), 
which co nserve the form 

-x~ - x! - ... - x! + X!.I = R'. (30) 

If we apply to t hese groups t he procedure used in 
the N - case we get a ll n quantum numbers con
tinuous. We shall develop now a procedure which 
yields eigenfunctions of £> (X ") labeled by n - 1 
discrete quantmu nurnbers and only one cont inuous. 

Let us start from a homogeneous Rpa.ce X .. _ l with 
an invari ant form 

x: +x;+ ... +x; = fl'. (31) 

Now, assuming that t.he polar coordinate system 
of E" has becn defined by t he procedure used by us 
in the C'case [Eq. (5) 1, we int roduce the following 
("oordinaLe sysl,em in AI .... 1 : 

x' = R sinh 11'-/,"(8) k = 1, ... ,n {)' E (0, 2,,-) . 

x"" = R cosh <I" <I; E (0, r.) ,. = 2, 

{)' E (O,oo), 

,n - L 

(32) 

x ' = Rj'(8, tI") r = ], ···,n+ 1. (33) 

j'(8, <I") = sinh <I". /,(8) if ,. = " = 1, ,n, 

= cosh <I" if ,. = n + 1. 

The metric tensor g,.(X") of the corresponding homo
geneous space Xn has Lhe form 

g.,(X") 

g .. (X,) 

where y., (X,_,) is independent of ~'. 

(34) 
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Let us construct now the invariant operator 6 (X,) 
on the homogencous space according to the formulas 
(12). We obtain 

() - 1 a. '"_. ,a 6(X,_.) (3 '-) 
6 x, = sinh' • {j" alJ" SUll {j a{j' - sinh' {j" . U 

The spectrum of ""_. is discrete 

""_. = i. - .(l,-. + n - 2) 

i._. ~ 1,_, ~ ... ~ lid ~ 0 integer , 

whereas a n is continuous 

". = 1"(1. + n - 1) , 

I" = - }(n - 1) + iX", 

>-, being arbitrary real. 

(36) 

(37) 

The separation of variables (17) leads to the 
following differential equation for ,,({j' ) : 

( 1 d. ' "- . , d + ".-.) (d") 
s in11"- ' {j" dlJ" s m • d doJ" sinh' {j" '" 

(38) 

and its solution is 

,,(oj') = (s i11.h·- ' ,1")- lp : ; ;",';;. c· - 2}I2 '(cosh d'). (39) 

The function ~(e, {j.) has the form 

(40) 

where ';'(6) is the solution of the compact C· case 
in the X._ . homogeneous space. For the case of the 
Lorentz group L(I, 3) our result agrees with 
Smorodinskil's and Vilenkln's paper.8 

DISCUSSION 

It was mentioned several times' that in the theory 
of elementary particles the most important role is 
played by the simplest representations of the non
compact group, namely be those for which aU ex
cept one of the eigenvalues labeling Casimir opera
tors are independent. Just these representations 
were constructed in this paper. It follows from the 
fact that the infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces 3C 
in which our continuous unitary representation 
T~·(;: .) of the group L(p, q) acts, is fixed up by one 
eigenvalue "._. of the Casimir operator 6 (X,_c ) 
(Sec. 2). The complete set of fun ctions which span 

• N. Ya. Vilenkin and V. A. Smorodinskil, Zh. Eksperim. 
i Teor. Jo'iz. 46, 1793 (1964) (English trans!. : Soviet Phys.
JETP 19 1209 (1964)1. 

• A. O. Bacut, pf,yS. Rev. 139, B1433 (1965). A. O. 
Barut, P. Budim, and C. Fronsdal, Prepri~t IC/ 65(34, 
Trieste (1965). M. Cell-mann, Lecture at Trieste Semmar 
(1965). 

3C is determined by (p - 1) discrete parameters 
llJ ... , l:p _1 and q continuous ones Ap, ... , A .. _ I . 

Then two groups of quantum numbers are related 
with the invariant operators of the compact and 
noncompact subgroups, respectively. It is interesting, 
that if the representation T~'(;:" of L(p, q) is deter
mined by one independent Casimir operator 

Q~(,.,) = 6(X,_c) , Q;.(, .• ) = t'(Q~(, .• ») 

i = 2, ... , (Hp + q)) , 

then the representations 

T~;( ~!i)' (i = 2, , p ; j = 1, ... , q - 1) 

of the groups 

L (p, q - 1), L (p, q - 2), 

L (p, 0), L(p - 1, 0), ... , L (2, 0), 

which appear in the decomposit.ion of T L(" , g), are 
also determined by the conditions 

Q~(',j) = l1(X.+ i _ J) and Q~. (i, j) = r(Q~ (i,jJ } 

s = 2, ... , a(i + 1 - 1)). 

Roughly speaking, the representations of the non
compact and compact subgroups L (i, j) arc of the 
same kind as the representations of the L(p, q). 

The discrete quantum numbers, which charact.er
ize the representations T~\~:i)' of the subgroups 
L(i, i), are not independent. For the compact sub
groups we havelo ,.. 
Q~ ("+ 1. 0)(xp) = L: }.{I'~'A(j" 

1', .-1 

= Q~h' ,O)(Xp- I) + t M!,. (41) .-c 
and since the last term is positive-definite we have 
A" ~ A .. _ I' 

II we take nonnegative integral values for I. 
instead of Z" · = -t(n - 1) + iA. for the eigenvalues 
of ~(X.) in the noncompact case, we obtain the in
finite-dimensional uni tary representations of the non
compact groups except for the Lorentz type groups, 
where we obtain the finite dimm1sionaL nonunitary 
representations, These representations are discussed 
in Ref. 6 and in the special case of the Lorentz group 
by Dolginov.' II we take for l. a real number instead 
of I. = - Hn - 1) + iX., then the corresponding 
functions are not orthogonal with respect to the 
measure gI II:_.dd ' as was shown by Alcaras and 
Ferreira'" in the case of the Lorentz group. But it 

10 J. A, C, Alcaras and P. L. Ferreira, J, Math. Phys. 6, 
578 (1965). 
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does not mean that the set of eigenfunctions of 
A(X") does not form an orthogonal basis of the 
Hilbert space, because we know that for the sup
plementary series of irreducible unitary representa
tions we have to use the double point measure.11 
This problem will be discussed elsewhere. 

We would like to emphasize that our method may 
be easily generalized and used to obtain other series 
of irreducible unitary representations of the groups 
considered. To achieve this we have to multiply the 
scalar functions '1'(O, 11") obtained here by spinor 
or tensor functions, similarly, as was done by 
Dolginov and Moskalev' in the case of the Lorentz 
group. 

Recently, a number of noncompact symmetry 
groups have been introduced into the theory of 
elementary particles,12 However, until now, mostly 
finite-dimensional (i.e., nonunitary) representations 
of these groups have been considered, whereas from 
the physical point of view the unitary representations 
are of the main interest because they conserve 
probability. On the other hand, if we try to use the 

11 1. M. Gel'rand, M. I. Gracv, and N . Yn. Vilenkin, 
Generalited Functions, Vol. 5 (Academ.ic Press Inc., New York, 
in press). 

"R. Dolbourgo, A. SaJam, and J. Strnthdee, Nuovo 
Cimento 36, 689 (HI65); T. Fulton and J. Wess, Phys. Let.ters 
15, 177 (1965). P. Budini and C. Fronsdal, ibid. 14, 968 
(lH65). C. Fronsdal, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A28S, 98 
(1965). P. G. O. Freund, Pbys. Rev. Letters 14, 803 (1965). 

unitary representations in the physics of elementary 
particles, we have to solve the following problems": 

(i) Determination of a set of quantum numbers 
characterizing a physical supermultiplet in a given 
unitary representation. 

(li) Decomposition of a tensor product of two 
representations. 

(iii) Determination of representations of compact 
subgroups which occur in the decomposition of a 
product of representations of the considered non
compact group. 

All these problems may be solved by our approach. 
In particular, the problem (ii) may be reduced to 
the decomposition of the product of two functions 
of the type (27) and (28), and the solution of the 
problem (iii) follows from the method we used for 
the construction of the complete set of commuting 
operators. 
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We consi.der .direct-product representatio ns of the canonical commutation relations. An irl't.-ducible 
representation IS defined on each of the incomplete ciircct.-product spaces ( lDPS) of von Neumann. 
We I~rovc that two sl~ch represcntnli.ons ~rc unitarily equivalent if and only if the corresponding 
IDPS arc ~tcak1y eqUivalent, for which Simple analytic tests exist. The matrix elements of the:!C 
rePn::scnt.al~o~lS, coupled. wit~l a Fr~edri chs~hapiro type of integral, fulfill group orthogonlliity 
relt\llO.ns. 'Illls cla&uficatlOn lOW ullltary eqUivalence classes also applies to direct-product rcprc
sentatlOIlS of the canon i(!''l. l ulilicommutation relations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

AMONG all the representations of the cunonical 
commutation relalions (CCR) for " scalar 

boson field, those defined as product representations 
have a cCl'luill simplicity that makes their study 
attractive. Ii'rom a physical point o( view a product 
representation may be associated with the ground 
state of a hypothetical dynamicn.l system composed 
of countably many independent degrees of freedom., 
each having a sui lab Ie but arbitrary Hamiltonian 
expressed in tbe SchrOdinger representation . Such 
simple dynamical systems already require the use 
of inequivalent representations of the CCR, the 
existence of which was discovered in certain ex
amples by Friedrichs' and by Segal,' Ilnd popular
ized in the special models of vall I·Iove.' These 
examples alone show the relevance of various in
equivalent representations of the CCR and the 
importance of choosing t.he right representation for 
the right application. However, the specialized 
tecbniques used earl ier to test for equivalence wore 
unable to provide a simple, yet general, classifi
cation of product representa.tions iuto unit.ary 
equivalence classes. In the present paper we extend 
and apply two techniques introduced elsewhcre' 
(CRT V) to provide a simple and complete unitary 
equivalence classificat.ion of product representations. 

'* Supported in \)Ilrt by National Science Foundalio n 
Grant GP3221, fl,n( the Gcncr!l.1 Research Hoard. of lhe 
University of Maryland. 

1 K . O. Friedrich:" /If athenwlical A $peets of the Quantum 
ThMry of Fields ( Iu t.crscience Publi:,herB, Inc. New York 
1953). • 

1 See I. E. Segal, Mathematical Problem.s of Tlclcrtivislic 
Physics (American i\llllhemalica.l Societ.y, Providence 
Rhode Island, 19G31 and additional ref rences therein. ' 

3 L. van Hove, P l),sic..'l. 18 145 (1952). 
~ J. R. Klaudcr and J . ~IcKennn. J. Mnth. Phys. 6, 68 

(1965), referred to hereafter as CItT V. 

Sect.ion 2 is devoted t.o a rigorows dcfinit.ion of H. 

CClt representat ion iu the Weyl form as a ray 
representation of l~ group of unitary operators. 
Section 3 deals wit.h the construction of the in
complete direct product spaccs (lOPS) of von 
Ncu 11lann6 which provido a natural set.ting t.o 
define product representat.ions. Our canonical con
struction asC)igns ono irreducible representation t.o 
each IDPS, and thus is a generalization or the con
struction in CRT V whcre test function require
ments limited the class of IDPS studied. In Scc. 4 
wo develop a kind of If group avcrage," an integral 
or the Friedrichs-8hapiro type,' for arbitrary pairs 
of mi~trix elements of the unitary group clements 
from any two spaces, and established . an analog 
or the group orthogonality relat ions for compact 
groups. In particular, we prove that Lhe group 
average for matrix clements from two diJTerent 
representations van",hes identically if and only ir 
the representations arc ullitarily inequivalent. In 
Sec. 5 an independent proof of the condition for 
unitary inequivaIencc is given by explicitly CO Tl

structing unitary invariant c-uumbers, II tags," for 
every product rcpresentation . By establishing cou
ditions for tbe inequality of two such" tags" we 
arc able to infer the unitary inequivalence or the 
corresponding representations. (The discussion in 
Sec. 5 does not draw on that in Scc. 4 and either 
section may be rend arter Sec. 3.) 

The essence of our principal resul t ma.y bc stu.ted 
in terms or the hypothetical dynamical systems 
discussed above. Suppose two such dynamical 

• J; von Ne~m~nn, Compoailo Math . 6, l (1IJ38). 
• h. O. Frlednchs nnd H. N. Sh!\piro " Integral ion of 

FUllclionnls," Lecture Notes, New York In~Litut.c of Malhe-
l1latical Sciences, 1957, Chap. 1. . 

822 
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sysl.ems are- given and the normalized ground states 
pertaining to the nth degree of freedom are denoted 
by x! and x!, respectively, both of which may be 
arbitrary unit vectors. Then unitary equivalence 
or inequivalence of the scalar field CCR for the 
two systems is governed by whetber the sum 

converges or divcrges, respectively. In the language 
of von Neumann's theory, our result states that 
canonical CCR representations dcfined · on wcakly 
(in)cquivalent IDPS are unitarily (in)equivalent. 

A certain amount of confusion exists in the 
literature regarding the interpretation and properties 
of representations pertaining to an infinite number 
of degrees of freedom. The convenient character
ization of certain of such representations in tensor 
product spaces has perhaps fostered the false im
pression that nonseparable Hilbert spaces are 
required, and that in certain models II the inter
action maps every state out of llilbert space." 
Firstly, field reprcsentations are completely defin
able in separablc Hilbert spaces as is illustraLed 
by the usual direct sum formulation of the Fock 
representation. Sccondly, any sequcnce of operators 
all of whose matrix clements vanish in. the limit 
simply converges (weakly) to the zero operator. 
This is just the set of circumstances that so of Len 
prevails for 1<.he S matrix in the interaction repre
sentation when a cutoff form factor is removed. 
The vanishing of the matrix elcmcnts should not 
be regarded as "mapping the states out of Hilbert 
spacc,'1 but is indicative of un ill-chosen repre
sentation of field operators, one for which the se
quence of unitary S matrices with form factors 
does not converge to a unitary operator as the form 
factor is removed. It is for this reason that the 
selection of the right CCR representation for the 
application becomes crucial. But we must em
phasize that only in product cases is it clear that 
an approprial.e CCR representation can be found; 
in relativistic cases it is hy no means clear that a 
correct representation even exists. 7 

2. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE CANONICAL 
COMMUTATION RELATIONS 

For the sake of completeness, we recall here the 
rigorOlL') mathemat.ical definition of a representa-

fi I~ However, if CCR exis t for au interacting rela.tivistic 

W
e, 1 then Haag's t.heorem [see, e.g., R. F. Streater and A. S. 
19!1t~an. PC]', Spin &: Stat.i8tics, and A II That (W. A. 

Beiil8.mID Company, IIIC., New York, 1964), Chap. 4j requires 
trhe r~prescnta.t.ion to be uwt.arily inequivalent w that of a 
ree field. 

t ion of the CCR. The common definition of the 
commutation relations in the Heisenberg form 
proves unsuitable for rigorous mathematical study. 
This is due hoth to the distribution nature of 
the ficld operators and to the fact that they are 
unbounded. Both difficulties are overcome in the 
Weyl form of the commutation relations, the defi
nition of which is given here.8 

Definition 2.1 : Let 'U and W be real vector spaces 
(the "test function" spaces) and let f X g -> (f, g), 
t E 'U, g E W be a nondegenerate bilinear form 
from 'U X W into R, the field of real numbers. 
Let :!C. be a. complex Hilbert space, and 9 the group 
of all unitary operators in 3C. Then a representation 
of the CCR is a pair of maps 'U ..!, 9 and W ..... 9 
which satisfy 

W(f]WU') 

V[g) V[g') 

WU + f'J, 

V[g + g'), 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

V[a)1V(f] = e- w··)W(f]V[gJ, (2.3) 

such that for each f, 9 the operators V[tg] and 
W[tfl are weakly continuous functions of the real 
variable t. 

The spaces 'U and "\'Q are the H test function" 
spaces that are required by the distribution prop
erties. The weak continuity condition ensures that 
the field operators can be recovered . For it follows 
from Stone's theorem' that, for each f and g, self
adjoint operators ",(f) and " (a) exist such that 

W(f) = e,,{f) , 

V(g) = e- '·'·). 

3. DIRECT-PRODUCT REPRESENTATIONS 

In this paper we arc concerned with those ir
reducible representations of the CCR which can 
be constructed as incomplete direct products of 
Schrodinger representations of the commutation 
relations for one degree of freedom. In this section 
we outline t.he construction of these representations. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with von 
Neumann's results. Since they will be needed later, 

a I'o'lorc complete discu$Sions of Definition 2. 1 1\S well as 
~lber ex~m~lcs of rcpresenta.~ions of the CCR can be found 
Ill: L. Carding and A. S . Wlghtma.n Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 
40, 617 (1954); A. S. Wightman and s. S. Schweber, Phy:"l. 
Rev. 98, 812 (1055) ; 1. E. Segal, Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 88, 
12 (l9S8); J. S. Lew, thesis, Princeton University 1960 
(unpublished); 11. Araki and ... ~ . J. Woods, J. l\!la.th. JJhys. 4, 
637,(1963). Recently D. Sbelupsky hu.s classified in to unit.ary 
eqUIvalence cla..~<;es some of the representations constructed 
by Wightman and Sehwebcr. D. Sbelupsky J. MaLh. Phys. 
7,163 (1966). ' 

of. Riesz and B. Sz.-~'hl.gy, Functional Analysis (Frederick 
Unger Publjshing Company, New York, 1955), p. 380. 
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we will also define irreducible, direct-product repre
sentations of the CCR for N degrees of freedom, 
where N is finite. 

Let 3C. = L'(R,), n = 1, 2, .. . , and let the 
Schrijdinger representation be defined in L'(R ,) by 
the self-adjoint operators Q and P satisfying 
[Q, Pl = if. It is well known that Q and Pare 
irreducible in L'(R,), and the Weyl form of the 
representation for one degree of freedom is given by 

W [PJ 
,.0 

o = e . (3 .1) 

The Weyl form of the SchrOdinger representa
tion for N degrees of freedom (N < co) can be 
constructed as foUows. We note that 

N 

L'(RN) = II @ 3C., .-, 
and if p = (Ph . .. , PN), q = (q" . .. , qN) are real 
N-vectors, then 

V[q] Vo[q,J @ ... @ V,[qN]. 
(:1.2) 

1V[PJ lV,[P,J @ ... @ W,[p".], 

defincs the desired representation. This is an ir

reducible representation. 
We now construct the direct-product representa

tions for infinitely many degrees of freedom. Let 
X = II:-, @ x., where Ilx.1I = 1 and x. E 3C., 
be a product vector in the complete direct-product 
space.' Let 

(3.3) 

denote tbe incomplete direct-product space' (IDPS) 
detefInined by X. Define on :JCx unitary operators 
V.[q.l and W.[P.J, q., P. real, hy 

V.[qJ = 1 @ ... @ Vo[q.J @ 1 @ ... , 
(3 .4) 

W.[P.J = 1 @ .. . @ Wo[P.J @ 1 @ ... , 

wh~re Vo[q.l and W,[p.l occur in the nth place 
in their respective products, and the other 
terms in both products are unit operators. Let 
(". (x), n = 1, 2, ···1 be a complete orthonormal 
set of real-valued functions in L' (R,) . Let 

Cl' = {t(x) = t. >-,h.(x), m < oo} , (3.5) 

where the Ai are arbitrary real numbers, and m 
takes on all positive, fini te, integral values. We 
set the test function spaces '0 = Vi = Cl', and 
define the bilinear form 

U,.g) = r fg dx, where t, 9 E Cl' . JR , 

Then for any t, 9 E !l', we define V [gJ and W[1l by 

V[gJ = II V.[q. ]. 9 = L: q.h.(x), .-, .-, (3.6) .. .. 
lVUJ = II W.[P.J, f = L: p.h.(x). .-, .-, 

Since the V, [ql and Wo[PJ are irreducible on each 
3C., the V[gJ and W[1l. for aU t, 9 E !l', are ir" 
reducible on the IDPS :JCx . 

We recaU von Neumann's definitions of equiva
lence and weak equivalence for product vectors 
in the complete tensor product space :JC, and state 
without proof some of their properties.' 

DefinitionS. l: Two product vectors X = II:-, @ x. 
and A = II:-, @ A. are said to be equivalent, 
X ~ A, if and only if 

L: l(x., >-.) - j I < 00 . (U) .-, 
Definition S.iIi: Two product vectors X and A 

are said to be weakly equivalent, X ~ A, if. and 
only if there is a sequence of real numbers O. such 
that . . 

II @ x. ~ II @ e"·X •. 
"-1 "-1 

Lemma S.l: A necessary and sufficient condit ion 
for weak equivalence is 

L: II (X. , x.)1 - I I < co. (3.8) .-, 
If two product vectors are not weakly equivalent 
then 

N 

lim II (X., >-.) = o. (3.9) 
N _ .. -1 

Lemma S.iIi: If X ~ A then n :-, (x., X.) con
verges and the inner product of X and A is defined 
to be 

N 

( X, A) = lim II (x., X.). (3.10) 
N __ .. -1 

If X '" A then the limit of (3.10) may not exist, 
but the inner product of X and A is defined to he 
zero. 

An IDPS is the closed linear subspace of the 
complete direct-product space :JC which is spanned 
by all product vectors in some equivalence class. 
Our canonical construction has assigned to each 
IDPS a unique direct-product representation of 
tbe CCR, since any two equivalent vectors de
termine the same IDPS and hence the same repm-
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sentation of the CCR. It is also true that repro- where 
sentations defined on IDPS XX and X, in the same 
weak equivalence class are unitarily equivalent.' ' N(<I', . >V , ; <P" ,~,) = I (U ,(f ,.l> 0,.,]<1>" '1',)* 
To prove this we use the operator 

T - II ®e'" (3 .11) .. , 
constructed by von Neumann,' who showed that 
it is a unitary" map from X., onto Xx (where the 
D. are given in Definition 3.2). It is clear from our 
construction that 

TV,[glT- ' = Vx[gl, TIV,[j]T- ' = Wx[j]. (3. 12) 

One of the main results of Ollr paper, proved in
dependently in Secs. 4 and 5, is lhat weak equiva
lence is also a necessary condition for unitary 
equivalence of the representations. 

4. GROUP ORTHOGONALITY RELATIONS AND 
UNITARY EQUIVALENCE OF DIRECT-PRODUCT 

REPRESENTATIONS 

In this section we construct a Friedrichs-8hapiro
type integral' for products of two matrix elements 
obtained from the irreducible direct-product repre
sentations of the CCR. In CRT V this integral 
was introduced and evaluated for the case where 
both matrix elements belonged to the same repre
sentation of the CCR. These results are extended 
to the case where the matrix elements belong to 
different representations. We obtain a direct ana
log of the group orthogonality relations, and use 
these results to complete the classification into 
unitary equivalence classes of the irreducible direet
product representations. 

The integral is defined as follows. Let 3Cx" 
i = I, 2 be t,vo IDPS, and let lV.UJ, V,[oJ be the 
representations of tho CCR defined in JCx,. Define 

U .(f,o] = V.~glll'.[j]· (.j. J) 

If 

t = L: 1'.h., 

we define the truncated functions f'N', g'N' by 

• 
f 'N' L: 1'.h., .. , 

(4.2) 
N 

g" , = L: g.h •. .. , 
Let >1>" '1', E Xx. and define 

J (U ,[f, 0] <1>" q,,)*(U.(f, O] ,~" ~") d" (t, 0) 

- lim l x«j>1t '.IT 1 ; CP~t \V2), (U) 
. v .... 

(4.4) 

and 

N 

d" (f,,v,, 0",") = (2x)-N II d1'. dg.. (4.5) .. , 
Note that the ICN) and g(N) are continuous functions 
of the 1'.. q., and the domain of integration is 
RN X UN' It should also he noted that the set of 
operators V[g'N' ] and W[t 'N' ] form a reducible repre
sentation of the CCR for N degrees of freedom. 
We now give two theorems relating to such inte
grals. 

Theorem ;'.1 : Let U[p, q] = V[qJW[pJ be an ir
reducible representation of the CCR for a finite 
number N of degrees of freedom. Then 

J (U[P. qJ<I>" ,~ ,)*(U[p , q <1>" >V,) d" (p, q) 

= (>V" 'I',)(q", <P,), (1 .0) 

where dM(P, q) is identical to (4.5) . 

Proof: A speeial case of this theorcm when 
<1>, = >1>, "nd II <1>, II = 1 has been rigoro<"ly proved 
in Ref. 10, anti is embodied in Eq. (3. 16) of Ref. 
10. The extension of tills earlier proof to cover the 
present case is trivial and is left to the reader. 

7'heorem 4.13: In " reducible representation of the 
CCR for a finite number of degrees of freedom we 
have 

/J (U[P. qJ<p" 'I' ,)*(U[p, q ~'" >V,) til' (P. q)1 

~ 1 : >I>,I I · : I'~,il· i: >V,II II 'I', I. (-1.7) 

Proof: We apply von Neumann's result that any 
such representation is " discrete direet s um of 
copies of the SchrOdinger representation." Thus 
we can write 

L 

H = L: ffi II., .. , 
where possibly IJ = 0) J anti 

L 

U[p, q] = L: ffi U.[p, qj, .-, 
10 J. McKenna and J. H.. Klauder, J. Math . .Phys. 5, 

878 (1964). 
II J. von Neumann, l\la.th. Ann. 104, 570 (1931 ) . 
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where U,[p, q] is the Schrodinger representation 
for N degrees of freedom. Let 

(U[P, q)4', ~), = (U,[P, qJ<I>" ~,), 
where 

, . , 
Using Schwartz's inequality we get 

II (U[P, q)<I>" ~,)·(U[p, qJ<I>" ~,) d~ (p, q)1 

...:; ,t., II (U[P, q)<I>" ~,)~(U[p, q)<I>" ~,),d~(P, q)1 

...:; ~ {I I(U[P, q)'l>" ~,),I' d~ (p, q)f 

X {I I(U[P, q)<I>" ~,),I' d~ (p, q)f 

= (L; {I I(U [P , q)<I>" ~,),I' d~ (p, q)}') 

X (:;;= {I I(U[p, q)1>" ~,),I' d~ (p, q)}'). 

Using Theorem 4.1 the right-hand side of this 
inequality becomes 

(L: 114>, II, II~, 11,)( L: II<I>,II,II~,II,) , , 

::; (L: 1I<I>,II!)l(L: 11~,II!)l , , 

X (L: 1I<I>,II!)l(L: II,r',II!)l , , 

= 1I<I>,II·II~.II·II<I>,II · II~,II · Q.E.D . 

It follows from Theorem 4.2 that I N( <1>" X,; <1>" ~,) 
exists and 

IIN(<I>" ~,; <1>" ~,)I 

(4.8) 

independent of N. We now proceed to evaluate 

lim I N(cf>ll 'iiI; cl>2, 'It:z) 
N_" 

for our direct product representations. [It should 
be noted that Eq. (4.8) is valid for any representa. 
tions of the eeR, not just the direct-product repre
sentation of this paper. Uowever, in general the 
limit docs not exist.] The following discussion is a 
modification of the methods of eRT V. 

and x. E 3C". Let P x. be the projection operator 
on x., and I. the identity operator in 3C.. We de
fine a sequence of projection operators AN, N = 
1,2, . .. by 

(4.9) 

It follows from Eq. (3. 10) that 

lim A. = I (strong convergence) . (4.10) 

For product vectors of the form 

" 
A = II ® ~., A E :le" .. , 

we define a partial isometry B. by 

BNA = {fr (x., ~.)} fr ® ~.; (4 .lJ) 
"'+ , .. -I 

13 .. can be extended by linearity and continuity to 
all of :lex. 13N is zero on (1 - A,,·):lex and is a unitary 
operator from A .... 3Cx onto the finite tensor proClu<:L 
space 3CN = II:., ® 3C •. We are now prel):lred to 
eva.luate OUT integral. 

'Ve consider first the case where XI and X2 arc 
strongly equivalent. Then :lex, = 3Cx,. Let A ,v be 
the sequence of operators obtained from X,. We 
note that the integral I ",«I>IJ it.; 4)2, 'lt 2 ) is linear 
in 4', and 'lt21 and antilincar in 4>2 and '1'1. 'Ve 
wri te 

<1>, = AN<I>, + (1 - AN)<I>" (4 .12) 

and similarly for <1>2, 'I'" w:z. Then IN consists of 
2' = 16 terms. We consider first the 15 terms in 
which (1 - AN) occurs at least oncc. It follows 
from Theorem 4.2 that these terms satisfy in
equalities of the form 

II N«1 - AN)<I>" AN~'; AN<I>" AN~,)I 

::; 11(1 - AN)<I>,IIIIAN~,II·IIAN<I>,II·IIA .. 'I"',II . 
(4.13) 

Since 1 - A.v -> 0 strongly, these terms all 
vanish in the limit N ~ CD. \Ve now consider the 
terrn I N(AN<I>" ANw,; AN<{l" A,v'iJr,). Since the 
representation U[/ {N)I g{N)] is irreducible on A,vXx" 
it follows from Theorem 4.1 that 

We begin by defining some operators on the = (AN<I>" AN<I>,)(Ax'i'" AN~'). (4. 14) 

lDPS :lex, where Since AN -> 1 strongly, it follows that 
" 

X = II ® x., Ilx.1I = 1 lim IN(<I>,,~,; <l',~,) = (<I>" <I>,)(~" ~,). ('1.15) 
.. - , N-_ 
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Vie consider next the case where Xl and Xz arc 
weakly equivalent. Let T be the unitary operator 
of Eq. (3.11) which maps Xx. onto 3Cx., and es
tablishes the unitary equivalence or the representa
tions [see Eq. (3 .12)J. Then we have 

lim [A'~" w,; <1>" w,) = (T'." <I>,) (w" TW,), (4.16) 

We remark that this could also be proved directly 
without using the unitary equivalence. 

Finally we consider the case where X, and X, 
are weakly inequivalent. Let A,;, B,; be the opera
tors obtained from Xi, i = 1, 2. We write 

(4.17) 

and similarly for Wi. As above, the only term 
which does not obviollsly vanish in the limit N ~ co 

is 

I N(A~4>1t Ai''¥I; A~<I>21 A,~'lt2)' 

We note that B~ maps the representation U,[f'N" 
g(N'] on A N3Cx , onto the Schrodingcr representa
tion on the finite tensor product space lCN. It then 
follows from Tbeorem 4.1 that 

IN(A~cI>I' A~,*,I ; A;4>21 A~qt2) 

= (B':A':<I>2, B.~A~<I>,)(B~A,~w" B':A':w,). (4.18) 

It follows from Eq. (3.9) that the rhs of this equa
tion vanishes in the limit N -) 00 for product 
vectors. It then follows by a continuity argument 
that it vanishes for all vectors, and we have 

lim [ N(<I>" w, ; <1>2, w,) = O. (4.19) 

In Sec. 3 we noted that direct-product repre
sentations of the CCR defined on IDPS in the 
same weak equivalence class were unitary equiva
lent. If representations on weakly inequivalent 
spaces were unitary equivalent, then the integral 
in Eq. (4.19) could not vanish since it would be 
given by (T<I>" <I>,)(w" Tw,), where T is the unitary 
operator mediating the eq uivalence. 'I'hus we have 
obtained a complete classification of the irreducible 
direct-product representations. Vie su mmarize our 
resul ts as 

and 

lim J (U,(f,N', 9'N,J'~" w,)* (U,(f'N', Qc.",] 
N_qo 

(4.21) 

where 
N 

(2,.-)-N IT dp. dq •. (4.22) .-, 
If X, and lC, are not weakly equivalent then the 
representations are unitary inequivalent and 

lim J (U,(f,N" 9'N,]<I>" '1',)* N __ 

o (4.23) 

Note added in PTOOj . H. Araki has shown that if 
(for an irreducible representation) the group integral 
exists and docs not elepend on the ordering of the 
degrees of freedom in a fixed basis, then the rep
resentation is a di.rect-product representation . [H. 
Araki and E. J. Wooels (to be published).J 

S. "TAG TEST" FOR UNITARY INEQUlVALENCE 
OF DIRECT-PRODUCT REPRESENTATIONS 

As an alternate derivation of the results on 
inequivalent representations derived in the last 
section we employ a variant of the "tag test" 
introduced in CRT V. Let U,[t, oj, t, 9 E tl', i = 1,2, 
be two CCR representations defined on the IDPS 
lCx, in the manner of Sec. 2. Consider t be sequence 
of bounded operators 

M 

A"" = L e.U,[j'·', g'.'], (5. 1) .-, 
A1 = 1, 2, ... , defined on each space. For s im
plicity we do not expli citly indicate the M depend
ence of the sequences [e.}, {f ' .'}, and [g"'} in 
(5.1). If there exists a unitary map, T, of lCx. onto 
lCx. such that for all t, 0 E tl' 

U,[f, g] = TU2(f , 0]1'-', (5.2) 

Theorem 4.3: Let U,[t, gJ and U2[/, oJ be irrc- it then follows for all M that 
ducible tensor product representations of the CCR 
defined on the IDPS lC, anel lC2 • If lC, and lC, are A", = 'l'A",,7'-' . (5.3) 
weakly equivalent then there is a unitary operator 
l' from lC2 to X , such that 

TU,[f, gJT-' = U,[f, gJ. (4 .20) 

If any two sequences are related by (5.3) and 
[A"rI converges weakly to a bounded operator B2 , 

then [A LV} converges weakly to B, = l' B, T - '. 
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In particular, if B, = I " the identity operator Oll 

Xx., then B, = I I' To establish our desired in
equivalence, we cook up a sequence of operators 
such tbat B, = I, while BI = 0, tbus invalidating 
(5.2). Our choice of sequence is suggested by the 
observation that since tbe 

U,[P., q.J == V,[q.JW,[P.J 

are irreducible in each X'" any projection operator 
in X. can be obtained as a function of the UrI, gJ. 
The desired" tags" are then constructed with tbe 
aid of projection operators Oll the components of 
the product reference vector. 

We recall that in the proof of weak convergence, 
it is sufficient to show convergence on a set of 
vectors whose finite sums arc everywhere dense, 
i.e., a total set. Such a set is composed of arbitrary 
product vectors A" 0 , E Xx, that differ from X, 
in at most finitely many components. Thus we 
consider expressions of the form 

" -(A" A ,..,0.) = L c. II (~, U,[p,~"') , q!· ')w;). 
... - 1 .. - I 

We desire to choose a family of c. = c!', R 2: S, 
where R, S = I, 2, ... , such that the associated 
AiM converges weakly to the projection operator 

Since we know JO that 

J. .. J II I <x!, U ,[P., q.)x!)* 
S 's ,, :S; H 

X (" U[ J ')~} 1\", 0 P"J q .. W.. 27r 

IT (A!, x!)(x!, ( . .'~) J 

S ::; .. SR 

we choose our sequences c:s, p!"'l, q! .... ) such that 
the limit M -> 00 corresponds to this integral; 
for example, we could use the sequence involved 
in a Riemann deflnition of the integral. At any rate, 
we arc assured that A:s = TA:sT- 1 whenever 
(5.2) holds. 

Now consider the matrix element 

(A" A~sO ;) = II (X;, w;) II (X; , x!) (x! , w;), 
.. < 8 .') ':; nS N 
. >H 

Since 0, and A, differ from X, 
many components there exists a 
sucb that 

(5.41 

on only finitel~ 
finite number lj 

w~ = A.! = x!, n 2: L. 

Hence for R 2: S 2: L, Eq. (5.4) becomes 

(A" A ~s n.) II (X:,w;) II 1<X!,x!)I'. 
n < S S n ~ R 

Now 

lim (A" A~sO.) II (" ') F <' 1\,., w,.· ,;, R __ 
. <s 

where 
F~ = lim 1 = 1, 

If X, is weakly inequivalent to XI it follows from 
(3.7) that F~ = 0 for all S. However if X, is weakly 
equivalent to XI , then (3.8) implies that Iim. __ 
F~ = 1. When we combine these facts we see t bat 

lim lim (A" A:sO,) = b,(A" 0,), 
8_'" It ....... 

b, = I, and b, = 1 or 0 depending on whether 
X, ~ XI or not, respectively. Since this result holds 
for arbitrary 0, and A, in our total set we are 
assured that Eq. (5.2) cannot hold fo r any two 
representations defined 011 weakly inequivalent 
spaces. Since the unitary equivalence of repre
sentations defined on weakly equivalent spaces 
was shown earlier, this completes the classification 
of unitary equivalence for our product repre
sentations. 

It is clear that a trivial adaptation of the present 
procedure implies that analogous, irreducible direct
product representations of the canonical anti- com
mutation relations defined on weakly inequivalent 
IDPS (where each X. is two-dimensional) are 
unitari1y iucquiva1cllt. 
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Conditions for the Existence of Closed Solutions 
by the Normal Ordering Method* 
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It is shown that the normal ordering method of solving boson operator equations leads to closed 
solutions of the SchrOdinger and density operator equat.ions only in certain cascs. In part.icular, a. 
necessary condition for the exist.ence of solutions of the form m.(exp [G(ai+, a,)l1 with G a finite mul. 
tinomial is that the llamiltonian be of the general form 1:1 '"'" Li.i(Ci,Oj"+Rj + C ilRia, + C .:;·a .. +a;+) + 
L,(c,ai + Ci·ai+) + c. Approximate solutions may be obtained for the density operator for arbitrary 
] lnmiltonians. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

HEFFNER and Louisell ' have recently proposed 
a powerful method of solving some operator 

equations appearing in quantum mechanics. They 
have shown that it is possible to transform differ
ential equations involving certain noncommuting 
operators into partial differential equations involving 
only commuting quantities. This technique, which 
we sball call the normal ordering method, is d iscussed 
thoroughly in Refs. 1-3 and we do not repeat the 
details. The purpose of this paper is to point out an 
inherent limitation in the method and to list all 
possible cases in which it leads to closed solutions. To 
he precise, consider any second quantized Hamil
tonian H = fl o + XlI, where H o = L; w;a~a; and 
HI is a finite multinomial in the boson operators a~ 
and a;(i.e., [a;, a~} = 0;" [a;, a,} = [a~, a~} = 0). 
We want to find that class of H amiltonians for 
which the following equations are " form-solvable" 
by the method of. normal ordering: 

iau/al = ll U, 

iap/al = fip - pll. 

(1) 

(2) 

Here U is the time-development operator for solu
tions of the Schrodinger equatio n in the Schrodinger 
picture and p is the density operator in the SchrO
dinger picture. By form-solvable we mean that the 
dependence of U or p on the operators a~ and a; 
may be written exactly as ~[exp (a) }, where a is a 
finite multinomial in a~ and a; with c-numbcr 
coefficients, and ~ is the normal ordering operator, 
defined in Ref. 1, which places all annihilation 
operators to the right of aU creation operators 

• This work was performed while the author beld a NASA 
Trainceship at Stanford University. 

without rega.rd to commutators. It may not he 
possihle to solve fo r the coefficients exactly. We 
shall sbow that the class of Hamiltonians which 
leads to form-solvable equations [(1) or (2)} is 
restricted but that there exists for every Hamiltonian 
a systematic approximation procedure capable of 
generating solutions of (2) valid to any given order 
oiX. 

2. SOLUTION OF THE SCHRODINGER AND 
DENSITY OPERATOR EQUATIONS BY THE 

NORMAL ORDERING METHOD 

Schrodinger's Equation 

As in Ref. 1 wo solve Eq. (1) in the interaction 
rcprcsclILation in which 

U(I, I,) = exp (-ifI , f)V(t, 10) exp (illo/"), 

where V et, to) satisfies 

i aV(t, /,,)/at = J/ , (a~ , a,; I)V(t, t,), (3) 

with the boundary condition V(I, 10) = 1. Appli
cation of the normal ordering technique replaces (3) 
with a partial differentia.l equation in the c-number 
variables a~ and d,: 

i a l!-(a~, d,; I) / al 

= 17,('1'" Ii; + a/aa~; I)V«,~, d;; I), (4) 

where V(Ii~, Ii;) is ohtained from V(a~, a;) by 
commuting all annihilation operators to the right 
of aU creation operators and replacing ai with a~ 
and a; with Ii; . Equation (4) is to be solved hy 
assumi ng the trial solution V = exp [a(ci~, ci;; I)}, 
where a is a multinomial in cl~ and ci; such that 
both sides of the equation fo r a have equi valent 
multinomial structure. The coefficients are then 
determined from the system of ordinary differential 
equations resulting from comparison of coellicients 
of like monomials. I H. Heffner and W. H. Louisell, J. Math. Phys. 6, 474 

(1965). 
, W. H. Louiscll and L. R. Walker, Phys. Rev. 147, B204 In general, it is difficult to guess the appropriate 

(1965 ). I . . I 
I W. H. Louiscll

l 
Radiation and Noise in Quantum Elec- rou tlOomla structure of G by inspection. In fact, 

tr(}nica (McGraw-Hili Book Company, New York, 1964). it is often the case that no finite multinomial G 
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will satisfy (4). To sec this, consider t he differential 
equation for G (we choose 1.0 = 0 for convenience) : 

i aG/at = A + R,G, G(t = to = 0) = O. (5) 

Horc A has the same structure in a~ and a., as III 
docs in a~ and ai , and Rl is a differential operator 
(possibly nonlinear) in u~ and <1,. Equation (5) 
has the formal solution 

GCt) = -i exp (-ilR,) [ exp (it'Il,)A(t') dt', 

which shows that the multinomial structure of G 
must include that of L::.o R;A(R:A == A). Thus G 
has a finite multinomial structure in a~. and ct, if 
and only if there exists an integer N such that for 
every n > N the structure of R;A is included in 
that of L:~.o R~A. If N is the least intcger for 
which this condition is satisfied we shall say that 
R, is form-bounded of order N with respect to A. 
Consequently, a necessary and Sufflcicnt condition 
that Eq. (1) be form-solvable is that R, in (5) be 
form-bounded with respect to H, (u~, u,). 

Density operator equation 

" Torking in the SchrOdingcr picture, we find for 
the partial differential equation resulting from (2) 
by the normal ordering technique 

i ap/at = [ll(u~, a, + a/aa:; t) 

- ll(u~ + a/au" a,; t)]p. (6) 

Substitution of the trial function p = exp (G) 
leads t.o 

i aG/at = (7'0 + 'A7',)G, (7) 

where To arises from 1/0 and TJ from H I operating 
on exp (G). III Eq. (7), 7'0 is an example of a form
bounded operator of first order with respect to 
any multinomial in a~ and ai' In fact, since [-[0 = 

:L:. w.a~ail then 

7'0 = L: .,,(Ii; a/aa; - u, a/au,). , 
It is easy to see that when this operates on any 
multinomial, the resul t is a multinomial with no 
now terms of different structure. 

Equation (7) has the formal solution 

G(t) = exp [-it(To + 'A7',)]G(O). (8) 

Since 7'0 is known to be form-bounded, Eq. (8) 
shows that it is necessary and sufficient that 7', 
be form-bounded with respect to G(O) in order that 
(7) and hence (2) be form-solvable. 

3. GENERAL FORM-BOUNDED OPERATORS 

We have seen that form boundedness of the 
operators fl, and T, in Eqs. (5) and (7) is a necessary 

condition for the existence of closed solutions of 
Eqs. (1) and (2) by the normal ordering method. 
In tllis section we state two theorems which allow 
us to list all Hamiltonians which lead to form. 
solvable equations. Both theorems arc proved in 
the appendix. 

7'heorem I : Let A be the general monomial in M 
variables: 

A = X~'x;' . . . x~/', (9) 

and T the general linear operator of one term: 

T = x;'x;' .. . x;;"(a/ ax,)"(a/ ax,)" .. . (a/ax,,)'" 
(10) 

Then the following opera.tors or li near combinat.ions 
of thorn urc the only linear ones form-bounded 
with respect to A. 

(a) 7' as in (10) with s, < t, for some i. 
(b) 7' as in (10) with s, arbi trary, but t, > ", 

for some j. 
(e) T as in (10) with s, = t, for all i . 

In general, it is not sufficient to consider linear 
operators. In fact, if the trial solution exp (G) is 
substituted in a linear differential equation of order I, 
then G satisfies an equation which includes the 
nonlinear term 

7'NG = x;'x;' . .. x;:,(aG/ax,)" 

X (aG/ax,)" .. . (aG/ax.,) , " . (ll) 

This is the only nonlinear operator we shall discuss. 
If 7'" in (11) is form-bounded, then in a ll the prob
lems considered here the other nonlinear operators in 
the equation for G are also form-bounded. Theorem 
II lists all operators (ll ) form-bounded with respect 
to the monomial (9) . 

7'heorem II: Let A be the monomial (9) and
l 

TN the nonlinear operator in (ll ) with L:, t, ;:>: 2 
(otherwise 7'N would be linear) . Then T,v is form
bounded with respect to A if and only if it falls

l 
in one of the following cases : 

(a) n, 
(b) n, 
(c) n, 

= 0 and I, "" 0 for some i. 
1 and 7'NA = (aA/ ,9x,)" . 
1, "; = 0 for j "" i and 
7'N/l = x,(aA / ax,)" . 

(d) n, = 1, n, = 1, n, = 0 for k "" i , i 
and 7'NA = (aA / ax,)(aA / ax;)_ 

4. SOLVABLE HAMILTONIANS 

The physical requirement that the Hamiltonian 
be Hermitian, together with Theorems I and II, 
allow us to write the most general Hamiltonian 
leading to a form-solvable Schrodinger equation. 
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To do the same for the density operator equation 
we require additional information concerning 0(0). 

Schrodinger's Equation 

If H, in (3) is such that n, in (5) is linear, then fl, 
must be linear in a •. The most general form, which 
is also Hermitian, is 

fl, = L: c,;,!:a; + L: (c,a, + c~a~) + c, 
"; , 

where e,i = Ci~' and c is real. This leads to 

n, = L: c;;ai a/ aa: + L: c, a/aa:, 
;,j i 

which according to Theorem I is form-bounded witb. 
respect to H, (d~, d,) . (This is also easily verified 
by direct computation .) 

If RJ is nonlinear, it is evident that, by construc
tion, case (a) of Theorem II never occurs. Case (b) 
appears for t, > 2 only in combination with other 
terms which are not form-bounded. For example, 
the presence of t he term (aG/aii.~) " in n, implies 
the presence of the term a;(aO/ad~)" -', which, 
for t, > 2, is not form-bou nded with respect to 
(an lf

, which must appear in Iii' A similar argument 
eliminates case (c) for t, > 1. Thus only case (d) 
of Theorem II is allowed, giving terms in Ii pro
portional to aia; and a~a~. We therefore arrive at 
the following conclusion: A necessary condil.ion tOt 

the existence of a closed solution of Eq. (4) of the form 
V = exp [O(d~, d,; t)l is that the Hamiltonian Ii 
in (I ) have the general for", 

f{ = L (c; j a~aj + C; j aiaj + Cria~a:) 
; . j 

+ L: (o,a, + c~a~) + c, (12) 

where Cij = Cj~, and c is real. 

Density Operator Equation 

To obtain a definite condition for the form solv
ability of E'l. (7), we require the general form of 
0(0) and hence the density operator p(O). In principle 
0(0) is arbitrary, but in practice one always assumes 
that p(O) describes an equilibrium situation in 
which the corresponding Hamiltonian is II ,. By 
CI equilibrium situation" we mean that the entropy 
S = -k Tr tp log p) is a maximum subject to the 
constraint that the average energy, and possibly 
other dynamic variables, is fixed. In th is case it 
has been shown' that p is proportional to cxp (F ), 
where F is linear in the fixed variables. J n part icular, 
F is linear in 11. ) which always contains the bilinear 
term a~a, for a boson system. By Eq. (J3) below 

t .E. T . Jilyncs in Stlllililical Physics : Brandeis Summer 
Imttlute LectuTes, 1962 (W. A. Benja.min, Inc., New York, 
1963). 

it follows t hat 0 (0) a lways includes the term d~a,. 
The general Hamiltonian, which leads to a linear 

operator T, in Eq. (7), is the same as that obtained 
for the Schrodinger equation. For nonlinear opera
tors, cases (a) and (c) of Theorem II are excluded by 
the discussion above. Case (b) is excluded for t, > 2 
because it always appears simultaneously with 
another operator which is never form-bounded. 
We therefore conclude that a necessary condition 
for the existence of a closed solution of Eq. (6) of 
the form ii = exp [O (d~, d;; t)l is that the H amiltonian 
have the general form (12). 

5. DISCUSSION 

Many boson systems of physical importance 
have Hamiltonians which are not of the form (12). 
It is relevant to ask what implications our analysis 
has for the solvability of Eqs. (1) and (2) for these 
systems. In this connection, it is important to 
notice that the normal ordering method always 
yields solutions in normal form. However, there are 
many finite multinomials F(a;, a,) such that ex p (F) 
cannot be written as ~texp [O(a~, a,)l l for finite O. 
III fact, exp (F) can be written' as ~[j (a~, a,; I )l 
where f(d~, (l,; t) is a solution of 

af/ at = F(l~, Ii; + a/ad~)f, (13) 

with f(d~, d,; 0) = l. Since this is equivalcnt to 
Eq. (4), it follows that exp [F (a~, a,)l may h e 
written in closed form as ~texp [O(a~, a.»)) only 
if F has thc general form (12) . We concl ude that 
even though a problem is not form-solvable by 
the normal ordering technique, a. closed-form solution 
may still exist. 

Another important consideration is the extent 
to which the choice of exp (0) as a trial function 
limits the generality of our results. It is readily 
verified that any other trial function leads to very 
complicated nonline»r equations for O. Moreover, 
the initial conditions becomc quite awkward for 
the density matrix equation. In view of these 
difficulties any nonexponcntial closed-form solution 
is to be regarded as highly exceptional. 

Even when Eq. (2) is not form-solvable by the 
normal ordering method, it is possible to find a 
multinomial structure for O(t) which sat isfies (7) 
to a givcn finite order of X. Expanding the formal 
exponential in (8), and using the form boundcdness 
of To, one finds that the form L:~-o T;O(O) satisfies 
Eq. (7) to order XN. This approximation is subject 
to the usual limitations. In particular, it is not 
valid for times large compared with the characteristic 
time dctermincd by X - '. A more fruitful approxi-
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mation scheme might he to consider that part of 
the exact Hamiltonian which is of the form of 
Eq. (12) as solvable and t reat other terms as 
perturhations by conventional techniques. 

Finally, we remark that the general quadrat ic 
Hamiltonian (12) can he diagonalized exactly by 
a canonical transformation to new boson variables. 
While this tran.sformation is useful for finding the 
exact energy spectrum, it is generally difficult to 
extract from it information cOllcerning the decay 
of the unperturbed modes of the system. The 
normal ordering technique, however, is quite valua
ble in such cases. 

The author wishes to thank Professor H. Heffner 
for a stimulating conversation in connection with 
this paper. 

APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREMS I AND II 

~he following proofs ensure that the operators 
listed as form-bounded in Sec. 3 are the only possible 
ones. 

Proof of Theor .. m T. Operating on (9) with (10) 
1 t imes yields 

" X IT 8(n, - t,) 
i-I 

M M 

X IT 8(s, +n, - 2t,) .. ,- I IT 0[(1 - 1)8, +n, - It,], 
; .q 

where ~, is a constant and O(x) vanishes for x < o· 
and is unity otherwise. If T'11 is to have monomial 
structure included in L:~:: T m 11 then one of the 
following cases must be true: 

Case 1. One of the O-functions vanishes. In 
this case there exists an 1 such that I (s , - t, ) 
8, + n, < 0 for some i. Obviously, such an 1 always 
exists for 8, < t,. If s, = t, then a O(the first) vanishes 
only for t, > n,. If 8, < t, the condition is (I - 1) 
(s , - t,) < t, - n, where the left side is nonnegative. 
Thus t, must exceed no . 

Case 13. No 8 vanishes for any I. It is necessary 
to choose 8, and t, such that 1(8, - t, ) + n, is 
independent of I. This is true only for 8, = t, for 
all i. This exhausts all possibili t ies for linear form
bounded operators. The admissible cases are listed 
in Theorem 1. 

Proof oj Theorem ll. Operating on (0) with (11) 
1 times gives 

" X IT [8(n, - I)]" 
;- 1 

D. [8(~ ' % r 

+n,II-H 
- 1)]", 

where t1; E S ; - t i , ~ == L:::'l ti , and ~(N) is a 
constant. For form boundcdness, we have the same 
two cases as in Theorem 1: 

Case 1. One of the 8 func tions vanishes. We 
require tJ., R + n,II-1-I - 1 < 0 and t, '" 0 for 
some i, where R '" L:~::r = (11- ' - ' - 1)/(11- - 1). 
First suppose that tJ., < 0 for some i. If n, = 0 
our condition is tJ., R < 1 which is always satisfied. 
If n, = 1 we require t, > II- + 8, - 1 which is 
satisfied only for 8, = 0 and II- = t, leading to case (h) 
of the theorem. For n , > 1 we require 

which is never satisfied. (This is evident for 1 = 1. ) 
For l > lour concli tion is 

itJ. ,j > [(n,II-' , - 1)/( 11-1-1 - 1)]( 11- - 1), 

where the coefficient of II- - 1 is not less than 2. 
Thus t, > 2 (L:m tm - 1) + 8, :::: 2(t, - 1), which 
implies t, < 2 and therefore 2 > 2(11- - 1) or II- < 2 
(which contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem). 

Now suppose tJ., > 0 for some i. The requirement 
that a 0 function vanish for some 1 and i becomes 
tJ., (II-' - ' - 1) < (1 - n,II-' - I)(II- - 1), which is 
always satisfied for n, = 0 and 1 = 1. For n, > 0, 
the case 1 = 1 yields 0 < (1 - n, )(11- - 1), 
whkh is never true. For l > 1 we have fl.. < 
[(I - n.II-I-') /(II-' - ' - 1)](11- - 1) which is never 
true, the bracketed expression heing negative. 
Finally consider tJ., = O. Our condition reduces to 
n,II-' -1 < 1 which is t rue only for n, = O. 

Case 13. No 0 function vanishes. Here it is nec
essary that tJ., L:~:: r + n,II-' he independent 
of I for all i. Tb.is requirement is satisfied if and 
only if the condition -tJ., = n, (11- - 1) is true for 
all i . Summing over i gives L::~, n , = 11-/ (11- - 1) -
L::'.o 8./(11- - 1). Thus L: n, ~ 2. The case L: 
n, = 0 is excluded by the hypothesis that no 0 vanish. 
II L: n, = lour condition reduces to t, - 8, = II- - 1 
which leads to case (c) of the theorem. If L: n, = 2 
we require if; = 2 - 1: So which in turn requires 
L: 8, = 0 leading to case (d) of the theorem. This 
exhausts all possibilities. 

Note added in proof. The formal solution immedi
ately following Eq. (5) is correct only if R , is time
independent, but the condition that R, he form
bounded with respect to 11 can be shown iu general. 
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In this paper, the spectral properties of the Boltzmann operator describing the transport of mono
energetic neutrons with a.nisotropic scattering in a sla.b are considered. The I-lille-Yosida theorem is 
applied to obtain the semi-group of operators solving the initial-va lue problem. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N the last few years one can observe the growing 
interest in the pulse neutron experiments in 

reactor physics. The theoretical interpretation of 
such experiments has been for long time based upon 
the diffusion approximation, in which the time
dependent neutron flux is expanded into a complete 
set of eigenfunctions of the diffusion equation . 
Lehner and Wing, ·2 first showed that for the t rans
port equation in a slab the complete set of discrete 
eigenfunctions does not exist and the solution of 
the initial-value problem involves also the contin
uous spectrum. An important generalization to 
multigroup transport equations in a slab has been 
given by Pimbley.' 

This paper is an expansion of the Lehner and 
Wing approach to the case of anisotropic scat
tering. The initial-value problem for a slab is con
sidered. 'the spectrum of the Boltzmann operator 
is found and the Hille-Yosida theorem is applied 
for finding the semigroup of solution operators. 

The presented analysis may be used in practical 
computations of the decay constants of neutron 
pulses in a slab. The most sui table way of doing 
this seems to be the normal mode expansion ap
proach employed for isotropic scattering by Bowden 
and Williams.' The normal mode expansion method 
for anisotropic scattering has been developed by 
the author.' 

2. THE FORMULATION OF THE INITIAL-VALUE 
PROBLEM 

Consider an infinite slab of thickness 2a sur
ronnded by a vacuum. The cross section a is con
stant. At time t = 0 a neutron distribution lex, J.L) 
exists inside the slab. 

I J. Lehner and G. M. Wing, Commun. Pure Appl. Math. 
8, 217 ( 1955). 

t J. Lebner and G. M. Wing, Duke Math. J. 23, 125 (1956). 
' G. H. P imbley, J . M.th. Mcch. 8, 837 ( 1959). 
4 R. L. Bowden and C. D. Williams, J. Math. Phys. 5, 

1527 (1964). 
• J. Mika, Nucl. Sci. Eng. 11,415 (1961). 
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The Boltzmann equation and the boundary condi
tions for the time-dependent neutron distribution 
n(x, J.L, t) has the following form : 

1 an an v at + J.L ax + an(x , 1' , t) 

_ Cq , , , f 
.. 

- 2 _, dl' g(l' , I' )n(x, J.L , t) , 

n(±a, J.L, t) 

n(x, 1' , 0) 

o· , 

{(x,!, ) ; 

-a ~ x ~ a; 

t> 0, 

(2 .1) 

The scattering function g(J.L, J.L') will be considered 
in the following as a finite sum of Legendre poly
nomials: 

N 

g(J.L , J.L') = L b.P.(J.L)P.(J.L' ), (2.2) 
'-0 

where b, are the numerical coefficients with bo = 1. 
In Eq. (2. 1) the standard notation is used (see, 

e.g. Ref. 5). 
It is convenient to write 

n(x, J.L, t) = e" ',p(x, J.L, t) . (2.3) 

Then choosillg, for convenience, q = v = 1 we have 
from Eqs. (2 .1) 

aNal = A,p, ,p(±a, J.L, t) = 0; I' § 0 ; t> 0, 

(2.4) 

",(x , !" 0) = I(x, J.L); - a ~ x ~ a; - 1 :::; I' :::; 1, 

where t,he operator A has the form 

a c N f +' 
A = - I' ax' +2 t; b,P.(J.L) _, dJ.L'P.(J.L' )· (2..'i) 

The existence of the semigroup of the solution 
operators for Eq. (2.4) is related to the spectrum 
of the operator A . Therefore we will investigate the 
spectrum of A, first defining the proper space of 
functions to work with . 
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3. THE SPACE OF FUNCTIONS 

Let 3C be a space of square-integrable functions 
in rectangle 11'1 ~ I, Ixl ~ a with the scalar product 

(f, g) = {O dx .c' dl'j(x, I')!i(x, 1') (3. 1) 

and the norm 

(3.2) 

Here g(x, 1') denotes the complex conjugate. 
The integral part of the operator A is a projection 

of 3C to a subspace dcfined as follows: 

Let L, be a space of square-integrable fun ctions in 
(-a, a) with the scalar product 

(f, g) = {O dxj(x)g(x) . (3.3) 

Then define L as a product space L = L, X L, X 
. . . X L, (taken N times) with the scalar product 

N J" (1, 0) = f,; _0 dxj,(x) {j,(x) . (3.4) 

The norm in L will be also denoted llill . It shall 
not lead to any confusion. 

Operator A on 3C has as the domain D (A) all 
functions absolutely continuous in x for each fixed 
1'(11'1 ~ I) which satisfy the homogeneous boundary 
conditions stated in Eq. (2.4) . 

4. THE HALF PLANE Re ). ~ 0 

We will show now that the entire half plane 
Re X ~ 0 belongs to the continuous spectrum of A. 
In oUler words, there exists a set of functions 
"', E D (A) such that 

11",,11 ~ const> 0 (4. 1) 

and 

lim II(X - A)"',II = O. (4.2) 
'-0 

We use the same functions as Lehner and Wing': 

where 

'" ( ) b ( ) x + a -H¥-o)/" , x, I' = , I' -a- e 

.' ~ " ~ ., 
otherwise. 

lI ere 0 < • < to Re X = fj < O. 

(4.3) 

It is quite easy to show that both Eqs. ('J.l) and 
(4.2) arc satisfied by the funclions ",,(x, 1') defined 
by Eq. (4.3). 

'ow the spectrum of A is a closed set and there
fore we may state 

Theorem 1: The half plane He X ~ 0 belongs to 
the spectrum of A. 

5. THE SYSTEM OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

T o investigate the right half of t he spectral plane 
one has to use the system of integral equations 
instead of the integm-difTercntial equation 

(X - A)", = 0 (5. 1) 

with the boundary conditions stated in Eq. (2 .4). 
Lct us solve Eq. (5.1) for ",(x, ,,) assuming the 

integral part to be given. We get 

",(x, ,,) 

= 2
e J' e-"'-""'[ t b,P,(,,)</>.(x')] dx', ,, > 0; 
JJ. -G .1:-0 

(5.2) 

The moments </>,(x) arc defined '"' 

(5.3) 

T o get a system of equations satisfied by the 
moments </>.(x) one hos to multiply both sides of 
Eq. (5.2) by p.(I') and lhen integrate over a ll ". The 
change of the order of integration requires care 
(sec Ref. [2]). 

As the rcsult one gets for Re X ~ 0, X ". 0 

</>.(x) = ~ t J+' B •• (~; x - x')</>,(x') dx', 
- '\:-0 - 1 

with 

B .,(X; x) 

n = 0 , 1, ... N, (5.4) 

b.[sgn (x»)"" l' du P.(uW,(u)e-' ,.>t, 
o u 

b.[sgn (x)]'" f ~t P.(~)P,(~)e-' "" . 

(5.5) 
The integrals in Eqs. (5.5) are easi ly recognized as 
linear combinat.ions of the E .. (x) functions as defined, 
for instance, by Case, Hoffmann, and Placzek. 1I 

Equations (5.4) ml1y be written in a vector form 

</> = teB,</> 

11(, M. Cnsc, F. lIolTmann, C. Pln czck, I nlrodudion to 
the Theory of iVelllrOTL Diffusion ( LoIS Alnmos Sricntific Labo
mtory, Los Ala.mos, New Mexico, 1953 ), p. 153. 
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whcre the vector 4> has components 4>,(x), and the 
matrix B. the clements B.,(I\; x - x'). 

Thc presented derivation shows that every solu
tion of Eq. (5.6) yiclds the correspond ing vector <p 
belonging to L and satisfying Eq. (5.6). By perform
ing the derivation in the opposite direction one can 
check that every vector <p satisfying Eq. (S.6) yields 
thc solution ",(x, 1') of Eq. (S. l) . 

Thus we may state' 

Theorem 2: A necessary and sufficient cond ition 
that 1\ E Po-A on :!C with Re 1\ ;:0: 0, 1\ "" 0 is that 
2/c belongs to PuB, on L. The eigenelements 
",(x, 1') corresponding to 1\ and <p corresponding to 
2/c are related to each other by Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3). 

Here we use the notation PuA, RuA, and CuA 
for the point, residual and continuous spectrum and 
~ for the resolvent sct of the operator A. 

6. THE RESOLVENT SET 

Denote by r a set of points 1\ such that Re 1\ > 0 
and 1\ EE PuA. The poillts of r belong to CuA, Ruf! 
or miA. Then R, ~ (A - A)- ' a lways exists. We 
will prove that for 1\ E r , R, is bound cd amI 
D(R,) ~ 3C or, in othcr words, r E miA. 

Considcr the equation 

(1\ - A )u ~ 0; o E :!c . (6.1) 

It has a formal solution wh ich can be obtained in a 
way similar to tha.t used in the last section, 

1 17 -~(" -7 ') 1" = - e 
JI. -. 

1 1% -).{:z-z') / " = - e 
JI. • 

x [~ to b,P.(JI.)<,(X') + o(x', JI.) ] <ix', JI. < 0, 

(6 .2) 

where 

Mx) ~ {, P,(JI.')u(x , JI.') <iJl.' . (6.3) 

Multiplying by the consecutive P. (JI. ) and integrating 
Over }j we get a system of equations 

~ ~ tcB.~ + G. (6.4) 

The matrix B, has been defined in thc last scction, 
t is the vcctor with the components ~,(x) and G is the 
vector with the components G.(x) given by 

~ f H!"(x, JI.) dJi. + I ', //!"(x, JI.) dJl. 

~ G!"(x) + G!"(x) . (6.5) 

We will show now that if 0 E 3C then GEL. 
Denoting (3 ~ Re A wc have 

whcrc we deGJ1e O(x, JI.) ~ 0 for Ixl > a. Applying 
the Schwartz inequality to Eq. (G.B) gives 

Im"(x, M)I' ::; L 1" e- P>l, lo(x - t, JI.)I' <it. (6.7) 

Now applying again the same inequality we get 

100"(x)I' ::; J,' IH !"(x, 1')1' dJi. 

Finally, 

::; .!. r' dJl. [ ~ e-" I , lo(x - t, JI. ) I' dt. (G.8) 
(3 10 J.I. 10 

L IG!"(x) I' dx 

::; .!. [' dJl. f~ e-"" dt 1~ lo(x - t, JI.) I' dx 
{J Jo jJ. 0 -00 

1 l' j" , ~ (3' _. dx 0 dJi. lo(x , 1')1 . (G.g) 

Hence 

110:"11 ::; ~ 11011· (6.10) 

The same estimate holds for G!"(x). It follows 
then that GEL. 

Let us now return to Eq. (6.4) where G E L 
and B, is a compact operator. The latter follows 
from the fact that IIB,II < '" for He " > 0, 1\ "" O. 
(See the next section.) For 1\ E r, 2/ c is not an 
eigenvalue of B),. By an alternative principle, ~ is 
uniquely determined for a given g E 3C. Si nce 1 -
c/ 2B, is bounded and one-to-one (it maps L onto 
itscU), ( I - c/ 2B,) - ' is a lso bounded. Thercfore 

canst IIW ::; const IIGII ::; -{3- lioll . (6.11 ) 
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Now put 

C N 

hex, 1') = 2" t; b.P.(l'n.(x) + g(x, 1'). (6.12) 

Then 

Ilhll ~ ;c max b. II~II + 110 11 ~ const Ilgl l. (6.13) 

which shows that hex, "') E 3C. 
Now in exactly the way used above one can show 

that 

lIull ~ const IIh ll ~ const 11011. (6.14) 

From this wc sce that u E 3C and u = (X - A) - 'O 
is bounded. Therefore R, = (X - A)-' is bounded 
and its d omain is 3C. 

Thus we have proved 

Theorem S: The open half plane Re X > a deleting 
any p oints X E PITA, is contained in the resolvent 
set mrA . 

7. THE POINT SPECTRUM 

The rema ini ng question is t he nature of that part 
of th e point spectrum which is contained in the half 
space Re X ~ O. We will denote it by PIT.A. 

By Theorem 2 we shall work with the integral 
operator B, defIned in Sec. 5. 

Theorem 4: PIT.A is bounded in the complex X 
plane. 

Proof. If X E PIT.A, then (I - c/2B,)- ' does 
not exist. 

Now 

(7 .1) 

from the defInition of the norm in L. Further, 

We usc this estimate for IXxl > I. For IXxI ~ 1 we 
have 

IB •• (X; x) I' ~ M,(log' IXxI + v') + M, . (7.5) 

Equation (7.5) follows from the power expans ion of 
E. [see Eq . (7.IO)J. M, M" M" are some positive 
constants. 

Us ing both E qs. (7.4) and (7 .5) we get from Eq. 
(7.2) 

IIB .. II ~ eonst/IXI· (7.6) 

Thus we see that for Re X ~ a and Ixi sufficiently 
large the Neumann series converges and (I - ~cB,)-' 
does exist. This proves the theorem. 

We proceed further with investigating PIT •• 4 . 

Lemma 1: Suppose that PIT.A has an accumula
t ion point X'. Let [x.1 he a sequence such that 
X ...... X' . The nth components of the corresponding 
sequence of normalized eigen-elements [<t>''') form 
an equi-continuous set. 

Proof· 

I<t>!"(x + h) - <t>!"(x) I' 

= ~ I t, L [B •• (X.; x + h - x' ) 

- B.,(x..; x - x') ]<t>:"(x' ) dx' I' 

'{ N l ' ~ ~ t; _. IB.,(X,; x + h - x') 

- B.,(x..; x - x')I' dX'}{t, L I<t>:"(x') I' dX'} 

, N 1" ~ ~ t; _,. IB.,(X,; u + h) - B.,(X. ; u)I' du. (7.7) 

II B.,II = L dx L dx' IB. ,(X; x - x')I' 

~ 20 I: IB .. (X;x)I'dx . 

As it was mentioned, each of t he fun ctions 
B.,(X; x) can be wri tten as a linear combination of 

(7 .2) functions E.(Xlxi). Namely 

T o get the estimate for B •• we write 

f" dt P (l)p (l) -, ,., , 
I l "t .I: t e 

e-' ,. , 1 f" ->I." d [1 > (1) (I)J 
= XTxT + X Ixl , dt e dt t 1 . t p . t . 

(7.3) 

• • 
B •• (X; x) = b,(sgn x)'u L L a...a,.E •••• ,(X lxI), 

.-, •• , (7 .8) 

where a...cr are the coefficients o(succcssivc powers of 
Legendre p olynomia ls : 

, 
P,(p.) = L a,.",' . (7.9) .. , 

From this it follows that 

IB.,(X; x)1 ~ M/IXxI. 

The exponential intcgrals E.(z) can be expanded 
(7 .4) into power series according to the formula 
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r-dt - ., 
E.(z) = --;; e ., t 

- ( -z)" 
= L '( 1 ... -0 .... -1 111. n 

.-, 
m) + (- 1)" (n ~ I ) ! 

X (log z - A. +'Y), 

'Y = 0.5772J6 ... ; A, = 0, 
.. - I 1 

A. = L - ' 
... -1 1n 

(7 .10) 

From Eq. (7.10) it is seen tilat each of the func
tions Bd can be wri tten in the form 

B •• (X ; x) = g •• (X; x) - a.oa" log X, (7.11) 

where g •• (X; x) are well-behaved for X = 0 and ,,-, 
are defined by Eq. (7.9). From Eq. (7.11 ) we see 
that the terms with log X, cancel in Eqs. (7.7) and 
we have to consider the e.xprcssions 

!o •• (x, ; u + h) - g •• (X,; u)!. (7.12) 

The functions g.,(X; x) are for Re X 2: 0 square
integrable in any fini te interval of x, e.g., (-2a, 2a). 
This follows from the fact that the series in g •• (X,; x) 
allow for the estimates exp (Mx') and the loga rithmic 
terms are obviously square-integrable. 

Therefore one may use the result of Titchmarsh' 
that, for any function, square-integrable in the 
interval containing the interval (a, b), 

lim l' lI(x + h) - f(x)!' dx = O. (7.13) .-0 . 
From this and Dini's theorem it follows that the 

last term in Eq. (7.7) converges unifonnly t o zero 
independently of x and p, p = 1, 2 ... , !x! ~ a. 
This proves the asser t ion. 

Lemma £: Under the same assumptions the com-
ponents of eigen-elements are uniformly bounded. 

Proof. 
Let X* '" O. 

:<I>;"(x)I' ~ t. L !B .. (X,::r - x') !' dx' 
(7 .14) 

~ eonst/ IX,!' · 

Equation (7.14) follows immediately from Eq. (7.6)' 
For x* = 0 we shall proceed in a different way' 

Using Eq . (7.11 ) we may write 

N 1" - a .. u· ~ log Ap ' (; akO ' _. cp~JI) (x') dx'. (7.1 :;) 

U 7 E. C. Titchmarsh, The Theory of Functiona, (Oxford 
nivcrsi Ly Press, London, ] 939). 

FrOID Eq. (7. 15) and the properties of g •• it follows 
that 

11 + ac log X, t. 0:0 11 t. a" L <I>:"(x) axl ~ eonst 

(7.16) 

for !X! < M where M is a certaul positive number . 
Using again Eq. (7. 15) we have 

!</>;"(x)! ~M, +M, !log x,!· It. a" L </>:" (x') dx'i 

(7 .17) 

where M, and M, are some constants. 
From Eqs. (7.16) and (7.17) we conclude finally 

that 

1<I>;"(x)! ~ const (7.18) 

for any X such that Re X 2: 0 and !x! < M. This 
proves the lemma. 

Lemmas 1 and 2 arc the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the Ascoli's theorem to be true. Thus 
we may state 

Lemma S: If X* is an accumulation point of 
Pu A then there exists a sequence X, ..... X' [or 
which the normalized eigenelements {</> 'P'}, </>'" = 

c/ 2B, </>'" possess the uniformly convergent COD

tinuo';" c~mponcnts. The normalized lilnit element 
c/J* has also continuous components. 

Now we state 

Theorem 6: The point X = 0 is not an accumulation 
point of Pu,A. 

Proof· 
From Eq. (5 .2) we can write 

, ) 
) 

C l' d I -)..("- z ' ) / ,, '" ' (x, ,, = - x e 2p. - d 

X [t. b.P.(,,)</>:, ,(X')]. ,,> 0, 

C 1'd ' - ),.<,,-,,') / ,. = - x e 
2/J • 

X [t. b.P.(,,)</>:,,(X' ) ]. ,, < O. (7. 19) 

By the standard argument this f'P' (x, ,,) con
verges uniformly to the continuous limit function 
",, (x, ,,) as p ..... "' . Therefore if X, ..... 0 

f '(x, l') = 2
C l' dX'[ f b.P'(I')</>~(X')J, I' > 0, 

J1. -Q .1: -0 

= 2
C l' dx' [ t b.P.(I' )</>~(X') lJ ' 
Ii. .-0 I' < o. 

(7 .20) 
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Since !lop' ,I = ) it is sern that th e intc!;rand in 
right-hand >ide of Eq. (7.20) is not identica lly equa l 
to zero and it. follows that t/t* (x, }l ) is not illl<'gl'ablc 
with rcspc(·t to Jl fol' Bome gin'll X, Ixl ~ a. 

On the ot her hand, for each X. the corrc>pondi ng 
,y"'(x , ~) belong to the Hilbt'rt ' pace and nrc in
t egrable wi th respect to in the inlerm) (- ) , + 1) . 
Thell by Fatou 's Lemma the limit fnnelioll ,y' (.r, ~ ) 

is also sllmmahJc-which con tradicts Ule pl'c\'ious 
statement. This shows that. the as!3umpl iull ~JI -+ 0 
leads to the contradiction :1lld pI'O\'c::; the tli COI'(' Il"l. 

From the continuity of the operat.or B" and on 
the bal-'is of Lemma ~ and Theorem 5 we con c: lude 
by 

7'heorem 6: PO'~A is clu:-:ed. If X* is nn U('('ulllllla
tion poillt of Pu,:l and if I X,I is a sequcn('e of puints 
such that Ap E P(f~A and Ap -+ A \ and if <p i ll ) 

are the corJ'cRponding eigcllC'lcmrnbJ thcJI cb* = 

lin1_ ... 4> (I') i::; an eigcll-clcmcnt cOfresponding to the 
cigcnva lue A*. 

1t seems that no furthrf information fllUY be 
obtninC'd about the spectrum uf the opct·at.or A I at 
least , by tiw methods deyeloped so far ill the sub
ject. It may be noted tJmt in t he ca~e of the multi
group approximation Pimbley3 gets more detai led 
informatioll by restrieting hi1l1~cJ f to a ('1;1::,:"\ of Fym
mrtl'izablc matril'es. III our ea:::.c it SeC I11S that the 
m atrix opC'ra tol' B'A Ctlllnot be put into a ~!' llInwtric 
f01'm hy nny transformation. 

0" the other hand it is high ly plau"i ble that the 
discrete eigC'l1Ya lues all lay 011 Ule real axis and arc 
fin ite ill lll1ml)N exactly as fu r the i ~olropic ~cat

h.-ring:. 1'hi :s rall ~, huwc\'c l', for furt/ IN inn'sf igHt iuns. 

8. SOLUTION OF THE INITIAL-VALUE PROBLEM 

T he final problem is t.o find the soluti on to the 
time-dependent. trnn~port equation wi th j he in itial 
co"ditiu" st uted in Eq . U. -l ) : 

a,y 
iJi= A,y, ,y(.r, ~ , ~)~I(·r, ~), IED(A). (R. I) 

The domain of A ill <:l lld c~ all fll11d i on~ al ):j(jllltely 
continuous ill .t for ('neh fixed 1", 1 ~ and sat i::fyiJlg 
thc homogeneous houlldary cOllclifiun~, TIIC'Y an· 
d pll:-.c il l tile l li lbcrt :-::p:'1(:e 8ill('C' the .... ineludp all 
cOIltinllolisly din·C'rPlltiablc fu nctions \·ani~llillg Otlt

~ i dc :t compaet .s\lb~e t of the regioll Ixl ~ a I 111 1 ~ 1. 
Therefore 1)(.·1) is de,,"c in JC. 

In fiec. G we hal"(' l, ro\"Od thnt , fur X E J'. R, = 
(x - "1) - 1 is boullded and its dlJlllaill ii' JC. Theil , I 
is abo closed. 

To p;t't. t he e.::i t im:ltc of R'A put, 

A = - I) +c, ; ]) = ~ di d;; ; 
(8.2) 

1 S f' 
, = '2 f; b. [,.(~) _, d~' I'.(~') . 

T'he oprmtor r is hOlllld(·d sin<:c 
1 s 

Illtll ~ ? .L I b,I \lP,(~)\I 11I 11 ~ const /11\1 · (8.3) 
oJ ol-O 

AI>o for tI E I) (..t ) 

2 H e (I)" , til = .c, d~ fo d.r[~ ~~ ii + ~ ~ ': uJ 
= l' ~ d~ lu(a, ~)I ' - f' ~ d~ lu(-a, ~)I' ~ o. 

, - , (8..\) 

Thus fo r {J - B e X 

He «X - A)It ,tI) 

= f3 1, ,, ,1' + H e ( I)u, tI) - c H e (,ll, tI) 

~ f3 \ltl ll' - c H e (,u, u) 

~ (3 !:u! ' - c I(,u, tI) 1 
~ (f3 - c 1' , 11) !'u!I' . (8.5) 

l\ow sct g = (X - ..t )". Then Eq. (8.ii) gin-s 

l'gll ·l!ull ~ '(g,")1 ~ (f3 - c lilll) \lu:!" (8.6) 

or, for f3 > (', " , 
::" ,1 ~ ;lul i/(f3 - c "'i,) . (8.7) 

From Eq. (8.7) WI' ,;('r tha t 

I,N,II ~ 1/(f3 - c lill!) · (8.8) 

' Vith this elitimat e the Hille YO:-l ida. thco rCIl1.8 as
sures the exi:stencc of the semi~foup '1' (1) of hOllndpd 
solution operatur:5 liontulUous fOf t 2: 0 , wit .h 
1'(0) = 1. This family " ,ti. fie$ the dilTrrenli,,1 
equatioll 

(d/dI) T (1)1 = ..t 1'(1)1 . j E 1)( .1 ), (8.0) 

and thll:'; soh'cs tlw initi;d-ndue problem for the 
trall.::i port equati (JIl. 

' \"c can write til £' ~nlltti(1Il of our problem also 
ill the iu tcgral form 

I ( """ ,y(.T , ~ , t) = ~i'.~ 2r.i _ a-, " c" I1 ,1 dX , 

t> 0 I E I) (..t ) , a> c // , 11 . (8 .10) 

Thc intcJ,!;l':t! i :'!i to he lInd (>r~tuod as a. strong limit 
uf Hiem~lIm ::: \lJll~. 

• E. I l illf'. " Ftll\(,liollal,\ naly~i~ aut! :-:('m i~gr'llIp"',' · ColIll<l. 
Am . ~ I alh. ;-::'1,(·, 3 1 ( 1 ~J I ."" ). 
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The Initial-Value Problem for a Slab. II. Nonuniform Slab 
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This paper deals wit.h the time-dependcnt neutron transport in a. plane slab of materia.l with 
variable nuclear properties . The one-velocity theory and the iso tropic scattering are assumed. The 
spectral properties of t.he corresponding Boltzmann operator are found, and the initial-value problem 
is solved. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N Part I of this paper,' the author has considered 
the initial-value problem for a monoenergetic 

Boltzma.nn equation for a slab assuming the aniso
t ropic scattering of neutrons. In this part we deal 
with n. monoenergetic slab in which the nuclear 
properties of the material are dependent on position. 

In practical applications one would use t he results 
presented here mostly for t he case of a system of 
uniform slabs. Such a. sit uat ion may often happen in 
the experimental neutron physics. 

In this paper we find some of the spectral p rop
erties of the Boltzmann operator for a considercd 
system and solve the initial-value problem. 

For simplicity, the isotropic scattering of neutrons 
is assumed. One could usc, however, the resul ts of I 
and consider the general case of a nonuniform slab 
with anisotropic scattering. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Consider an infinite slab extending from x = - a 
to x = a surrounded by a vacuum. The time-depend
ent transport of monoenergetic neutrons is described 
by the Bolt zm'1I1Jl equation 

aN aN 
at + "a; + .(x)N(x, '" t) 

~ c(x).(r) l' d 'N(x ' t) 2 _ I P. , po J • (2 .1) 

The s tandard notation is used here. The neutron 
velocity is assumed equal to unity. T he nuclear 
properties of the medium describcd by thc total 
cross section (f (z) and the mean number of second
aries pel' colli ~ion c(x) are fun ctions of position. T he 
scattering is assumed to be isotropic. N (x , '" t) 
describes the angular neutron distribution as a fun c
tion of time, position, and the cosine of nn angle be
tween neutron v elocity and the axis x. - -
• 1 J. M iko., J. ~ f ath. Phr~. 7, 833 ( l 066); pre('cding paper 
In this i~ue, herearter referred to IlS 1. 

T he bound,,,·y and initial conditions for Eq. (2.1 ) 
are the following: 

N(±a, ", t) ~ 0, t> 0, 
(2.2) 

N (x, ", 0) ~ I(x, ,,). 

The solut ion of the init ial-value problem fo rmu
lated above requircs the k nowledge of properties 
of the Boltzmann operator A defined by Eq. (2. 1), 

A ~ -" 2.. . - .(x) · + c(x).(x) l' d,,' · . (2.3) ax 2 _, 

The most important a re the spectral proper ties 
of ,1. In other words, one has to fi nd for which values 
of X there exists a solution to the equation 

(X - iI ) ,,; ~ 0, (2.4) 

where ,,; (x, ,,) sat,isfies the homogeneous boundary 
conditions 

,,;(±a, ,,) ~ 0, " ~ 0. (2.5) 

Defin e t he Hilbert space JC of square-integrable 
fun ctions in reclangle 1,,1 :0; 1, Ixl :0; a with the 
scalar product 

(f, g) ~ fo dx L d"/(x, ,,)y(x, ,,) (2 .6) 

and the norm 

il/li ~ (f, f)'. (2 .7) 

The bar denotes a complex conjugate. 
We will work also with the space L , of functions 

square-in tegrable in (- a, a) . T he scalar product 
a.nd the norm in L2 arc defined as follows: 

(f, g) ~ t dxl(x)y(x) (2.8) 

and 

IIIII ~ (f, f)!. (2.9) 

No con fusion will a rise from the fact that the same 

839 
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notation is used for the scalar product and norm in 
:JC and L, spaces. 

The operator A on :JC has as thc domain D(A) 
all functions absolutely continuous in x for each 
fixcd ~ , 11'1 :0; 1, satisfying the boundary conditions 
(2.5). 

For simplicity, we will assume that both c(x) and 
.. (x) are nonnegative bounded functions, square
integrable in any interval contained in (-a, a). 
These assumptions might be too restrictive from 
the mathematical point of view, but they are ob
viously satisfied by any physica.lly relevant fnnction. 

Introduce an average value of .. (x) in an interval 
(x" x,) contained in (-a, a). 

.. (x" .x,) = [' .. (x) dx/(x, - x,). 
", 

(2.10) 

Denoting by "m and "M the mininlUm and maxi
mum values of .. (x) in (-a, a), respectively, we bave 

(2.11) 

for x" x, E (-a, a). 
Similarly, 

em ~ c(x) ::; eM i em > 0; eM > 0 (2.12) 

for x E (- a, a). 

3. THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 

Equation (2.4) can be forma.lly solved with respect 
to y,(x, ~). We get 

1 1" '/I(X, 1') = - dx' 
2J.' - e 

X exp [ - ([ dx"(X + .. (x"» ) / ~ ] 
x c(x') .. (x' )<I>(x' ) , I' > 0, (3.1) 

I f" = - dx' 
21' " 

X exp [ - ({ dx"(X + .. (x"») / ~ ] 
x c(x'),,(x' )<I>(x') , I' < 0 , 

where 

<I>(x) = E, '/I (x , ~) d~. (3.2) 

By integrating both sides of Eq. (3.1) with respect 

to 1', one can ohtain an integral equation for <I>(x) 

(3. 

One may notice that if .. (x', x) = "00 on the set 0 

zero measure then A = -Urn is allowed. 
If the above condition is satisfied we get 

1 1" <I>(x) = 2 _" dx'c(x') .. (x')<I>(x') 

X E, [(X + .. (x' , x» II - x' il. (3 . 

where the function E,(z) is defined in 1. 
The integral equation (3.7) will be written in a 

operational form 

(3 . 

The definition of the operator F, follows from E 
(3.4). 

The presented derivation shows that every Bolu 
tion of Eq. (2.4) with the boundary conditions (2.5 
yields the solution of Eq. (3 .5). By performing. th 
derivation in the oppesite direction we see tha 
conversely, every solution of Eq. (3.5) yields 
solution of Eq. (2.4) . 

In the following we will use the notation for th 
spectrum of a given operator T as introduced in 

Using this notation we state the following: 

Theorem 1: A necessary and sufficient conditio 
that A E P .. A on:JC with Re A :::: -"m, X ;'" - .. 
is that 2 belongs to P .. F, on L,. The eigenfunctio 
'/I (x, ~) and <I>(x) are related to each other by Eq 
(3. 1) and (3.2). 

For fixed X Buch that Re X > -"m, F, is a com 
pact operator. To show this we can write for th 
norm of F), 

liP'. II' :0; .c elI, .c d.r,'c' (x' ) .. '(x' ) 

X IE,«X + .. (x', x» Ix - x' IlI' . (3.6 

From the properties of E" it follows that 

IE,«X + .. (x', x» lull I 
const const 

< I' + (' )1 lu ', :-; I' + "ml lu i - A .. x,x A 
(3. 

For IX + "m Ilul < 1 we use another estimat 

IR,«X .. (x' , x )) lull I' 

:-; const [log' CI ~ + .. (x', x) 1 lull + i.".'J 
:0; const [log' (I ~ + "," I IuD + {.".' j . (3 .8 
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Let US rewrite Eq. (3.6), 

IIF,II' ::; c:'u:' { dx' f du 

X IE,«I-. + u(x', u + x')) l"IlI' 

- [1""+'·' 
X -1/P.+ ... I 

X IE,( · ·)1' · 
J" ] + du 

1/1A+.-.1 

(3.9) 

Now Irom Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) we see that each 
of the integrals in Eq. (3.9) exists and is majorized 
by an integral independent of x'. Performing the 
integration wc have finally that 

IIF,II' ::; const/II-. + uml· (3.10) 

Thus we havc proved that F, is a compact operator 
Ior Re X > -IT •. 

4. THE REGION Re ;).::; - d. 

We shall now show that all thc points X such that 
Re X ::; -IT. bclong to the spectrum of A. To do 
80 it is cnough to find the functions "', E D(A) such 
that 

11 "', 11 ;::: canst> ° (4 .1) 

and 

lim II(X - A)"'.II = 0. ('1.2) ,--» 
For Re X ::; - u. and ° < 0 < t, we choose the 

following Iunctious: 

attained at one of the boundaries, Ior instance, at 
x = a. Now select a point Xo such that IT (x) ::; - Re X 
for x ;::: Xo and construct for ° < G < ! the following 
function: 

1
0, - a ::; x ::; xo, (4.6) 

?>.(x,l') = (x-Xo) b.(,,) exp[ -(x-xo)(X+u(x, xo))/I') , 

Xo ~ x ~ a. 

This function obviously belongs to D(A) since it 
is completely continuous and satisfies the boundary 
conditions (4.5). 

We can now prove tbat ?>,(x, ,,) Iulfills Eqs. (4.1) 
and (4.2) in exactly the same way as tbat used for 
",.(x, 1' ) . It is snfficient only to substitute Xo instead 
of - a in all corresponding Iormulas. 

The restriction concerning the minimum value 
of u(x) attained at the boundary can be relaxed 
in tbe following way. In the case when this minimum 
is attained inside the body we put an addit ional 
layer of black material with c(x) '" ° and u(x) '" u •. 
Such a layer does not change the behavior of neu
trons inside the body since the boundary conditions 
are the same, namely, in both cases there are no 
incident neutrons. But the prcvious proof is now 
valid. 

Finally we see that the points -u., < R eX < -u. 
also belong to the spcctrum of A. Now ITA is a closed 
set and we have 

Theorem. 2: The region Re h ::; - U m is contained 
in the spectrum of thc operator A. 

5. THE RESOLVENT SET 

",.(x, 1') = (x + a)b.C!') 

X exp [-(x - a)(X + IT(x, a))/I') 

where 

MI') = {I/O, 
0, 

0' ::; I' ::; G, 

otherwise . 

Denote by r a set of points X, such that Re X > 
(4.3) - u. and I-. EE PuA . The points of r belong to RuA, 

CuA, or~. Then R, = (I-. - A)-' always ex ists . We 
will show that R, is bounded ILnd D (R,) = 3C or, 

(4.4) in other words, that r E mtll. 

One cILn now easily check that ",.(x, 1'), defined as 
above, helongs to D (A) , and it has both of the re
quired properties given by Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). In 
Iaet, ",,(x, 1') is an absolutely continuous Iunction 
of x Ior each given '" 1,,1 ::; I, and 

I' ~ 0 . (4.5) 

Further, we can show that Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) 
are also satisfied. 

In such way we have shown that for Re X ::; - u., 
the points X belong to the spectrum of A. 

Now consider X such that -UM < Re X < -IT • . 
Assume further that the minimum value of o(x) is 

Consider the equation 

(X - A )" = g, g E 3C. (5 .1) 

This equation allows for the formal solution which 
may be obtained in a way similar to that of Sec. 3: 

R,g = u(x, ,,) 

1 i' = - dx' exp [-(x - x')(X + u(x', x))/,,) 
" - 0 

X [2c(x')IT(x')Hx') + g(x', ,,)), I' > 0, 

I i" = - dx' exp [- (x - x')(X + u(x', x))/,,) 
I' 0 

X [2c(x')u(x')Hx') + g(x', ,,)), I' < 0, (5.2) 
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with 

(5 .3) 

For Re A > -Um we can integrate both sides of 
Eq. (5.2) with respect to ~ . The result is 

~ = }F,~ + G. (5.4) 

The operator F, has been defined by Eq. (3.9). The 
fun ction G has the form 

G = G, + G, 

= l' d~ l' dx' 
o J.L -II 

x exp [- (x - X')(A + u(r', x))/~lg(x',~) 

+ l' d~ l' dx' 
-l J.I. .. 

x exp [-(x - X')(A + u(x', x))/~l g(x', 1'). (."i.5) 

Now using the method similar to that of I we 
cau show that GEL, if g E 3C. 

III Sec. 3 we have shown that F", is a compact 
operator. For A E r by virtue of Theorem 1, 2 
is not an eigcnvalue of F,. Then ~ is uniquely deter
mincd for g E 3C from Eq. (5.4). In other words, 
(1 - tF,) - ' exist for A E r and its domain is all 
of L ,. Since (1 - tF,) is bounded and one to one, 
(1 - !F,)-' is also bounded. Therefore, 

II~II ::; canst IIGII ::; constj(fi + um ) IIgll· (.5.6) 

Now put 

h(x, 1') = 2c(x)u(x)i;(x, ~) + g(x, 1'). (5.7) 

From Eq. (5.6) we have 

Ilhll ::; canst Iluli. (5.8) 

This shows that h E 3C. 
To get the estimation of u(x, 1') as given by Eq. 

(5.2), we use the same procedure as that for G, sub
stituting h(x, 1') for g(x, 1') . We get 

F rom the estimate (3. 10) one sees that for s 
ficientiy large values of IA + u.,1 the Neuman 
series for F'A convergcs. This shows on the ba.."lis 
Theorem 3 that the spectrwn of A is bounded in th 
region Re A > -um • That result is obvious from th 
physical point of view since it means that there exis 
an upper bound for the asymptotic decay constan 

6. SOLUTION OF THE INITIAL-VALUE PROBLE 

Having found some of the spectral properti 
of the operator A, we turn now to the original initi 
value problem stated in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) . 

By the Hille Yosida theorem (Ref. 8 of I ), th 
in itial-value problem for A generates a semigrou 
of solution operators if the following properties 
A arc satisfied: 

(1) A is closed; 
(2) D (A) is dense in 3C; 
(3) IIR,I I < (A - 'Y)-'; A real and 'Y > 0. 

R, exists and is hounded. Its domain is 3C. Henc' 
it is closed. Therefore, so is A. This pro""s the firs 
property . 

The second property follows immed iately frail 
the definition of the domain of A. 

To prove tbe third property let us write 

A = -D - U + I, (6.1 

where 

U = u(x)· ; t = e(x)u(x) l' dl'" 
2 _, 

(6.2 

The operators u and I arc obviously bounded 
Denote k = 11111 ::; eMU". For u E D (/l ) we hav 

2 Re (Du, u) 

= dl' dx I' -'!" + I' -'! l' 1° [a a-J 
-1 - " ax ax 

t I'dI' lu(-a,I')I';:O: 0 
-, (6.3 

Thus for f3 = Re A 

Ilull ::; canst lihll. (5.9) Re «A - A)u, tt) 

We see that u E 3C and is bounded. Therefore 
R, = (A - A)- ' is bounded and its domain is 3C. 

Thus we have proved 

Theorem 3: The region Re A > - um , deleting 
points}., E PuA, is contained in the resolvent set 
of A. 

= f3 lIull' + (uu, u) + Re (Du, u) - lle (,tt, II 

;:0: (fi + um ) Ilull' - I(,tt, tt) I 
;:0: (f3 + U m - k) lIull' · (G.4) 

Now put g = (A - A )u. Then Eq. (G.4) gives 

Ilulllloll;:O: I(g, u)1 ;:0: (fi + u .. - k) Iluli', (G.5) 
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or for (3 + U ~ > k, The solution can also be written in the form 

lIull ~ Ilull/ ({3 + u~ - k). (6 .6) 1 f °.,o 
N(x, J.I, t) = ~~'"!! 2"'; 0_;0 e"[R,1l dx, 

This means that for {3 + U m > k 

IIR,II ~ ({3 + u~ - k)-' , (6.7) 

which proves the third property of A. 
Now the Hille-:Yosida theorem states that there 

exists a semigroup of bounded operators T (t) con
tinuous for t 2: 0 with T(O) = 1. This family satisfies 
the differential equation 

(d/dt)T(t)f = AT(t)f, f E D(A), (6.8) 

and thus solves the initial-value problem stated in 
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). 

t> 0, f E D(A), a> k = 11111. (6 .9) 

The integral is to be understood as a strong limit 
of Riemann sums. 
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Lorentz invariant expressions, in the form of determinantal conditions, arc derived for the physical 
regions of many-particle processes. They are explicitly solved in the case of flve-parlicle processes 
and lhe solutions are exhibited in the planes of pairs of the five independent kinematic invarianta. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

WHEN studying a process involving a number 
of relativistic particles it is sometimes de

sirable to have a knowledge of the physical regions, 
that is, the physically accessible ranges of the 
kinematic variables used to describe the process. 
Byers and Yang' in a recent paper carried out 
such a study of the physical regions of N -particle 
processes in terms of Lorentz-invariant variables. 
It is proposed here to present all alternate deriva
tion leading to simpler conditions and to apply them 
to the case N = 5. The method for doillg this is 
based on a theorem of Omnes2 and in essence resul ts 
in a generalization of Kibble's' treatment of two
particle scattering. 

In the next section Lorentz invariant expressions 
ill the fonn of determinantal conditions are derived 
for the physical regions of N-particle processes. 
The masses of all particles are regarded as given 
and the kinematic invariants chosen as variables 
are the scalar products of the 4-momenta involved. 
Section III treats t he ease of five particles. The 
general expressions are solved explicitly and the 
solutions are exhibited as functions of two inde
pendent variables with the three remaining vafl
abIes treated as parameters. 

All quantities throughout are real. 

ll. N-PARTICLE PROCESSES 

In an N-particle reaction let the 4-momentum 
of the ith particle of mass "'; be p; with p: = "':. 
The variables used to describe the physical regions 
will be a linearly independent set chosen from the 
set of invariant scalar products Pi 'Pi == Xii' The 
specification of which particles are incoming and 
whi ch are outgoing is not made. Hence, the result-

• Part.ially contained in the author's Ph.D. lhesis (Priu~ 
lon 1963, unpublished). 

I N. Byers and C. N. Yang, Rev. Mod. Pbl's. 36, 595 
(1964 ). 

I R. Omncs, in Dispersion Relations and ElemenlanJ 
Particles (Lea Houches 1960; John Wiley and Sons, New 
York, 1960), p. 341. 

'T. W. ll. I<ibblo, Phys. Rev. 117, 11 59 (1960). 

ing equations will give the physical regions of a 
processes which involve a total of N particles ( 
suming a particle and i ts antiparticle to have th 
same mass). The procedure for the constructio 
of these regions is an application of a theorem 0 

Omnes' which is presented here in slightly modi 
ficd form without proof. 

Theorem: Given m real linea.rly inclependen 
4-vectors p;(m ::; 3) with p: = "': > 0 there exis 
another real 4-vecior P ... +l with P~+l = m!+l an 
P; ·P.+, '" X; ... (i = 1,2, ... , 111) real if and onl) 
if the Gram determinant 6 ... =- det (x ; ;) wit 
i, j = 1, 2, ... J 1n + 1 satisfies 

(I 

wbere (x;;) is the obvious (m + 1) X (m + 1 
symmet.ric matrix. 

It is apparent that the desired physical regio 
can be obtained in the (real) space of the seal 
products of the 4-momenta by applying this theore 
in steps beginning with m = 1. To be explicit tb 
construction proceeds as follows: 

(a) Given p, then p, exists if and only 
terminant 

(2) 

which gives the range of the kinematic invariant Xu 

(b) Assuming (2) holds then p, exists if and ouly . 

6, ~ O. (3 

Consequently (2) and (3) together give the range 
of the Xii for i, i, = I, 2, 3. 

(c) Assuming (2) and (3) hold then p, exists i 
and only if 

6, ::; O . (4 

Thus (2), (3) , and (4) together establish th 
ranges of t he Xu (i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4) in order that th 
four 4-momenta exist simultaneously as real 4-
vectors. 

The theorem can be applied no furcher since th 

844 
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case '" = 3 has been reached. This is quite alright 
since four real linearly independent 4-vectors have 
been established and can be taken to span the four
dimensional space of the vectors. 

(d) Thus, assuming (2), (3), and (4) hold a fifth 
vector, p, can exist as a real 4-vector if and only if 
it is a linear combination of the four vectors already 
established. This is guaranteed by requiring 6, = O. 

In fact, any number of additional vectors p" p" 
etc. can exist simultaneously as real 4-vectors if 
and only if all sets of five vectors are linearly de
pendent. Asribekov' has shown that if there arc a 
total of N - 1 vectors then this condition of linear 
dependency is assured by the teN - 5)(N - 4) 
condit.ions 

Xu x" Xu X" X" 

X" Xu X" Xu X2i 

det X" x" X" Xu X.i = 0, 

Xu x" Xu Xu X4j 

Xil X;2 Xi" X;4 Xii 

for i, j = 5, 6, ... ,N - 1. (5) 

(e) There is one further condition to be imposed 
on an N -particle process namely conservation of 
4-momentum which takes the form 

N 

L p, = 0, (6a) 

wbere p, is forward (bac1.-ward) timelike if the 
particle is incoming (outgoing). 

This equation can be put in terms of the scalar 
products X<; by taking its scalar product witb aU 
the p; to obtain a total of N conditions: 

N 

L X<; = 0 (j = 1,2, .. . ,N). (6b) 
i-l 

Thus the physical regions of N -particle processes 
in the space of the inner products of the 4-momenta 
is given by the intersections of the regions defined 
by conditions (2) through (6). The number of 
linearly independent scalar products can be found 
quite simply from the above to be 3N - 10, a weU
known result. 

The general discussion is not carried any further. 
As a familiar example the physical regions of four
particle processes are given by the intersection of 
the regions defined by (2) and (3) with condition 
(6) holding. These are exactly the equations con-

• V. E. Asribckov, Nuc\. Pbys. 34, 461 (1962). 

sidered by Kibble' and reference is made to his 
analysis. 

m. FIVE-PARTICLE PROCESSES 

The physical regions of reactions involving a 
total of five particles are given by the intersection 
of the regions defined by (2), (3), and (4) with 
condition (6) holding. There are five linearly inde
pendent variables in this case which will be chosen 
to be s = (p, + p,)', t = (p, + p,)',,, = (p, + p,)', 
v = (p, + p,)', and w = (p, + p,)', and are clearly 
linearly related to the X;j of the previous section. 

Rather than attempt to treat each of these kine
matic iuvariants on an equal footing, the physical 
regions are studied in the planes of pairs of them 
while regarding the remaining ones as parameters. 
It is easy to convince oneself that such a study need 
be carried out only in two planes, e.g., the s - " 
and the s - w planes, in order to cover all possi
bilities. 

The procedure will be to impose conservation of 
4-momentum (6a) and solve (4) leaving (2) '!lnd 
(3) to enter naturally. Hence using (6a) and the 
above choice of va"iables, (4) can be transformed 
into the symmetric determinant 

2m~ 8-m~-m: v-s-t+m! 

2m! t- m:-m! 
2m! 

t-w-v+m! 

w-t-u+m! 
, , 

u-ma-m .. 

2m: 

::; O. 

Adding appropriate rows and columns and cbang
ing the sign of tho first row and column the de
terminant becomes (still symmetric) 

2" -v-t+m~ s-v-m! v+m!-m: 

L= 
2t t-m:+m! w-t-m! 

(7) 
2m~ 

, , 
u-ma- m" 

2m! 

with condition (4) replaced by L ::; O. 
L may be regarded as the determinant of a sym

metric matrix whose elements a;, are defined by 
(7). The advantage of this form of L is that the 
variables 8, ", and w each occur only in the ele
ments au, au) and a24 (and, of course, the transposed 
elements iLJl, au, and an), respectively. A study of 
the curve L = 0 in the plane of any two of these 
variables is then relatively straightforward. In par
ticular, the physical regions will be constructed in 
the 8 - " and the 8 - w planes by establishing 
conditions on the remaining parameters such that 
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the curve L = 0 will occur in these planes and such 
that L ~ 0 will define the physical regions. 

The notation used in this sectioll is the following. 
L is the determinant (7). L,; .. .• is the principal 
minor of L obtained by deleting rows and columns 
i, j, ... , k. V" is the cofactor (signed minor) of 
the element a,i of L; in particular V Ii = L j • 

V(ij ... k)." is the cofactor of the element a." 
in Lij ... /c. 

The study of curves defined by the vanishing 
of a determinant like L = 0 is facilitated by a 
method developed by Tarski' which is based on 
the Jacobi ratio theorem.' Some of the useful formu
las are derived in the Appendix and one result, 
Eq. (A2), is that 

L,L, - L"L - V:; = O. (8) 

This gives the irnportant inrormation that the 
surface L = 0, as a function of all five variables, 
exists only in regions where all L .. have the same 
sign . 

Also of importance is the solution of L = 0 for 
the a.-; whiell is, from (A4), 

where l"io == l' ij evaluated at au = O. This shows 
that the surfaces L = 0 and L, = 0 arc tangent 
when they meet. 

For later convenience expressions for the L j j arc 
reeonled below. 

L " - [u - (lit, + m,)'j[u - (m, - 1/t,)'], 

L" - [w - (t l + m,)'][w - (t l - m,)'], 

L" -[t - (m, + m,)'][t - (m, - m,)'], 

L " - [v - (m, + m,)')[v - (m, - m,)'], 

L,. - [s - (vi + ",,)'] [8 - (vi - m,)'], 

L" -[t - (vi + m,)')[t - (vi - m,)']. 

Physical Regions in the s-u Plane 

(10) 

Regarded M" function of 8 and u, or equivalently 
of a13 and a34, L is quadratic in these variables and 
the curve L = 0 is a conic section in their plane. 
L2 = 0 is also a conic section in this plane but all 
other principal minor curves will either be straight 
lines or will not appear. 

The necessary and sufficient conditions for L 5 0 
to define the physical regions arc simply obtaineu. 
It is straigh tforward to put La ill terms of the 
inner protlucts of the 4-momenia. In fact it involves 

' J. Tarski, J. Math. Phys. 1, 1<10 (I9(j(). 
'A. C. Ai tken, Detenninonls and Matrices (Oliver and 

Boyd, Edinburgh, H.l5G), 9th cd., p. 97. 

PI, P" , and Pr. in the forlll of the Gram dcicnninant 
6,. Thus (3) requires L, ~ O. Sinre this does not 
involve 8 OJ' U, it puts /:l. restriction Oil the remaining 
parameters. In 11 sirni lar manner, L.!3 may be puL 
in the form of lhe Gram determinant 6 2 invol vi ng 
P .. and pt; . Thus (2) requires I . .I'l3 ::; o. Because COII 

servat.ion of momentum has been built into L Lhe 
conditions £ 23 ~ 0 and L3 ~ 0 gutl,rantec that 
L ~ 0 defines the physiral regions. All that re
mains is to find the cond itions such that L = 0 
will actually occur in the au - a3. plane. 

First of all D, ~ 0 requires L" ~ O. To see this 
consider (8) with i = 2, j = 4, and 1..,3 and its co
factors replacing L and its cofactors: 

L, = -([V(3),.,)' - L"D"IIL,,,, 

whero, from (7), L 234 = 2v. Thus, if v > 0 then 
L, cnn be nonnegative only if L" ~ 0 (since L" ~ 0). 
On the other hand, if v < 0 theu from (10) L" < 0 
for all values of t. In both CMes w must be chosen 
to make L3 nonnegat.ive. The permissible range of 
w nmy be found by It simple application 'of (A5) to 
L3 wit.h ajj = a'.!4 SI w - t - m!. 

Next, from (8), L = 0 occurs only in regions 
where all L. have t.he same sign which, since La 
is nonnegative, requires that L. be nonnegative. 
This in turn requires the condition Lu ~ 0 the 
proof of which is similar to that above. F'·om (8) 
with i = I, j = 3, and L'I and its cofarlors re
placing £ and it.s cofactor:): 

L, = - {[V(4),,]' - L"L"}/L",, 

where, from (7), L I 34 = 2t. Thus, if t > 0 then £4 
can be nonnegative only if L14 ~ 0 (since L3It ~ 0 
as shown above). On the other hand, if t < 0 then 
from (10) L" < O. In both cases L, = ° will occur 
in t.he s-u plane and so there will be regions where 
L, is nonnegative. The equations of these straight 
lines m!1y be found by !1pplying (9) to L, wit,h 
i= l ,j=3: 

s - v - m: == au = [V(4)", ± (L"L")I] I L,,, . 

Furthermore with L3 anf! L4 nonnegative it can 
be seen from (9) with i = 3, j = 4 say, that th 
curve £ = 0 will occur in the S-'U plane. 

Consequently, the necessary and sufficient con
ditions, i.e., restrietions on t, v, and w, in order tila 
physical regions exist in the S-'/.t plane, are L·n , / "311 

LJ4 ~ 0, and L3 ~ O. These conditions rnay be 
imposed in the following manner: (i) choose v such 
that L" ~ 0, (ii ) choo,e t such that L", L .. ~ 0, 
and (iii) choose w SU("\, thut L, ~ O. The physical 
regions will thell be given ill the s- u plane by ihe 
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regions £ :5 o. From ihe asymptotic form of £ = 0 
given by (AG) ii can be seen ihai ihe curve will 
be a hyperbola if t < 0 and an ell ipse if t > O. 

The form of ihe relevant curves in a typical 
example is shown in Fig. 1. The two physical 
regions present are shaded . Region A refers to the 
process 1 + 2 -> 3 + 4 + 5 or 3 + 4 -> 1 + 2 + 5, 
while region B dcscribes the reaction 2 + 4 -> 1 + 
3 + 5 or 1 + 3 :-. 2 + 4 + 5. The convention used 
is that if particle n is incoming its 4-momentum is 
p .. while if it is out.going its 4-momentum is -P ... 
This can be seell from (Ga) also. 

Physical Regions in the s-w Plane 

'The form of L = 0 in the s-w plane, or equiva
lently in the all - a21 plane, is morc compli cated 
than in the previous case: it is no longer a conic 
section. On the other hand, all principal minors 
of £ appear as straight li nes tangent to L = O. 

Now, as before, if L" :5 0 and L, 2: 0 then the 
physical regions will be given by L :5 O. The impli
cations of these conditions and the conditions neces
sary in 'order ihat the physical regions exist in the 
a" - a,. plane must be obiained. First of all it 
will be shown ihat all the lines L ; = 0 must occur 
in ihe plane. 

Recall from the previous section that Lu ~ 0 
implies t.hat D3 and L, can be nonnegative only if 
L" :5 0 and L" :5 O. Appli caiion of (9) to L , wiih 
i =;= 2, j = 4 then shows that L3 = 0 occurs as 
two straight lines parallel to the a u (or s) axis thus 
guarallteeing a region in the plane where L3 is posi
tive. Simi larly, it is easy to show that L. = 0 occurs 
as two straighi lines parallel io the a,. (or w) axis 
thus guaranteeing a region where L,. is positive. 
Since, from (8) , L = 0 occurs on ly where all L ; 
ha.ve the same sign, cOlldit.ions ror LI and L'J to be 
nonnegative musi found. Applyi ng (8) to L, wiih 
i = 2, i = 4 yields 

L, = -I[V(I) .. ]' - L"L" \/L,,., 
where, rrom (7), L I24 = 2m~. Thus, LI can be non
negaiive only if L" :5 0 (since L" :5 0). Furiher
more, applieaiion of (9) to L, shows ihat L, = 0 
occurs as iwo straight lines parallel to the a" (or s) 
axis. 

]Jl a tii milar manner I.J'l may be writ.ten 

L, = -I[V(2),,]' - L"£" \IL,,,, 

where L I 23 = 2m! . Thus L'J can be nOllnegative 
only if L" :5 0 (si nce L" :5 0). Also ii is easy to 
show that f..J2 = 0 occurs as two straight lines 
pantllel to the a,., (or w) axis. 

FlO. 1. Typica l physical regions (shaded) for five-particle 
processes. A refers to 1 + 2 -+ 3 + 4 + 5 or 3 + 4 -+ I + 2 + 
5 while B refers to 2 + 4 __ I + 3 + 5 or 1 + 3 __ 2 + 4 + 5. 

Therefore, the physical regions can occur in 
the plane only if L u ) L231 L'4 ) and L34 ;5: 0 whi ch 
also guaraniee that all ihe curves L, = 0 appear 
in the plane. In order that ihe physical regions 
actually do occur) there must in addition be a region 
or regions where all the L, are nonnegative. This 
is assured if jusi L , and L , (or £, and L.) are non
negative. For if L, and L3 are nonnegative in a 
region then application of (9) wiih i = 1, i = 3 
gives a real value for a" (or s) thus showing that 
L = 0 occurs there, which in tUrn implies that L'J 
and L" arc nonnegative in the region also. There 
does not appear to be any simple expression for 
these cOl1cli tions involving only the parameters t, 
U, and v so they will be left as ihey stand. 

Consequently, the necessary and sufficient con
ditions, i.e., restl'icl.ions on l, 'i.L, and v, in oruer t.hat 
physical regions exist in the s- w plane, are £ 231 L 14 ) 

L,., L" :5 0 and L" L, 2: O. These may be im
posed as follows: (i) choose v such ihat L" :5 0, 
(ii) choose t such ihat L ,." £" :5 0, and (iii ) choose 
u such that L" :5 0 and L, 2: 0 overlaps L3 2: 0 
in i he s-w plane. The physi cal regions will ihen be 
the regions L :5 O. 

It should be noted ihat in general many regions 
where L is negative will exist but not all will be 
physical regions (where all ihe £; are posit ive). 
Furthermore the physical regions arc bounded. 
For in the expansion of LI the coefficient of ait 
is -L124 = -2m~ which shows that LI is posi tive 
beiween the lines L, = O. Simil arly the coefficient 
of a~:I in the expansio n of L2 is - £1 23 = -2m! 
which shows that L'J is positive between the lines 
L2 = O. 1'he region where L, and £ 2 are positive 
is therefore bounded and the physical regions are 
contai ned in it. 
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L 

l, 

/ W-(PI+P./ 

I ) 
L, 

~ --s_(p.+ 
L, 

L, 

I 
L. I ~ L. 

L. L • 
FlO. 2. A typiClll physical region (shaded) for the process 

1+2_3 + 4 +5M 2 _ 1 +3+4+~ 

A typical cx!Unplc of the configuration of curves 
to be found is shown in Fig. 2. There are three 
regions wbere L is negative, only one of wbicb is 
the physical region (shaded) . It describes tbe re
action I + 2 --+ 3 + 4 + 5 or 2 --+ I + 3 + 4 + 5. 

IV. SUMMARY 

A set of algebraic equations for the physical 
regions of N -particle relativistic processes bas been 
derived in terms of kinematic invariants. The solu
tion of tbe equations however was not attempted 
for N greater than five. In the case of N = 5 they 
were solved only by rcgarding them as functions of 
pairs of the five independent invariants treating 
the remaining three as parameters. The permissi
ble ranges of these parameters wore then established 
such that the physical regions actunlly can and 
do exist in the planes of the pairs of variables. 

The author wishes to thank Professor L. F. 
Cook, Jr. for bringing tbis problem to his attention 
many years ago. 

APPENDIX 

Displayed bere are some properties of deter
minants which proved useful in the analysis carried 
out in the text. Of particular importance is the 
J acohi ratio theorem.' 

Theorem: If (a,,) is a square matrix with de
terminant 

then 
L ... det (a;;) 

(AI) 
[adj (a,,)]'" = L'-' X adj'» (a,,), 

wbere adj (a,,) is the (adjugate) matrix ohtained 
hy replacing the elements of (a,,) by their cofactors 
V;; in L, fadj (a,,)]'" is the kth compound' of 

1 Reference 6, p. 90. 

adj (a,,) and adj '" (a,,) is the kth adjugate com
pound' of (a ;;). 

In the case k = 2 it is easy to show that the diagonal 
elements of adj''' (a,,) are, in the notation of the 
text, simply L". Noting that adj (a;;) '" (V;;) 
the diagonal elements of (AI ) give 

I 
V;; V;;I = LL", 

V ji Vii 

or since Vii L, and (a;;) of t he text is symmetric 

L;L; - L;;L - V:; = o. (A2) 

Another valuahle equation results from an ex
pansion of L due to Cauchy' 

L = - L V(],);,a; ;a;. + L;a,; . (A3) 
i,I. "; 

But by an expansion in terms of clements of the 
ith row (or column) 

L = L Vi ja ;, + L.ajj. 
,"i 

Equating these two expressions for L yields 

V;; = - L V(]);,a;, .. , 
- L V(]) ... af .. - L,.ai; ...... ; 
VijO - Liiaij • 

where V;;, is Vu evaluated at a;; = O. 
This expression may be substituted into (A2) 

yielding 
L = Aa:; + Ba;; + C, 

where 

A = -L;" B = 2V;;" C = (L;L, - V:;,)IL;,. 

Solving this quadratic equation gives 

a;; = [V'to ± (L;l,,)I]IL;, "" a;;(±), (A4) 

which allows L to he written as 

(A5) 

In the text the asymptotic form of L = 0 in the 
au - 0" plane is desired. This is simply obtained 
from (A3) by retaining only the leading terms 111 

tlwsc variahles: 

L ~ -Lua~s - L",ai. '- 2V(3),.aua, •. 

Assuming the coefficients to be nOD vanishing, this 
can be equated to zero and solved, using [V(3),,]' -
LI3L34 = - L13"£31 to obtain. 

a .. = a .. [ - V(3) " ± (-L .. ,L,)I]IL .. , (A6) 

where L134 = 2t. Thus, with L, ~ 0, if t is negative. 
L ~ 0 is a hyperbola with asymptotes given by 
(A6), wbile, if t is positive, L = 0 is an ellipse. 

• Reference 6, p. 74. 
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Determination of Optical Field Correlations from Photon Counts 

N. MOKUNDA· 

Palmer Physical Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 
A.'D 

T. F. J ORDANt 

De:pa.rtment oj Physics, University oj Pillsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
(Rcceived 1 October 1965) 

It is shown that the ofT-diagonal matrix elements of an operator on an N-boson space are deter
mined by diagonal matrix elements in different symmetrized product bases. The motivating applica
tion is that optical field correlations are determined by moments of the numbers of photons in dif
ferent modes. 

INTRODUCTION 

H IGHER-order optical coherence has been 
fined' in terms of expectation values 

de-

(1) 

of normal-ordered products of N annihilation opera
tors a, and N creation operators a: for a set of modes 
i of the radiation field. An operational interpretation 
of this definition has been given' in terms of the 
moments 

(b:.(u)b .. (u)b:.cu)b,,(u) ... b:.(u)b •• (u) ) (2) 

of order n :0:: N of the probability distribution for 
the numbers of photons in different modes r which 
are related to the modes i by a unitary transfor
mation b.(u) = L, u.,a,. The interpretation is 
equivalent to the definition if the expectation values 
(1) are determined when the moments (2) are known 
for various choices of the unitary matrLx u which 
specifics the modes r. The moments (2) determine 
the expectation values 

(3) 

of normal-ordered products of N annihilation opera
tors b. paired with the N creation operators b: for 
the same modes. The theorem proved in this paper 
shows how the expectation values ( I) are determined 
from the expectation values (3) . A set of unitary 
matrices u is constructed to demonstrate this ex
plicitly for a simple example. 

• On leave of absence from Tala Institute for Fundamental 
Research, Bombay, India.. This work was supported in part 
~y . the Summer Institute for Theoretical Physics nt the 
Umversity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. 

t Alfred P. Sloan Rescnrch Fellow. Thi8 work was sup
poC rt.ed by the U. S. Army Research Office, Durham, North 

arolina. 
1 R. J. Glauber, Phys. Rev. 130, 2529 (1063). 
'T. F. Jo,dan. IIelv. Phys. Acta 37,607 (1064 ). 

THEOREM 

Consider M operators a, and their adjoints a: 
satisfying the commutation relations 

for i, i = 1, 2, .. . , M. For each M X M unitary 
matrix u let 

b.(u) 

M 

b:(u) = L u~.a: 
i-I 

for r = 1,2, .. . , .At!. For any quantum-lnechanical 
state (normalized, positive linear functional) of this 
system we prove the following . 

Theorem: The {(N + !11 - I) I/N!(M - 1)!\' 
expectation values 

( ' t a"a ;, 
t 

a i .'lai.v+.a, ," ... .. ai.,vl 

with the i's taking all values 1, 2, ... , M, are 
determined when a suitably chosen expectation value 

of paired annillilation and creation operators is deter
milled for each of {(N + M - 1) !/N!(M - I)!\, 
suitably chosen unitary matrices u . 

Let i = 1, 2, ... , M label an orthonormal set 
of state vectors Ii) for a single boson, and construct 
symmetrized product state vectors for N identical 
hosans as sums 

L Ii,) Ii,) ... Iq (4) 
t· 

849 
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over all N! pcnnut...1.iions P of ill i:z ... , ix .Let 
D(u) Ii" i" , iN) 

M 

L U,oi,U'.i.··· tt
"

..,-" Iii, ;'JI ... i.,,) 
i • . f.'· 'jN-1 

define a unitary operator D(u) on the symmetric 
N-boson state vectors for each ftf X At unitary 
matrix u operating on the single-boson state vectors. 
Let ']' be an opera.tor on the space of symmetric 
lV-boson stute vectors. By considering 

from functi on::) 

(Iill D'(u)T D(u) Iii}) 

= I: Dt, ln(u) D""H(u)(liIl T Ilk}) (6) 
Ii J! .\:) 

of the AI X AI unitary matrices u. The matrices 
Dt", I] (u) form the irreducible unitary Nth-rank 
symllletl'ic contravariant i CH!:lOI' representation of 
U M which is the complex conj ugate representation 
il of the representation R.' The product representa
t ion Il ® R is reducible as a Slim 

- (a' a' . . . a' a a ... a, .•. , ) , Dtil 'I](u) D" " .,(u) - ;, i. ,' N 1.\'. , ' ,v-t. 

one can see that the above theorem is implied by the 
following. 

Theorem: The I (N + AI - l )!j N I(Al - 1)!j' 
ma.trix clemenL., 

with the i's taking all values 1, 2, .. . 1 !If, arc deter
mined when a suitably chosen diagonal mntrix cle
ment 

(i" i" ... ,iNI D '(U) l' D(u) Ii" -i" .•. ,i . .,) 

is determined for each of 

I(N + M - 1)!jNl(M 1) 11 ' 

su itably chosen unitary lnatrices u. 

We prove the theorem in the latter form . First 
we tidy up tbe notation . Let I il denote the set of 
indices ill i"jl ... , ix . The state vcctors (4) are not 
normalized to lllljty. Let ! IiI) denote the same state 
vectors multiplied by positive numbers so tilnt they 
are normalized to unity. They form an orthonormal 
set in t.he space of synlmctric N-boson st.at.e vectors. 
Let surnmation ovcr I i I denote summat.ion over 
this orthononnal set. Let 

I)II II"(U) = (Iill D(u) Ilil) 
denote the matrix elements of the unit.ary opera.tors 
D(u). These unitary matrices fonn the jrredueible 
unitary Nth-rank symnlctric covariant tensor rep
resentation of tile group U,v of AI X M unitary 
matrices u. 3

- .5 Can this represcntation R. 
Our goal is to determine tile matrix clements 

(Iii 11' Ilk}) (5) 

J H. Weyl, The Theorv of Groups and Quantum M echanics, 
translated by 11. P. nobt!rtson (Dover Publications, Inc ., 
New York, 1950). 

4 M. llamerlllc.'lh, Group Theory (Addison-Wesley Pub
lishing Company, Inc., Heading, Massachuset.ts; 1062 ). 

, II. Boerner, HepreseniuilO1l8 oj Graups (NorLh- lIollnnd 
Puulishing Company, Amsterdam, 10(j3). 

" " "C"H S' C"H.' D 8() = £...J .L...J ~ Ii It I: I .. 101 1 ... 1" ,,~u 
• • • 

(7) 

of irreducible unitary representations D S(u) of U." 
labeled by S with C~;~~", the Cle",,·h-Cordan coef
ficients for U..,.' Substituting (7) in (6) gives 

«(ill D'(u) 7' D(u) Iii}) 
= I: I: (lillT Ilk})C~,~ i';" I: C~;~~o .D:'(u) . (8) 

s.. Ii 11.1: I ... 

In the Appendix it is shown that Ii, ® n is simply 
reducible; the irreducible representations labeled by 
S in the reduction (7) are nil mutually inequivalent. 
lIenee the unitary matrix clements I),~(u) jn (7) 
satisfy the orthogonality relations'· ' 

J du I):,(u)* D~:.,(u) = 0,,.' 0, •. 0 .. ' 

in terms of the invariant integral on the group U.v J 
It follows that the functions 

:E cf.~foilD:iI(1l.) 
• (9) 

in (8) satisfy tile orthogonality relations 

J du I L: c~,~7;" D;',(u) 1*1 I: C~,~7;' ... D::,,(u)1 . .' 
= 088' 0 .... · :E I C~i~iilbI2 , 

, I 

which show that, for fixed Ii}, and for values 0 

S such that 

L: IC~.~7;"I ' (10) 
• 

is not zero, the functions (9) are linC!lrly independent 
functions on U .... for dilTerent Sand a. In the A 
pendix it is shown that for each S ill the reductio 
(7) of R. ® R there is a t least one IiI such that (10) 
is not zero. 

Consider one S in the reduction (7), alld choos 
IiI such that (10) is not zero fur that S. Now keep 
IiI fixed and consider the set of all S for which (10) 
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is not zero. For these S the functions (9) are linearly 
independent for difTerent S, a and span a linear 
spaco of functions on UN which contains the func
lion (8) for this fixed Iii. The dimension of this 
space is equal to the number of values of S, a with 
S in the set for which (10) is not zero. When the 
function (8) is determined for each of the same num
ber of suitably ~hosen Ai X M unitary matrices u, 
Ibe coefficients 

(11) 

of the linearly independent functions (9) arc deter
mined for this set of values of S and a ll of the as
sociated values of a. If there is an S which was not 
included, then choose another Iii such that (10) is 
not zero for this S and, keeping this Iii fixcd, con
sider the set of a ll S which were not includcd in the 
previous considerations and for which (10) is not 
zero. For these S and this fixed IiI. the fUll ctions 
(9) span a linear space of fun ctions on U M which 
contains the terms of the function (8) which were 
not determined previously. The dimension of this 
space is equal to the number of values of S, a cor
responding to newly considered values of S. When 
Ibe function (8) is determined for this number of 
suitably chosen uni tary matrices u, the coefficients 
(II ) of the linea rly independent functions (9) are 
determined for these new values of S and a ll of the 
associated values of a. Repeat this procedure until 
the cocfficients (J I) are determined for all S, a. The 
total number of M X M unitary matrices u req uired 
is equlli to the total number of values of S, a. Tll is 
is the dimension of the product representation R ® R 
which is the same as the squal'e of the dimension of 
the representation R which is (sce Appendix) 

I(N + AI - 1)!jN! (AI - ]) !I'. 

MUltiplying ( 11 ) by C~,~i<;* ! " and summing over S! a, 
using the orth ogona lity property 

" CNR S' CliHS 
~ Ij'/ I"'/" 1,11,1,/" = OU 'IIi! 0 1,1,'/11' 1 
S ,0 

of the Clebsch- Gordan coefficients: yields the 
matrix clements (5). This completes the proof of the 
theorcm. 

EXAMPLE 

There are many different suitab le choices for the 
M X M unitary matrices u. One just needs to avoid 
the relatively few ehoices for which the linea r in
dependence of the fun ctions Do~(u) fails. 

For the case M = 2, N = 2, we exhibit explicitly 
nine 2 X 2 unitary matrices u and expectation values 

(3) which determ ine the nine expcctation values (1). 
First we take 

[

COS 0 
U= 

-sill 0 

sin OJ 
cos 0 J 

(b:(u) b:(u) b, (u)b,(u)) 

( 't)' (tt).' = a.a.ala. cos 0 + a2a2a2a2 s m 0 

+ (4(a;a;a,a,) + (a :a:a,a,) + (a.;a;a,a,)) cos' Osin' 0 

+ 2«a;a;a,a,) + (a;a;a,a,)) cos' 0 s in 0 

+ 2«a;a;a2a2) + (a;a;a.a2) cos 0 s ina 0 

for five different values of 0 which allow us to dcter
mine the terms with different dependcnce on o. Next 
we ta ke 

[

COS 0 i s in 0] 
U = 

isin 0 cos 0 

(b:(u) b;(u)b, (u) b,(u) ) 

( tt)' (tt) .' = a.a.a.a. cos 0 + a2a2a2ll:z s m 0 

+ (4(a:a;a 1a2) - (a:a:a2a2) - (a;a;ala1» cos2 Osin2 0 

+ 2i«a;a;a,a,) - (a:a;a,a,)) cos' 0 s in 0 

+ 2i«a;a:a,a,) - (a;a;a ,a,)) cos 0 s in' o. 

H erc three suita bly chosen values of 0 a re sufficient 
to determinc the tcrms with different depcndence 
on 0, since the first two terms were determined 
previously. Finally we take 

(b;(u)b;(u)b,(u)b,(u» = t(a;a;a,a,) + ((a;a;a,a,) 

- ti«a:a:ll:za.,t) - (a~a:a.at». 

which gives us enough to dctermine a ll (a:,a:,a"a,.) 
for ii, i 21 ia, i4 = 1, 2. Altogether we have used nine 
2 X 2 unitary matrices u. 
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APPENDIX 

In order to prove the sta.tements made in this 
paper regarding representations of unitary groups, 
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we recall some relevant facts concerning these 
groups. The group U N(SU AI) is the group of all 
}.f X 111 unitary (unimodular unitary) matrices 
Uu. A covariant tensor of rank N transforms under 
either group as 

" T i • . •• ;" -+ L Ui.i. · ·· U •. ViNT i ... ·i.v1 
i. '''iN ''' 1 

(AI) 

while a contravariant tensor of rank N transforms as 

" T ;· ... ; .• -+ ". • T' ···1. L.J 1), ;.1 .' . . UiNI N ' . 
;.···;.O(-t 

(A2) 

A··mixed tensor has both types of indices. A trace 
is~ taken by setting a covariant and contravariant 
index equal and summing from one to M. 

Inequivalent irreducible unitary representations 
of~U., arc generated from tensors as follows. If a 
tensor 

is covariant of rank N and contravariant of rank N' , 
if it has a definite permutation symmetry for the 
covariant and contravariant indices separately, and 
if it is traceless, then it is an irreducible tensor. To 
obtnin the representation in explicit unitnry fonn. 
one has to cboose appropriate orthononnal linear 
combinations of the tensor components. 

For our purposes it is more convenient to consider 
the group SUM for which there are two completely, 
antisymmctric invariant tensors E; , . ..• .., and ei •· · ·

jll 

of covariant and contravariant ranks fl.f, respectively, 
with 

With these one can convert a contravariant index 
into M - 1 covariant indices, a.nd vice versa. One 
then needs to consider only tensors of covariant 
type. Irreducible representntions of SU" are gen
erated by covariant tensors whose indices possess 
definite pennutntion symmetry. The symmetry type 
can he specified by giving a set of M integers 
I, ~ I, ~ ... I" ~ 0, which are the numbers of 
boxcs in the rows of the Young diagram. 3

-. The 
rank of the tcnsor is I, + I, ... + 1M' The irreducible 
representntion is denoted hy (t" I, . . . . IN). Ita 
dimension is'- ' 

d(f" I" ... 1M) 

_ D([, + M - I , I, + A1 - 2, ... t.") 
- D(Al J , M 2"" 1, 0) 

(A3) 

where 
M 

IT (a. - a,). 
' < '\: - 1 

The irreducible representntion of U J.( given by 
symmetric covariant tensors of rank N, which we 
have called R, is the representntion (N, 0, .. . , 0) 
of SU ". The complex conjugate representntion it 
is (N, N, . .. , N, 0) . Their dimens ions are 

d(NO ... O) =d(NN ... NO) '" '" , 
= (N + M - l)!/N! (M - 1)1. (A4) 

Let T, •... ,. and V' •··· ' • be two irreducible sym
lnetric tensors correspond ing to the representations 
R a nd R respectively. The product representntion 
il ® R is given by the mixed (reducible) tensor 

By considering the mixcd tensor 
., 

S ;· ·· ·;3 ~ 
'.· .. '3 = L.J 

••.. ·'\: /11 -, -1 
W •• ···"'/II- lIi,·· ·f, 

. , . . . "'/11 - , i. · · · '11 (A6) 

obtnined from (A5) by contracting N S pairs of 
indices, and making it traceless, we see that the 
representntion II ® R contnins, at least ' once, the 
irreducible representation corresponding to a mixed 
tensor of covariant and contravariant rank S, sym
metric in both kinds of indices. Here S can take the 
values 0, 1, .. . , N. For different S these representa
tions arc inequivalent. Converting all contravariant 
indices in (A6) into covariant indices, we find that 
these are the representntions (2S, S, ... • S. 0) of 
SUM' Their dimensions are 

d(2S, S, .. . S,O) 

= (2S + M - 1) {(S + M - 2)!}' 
(/.1 - 1) S! (/.1 - 2)! . 

(A7) 

This can be rearranged to show that 

d(2S, S, .,. S 0) = d(S 0 ... 0)' 
I ' '" 

- d(S - 1,0, . .. ,0)' (AS) 

for S = 1, 2, 
have that 

N. Summing (AS) over S, we 

.v 
d(N, O •... ,0)' = L:: d(2S, S, . .. , S, 0). (A9) 

8-0 

Since the left-hand side of (A9) is just the dimensiott 
of the representation R ® R, we see that R ® 
contnins just once each of the irreducible reprcsenta 
tions corresponding to S = 0, 1, .. . , N and contains 
no other irreducible representntions. This proves thaI 
R ® R is simply reducible. 

Next we examine the Clebsch- Gordan coefficientl 

(AW) 
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which appear in (10). We denote the orthonormal 
basis vectors of the representations Rand II by 
IR, Ik}) and Ill, Ii}) respectively. The product 
vectors 

Ill, Ii}) IR, lie}) (AU ) 

are an orthonormal basis for the representation 
ii ® R. Consider .the subset of these for which 
Ii} = Ik}. Their expansions in terms of the ortho
normal basis vectors IS, b) of the irreducible rep
resentations 

Ill, Ii}) IR, Ii}) = L C~;~~". IS, b) (AI2) 
8 •• 

define the coefficients (AIO) . 
Consider elements of the group SUM correspond

ing to M X M diagonal unitary matrices 

(AI3) 

where Xj are real numbers such that 

N 

L x, = 0 (mod 2 ... ) . 
1-' 

JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICAL PHY S IC S 

From (AI) and (A2) we see that under these trans
formations each component of II tensor gets multi
plied by II phase factor. Of the product vectors 
(All), only those for which Ii} = Ik}, namely the 
vectors (A12), are left invariant. We can show that, 
in every irreducible representation contained in 
II ® R, there is at least one vector which is invariant 
under the phase transformations induced by the 
diagonal unitary matrices (A13). For, every such 
representation corresponds to a mixed tensor (A6) 
with the same number S of covariant and con
travariant indices, and all components of the fonn 

(no sum!) 

are invariant. In fact, the dimension of the su bspace 
of invariant vectors is (S + M - 2)!/S!(M - 2)1. 

This shows that the subspace of the representa
tion R ® R spanned by the vectors (A12) has a 
nonempty intersection with the subspace of each 
irreducible representation. TIlls means that for each 
irreducible representation S there is at least one 
Ii} and one b such that (AIO) is not zero, or one 
Ii} such that (10) is not zero. 
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Ray Representations of Finite Nonunitary Groups 
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An extension of the ray representation theory is formulated to embrace Donunitary groups. The 
corny representations are obtained by the ray representalions of its unitary subgroup. Theorems of 
corny representations nre stated. The usefulness of the formalism is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

INTEREST in the theory of ray representations 
of finite uni tary groups has existed almost 

since their inception,' and persists to the present 
time,'-' and tbere bave been numerous physical 
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Tech. Phys. 28, 1151 (1958). 

applications.'-' The introduction of time reversal 
as one of the basic symmetry elements resulted 
in the concept of non unitary groups-a hybrid 
group which contains unitary, and antiunitary 
clements. Wigner's classic realization or such groups 
in tetlns of the theory of corepresentations is well 

• P. Rud,a, J. Math. Phys. 6, 1278 (1965). 
• E. Brown, Phys. Rev. 133, AI038 (1964) . 
, M. La.x, "Symmet.ry Principles in Solid State Physics" 
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(1963); Phys. Metals Metallog. (USSR) 17,490 (1964). 
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I >0 -'. I . I \: 110WI1. - t IS our purpose to present a co 1er c nt 

and useful form alism in which t he basic ideas of 
ray representation theory a rc incorporated into 
nonunita ry groups. Section 2 surveys t he principal 
definitions and results. Section 3 presents the new 
formalism of coray representations.13 Section 4 
indicates a way to use them. Section 5 discusses 
the utili ty of the t heory . 

2. PRINCIPAL DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 

The state fun ction of a physical system is repre
sented more generally by a ray representating a 
direction in complex H ilbert space." If 'l' is a 
vector corresponding to a physically realizable 
state, then "y and a constant multiple of "y repre
sent one and the same state. However, when the 
states are norma lized, a phase factor of modulus 
one remai ns undetermined, and t he two vedors 
which differ by such a phase factor represen t the 
same state. Now, if G is the symmetric group of 
t he physical system, t he operators 9 E G act 001 

rays in Hilbert space only to map rays in to rays 
(i.e., take from one possible state to another). 
Therefore we require Limt the matrices D (g) realize 
the ray representation of the group G if t hey satisfy 

D(g,)D(g,) = w" ... D(g,) for g,g, = g" (1) 

where Wg 1 .110 is a phase factor depending on 01 and 0 2 

of modulus unity. If >t> and "yare state fun ctions of 
a system invariant under the operations of G, the 
elements of the group 0 are unitary or ant iunitary 
if they satisfy 

(g'¥, g<\» ('¥, >t» (2) 

or 

(g'¥, g>t» = (>t>, '¥) = ("y, <\»* . (3) 

Vle denote u for uni tary and a for antiunitary 
operators, respectively. If >t> is expanded in terms 
of the eigenstates of the system, the linear and 
the antilinear property of the unita ry and anti uni tary 
operators, respectively, becomes evident: 

)0 E. P . Wigner, J . M ath. Phys. 1,409,414 ( 19GO). 
11 E. P. Wigner, Group Theory and its Applicalion to the 

Quantum Mechanics of Atomic Spectra (Academic Press Inc., 
New York, 1950). 

11 J. O. D immock, J. Math. Phys. 4, 1307 (1063). 
13 Wigner coined the word corepresentat.ions for the vector 

representat ions of nonunitary groups. It is felt suggestive to 
use the terminology of coray representations (o r projective 
corepresentations) to represent the ray representations of 
nonunitary grou ps. 

H M . I::f a mcrmesh, Group Theory and its Applical'ion to 
Physical Problem.s (Addison-Wesley Publ ishing Compa ny, 
Inc., Reading, Massachusetts, HHjZ), Chap. 12, p. 458 

u.<I' = I: aou<po, 

a<\> = I: a!a<po. 
(4) 

Equation (1) provides the transformation rule for 
linear operators; its on ly new feature is th e ap
pearance of a unimodular phase factor. However, 
when the symmetric group under consideration 
conta ins some elements with the wille reversal 
operator in combination with other geometri cal 
operators, the structure of tho group becomes n OI1-

unita ry made up of unitary and anti uni tary opera
tors. Further, it is convienient to express the anti
uni tary operators as a = 1'0; V being unitary and 
o being anti unitary time reversal. It is easily demon
strated t hat the product of two unitary, or two 
antiunitary ones is unitary, and t he product of an 
ant iunitary operator and a unit.ary is antiu nitary 
with the consequence, tha t the nonunita l'Y group 
contains equal number of unitary and a ntiunitary 
operators. The unitary operators form an invariant 
subgroup of index two. . 

Let '¥ ; be the ath basis function of the ith ir
reducible corepresentation of G. Following vVigncr 
and adopting the summation convention, we writ.e 
the corepresentation matrices as t he following: 

(5) 

Using the above relation, one arrives at the foHow
illg multiplicative structure of the corepresentations: 

D '(u ,)D'(u,) = D '(u,u,) , 

D '(u)D' (a) 

D ' (a)D ' (u)* 

D '(ua) , 

D'(au) , 

D'(a,)D'(a,)* = D'(a,a,) , 

(6) 

and the equivalence of two corepl'esentations, by 
means of similarity transformat.ion, is given by 

V-~D ' (u) V, 

V-' D '(a) V*, 

where V is the transforming matrix. 

3. DETERMINATION OF CORAY 
REPRESENTATIONS FROM THE RAY 

REPRESENTATIONS OF ITS UNITARY SUBGRO 

(7) 

In view of the a rguments put forward in Sec. 2 
we assu me that the matrices D'(g)(g E G) realize 
the coray represen tation of the group G if 
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D' (tI ,)D 'tu,) = w •• .• • D '(I/,u,) . 

D '(1I) D ' (a) = w •.• D '(ua) . 
(8) 

D'(a)D '(tI) * = w • .• D'(all). 

D ' (a, )D ' (<<,)* = w • •.• • D'(a,a,) . 

where the factor system w" ... sat isfies the foll owing 
fUD ctional rela tion hip according to the ray repre
sentation theory" ~ : 

(!l) 

W" " ,w~. ,.r. = wa.~ . , . w:. " .. 
The vector re presentations of nonunitary groups 
nrc determined by the vector representations of its 
unitary Rubgroup. In an an alogous wny, the ray 
rcprcscntnt ions of nonunitary groups arc obtained 
from the ray representations of its unitary sub
group obeying (8). 

Avoidin g repetition of argllment R, we summarize 
the new results obta ined. Closely following Wigner's 
analysis. " we deoote by 6;(u) the irreducible ray 
representation of the unitary subgroup Fl. In fnc t, 
w • • . " in E q. (8) rcpresents the facto I' "ystem de
termining the irreducible ray rcprc~n tat ions of H . 
We denote by 6 ' (1£) another ray represent.ation of JI. 

The po"itive and neg[tt ive signs appearing in (12) 
corre~pond to two different ca.<scs. 

Case (a) : 

If fJfJ* = w •• .•• 6; (ai) · 
Rcfering to (11), ao'l' ; rcproduces the set of 

fun ction 'I'~ . Ilence the coray representation D' (g) 
of a corresponds to a single irreducible my repre
sentation 6' (u) of If and is of t he same dimcntion
ali ty given by 

D'(u) = 6 '(u) ; 

Case (b) : 

D '(a) = w ••• - •.•• 6 ;(aa~ ')fJ. (13) 

If, on the other hand, fJfJ* = -w •• .• • 6 ;(ai), a.'Y; 
gives ri~e to a !';f' t of fun ctions cP ; , but, however, 
forms a basis for 6' (u) of H. D ' (g) again corresponds 
to a $ingle irreducible ray representation of twice 
the di mensionality 

D'(u) = [..\;o(u) 0 ) 
-,,> ' (u) ; 

D '(a) = ( 0 -w: .. -.... 6 ;(aa~ ' ) fJ 
w: •. _ ..•. 6' (aa~ ' )fJ) 

o . 

(14) 

( 10) C,.<e (,' ) : 

where l£Q is some ant iunitary operator. 
1'0 tlctcrmine t.he coray representa.tion mn.triccs 

D; (a), we begin with a set of fu nctions fonning a
basis for t he irreducible represent.ation 6 ; (u) 

u>v ~ = <l ;(uJ..'~ ' . for all u C ll . (II) 

The nonun itary group G is given in terms of 11 as 

a = II + Doll. 

Accordingly, in the process of induct.ioll , the conlY 
representations D ' of the group a are obt [tined 
from the ray rf' prcRCniations /:l; in one of the 1hrec 
following ways. 

If for nil ao E a the representat ions 6 ; and 6 ' 
arc equivalent, then 

and 

which defi nes (J, a unitary matrix satisfying 

fJfJ' = ± w ••. •. 6 ' ;)(~). (12) 

U The clements (J , l' and a used in lhis relution correspond 
to any general clement, l he unitary, and the antiuDltnry 
element, res pectively . 

If for some antiuni tary operator a. the repre
sentation ~;(u) and .6, i(u.) arc noncquivalcnt, I. e., 

X[6 '(lI) ) r' x [6 '(u)). 

ait ~ gives rise to cp~ which nets a..;; n. basis f0r Ai(U) 
of If inequivalent to 6 '( " ) . T he coray I'eprescn
tat ioll ~ nrc given by 

/) '(,,) w ••. •• -"> '(nao)1 
o 

( I ;') 

One could (listingu i. h the t hree cases (a). (b l . 
and (e) mentioned above by ' J'ing the modified 
relation 

m = 2/ n L: x ·(ailw • .•. ( lG) , 
wher(' n is thr order of the group, the factor 2/ n, 
represents the clement" in If, and x (a') = x (u) is 
the character of .... 

In (10) 1n tukes t he t hrcc values 0, ± I. T he 
valu" equal to zero distinguishes case (c) from those 
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of (a) and (b), which are represented by + 1 and 
-1, respectively, thereby serving as a useful rule. 

The antiunitary operators can, however, be 
written as the product of unitary operators V with 
an antiunitary operator 0 like the t ime reversal 

where 1 is the identity operator, and 

. =(- It, 

N being the number of fermions in the system. 
Equat ion (16) could be transformed to represent 
the three cases as follows 

L: x[Ll'(uDlw •.• = En 
I 

= -£11, 

= O. (17) 

This result agrees well with the Frobenius- Schur 
criterion. 10 

The theorems leading up to the orthogonality 
relations for the irreducible representations of a 
group are here extended for coray representations. 

Theorem 1: Any coray representation by non
singular matrices is equivalent to onc by unitary 
matrices. The proof of this theorem is identical 
to that for unitary groups,11 and we only remark here 
that the coray representations will be unitary if the 
basis functions from an orthonormal set. Since 
any linearly independent set of functions can al
ways be tra.nsformed into an orthonormal set, we 
can choose unitary matrices irrespective of whether 
the group in question is unitary or not. 

Theorem fi: If there exists a Hermitian matrix 
M such that 

MD'(u) 

MD'(a) 

D'(u)U, 

D'(a)U*, 

for all the matrices of an irreducible coray repre
sentation, then M is a constant matrix, otherwise it is 
reducible. The first part of the proof is again identical 
to that given for unitary groups, and the second 
part of the proof differs from that given for unitary 
groups because of the appearence of the star, one 
could nevertheless proceed as in the case of corep
resentations.l ~ 

Theorem 3: If D' and D' are two irreducible 
coray representations of the same group and of 

It G. J.i'robenius and 1. Schur, S. Sibber. Deutsch. Akad. 
Wills. 49, 136 (1906) . 

dimensionality I' and I', respectively, 
exists an (I' X n matrix X such that 

then, for 

XD'(u) 

XD '(a) 

I' 

D'(u)X, 

D '(a)X* , 

I' 

and if there 

(X is a null matrix), the representations are equiva~ 
lent. The proof is again identical with that of vector 
represcntations, lI 

Theorem -I: For two inequivalent irreducible 
unitary coray representations Vi and D' 

L: D'(u.)., D'(u.).. 0, 
• 
L: D '(a.)., D '(a.)t. = O. 
• 

For the elements of the single unitary corepresenta
tion, we have 

L: ID'(u.)., D'(u.)i, + D '(a.) • • D'(a.),~ l 
• 

= nil ~., ~ •• , 

where n is the number of operators in G and I is the 
dimension of D' . The theorem has been stated in 
such way as to incorporate the ray representation 
aspect of nonunitary groups. The proofs of or
thogonality relation for irreducible ray representa
tions!! and corepresentations are weU known 13 and 
this suffices as a proof for t he above theorem. 

4. DETERMINATION OF FACTOR SYSTEMS 

The determination of the factor systems for a 
particular group depends all the physical problem 
in question. In crystallographic space groups, these 
factor systems arise as a result of the existence 
of non primitive translations, associated with screw 
axes and glide planes. The method of obtaining the 
representations of a space group based on the 
concept of the Brillouin zone is very well known. 17 

The different inequivalent points k, on the Bril
louin zone correspond to different subgroups Gk , 

furnishing an irreducible representation of the space 
group. Following a development due to Lubarskii' 
we obtain expressions for the factor systems of the 
coray representations of magnetic groups. If It I gj 

17 G. F. Koster, Solid State Physics, 5, L74 (1957). 
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is a nonprimit.ivc translation associated with point 
operation (J , then 

W .. " = eilk ' ("I-n ) , 

w",., = e i1k. ( .. I +III, 
(18) 

where a corresponds to the unitary operation in 
the anti unitary operators. It is easily seen that the 
second relation in (18) is due to the presence of 
antiunitary elemehts such as antiscrews and anti
glides in the case of a magnetic group." It is interest
ing to see that the w's become uni ty when the ex
ponent in (18) lakes thc value 0 or approaches 2 ... 
The fi rst case corresponds to a situation when 
vector k itself is zero corresponding to the special 
point r of the Brillouin zone. In the second case 
there exists no nonprimitivc translation corre
sponging to any point operation of the group Gk • 

L!l.~tly, when the clement in Gk does not change k 
to an equivalent point, i.e., if no two points repro
sented by k are cquivalent, then the w's take tho 
value unity. This does happen when k lies completely 
within the ZOlle. 

l[ the spin orbit interaction is involved in the 
physical system, the represcntations of the sym
metric group of the system transform as the ray 
rc~rcscntations. Consider a nonunitary group, the 
ulUtary operation that enters into the antiunitary 
opurator a has the form u = Ka, where K denotes tho 
general operator of complex conjugation . Making use 
of one of the Pauli ma.trices (Till ono could represent 
U = -[((Tva, a case in which the spin orbit inter
action is taken into account. Without the usc of 
double groups it is often more convenient to consider 
as before a simple group with a different factor 
system. This factor system could be represented 
m the form of the product of the factor system in 
(18) and that corresponding part depending on the 
represcntations of the point group W,o,,. detcnnined 
as follows. Each clement u is compared with one 

"M. Atoji. Am. J. Phys .• 33. 212 ( 1965). 

of the two matrices DI (u) and each element a= Ku u 
with DI (a) = Ku,DI(u), thcll the faet~r syste:U 
w" ... is obtained from the equations 

DI(g,) DI(g,) = w ••.•• I)I(g,g,) . (10) 

5. DISCUSSION 

The formalism presented here was motivated by 
tho problem of representation of nonsymmorphic 
magnetic groups, in which glide planes and screws 
axes and t.heir corresponding antielemcnts ex ist. 
The theory therefore finds wide applicabili ty for 
magnetic structures answering all physical quest ions 
based on symmet.ry of time and spacc. Summarizing 
the results of earlier investigations, (which in fact 
follows as speeinl cases) it gives a general method 
of repr.eselltation of crystallographic groups (unitary, 
Donullltary, symmorphic, and nOllsymmorphic) . In 
fact, the factor systems are incorporated to take 
care of the nonsymmorphic aspect of unitary alld 
nonunitary groups. 

The method of double group often used ·to achieve 
a similar objcctivelQ or when spin orbi t interaction 
is taken into account is rather artificial and cumber
some. One could avoid in this case the construction 
of a covering group by considering a much simpler 
group wilh a different factor system. An applica
tion of this method to the problem of phase transi
tions, and energy band structures in magnetic 
crystals will be illustrated in the forthcoming 
papers. 
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The Implications of Unitarity on Possible Higher Symmetries* 
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Using tbe covariant spinor formalism for higher-spin particles, it is shown that the only combination 
of the int.erna l symmetry group and the Lorentz grou p that is compatib le with the unitarity condit ion 
is t he direct product. Thrce theorems are proved which severely limit. t.he type of symmetries t.hat are 
consis tent with t he unituri ty condition. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I T has often been emphasized that it is difficul t 
to find an example of a model theory where 

SU(6) or related theories and the Poincare group 
are simultaneously exact symmetries.! 'l'he clash 
between the Poincare group and SU(6) Jies in the 
fact that one cannot construct a kinetic energy 
term for a Lagrangian field t heory which is invariant 
under SU(6).' This fact manifests itself in the 
following three related ways: 

(a) 'The cornmutation or anticonunutatioll rela
tions between fi eld operators. 

(b) The uni tari ty relations between physical S 
matrL-x elements. 

(c) The equations of motion of off-the-mass-shell 
Green's functions. 

We would like to point out that, under a certain 
class of groups, invariance of the unitarity condition 
limits one to consider the direct prod uct of the 
Lorentz group and the internal symmetry group, 
and some t rivial extensions as a possible symmetry 
group. Several examples of the conflict of SU(6) 
or related theories and the unitarity condition have 
been given in the li terature;2 however, most of the 
demonstrations have been confined to some definite 
process or model. Therefore, we recl that it is useful 
to turn the argument around and give a general 
discussion to see who..t possible symmetries a re 
allowed by the invariance of the unitarity condition. 

In Sec. II we prove a set of results that greatly 
limits the type of symmetries one can consider for 

'" Supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
under contract. AT (45-1 )- 1388, Program B. 

I There nre many places where this is pointed out. M . A. B. 
Beg and A Pais, })hys. Rev . 133, B1514 (1965); ibid. 138, B692 
( 1965); also K. Bardakci, J . M. Cornwall, P. Freund, and 
B. W. Lee. Phys. Rev. Letters 13, 6nS (1Q64). In fn.ct S. 
Coleman in a H arvo.rd University prepl'int. has suggested that 
it is impossible to make a relativistic SU(6). For furt.her 
lit.eraiure on SU(6) see any of the a.bove papers. 

2 M. A. B. Beg and A. Pais, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 509 
( 1965); J . M. Cornwall, P. O. O. Freund, and K . T. Mahun
t~appa, ibid. 515i and R. Blan kenheder, M. L. Goldberger, 
K. J ohnson, and b. B. Treiman, ibid. 518. 

t he uni tarity condition. vVe assume the clastic 
unitari ty condition and a certai n class or semi
simple Lie groups; \ye could of course also consider 
(<1) or (0) for the proof. The amplitudes for higher 
spin3 and the covariant spinoI' fonnn lism arc used. 
Finally, it is conjectured that, as far as strong in
teractions a re eoncerned, t he resul ts found here and 
elsewhere do not make SUCCI) or related theories use
less. Mercly the interpretation of SU(6) as an exact 
symmetry of 3. relativist.ic theory is no.t possil9!e. 

II. KINEMATIC PRELIMINARIES 

"Ve begin by giving some kinematic and group 
theoretic preliminaries. \Ve consider t he relativistic 
scattering amplitude to be given by the covariant 
spinor ampli t ude which has the followillg simple 
transrormation properties unucr t he homogeneous 
Lorentz group: 

M.;(P', P) 

~ D "'''(g):' D"'" (g)f JlJ • . ;. (A (g) P, A(g) P'). ( I) 

H ere P' and P refer respectively to the set of out
going and ill corning momenta; a ll conventions a re 
identical to those of Ref. 4. The quantity g is all 

element of tbe group SL(2, C) (covering group of 
the Lorentz group); A(g) and D (g) are, respectively, 
representations of the group SL(2, C) on four 
vectors and spinol's. The number of such matrices 
D (y) in Eq. (1) will be dctermined by the numbcr of 
particles with spin. 

Under elements of the inhomogeneous Lorentz 
group (Poincare group), the spinol' amplitude t rans
forms as follows . 

M •. ;.(P', P) exp (i[P'(g) - P(g)) ·a)D'··" (g):· 

X D (O · ·)(g)~·M •. ;.(P'(g), P (g», 

3 Fo r discl1s$ions of t he covariant spina l' ll.mplitudes sec, 
forexam plc, A. O. Barut, 1. J . M ll)';inich, and David \Villiams, 
Phys. R ev. 130, 442 ( J96Cl); S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. 133, 
Bl3IS ( l 964); and 134, BS82 (l964). 

t A. O. Barllt, 1. J . Mlizinich, and David Williams, Phy::-. 
R ev. 130, 442 (HIG~). 
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where 

p eg) = A(y)P; P'(g) = A (gJP' . (2) 

The representations of the Lorentz group on the 
spinor amplitudes can be split into spin and space 
parls of the form 

D(y) @ CP. (3) 

If we consider the irreducible unitary representa
tion on physical S matrix elements or s tates, not 
spinor amplitudes, the representations of the Lorentz 
group arc of the form 

D[u(g, p)J @ CP. (4) 

In Eqs. (3) and (4), CP refers to the representation 
of the Lorentz group on spacetime, and u(g, P ) 
is an element of the little group' which, for fixed 
timelike momentum, p is isomorphic to the thrce
dimensional rotation group SO(3) . 

The spinor amplitudes provide a natural frame
work to discuss the transformation properties of 
scattering amplitudes because g and CP a re com
pletely decoupled . 

The attempts to combine internal symmetry 
and the Lorentz group to provide a relativistically 
invariant SU(6) fall into one of the following cata
gorics;G 

g=G @CP , (5) 

where g is a semi-simple Lie group with the follow
ing pl'operties6

•
7 

g :; SL(2, C) @ T, 

and cP is the Poincar6 group acting on space-time. 
Here I is the group of internal symmetry whicb 
we will assume to be compact. 

g = G @ T. (6) 

In Eq. (6) g is semi-simple' and also contains 
SL(2, C) @ I, and T is the translation group in a 
vector space of dimension larger than four. The 
entire Poincare group has been redefined in a larger
dimensional space.' The latter possibility has great 

• E. P. Wigner, Ann. Math., 40, 149 (1939) . 
• &>c L. Michel, Proceed·ings of the Second Coral Gablcs 

Conference on Symmetry Principles at High Eneroy (to be 
published). 

1 A. Salam, R. Delburgo, and T. Strathdce, Proe. Roy. 
Soc. (London) A284, 146 ( 1965). 

8 T. Fulton and J. Wcss, Phys. Letters 14, 57, 344 ( l965); 
H. Baery and J. NuyLs, CERN preprint, and \Y. Ruhl, 
CERN preprinLs on the group SL(6, C) and other authors 
that were omitted in this reference. 

'There is yet another approa.ch by us ing the equal-time 
commuta.tion rcla.liotlS of t.he currents with no in tent.ion of 
talking about exact. symmet.ries. R. P. F eynmann, M. Cell
l\'lann, and O. Zweig, Phys. Rev. Letters 13, 678 (11364 ); a.nd 
R. Dashen (to be published). 

dilliculties associated with it; namely, continuous 
mass spectra and the physical interpreta tion of the 
additional translation operators. We will not discuss 
the latter possibility here. The first possibility whi ch 
has bcen attempted by Pais and Beg,' ·' and by 
Strathdee, Delburgo, and Salam' will be considered. 

The action of g [ICC}. (5) J on the spi nor amp li tudes 
is given by 

M(P', P) = M'(P', P) 

= D' (g)M(P', P)[D'(g) J', (7a) 

where 9 E GM' (P', P ) is the transformed ill func
tion and D'(g) is a reprcsentation of l'). We will 
assume that g is a good symmetry and the M func
tion is invariant. The AI[ function transforms under 
CP in the following manner: 

M(P', P) = M(A?', A?), (7b) 

where A E CP. 
Of course this puts some severe restrictions on 

the form of the M function. The Ai function satis
fying Eqs. (7) and (8) can be decomposed into a 
bas is set of covariants for the group g in the form 

M(P', P) = L a;'l';, (8) 

where 

D'(g)T;[D'(g)Jt = T; 

and the a ; are scalar amplitudes. 

We will assume that the spinor amplitude de
scribes the scattering of some pair of Super multi
plets, and that, in general, several different spins are 
ill the same multiplet. Thus, if we restrict g to 
SL(2, C) @ I, the representation D'(g), if not com
pletely reducible, reduces as follows: 

D'(g) = Et); D '''·'' (t) @ D"(u) , (9) 

t E SL(2, C), u E I, 

where >-., S,' , and ~,' , respecLively, label the irred ucible 
representations of g, S£(2, C) (Lorentz group), 
and the internal symmetry group T. The labels J.< ; arc 
a set of Casimir operators for the internal symmetry 
group. 

The clastic unitarity condition for the scattering 
of supermultiplets can be written: 

M(P', P) - M'(P', P) 

= J d!l (IQM(P', [()A([{)M'([(, Pl. (10) 

This is a many-channel unitarity condition and we 
assume the symmetry is exact and the thresholds 
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are degenerate. The quantity A (K) is given by 

A(K) = A(k) = ffi, D ''''O) (k'u/ M) ® D"(l), (11) 

where 

k·a/ M = k,u'/ M = (k,u, - k'd) / M, 

and l is the identity element of internal syrrunetry. 
Also in Eq. (10) 

d!l (K) = [d'k ,/(2".)'j[d'k,/ (2 .. )'] 

X o(k; - M:J o(k: - M:). (12) 

If there is more than one supermultiplet, we merely 
take the direct product in Eq. (11) 

A(K) = [ffi, D ''' '''(k, ·ii/ M,) ® D"(!)] 

® [ffi, D"'· O) (k,·a/ M,) ® D"(l)]. (13) 

The matrices D''' ·O) (k·ii/ M,) are again representa
tions of the homogeneous Lorentz group SL(2, e), 
and are simply the numerators of the Feynman 
propagators for higher-spin particles.' Also in Eq. 
(11 ) k' = M ' . In Eqs. (12) and (13), k, and k, are 
the momenta of the intermediate particles. 

If Eq. (1) is to be invariant under tbe transfor
mation Eq. (7) for M independent of g, then 

[D'(g)]'A(k)D'(g) = A(k) , (14) 

where 9 E G and the transformation is linear. This 
is certainly not the most general condition on A(K) 
tbat is possible. For example, vie could consider a 
conformal group G tbat, acts nonlinearly on the 
mass hyperboloid . In this case tbe unitarity con
dition would give us a condition of the form 

[D(g)]'A(k)D(g) = J(k(g)/k) A(k(g)) , (15) 

wbere J[(k(g)/k)] is the J acobian of tbe volume 
element on the mass hyperboloid [Eq. (12)]. and keg) 
is tbe image of k under the transformation g. We 
hope to report on this case in the future. 

If we concern ourselves witb Eq. (14), where G is 
a semi-simple Lie group, we can prove the following 
tbeorems to rule out such a possibility. We define 
&n invariant of a representation )" of some group 
G as a matrix I'(G) with the property in this context. 

[D'(g)]'I '(O)D'(g) = 1'(0). (16) 

For compact Lie groups" of lini te dimensional 
unitary representations, 1'(0) could be the unit 
matrix with tbe dimensionality N(X) of the rep
resentation X. Thus E q. (16) impli es that we have 

~o H. \ycyl, Clasajcal,Groups, Princeton Ma.thema.tical 
~d~d.(Pnnceton UruverslLy Press, Princeton, N. J., 1946) 

an invariant Hermitian form on a vector space 
of dimension N(A ). 

Theorem: If there exists a group G which acts 
irreducibly on the unitarity condition in the follow
ing manner: [D'(g)]'A (k) D'(g) = A (k)g E G, and 
D'(g) is irreducible for each k independent of g, then 
all A(k) are proportional to the invariant of the 
representation I '(G). 

Proof. 

[D'(g)]' A (k,)D'(g) 

[D'(g)]' A (k,)D'(g) 

imply 

D'(g)A (k,)A - '(k,) 

since 

A(k,), 

A (k,) 

A(k,)A -'(k,)D'(g) , 

[D'(g)]' = A(k,)[D'(O)r'A- ' (k,). 

(I7a) 

(I7b) 

(18) 

(19) 

From Schur's lemma" the only matrix that com
mutes with all elements of an irreducible represen
tation is a multiple of the unit matrix. Therefore, 

A(k,) = aA(k,) , 

where a is a complex number. If there exists an 
invariant of this representation I '(G), theu by the 
same argumen t 

A(k) = a'I'(G). (21) 

Tbis is clearly an undesirable feature for a physical 
theory; for example, if we choose G to be compact 
with finite dimensional unitary representations l 

then A(k) would be proportional to the identity of 
the representation. Usually A (k.) is chosen to be 
the invariant, where k. = (0, M), and the uuitary 
condition will be invariant at threshold.' 

Theorem: If there exists a group G which acts on 
the unitarity condition in the same manner as the 
previous theorem, then (a) G does not contain the 
Lorentz group, SL(2, e), (b) G is the little group of 
k and contains SL(2, e), or (c) A(k) is the direct 
sum of irreducible representations of ooe dimension 12 

of SL(2, C), i.e., 

A(k) = ffi, D'·'·' (k·a/ M) ® D"(!) . (22) 

Proof. Let 9 E SL(2, e) assume G :J SL (2, e ). 
Tben 

D'(g) = ffi, D''' 'O)(g) ® D"(l) (23) 
---

11 See Ref. 10 or 1. Schur, Sitzber. Preuss Akad. Wiss. 
Physik. Math. Kl., p. 406 (1 !JU5). 

11 1 would like to thank Dr. C. Itzykson for an interesting 
conversation on this point. 
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and 

[D'(g)] ' A(k)D'(g) 

= Ef); [D ' '''O)(g)]'D''''O)(k ' u/M)D''''O)(g) 

X D"(l) = Ef), D ''''O)(g+k ' uy/M) Ef) D"(l), (24) 

Since 80(3, 1) is homomorphic to 8L(2, e) of the 
Lorentz group, 

g+k'uy/M = k(g-')'u/M = A-'(g)k ' u/M; 

Eq, (24) becomes 

[D'(y) ]'A(k)D'(g) 

Equation (26) is possible if 

A-'(g)k = k, 

(25) 

(26) 

(26') 

or A(g) is a member of the little group of k, hence 
9 E is of the little group of k which we call 
8L(2, e)" which is isomorphic to the rotation group 
in three dimensions 80(3) for k' = m' > 0, 

In Eq, (24) 

D''''O)(y'k ' uy/M) = D" ;'O)(k ' u/M) if 8; = 0; 

otherwise we obtain Eq, (26) , Thus Eq, (14) is 
possible if 

A(k) = Ef); D (O'O)(k'u/M) @ D"(l) , (27) 

The only remaining possibility is that y if SL(2, C) 
and 0 ]) 8L(2, e) , If we demand that the unitarity 
condition Eq, (14) be invariant for all 9 independent 
of k, then possibility (b) is out, And if we wish our 
group 0 to contain 8L(2, e) @ I J SL(2, C) we 
have only trivial theory of spin 0 particles and the 
whole problem is vacuous, 

Since we know that it is impossible for 0 to act 
irreducibly on the unitarity equation for a realistic 
theory, tben we would like to show that D'(O) is 
completely reducible," 

Theorem: If there exists a group 0 which acts on 
the unitarity condition in the following manner: 

[D(g)l'A(k)D(g) = A(k), (28) 

From the previous theorem, D(y) is not irreducible 
for nontrivial A(k); D(y) is reducible, but not com
pletely reducible, Let us try a D(y) of the form 

D(y) = [~~ i !1_) , (30) 
o : D' 

Let us also write 

A(k) = D ""O)(k ' u/M) @ D"(l)A'(k) , (3 1) 

where 

A'(k) = Ef) D 'H'O)(k'u/M) @ D"(l) , (32) 

'" 
Equation (28) immediately leads us to 

[
D: A, D, : D: A, B ] = _______ 1 ____________ _ 

B' A, D :B'A ,B+D"A'D' 
(33) 

where 

In order that inequivalent representations of 
8L(2, e) will not be mixed in Eq, (33), and in order 
that Eq, (33) be true for all k, we have B = 0, 
and 

(34) 

Proceeding further and repeating the argument we 
can completely reduce D(o), 

Case (2) : A (k) contains eq uivalent D''''·', then 
we can write 

A(k) = Ef), D'H 'O)(k'u/M)@Ef); D"'it(l) , (35) 

where i labels the irreducible representations of 
internal symmetry going with the same i, From 
the previous argument we can reduce D (y) partially 
with respect to A (k) of above. 

We have the result that D(y) = Ef);D;, where 

D';[A ''' '·'(k ,u/ M) >$0"', D';'''j D" where A(k) is defined through Eq, (11); Then 'CI W 

D(g) = Ef); D''' '·'(I)@ D''(u), (29) = IA''''O)(k ' u/M)@Ef), D''''' j (36) 

where u E I. 

Proof. Let us divide the proof into two cases: 

Case (1): All representations D''''·' in A(k) are 
inequivalent.13 

U Here by inequivalent representations of 8L(2, C) we 
Illeau those with different spin. This is, of course, not the only 
criterion for incquivaleuce. 

for each 8;. 

From previous theorems, D; cannot be irreduci
ble or contain the Lorentz group, unless 8, = 0 and 
we have a trivial one-dimensional representation of 
SL(2, e). Thus, if Eq, (36) is to be valid for each 
8;, then 

D, = D"(l) @ D"'(u) , (37) 
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where 

(37') 

The fact that we oblain a slight modification of the 
result [Eq. (29)], s in ce not a ll of lhe D'" .0) (k· al At) 
are ineq uivalent, is quite natural. Th is means that, 
if our supermultiplcts contain distinct internal 
symmetry muitiplets with the same spin, we ha.ve 
the possibili ty of extending the in tern al symmetry 
by combining dilTerent multiplets with the same 
spin . An example is given by the 35-dimensional 
representation of SU(6) and the <p w mixing. The 
35-dimensional representation has theS U(3) @ SU(2) 
decomposi tion as is well known, 35 = (8, 3) EB 
(8, 1) EB (1, 3). 

We have the desired result that the symmetry 
group of the un itarity [Eq. (14») is the in ternal sym
metry group . If we allow transformations that 
preserve t he integration on the mass hyperboloid 
and act linearly on the hyperboloid (keeping it 
in vari ant), we obtain Lorentz transformations and 
t he group 8L(2, C). Clearly the mol'c interesting 
case is Eq. (15). 

We have not considered the t ranslation part of 
the Poincare group. There are trivial extensions 
of the Poincare group in which the translation 
pa r t is imbedded in a la rger Abelian group. Such 
trivial extensions were considered by S. Coleman 
who attributes t hem to P. Federbush. The trivial 
extensions a re of the form of an Abelian Lie a lgebraA. 

A:) T, (38) 

\l'here l' is spann ed by P, and A is spanned by Q •. 
The operators P, and Q. satisfy 

[P" p.l = 0, [P" Q.J = 0 , and [Q .. Q. ) = 0 . 
(39) 

The Lie group generated by such a Lie algebra 
will certainly be unital'Y if it is a good symmetry 
of the S matrix. Also, in order to have I .. orentz 
covariance, the Qa must transform like irreducible 
tensors under representat ions of 8L(2, e) . 

m. SUMMARY AND SPECULATIONS 

It should be clear that the interpretation of 
SU(G)-type theories as an exact symmetry of a 
relat ivistic theory with kinct.ic energy terms is a 
more difficult ass ignment than previously thought. 
However, ln some approxi mate sense, SU(G) might 
still be useful in strong interactions. The example 
we have in mind is t he hyd rogen atom and the group 
0 (4), t he levels of hydrogen for fixed n have the 
degeneracy of 0 (4) (n here is the principal quant um 
number and one of the Casimir operators for 0 (4» . 
The hydrogen atom has been emphasized recent ly 
by Gell- M ann" as a testing grou nd for possible 
noncompact symmetry groups. The point here is 
t hat the symmetry is not obvious until the dy
namical problem is solved . In strong-interaction 
physics it will be necessary to understand more 
deeply the interplay between dynami cs and sym
metry. 

14 M. Cell-Mann, Y. Ne'cman, and Y . DOLhan (to be 
published). 
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It is shown that, in space- t,imes which are asymptotically flat, there are reasonable physical re
strictions that allow one to impose coordinate conditio ns (in addition to t he usual Bondi-type con
ditions) which restrict the allowed coordinate group to a subgroup of the Bondi- Metzner-Bachs 
group. This subgroup is isomorphic to the improper orl.hochronous inhomogeneous Lorentz group. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N recent years the subject of gravitational radi
ation bas received a great deal of attention. ( - 6 

One of the unusual results of this study was 
that, even in space-times which are asymptotically 
Minkowskian, one apparently cannot extract the 
inhomogeneous Lorcntz group as an asymptotic 
symmetry group if finite (retarded) time intervals, 
only, are considered. Instead, one obtains what 
is known as the Bondi-Metzner- Sachs group (BMS 
group)-an infinite parameter group. The purpose 
of this note is to show that if onc imposes certain 
apparently reasonable physical restrictions at re
tarded time u = - IX) (or, alternatively, at u= + (0), 
it is possible to introduce further coordinate con
ditions such that a well-defmed (non-normal) sub
group of the BMS group- isomorphic to the im
proper ortbochronous inhomogeneous Lorentz group 
- is gcornetl'ically si.ngled out by prescrving these 
coordinate conditions. 

The physical situations we a llow would appear 
to include a general type of scattering problem 
in which the sources, and perhaps some waves, can 
come in from infinity and can again escape to 
infinity after interacting. This generalizes certain 
situations considered by Sachs. lIe observed' that 
the inhomogeneous Lorentz group could be singled 
out at, say, U = + 00 if, for example, all the matter 
were radiated away as zero rest-mass energy, leaving 
Minkowski space for sufficiently large Uj altcr-

• Work supported, in part, by lhe Aerospace Research 
Laboratory t hrough the European Offlce of the U. S. Ail' 
Force (a.nd , in part by Contract AF- AFOSR-454- 63 ). 

I H . Bondi, M. C. J . van der Burg, and A. W. K. l\letzllcr, 
Prot!. Hoy. Soc. (Loncioll) A269, 21 ( 1962). 

2 It, K. Sachs, Proc. Roy. Soc. (Londoll) A270, ]03 ( 1962). 
~ E. Newman and H .. Penrose, J, Math. Phys. 3, 566 ( 1!)62 ); 
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natively, the system might ultimately simply become 
static. The situations we consider here appear to 
be much more general than this, although whether 
01' not t hey are quite as general as they seem to be, 
depends, to some extent, on the validity of some 
hcuristic a rguments we give, which have, as their 
basis, some exact results in the linear th.eory of 
gravitation. 

As an additional purpose of this note, we introduce 
an invariant differential operation on the sphere 
(whi ch we denote by (5) and use it to define a type 
of " spin s spherical harmonic." This is done in 
s lightly greater generality than is absolutely nec
essary for the present work, si nce it is also felt that 
these ideas should find applications elsewhere7 and 
that they could be used to simplify earlier work."" '" 

II. THE BMS GROUP 

Let U, 0, </>, r be standard (Bondi-type) coor
dinates1.2 . .f,6 for asymptotically fl at space-time. 
Thus u is a retarded time parameter (so that 
'il = const are null hYPcl'sul'faces opening into the 
future); 0, 4> are spherical polar coordinates for 
the sphere at infinity on each hypersurface u = const 
(O, c/>, u = const giving the null geodesic generators 
of these hypersurfaces); r is suitably defi ned radial 
coordinate such as an affine or luminosity parameter 
on each of the generators of the hypersurf aces. 
The BMS group is defined by the following trans
formations2 

•• ,6 on the 0, cp, tl coordinates: 

0' = 0'(0, </», 

</>' = </>'(0, </», (2.1) 

u' = K ( O, </» lu - «(0, </» I, 
where (0, </» ..... (0', </>') is a conform al transformation 

7 E. Newman and R. P enrose, Phys. Rev. Letters 15 23 1 
(1965). ' 

8 A. 1. Janis and E, Newman, J. Mlith. Phys. 6, 902 ( 1965). 
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of the (0, <I»-sphere into itself, f( is the corresponding 
conformal factor, given by 

dO" + sin' 0' dq," = f('(dO' + sin' 0 dq,'), (2.2) 

and wbere c< is au arbitrary (suitably smooth) real 
function on the sphere. (The r coordinate may also 
be transformed, if desired, but the transformation 
is somewhat arbitrary since it depends on the precise 
type of radial coordinate used and it is not relevant 
to the structure of the group.) 

The particular BMS transformations for wbjcb 
0' = 0, <1>' = <I> are called, in general, supertranslations. 
Under a supertranslation, the system of null hyper
surfaces u = const. is transformed into a different 
system of null hypersnrfaces (u' = const) but no 
(Lorentz) rotation is involved. We may write c< in 
terms of spherical harmonics: 

- I 

c< = L L a • . 1 YI .• (O, <1», 
t .. o .. .. - I 

where the a • . 1 are constants. The infinite set of 
parameters a • . 1 [subject to a_ • . 1 = (-I)·a •. I' so 
that c< is real) tben define the supcrtranslation. If 
a •. 1 = 0 for I > 2, so that c< takes the form: 

c< = " + 'I sin 0 cos <I> + " sin 0 sin <I> + " cos 0, 
(2 .3) 

then the supertranslations reduce to a special case, 
called the translations, with just four parameters 
EOI • •• , f3 · 

This terminology is, in fact, consistent with that 
for the (Lorentz) translations in Minkowski space. 
We may call a hypersurface u = const a "good" 
cone in Minkowski space if it is the null cone of 
some point, and a "bad" cone if, on the ot.her hand, 
the generators of u = const do not all meet in a 
point. Thus, an actual translation in Minkowski 
space must send II good" cones into H good" cones; 
under a general supertranslation, the /I good" cones 
will be warped into" bad" cones. It is precisely the 
condition that c< be given by (2.3), wbicb is required 
to preserve the" goodness" of the Minkowski null 
cones. 

In curved asymptotically Bat space-times the 
difficulty is to find an appropriate analog of the 
i.\1inkowskian concept of It good" and If bad" cones. 
It is not, in fact, necessary to do thls in order to 
single out the translations from the remaining 
supertranslations, since the translations are already 
determined by (2.3).' But if we wish, in addition, 

• In (a.ct, Sachs hIlS pointed out (Ref. 6) that. the translation 
subgroup of the B?I.'lS group is uniquely s ingled out. by group 
theoretic considerat.ions,-namely as the only rour-parameter 
norma.l subgroup of the llMS group. 

to isolate the H purc" Lorentz rotations from Lorentz 
rotations which have a H supertranslation com
ponent," then some concept of a distinction between 
tl good" and tlbad" cones is necessary. For we 
might try to define Lorentz rotations (homogeneous 
Lorentz transformation) as given by (2.1) with 
c< = O. The hypersurface u = 0 is then transformed 
into itself. In Minkowski space, if" = 0 is a" good" 
cone, the resulting transformation indeed represents 
a Lorentz rotation and it sends other" good" cones 
into" good" cones. If, on the other hand u = 0 
is a II bad" cone, then we do not get a Lorentz 
rotation in general. Thus, for asymptotically Bat 
spaces, in order to know which of the BMS trans
formations are to be regarded as" supertranslation
free Lorentz rotations", we must have some defi
nition of H goodness" of u = const hypcrsurfaccs. 

In Minkowski space, the H good" cones can be 
characterized locally by the fact that the null rays 
generating them possess no shear. In asymptotically 
Minkowskian spaces, it will only be the asymptotic 
behavior of the (complex) shear u of these null 
rays that will concern us. With null vector I' tangent 
to the null rays and complex null vector m' orthog
onal to ll' satisfying 1J1. "'iii I' = -1, l" and m" being 
parallelly propagated along each ray, we have' 

l",m'",' = u(u, 0, <1>, r) = u'(u , 0, <1» / 1" + O(r-' ), 
(2.4) 

where r is scaled so that r, ,I' --> I at infinity. Thus 
u· defines the asymptotic shear of the hypersurface 
given, say, by u = const. The complex quantity u· 
is of special interest in gravitational radiation 
thooIY. It forms part of the initial data on u = 0 
used to determine the space-time asymptotically. '" 
Furthermore, au' / au and a' u· / au' both have physical 
significance. We may call a' u' / au' the gravitational 
radiation field since it represents the r - I part of 
the Riemann curvature field."'" Bondi et all and 
Sachs2 call iJu-°/iJu the "news function" since it 
can be used as asymptotic initial data for the 
gravitational radiation field and lau'/aul' represents 
the flux of energy of the gravitational radiation in 
their analysis. 

We cannot, however, attempt to define "good" 
cones, in general, simply by requiring u-0 = O. 
In many cases it is simply not possible to arrange 
u' = 0 for all values of 0, <1>, on one hypersurface, 
but even in cases where it is possible (e.g. in the 
axially symmetric, reflection symmetric cases), it 
is clear from the above remarks that, in the pres
ence of gravitational radiation, if (To = 0 for one 
value of u, we will generally have u' '" 0 for a 
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later value of u (i.e., "goodness" would not be 
invariant under time t ranslation). The idea of tbe 
present paper is that, if we make apparently reason
able physical assumptions as to how the gravitational 
radiation falls off at u = - a> (or alternatively at 
u = + O))J then we can effect.ively minimize qO 

at u = - a> (or alternatively at u = + a» . This 
will restrict our coordinates to such an extent that 
only a subgroup of the BMS group remains- which 
is isomorphic to the improper orthochronous inho
mogeneous Lorentz group. 

ill. SPIN-WEIGHTED FUNCTIONS ON A SPHERE 

In order to analyze the structu re of u' as a function 
of the angular coordin atcs 0, cf>, it is important fi rst 
to realize that, although it is given as a scalar, it 
is really a tensorlike quantity. The directions of 
minimum and maximum shear are determined by 
arg u'. Under rotation of the spacelike vectors 
Re (m'), 1m (m') in their plane given by 

(m"')' = eiol-m'" (3.1) 

[with (I')' = I', '" realJ , we then have 

(u')' = ChOU'. (3 .2) 

We shall say that u' has spin weight 2. Generally, 
a quantity ~ will be said to have spin weight s if 
it transforms as 

(3.3) 

under (3 .1). (Here, s is in general integral, but half 
integral val ues can also occur.) The quantity u' 

has, in addi tion, a conformal weight of - 1. That is, 
under (2.1) and (2.2), if we choose ex = 0 and ex
amine the u' for u = 0 (keepi ng the 111' vectors fixed), 
we find' 

(u') , = IC 'u'. (3.4) 

Generally, a quantity ~ defined on the (0, cf»-sphere 
has conformal weight w if under conformal trans
fo rmation of the sphere with conformal factor [( 
as in (2.2) (and with fixed rn' vectors) we have 

(3.5) 

IK is, in effect, the relativistic Doppler factor' 
(c + v)l(c - v)-I.J For consistency with the coor
dinate conditions

"
,2, .. this conformal transformation 

should be accompanied by 

(I')' = [(I', r' = [(- 'r, (3.6) 

with (m')' = m', whence (3.4) Icf. (2.4) J. 
Effectively, the concepts of spill-weight and con

formal weight refer to the behavior of functions 

on the (0, cf»-sphere at infinity only, and do not 
refer to the remainder of the space-time. Indeed, 
the concepts will apply to any two-dimensional 
abstract surface, with a Riemannian or conformal 
structure. Quant ities with spin weights correspond 
to irreducible tensor quantities on the surface. 
The vectors Re (m'), 1m (m') may be regarded as 
orthogonal tangent vectors (of length 2-1) at each 
point of the surface. But we shall be concerned, 
here, only with quantities defined on a sphere. If 
spherical polar coordinates are used, a natural 
choice"'" for m' is to make Re (m') and 1m (m' ) 
tangential, respectively, to the curves cp = canst 
and ° = const. Another convenien t coordinate 
system for the sphere is (r, f) where the complex 
parameter r is related to (0, cf» by 

r = e;· cot }O. (3.7) 

III this case, the natural choice for mit is to make 
Re (m') and 1m (m') tangential, respectively, to 
the curves 1m (n = const and Re (n = const. 

Let ~ he a quantity defined on the sphere of 
spin weight s. Define the operator ('), in a particular 
(0, cf» coordi nate system, by 

(')~ = -(sin 0)' {~ + ~ ~} I(S in 0)-' ~I. (3.8) ao sm 0 acf> 
(The operator '0 is effectively a covariant differ
entiation operator in the surface.) Under a rotation 
of m' (but, for the moment, keeping the coordinates 
fixed) we demand that (')ry behave as a quantity 
of spin weight s + 1. From (3 .7) and the fact that 
the m." vectors are rotated through an angle -~ in 
the passage from (0, cf» to (r, f), we obtain 

(3.9) 

as the defini t ion of '0 in the (r, f) system, where 

P = 1(1 + rf) . (3.10) 

[The coordinate r and the P used here are related 
to the rand P (now called ( and P' ) of Ref. 8 
by r = -!f', P = tV2P'.J 

Now, the first important property of the operator15 
is that it is invariant (with spin weight unity) under 
change of coordinate system which preserves the 
sphere metric 

ds' = dO' + sin' ° d4>' = r' d, df . (3. 11) 

This is most easily seen in the (" f) system and 
the result for the (0, cf» system will t hen follow. With 
'" as in (3. 1), so that ~' = e' ;Ory, we have 

(3 .12) 
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where (t', f') is the new coord inate system, with 
new complex tangent vector ml". Since ds' = ds, 
we have 

(3. 13) 

with ar'/af = 0. From this it follows that ·i5'~' == 
2pll -Cacp 'c."') / ar'=e1t+ ll',,, (51j ) as req uired. {In fact, 
this argument applies equally to any surface, with 
metric written ds2 = p -'J dt df, whcre P need not. 
have the form (3 .10). J 

The second important property of ti concerns its 
behavior under :1 conformal transformation. Let. 'T} 

have coniol'mal weight wand spin weight 8 (both 
integers or both half odd integers) where w C. 8. 

Then, 

(50 - .. ' ~ is a quanlily 0/ con/annal weighl s - I , (3.14) 

and, of coursc, spin weight w + ]. To proyc t.his, 
we need on ly consider conforrnal transformations 
of the form 

r' = as, (3.10) 

a being a constant, with (P') - ' dl;' df' = /('P - ' d, df 
so that 

II: = oP / P' = ( I + \f)/(a-' + aW. (3.16) 

[The general conformal self-transformation of the 
sphere, excludi.ng reflect ions can be built up from 
transformations of the type (3. 15)- correspondillg 
to a Lorent.z velocity tra.nsformat ion in the direction 
of the z axis- and rotations which preserve the 
metric. These rotations have been already dealt with, 
since they correspond to met.ric preserving coordinate 
transformations.j It is required to prove that, under 
(3. 15), «50- ," ~)' = 1\.'-' ·15· -" '~. [The m' vectors 
arc unaltered under (3. 15).] This call be done by 
a kind of inductive argument which is somewhat 
tedious for general values of w - 8. For small 
va lue of w - 8 it is not hard to verify directly that 

(P')' - . a~' (P')' a~' (P')' ... a~' «P')·KO ~) . . )) 

, _' _'P' __ a ( (P') ) = \ a, ... ~ ... , 
where from (3. 16) we use t he fact that p' aIC ' /a, is 
a constant. It is a curious fact t.hat, given 7J with 
w c. 8, there is just the one power of·15 gi ven in (3. 14) 
which y ields a quantity correct.ly transforming (i.e., 
with a "weightJJ

) under a. conformal transformation. 
If w 2:: -s, then tj"' +I+ I1J also correctly transforms 
with conformal weight -8 - I. H ere ·5 is defined 
[ill the (r, f) systemJ by 

(3. 17) 

If w > lsi , then we can apply both operators to 
get a quantity with confonnal weight -w - 2 : 

(3. 18) 

That these two quantit ies are eq ual is not immedi
ately obvious since th e operators "15 and ii do not 
in genera l commute. In fact, we have 

- -
C15·15 - (5 ~)~ = 2s~. (3. 1 D) 

H owever, it is a conseq uen ce of the following con
siderations that '5~ti" l1 = ~Q'5'>1J whenever q - p = 28. 

T he third important property of '6 concerns its 
effect on spherical harmonic:;. Let. Y,.",(l = 0, 1, ... i 
m = -l, ... , +l) be tllC usual scalar spherica l 
harmonics. Then we can define the sp£n s spherical 
harmonics7

.
s (for integral spin) as follows: 

T _ (l+,)! ·o J,.", j [(I - s) !]1 ., T 
(0 :0; 8 :0; I), 

. 1 ,.,"- (_ I ).[(I+S) !] lii-' J" 
(t - s) ! '.'" 

(-I :0; 8 :0; 0) . 

(3.20) 

The. Y" m are 1I0t defined for lsi > I. In the (r, f) 
system, the spin s hannonics take the form 

• Y '.m = [(I _ ')';'(1 + ,)!l ( I + ,f)-' 

X L: \,'( _ o,.·-m(1 - 8)( I + s ) 
p p p+s -m' 

(3.2 1) 

summed over integra l values of p, the a" ... being 
numeri cal constants whose exact values are ines
sential for OUl" purposes. [In faet, (3.21) applies 
also to "spinoI' ha.rmonics" for which l, 111, and sareall 
half odd integers.] We have . J""m = (- I)m"_,v,._m 
and, for all s wi th [8[ :0; I, 

(5(. Y'm) 

(5(. Y , .• ) 

[(I - 8)(l + 8 + J)]I ... Yl. m , 

-[(I + 8)(1 - 8 + 1)]1.-. Y'.m. 
(3.22) 

In p~rticu l a.r, '0 annillilates .yl .... whenever l = s 
and ~ annihilates .Y ... if I = ~8. We sec, further
more, that '01> anniJ1ilates any quantity of spin 
weight s which is composed on ly of harmon ics 
with I < 8 + p. 

The , Y1 .", are e igenfun ctions of the operator '~'O for 
each spin weight s: 

·0·0(, 1', .• ) = -(1- s)(t + 8 + 1), Y,.m. (3.23) 

(If 8 = 0, ii(5 is essent iaUy the total angular mo
mentum operator.) 1\ 10re generally, 
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iI' ti"( V ) = (-I)' (l-s)! (l+s+p) ! V 
• I .. (l -s- p)! (l+s)! • I •• ' 

(3.24) 

For each given s, the. V, .• form a set of ortho
normal fun ctions of spin weight s on the sphere: 

J .1'I .•• f , ..•. dS = ." . ••• . , (3.25) 

dS being the surface area element on the sphere. 
This Can be proved (s being an integer) by induction 
on s using (3.22), the orthollorma lity of 1', .• , and 
the fact that 

J (tiA)B dS = - J A (tiB) dS (3.26) 

with (spin weight of A) + (spin weight of B ) = - L 
[It is immediate from (3.8) that f tiC dS = 0 
(where C has spin weight - I ) and (3.26) follows.J 
The ort.honorrnal functions. Y, .... are a lso complete, 
for spin weight 8 quanti t ies on the sphere. That is, 
if ~ has spin weight s and is sui tably regulaI' /O on 
the sphere, there exist constants ~ I .• such that 

~ = L ~ I._ . 1', .• . (3.27) 
I .• 

To see this, without loss of generality choose s > 0 
and consider ~' 1J. This has spin weight zero, so 
fl'Om the completeness of the Y

" 
... , we have, for 

some constants 4> , . .., 

iI'~ = L ,1>...1', .•. 
I .• 

By (3.24), we can write this 

'(I'h - L XI .• tiT ... } L<I>, .• V , .• , 

where 

I • • 
1>, 

... 
1 <0 

(l-s)! , 
XI .• = (I + 8) ! (- 1) <1> , •• (1 ~ 8) . 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

M oreover, the right-hand side of (3.29) must vanish 
'lince, if we multiply (3.29) by f , ..• (l' < s) a nd 
integrate over the sphere, we get <1>" •• on the right 
and f f" . iI '{ ··· } dS on the left. Applying (3.26) 
and '(1' V". = 0(1' < s), we see that this vanishes. 
Thus, all the <I>'s (with I' < s) van ish, so the left
hand side of (3.29) also van ishes. Now, if Jl. is any 
suitably regular quantity on the sphere, of spin 
we ight s' wJ !ere s' > 0, then 

10 We use tho phrase "suit.ably regular" in the sense that 
" is a smool.h function of r nnd f in the (r. f) system nnd that 
ir we transrorm coordinates by, say, r' "'" r l , then.,, ' is a smooth 
runction of r' and f'. This deals with the point r = g) in the 
(r, f) syst.cm. 

tiJl. = 0 implies ~ = O. (3 .30) 

For, by (3. 17), .~Jl. = 0 implies that p - " Jl. is an 
ana lytic function of t. Il enee lim l1' __ [P-'· Jl. 1 > 0 
unless Jl. = O. Bu t s' > 0, so that po"~ -+ 0 and Jl. 

must be bounded for all t. Therefore Jl. = O. R.epeated 
appli cation of (3.30) to (3.29) now gives (3.27) as 
required, with 

~ I •• = {(I + s)!/(l- S) !} !XI .• ' 

Anot.her way of expressi ng U1is rcsult is : given 
any sui tably regula r ~ on the sphere, /0 of (integral) 
spin weight s > 0, there exists ~ of spin weight 
zero for wh ich 

(3.31) 

The relevance to this papel' of the foregoing analysis 
lies essentia lly in th is result ." (In the above, ~ = 

L x, . .., Y , ,..,,) One reason th is will be of intcrest 
to us here is that it enables us to define the lIc lectl'ic" 
and H magnetic" parts of '1, denotcd, respectively, 
by lIe and lIw, where 

~o = '0' R.e W, ~'" = t5 ' 1m W. (3.32) 

(If, instead, s < 0, then we would use ,~ in place 
of (5 a nd - s in place of s in (3.31), (3.32).J We would 
get the same ~o and ~w if a difTerent choice of ~ were 
made in (3.31), since the arbi t rariness in t lies only 
in hannoni cs Yt. ", with l < s. ' Ve can characteri ze 
~o and ~m by the fact that 

(3.33) 

with 

(3.34) 

The invariance properties of ti imply that the 
concepts of llmagnetic" and "electric" parts of '1 

are sui tably invariant under rotations of the sphere 
or of the rn" vectors. Furthermore if (and only if) ~ 
has conformal weight - 1, the splitting of ~ into 
its Uelcctl'ic" and "magnetic" parts is a lso invariant 
under conformal transfonnation of the sphere [cf. 
(3.14)J. 

Here we shall apply these concepts to (T' . The 
spin weight is 2 and the conformal weight is - 1, 
so on each hypcrsul'face u = const, we have a 
splitting (To = o'~ + o'!, whi ch is invariant under 
conformal transformations of the (0, tP)-sphere, i. e" 
under the "Lorentz" tl'ansfonnations (2 .1) which 
leave the hypersurface invariant, The 0'0 and its 
u-deri vatives describe properties of the gravitational 

II This result, in the C3se " '"'" ,, 0, is cons idered by D. Lamb, 
J . Math. Phys. 7, 458 ( l%6). 
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radiation field . By analogy with the linear theory, 
we ma.y suppose 1-': to be associated with "electric"
type radiation (e.g., a rising from changes in the 
mass quadrupole) and .. ~ to be associated with 
"magnetic"-type radiation (e.g., arising from changes 
in the angular momentum quadrupole). The analogy 
with electrodynamics arising here is the reason for 
the use of the terms ffelectric" and jjmagnetic" in 
(3 .32) . In the next section, we consider these matters 
more explicitly. 

IV. PHYSICAL ASSUMPTIONS 

We wish to impose physical restrictions on the 
systems under consideration, which have sufficient 
generality to include scattering problems in which 
sources can come in from and go out to spatial 
infinity with initial and fin al velocities less than c. 
In part icular, the sources might all be confined to 
a bounded region of space. We shall require that 
the angular momentum, with respect to some origin, 
of each component part of the source remains 
bounded for all time (where it is assumed that there 
are a fini te number of H parts" to the source). 
Generally, the physical restrictions that we impose 
are intended to be such that, It ..... -., (or alter
natively as It ..... + "), .. ' behaves as 

.. '(It, 8, <1» ..... 8(8, <1», (4 .1) 

with 8 independent of It. If the analogy with the 
linear theory is to be trusted, we would normally 
expect 8 to have no "magnetic" part. This would 
add some force to the arguments but it is not 
actually essential. On the basis of (4.1) alone, we 
shall be able to extract the inhomogeneous Lorentz 
group. 

In order to investigate what is entailed physically 
by the requirement that (4.1) hold, we must resort 
to analogies with the linear theory. The full theory 
is, unfortunately, insufficiently developed as yet 
to enable us to infer the exact relation between the 
motion of the sources and asymptotic quantities 
such as .. '. In the linear theory, we may take It = 
canst to be II good" cones in Minkowski space. Since 
the shear of these cones now vanishes, the linearized 
(To, denoted (T~ II" describes a firsfr.order deviation 
from II goodness" of these cones. We can then obtain 
"~I. from the multipole moments Co.~(It) of the 
source distribution by ll . 1 

"~I' = lI'{L: f31 . ~ dd
l

l (CI.~YI .• ) + t}, (4.2) I... U 

where t = f(8, <1» is real, independent of It, and 
corresponds to the gauge freedom in qO, and where 

the f31.~ are some inessential numerics. (Both (3 , . ~ 
and Co. _ have spin weight zero.) 

The type of behavior for the multipole moments 
that we may assume as reasonable is 

C~ .... r<oJUt , 

em 1- 1 
1 . ... r<oJU , 

(4 .3) 

(4.4) 

where e;._ and C~._ correspond, respectively, to 
the H electric" and If magnetic" parts of the multipole 
moments, so that C; . ~Y I ._ and C~. ~Y I . ~ are the 
real and imagi nary parts of CI.~YI . _ . For example, 
for I = 2, the e:._ and e;".~ are, respectively, the 
five components of the mass quadrupole moment and 
spin (or angular momentum) quadrupole moment, 
defined so that e;.~ ~ L: MR' and e~.~ ~ L: LR, 
where Af, L, and R are the mass, angular momentum, 
and distance from the origin of each component 
of the source. If each component is moving with 
uniform limiting velocity and each angular mo
mentum is bounded, we have R f""o.J U, L f""o.J I, whence 
C; .... ,...., u2 and C;' .... ,......, u. The corresponding argu
ment for higher moments leads to (4.3) and (4.4). 

By substituting (4.3) and (4.4) into (4.2), a 
reasonable guess for q~ I", results: 

.. ~;. = lI'(A + iB + tl. (4.5) 

where 

A - L: f3 d '(e; , ~Yo..) 
- I ... I.... du' 

is real and tends to a finite limit as It ..... -., (or 
as u -+ + co), and where 

B = "f3 d'(C~. ~ YI,~) 
L.J I ,.. d I 
I .... U 

is real and tends to zero as It ..... - ~ (or It ..... +.,). 
Of course, (4.5) cannot be inferred rigorously from 
(4.3) and (4.4) since it is not permissible simply to 
differentiate order of magnitUdes in this way. But if 
the behavior (4.3) and (4.4) is sufficiently II smooth" 
asymptotically, then the deduction is valid. This 
would rule out oscillatory behavior for the sources" 
in the distant past (or future), since such behavior 
would certainly contradict (4.5). We assume, here, 
that the components of the system have no accel
erations in the limit It ..... -., (or u ..... +.,) which 
would lead to a violation of (4.5). 

11 An interesting case that would be excluded by our 
assumpt.ions is that of two masses revolving about one anot.her 
in ever decreasing ci rcles as they Jose energy by gravitat.ional 
radiat.io ll. Here the angular momentum is unbounded as 
u _ - CI;> and apparcnLly (1 0 ....... 1.1.111. 
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We can rewrite (4.5) as 

• UII. --> S,(O, <1» (4.6) 

when u --> - '" (or u --> + "'), S. being purely 
/I electric" and independent of u. Thus, it seems 
not unreasonable to infer that, under similar physical 
assumptions in the full theory, (4. 1) will hold [with 
S(O, <1» purely electric]. 

It may be felt that the analogy with the linear 
theory would be a little more trustworthy, however, 
If given III terms of gauge independent quantities 
such as the radiation field a' u· / au', rather than u·. 
If we assume a'u'/au' behaves, in the full theory, 
III tbe same way as a a'u:;./au' consistent with (4.6), 
then the only difference in tbe behavior of u· that 
could arise would lie in the constants of integration. 
Moreover, the constant of integration involved in the 
pas.sage from a'u'/au' to au'/au must be zero. 
ThiS follows from a requircment that the total 
energy radiated away, as measured according to 
the Bondi-Sachs formula'" 

fff I~:T du dO sin ° d</>, 

be finite. I n fact, this finiteness requirement for 
the gravitationally radiated energy greaUy restri cts 
the behavior of au'/au as u --> ± '" in any case 
In the fu ll tbeory, in a rigorous way (e.g., any simple 
oscillatory behavior would be ruled out). However 
this is not sufficient for OUf purposes since th~ 
radiated energy is finite if u· ~ ul-·(O' < , < t) 
but t his would violate (4.1). The remaining co nstant 
of mtegration arises in the passage from au'fau to u· 
and t lus would be tbe S of (4.1). I n the linea; 
theory the S = S, is purely "electric" and this 
may be reasonable in the full theory also. But, in 
any case, the possibility of S having a "magnetic" 
part can also be treated bere. 

We now show that, wlder the assumptions stated 
above, it is possible to introduce coordinate con
ditions such that S.(O, <1» = O. This will be irre
spective of whether the "magnetic" part S., of 
S( = S. + Sm), vallishes. Sachs' has shown tbat 
under a BMS transformation (2.1 ), u· transform~ 
[cf. a lso (3.2), (3.4)] as 

u"(u, 0, <1» = K - ' ."'(u·(u, 0, <1» - t'Ii'",) (4.7) 

(oe having spin weight zero) . It should be pointed 
out that u"(u, 0, <1» refers to the asymptotic shear 
of the hypersurfaces u' = const of the transformed 
coordinate system, although evaluated at the (u, 0, <1» 

of the original coordinate system. The complete 
transformation to qO,(u', 0', ¢') is, of course, more 

complicated. Applied to (4.1 ), (4.7) gives 

S:(O, <1» = K-' ."'(S.(O, <1» - t15'",) , (4.8) 

S:.(O, <1» = K-' e"'Sm(O, <1», (4.9) 

since", is real. Since by (3.32) we can write S,(O <1» = 

15'G for some real G and since " can be dhosen 
arbitrarily on the (0, <I»-sphere, it follows that 
a BMS transformation exists (e.g., '" = 2G) for 
which S:(O, <1» = 0, as req uired. 

We thus may adopt as our coordinate condition 
the requirement that S.(O, <1» = O. This can be done 
for the S. defined either at u = - '" 01' at u = + "' . 
For definiteness we could choose the cond ition 
defined at u = - "'. (If Sm = 0, this means that 
in the limit u --> - '" tbe hypersurfaces u = const 
become nearer and nearer to being asymptotically 
like the " good" cones of Millkowski space.) The 
BMS transformations which preserve the coordinate 
condition S. = 0 are now those for which 15'", = 0 
[cf. (4.8)]. Thus", has the form (2.3) and the allowed 
supertranslations are simply the translations. The 
II Lorentz rotations" given by a = 0 clearly do 'not 
destroy the coordinate condition S. = O. [The 
fa ct that S has conformal weight - 1 is essential 
here, since the spli tting S = S. + Sm must be 
invariant under conformal transformation of the 
(0, <I»-sphere, 'Ii' being also suitably conformally 
invariant here.] The transformations (2. 1) with '" 
as in (2.3) have the same form as inhomogeneous 
Lorentz transformations in Minkowski space. Thus, 
the group of coordinate transformations which pre
serve a ll the usual coordinate conditions in asymp
totic gravitational radiation theory as well as 
keeping S, = 0 at u = - '" (or else at u = + "') is 
isomorphjc to the improper orthochronous inho
mogeneous Lorentz group. 

V. DISCUSSION 

There are several inconclusive aspects of this 
work (even apart from the heuristic nature of the 
argument concerning tbe physical asswnptions) 
which should be mentioned. In particular, the 
ambiguity as to where the coordinate condition 
S. = 0 is to be imposed is disturbing. If the con
dition is imposed at u = - co, there seems no reason 
at all to believe that the condition would then 
automatically hold also at u = + '" (although it is 
just conceivable that If coherence" relations between 
the radiation-field data at infinity, of the type 
considered by Fnedlander," might link the con-

U F. O. Friedlander, Proc. Roy. Soc (London) A279 386 
( IOG4 ). " 
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dition S. = 0 at u = - '" with that at u = + ",). 
In fact, the sit.uation is worse than this since all 
the above argumen~' could be repeated usillg an 
advanced time parameter v in place of the ret.arded 
timeu. We would then have four difTerent alternative 
ways of choosing coordinate cond itions, namely 
S. = 0 at u = ± "', or the correspond ing S. = 0 
at v = ± "', anyone of which would lead to the 
inhomogeneous Lorentz group, but the different 
choices would apparently be quite unrelated. 

It would be intercsting to know whether the 
condit ions at 'u. = - co are in any way related to 
those at v = + "' . In the conform al approach to 
asymptotic analysis,S v = - (X) , U = - IX) , and u = 
+ co appear as distinct Hpoints" 1-, JO

, and 1+, re
spectively, but v = + co represents the same CI points" 
1° as u = - 00. Another quest ion of interest is the re
lation of the present work to that of the Bergmann,l4 
who concludes that if one examines asymptotically 
fl at space-ti mes by proceeding to infinity in spacelike 
directions, then one cannot extract the inhomo
geneous Lorentz group as an asymptotic symmetry 
group. From the conformal point of view, this is 
again concerned with the IIpoint" 1°, but, since 1° is 

It P. O. Bergmann, Phys. Rev. 124,274 ( 1961). 

approached quite difTerently in the two analyses, 
there appears to be no essential conflict here. 

A fu rther unanswered quest ion concerns the 
relevance of the present work to some recent sug
gestions""'" that possibly the BMS group can 
play a role in elementary-particle physics. It is 
not at all clear that considcrations of this paper 
affect this possibility. The arguments here rcquirc 
consideration of infinite times, while the BMS group 
emerges if only finite (retarded) time intervals are 
considercd. For such finite time intervals, the BMS 
group must still be regarded as the relevant asymp
tot.ic symmetry group for situations involving 
gravitational radiation in asymptotically nat space
Urn.e . 
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The st ructure of a" scatteri ng o perato r. which describes events above 11 three-body a nd below :l. 

fOll r-l>ody threshold h:l..'3 beel\ stmhed . It IS s hown that o ne can approximate it arbi trarily closely in 
the norm as the sum of two opcru.lors, eac~ ~laving a simplc form. Using this decomposition, one obl.!lins 
a general form for the spectral dccomposlt lon o f this scatt.ering opera tor. 

INTRODUCTION 

TH E S-operalol' describing the elas tic scattering 
of two spin less particles may be written in 

the form 

S = (fu J (dP) exp [2i o(J , P ')llP(Jl) (P(J ])I, (1) 

where P is the lota l 4-momentulll of the pail', 
(J (J + I)J! is the magnitude, alld j the projection 
of the total angular momentum vector of the pail' 
in their center-of-mass frame. This general form is 
dictated entirely by kinematics and in particular 
by the rcquirements of Lorentz invariance. 'fhe 
content of this form, the explicit fun ctional de
pendence of 0 on p ' and J, may be said to be 
the domain of the dynamics. 

Consider next the S-operator describing all 
processes above a three-and below a four-particle 
threshold. In addition to p ' and J, there are now 
other variables on whi ch exp l2ioJ depends. It is 
shown in this paper how onc can approxirnatc, 
in the no,."" arbi t rarily closely, this S by a sequence 

S(,V) => S 

just the clastic scattering phase shirts for each two 
particle pairing in the three-parti cle subsystem. 

NOTATION 

Wick's procedure' will be used to describe a 
complete set of states of three particles (respective 
vari ables will have suffixes 1, 2, or 3). These are 
eigenstates of to tal 4-momentum P = p , + p, + p, ; 
tota l angular momentum in the ovcr-all ccnter
of-mass system (Jj); total relativistic mass (squared) 
of a particular pair of particles, e.g., u, = (p, + p,)' ; 
angular momentum of the same pair in their centcr
of-mass system' (J ,i, ). Their normalization is 

(P'(J' j')u ; (J ;j;) 1 P(J j)u .(J . j .» 

= oJ" Jo", oJ"J .o,. " . o'(P' - P)o(u: - u. ) (3) 

for c< = 1, 2, or 3. A complete set for the two
particle states will be, as in Eq. (1), denoted by 
IP (Jj» . In terms of these, the S-operatol' is given by 

S = (fu J (dP) [S,,(P' , J ) + S,,(P' , J ) 

+ S,,(P' , J) + S,,(P' , J) ], 

(convergence in the norm as N ~ en) . (2) S,,(P' , J) = S(P' , J) IP(J»)(P(J))I, 

(4) 

(5) 

One can then deduce the form of the spectral de
composition of cach S (N), obtu.ining the equation 
analogous to Eq. (1) which expresses the form of 
the spectral decomposit ion in the two-particle case.' 

The analysis is purely on the mass shell and 
assumes only that S-matrix elements have the 
singularities implied by perturbation theory. 

. S'N' d f It is found that, for any given an or fixed 
values of P ' and J , exp (2ioJ has a continuous and 
possibly a discrete range. The continuous range 
which arises solely and directly from the discon
nected graphs is exactly known. Essent ially, it is 

t Some information about the spectrum of S has been 
obtained by a number of nlllhors fr~fll the point. of view of 
potential scat.tering [sec, e.g. , S. WClIlberg, Pltys. Rev. 133, 
B232 ( \964 )1. 
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S,,(P', J) 

S,,(P' , J) 

S,,(P' , J ) 

L J duo S(P' , J ; u. (J.j.» 
( J 0 j . ) 

X IP(JD)(P(Jl) u. (J . j .)I, (6) 

(J~.' J du o S(u ·Y · j · ) ; P' J) 

X IP(Jl)u.(J . j . » (P(Jl) I, (7) 

( J~.' (J f1." J duo du ; 

X S(u ;(J ; j ; ); P' J; u .(J . j.» 

X IP(J j)u;(J ~j~)(P(J l)u .(J . j .) I· (8) 
~-c:-=-

1 G. Wick, Ann. Phys. (N. Y .) 18, 65 ( 10G2). 
~ This is otLly roughly speaking, for exact l:i Latcrncut. see 

Ref. (2). 
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In the above equations, the upper and lower limits 
on the pO integrals, corresponding to the four- and 
three-body thresholds, are left implicit. Similarly , 
tbe finil.e range of u. is implicit in all equations. 
Since unitarity requires 

S(P', J)S*(P', J ) + L: J duo 
(J .. j .) 

X S(P'J; u.(J.i.»S*(P'J; u.(J.i.» = 1 (9) 

etc., four other equations, one can construct with 
these fun ctions, for every fixed p' J , a unitary 
operator in a reduced Hilbert space X.' Thus, de
fining 

S = S" + S" + S" + S", (10) 

S" = S(P', J) 1)(1, 

s" L: J du. S(P' J; u. (J . i .» 
(J. j .) 

X 1)(u.(J .i.) I. etc., 

( I ) = 1, 

(<1 ~(J ~j~) I u .(J .i.» 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

= ~J.," ' ~;.;. ' ~(u. -: u~), (14) 

one obtains 

ss' = i = 1)(1 + (J~.' J du. 

X lu .(J .i.»(u.(J .i.) I· (15) 

This paper is essentially an analysis of the spec
trum of S. Once this is known, the spectral de
composition of S can be written as 

S = If;; J (dP) IP(J)) ) S (P(J J! I. (16) 

using an obvious notation. In the preceding formula 
(as in the following), P, (Jj) are left implicit param
eters. 

Finally, since there are three different ways to 
couple the three particles, one has to deal with 
recoupling coefficients,' and the following ab
breviation is used 

(P'(J'j')u~(J ;j~) I P(Jilu,(J,i,» 

= ~ (P' - P)~J ' J~; ,;(u~(J~i~) I u,(J,j,» (17) 

for a ;0< f3. 
It is necessary and sufficient for present purposes 

merely to note that (u ~(J~i;) I u,(J,i,» is, for 
a ¢. {3, a square-integrable function of q ~ and q~. 

4.Equi~l1lentlYI the sp~ce of vectors (f,(u (J .,;et», Is) 
~a.vl1'tgJin't.e norm IIfll' .", 1ft It + L (J .. I. ) f do-V St, Tlus norm 
18 lmplJed by the Dirac notation. 

• G. Wick, Ref. 2. 

ANALYSIS 

It is convenient to study instead of S a directly 
related Hermetian operato; defined by' ' 

D = 1 - HS + 8') = 1 - !(S + S-'). (18) 

In order to proceed further one must assume 
something about the structu~e of S' S-matrix 
elemen ts will be Considered to have 'only those 
singularities in the physical region implied by 
perturbatIOn theory. These are just the ~-function 
type assocIated with disconnected graphs and the 
pole type assoCIated with one real particle exchange. 

Cons:.quenUy, one can write 15 = Dd + Jj~, 
where Do arises frorn connected parts and Dd from 
disconnected parts. 

D. is, however, Hilbcrt-8chmidt operator in :ie. 
'Yhen the pole term., in the diagrams contributing to 
D, are mtegrated OVer during the projection of 
D.onto a subspace or X corresponding to a given 
(JI), they tu:n Into logarithmic singularities which 
arc square mtegrable. Thus DOl which contains 
all the true three particle dynamical content in S, 
~s relatively ~a~e. Even so, unfortunately, when Do 
IS added to D" It can, in principle, drastically alter 
the spectral resolution of the latter.' In fact, the 
only aspect the spectra of jj and D, which must 
always stay the Same is the limit points.' D, 
can, however, be approximated arbitrarily closely 
in the norm by an operator of finile rank , The 
effect of such an oPerator added to one of known 
spectral resolution is easi ly calculable. Specifically, 
It IS clear that only the discrete spectrum' of the 
already known Operator may change. Thus, one 
can say that D is the limit in the norm of a se
quence of approximations 10 each of which has the 
same spectr:lm as jjd ex~ept for the position and 
number of d,screte POints, 

The next ~ask is evidently to investigate the 
spectrum or D" given by 

D, = t (J~.,J du. d.(J . , u.) 

X lu .(J .d(u .(J .i.) I. (19) 
• T~e se~ond form in Eq. (18) is useful for invert.ing t.o 

find S If I? IS known o nly in an approximation . 
U 1 F. :1b1~ ~nd ~SZ-Nagy. Functional Analysis (Frederick 
n~ar ~ . lS ng mpany, New York, 1955). Sec. 134. 

r .. RlCsz a.nd B. SZ.-Nagy. Ref. 7, Sec. 133. Limi t points 
(lr~ pomts of the cont.lnuO\lS spect.rum, limi t points of th.e 
P~I1~t spectru~ and ~haract.er istic values or infiniLe multl
pl!CILy. The tri cky POint here is that a. continuous spectrum 
ml~ht. change to a denumerable everywhere dense subset 
of Itself. 

• Spectr~m means only the eigenva.lues and not the eigen
vectors (which must. cha.nge) 

10 T~e l-lilbert-:Schruidt operator jj ~ can be approx imated 
by takmg. ~ny firute number of lead ing terms in I ta spcctrRi 
decompoSitIOn. 
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If the lu.(J .j.» were orthonormal, this spectrum 
would be manifest . The discussion extending from 
this point to Eq. (39) consists in showing that Dd 
may be approximated by an operator having the 
same continuous spectrum as Dd would have jf 

lu. (J .j.» were in fact orthonormal. Introducing the 

tion as f(0) (square integrable 
that, for each a and u, 

L If.(u) 1'(2J . + I) == c.(u) 
(J. i.) 

~ Sup [c(u); u} 

over cos 0) implies 

= c< 0), (28) 

abbreviation so that 

v = {a, (J .j.)} (20) 

(i.e., v tells what pairing a should be dealt with 
and the angular momentum numbers for that pair
ing), Eq. (19) can be rewritten as 

Dd = L J d.(u) 1 ... )( ... 1 du = L D •• , (21) . . 
where 

d.(u) = I - cos (2 0.(u)) 

d.(u) ~ c/(2J. + I). (29) 

This uniform convergence [wi th respcct to u of the 
d.(u)] to zero as J . -> '" ensures, usi ng (26) , the 
convergence in the norm of D!N). 

In order to clarify the nature of tbe spectrum of 
each D!N" note that the set [lu.); v ~ VN} is not 
orthonormal, so it is convenient to introduce 

(30) 

such that 

= 1 - cos [20 .(J ., u.»). (22) (u 'v'N I ... N) = o.-.o(u' - u), (31) 

Thus o.(u) is the elastic scattering phasc shift 
for a certain pair of particles in a certain angular 
momentum state at energy (squared) equal u. 

Consider next the sequence Dt); N = I, 2, ... 
formed by deleting all Dd• in the summation in 
Eq. (21) having J. > N (i.e., N is the highest 
angular momentum kept in an approximation of 
the two-body interactions) . Thus one writes 

This requires 

From the square integrability of the Wick trans
formation coefficients,' it follows that 

t.. J du du' I(u'v' lu.) - o. _.o(u' - u) I' < "' , (33) 

Jj~N) = f: Ddr . (23) so that one can write .-. 
Then 

(convergence in the norm). (24) 

In fact, 

liD. - Dt'll II L Dd.11 

~ L II L L D •• II. (25) 
III J. >N i. 

and, since different (J .j.) for fixed a designate 
orthogonal subspaces, 

IlL L Dd.1I = Sup {d.(u); J . > N, u} . (26) 
J . > N i. 

But 

. 
(u 'v ' I ... ) = L <I>!N' (u'. ')<I>!N"(uv)(1 + A!N'), (34) .-. 
where the <I>!'" are a complete orthonormal set of 
fUD ctions and 

(1 + ~!N') ~ O. 

(35) 

Thus (Nu. I <I>!N,) = <I>!N'(UV) . Equations (35) are inl
plied by the Hilbert- Schmidt character, the Hermi
ticity of the kernel in Eq. (33), and the positive 
semide6.ni teness of the norm in 3C (respectively) . 
A consequence of the last statement is that 1 + QN 
may have no unique inverse, but this is unimportant 
for present purposes. Thus 

d.(u) = 1 - cos 20. = 2 Isin o.(u)e"·'·' I' 

= (Kinemat ic factor) X If. (u) I', 

(26) (u'v 'NI (1 + QN) luvN) 

(27) 

where f. (u) is the (J .i.) expansion coefficient of 
the Legendre polynomial expansion of the scatter
ing amplitude f(0). The existence of such a fun c-

and 

(36) 

(37) 
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showi ng that QN can always be found and is itself 
Hilbert-Schmidt. Wri ting 

dIN) = J du L: lavN) d,(u) (u.NI. (38) 
·S./Ii 

one obta.ins 

The spectrum of dIN) is manifest. The term added 
to it is H ilbert-Schmidt because of its QN multi
pliers.)) Thus 15!N) can be written as the limit in 
the norm of a sequence of operators of the form 
dIN) plus operator of finite rank.JO, 1Z It is then 
obviouS12 that one can find finite rank approxima
tions such t hat 

dIN) + finite rank operator 

= 15'N) => 15 (in the norm). (40) 

The spectrum of 15 'N) can consequently on ly d iffer 
from that of dIN) by the addition of a point spec
trum. T'hc continuous spectrum remains intact. 
From this, one can inunediately deduce the general 
form of the spectral decomposit ion of SIN) 6 

SIN) = t J du exp [2io,(u)] lu.N)(avNI 

M N 

+ L: "I':) IMN)(MN I· (41) 
AI _ I 

II F. Ricsz and B. Sz-Nagy, Ref. 7, Sec. 76. 
11 The finite rank operator in Eq. (40) is the sum of two 

p a.rts, (i) a. finite rank part necessa.ry to add to d (N) to achieve 
the desired approximat.ion to D d(N), (i i) u. finite rank part 
approximating D .. to arbitl's.ry accuracy. 

The set Ilu.N). IMN) } is orthonormal , and M N 
is probably finite" for finite N. The bar serves to 
remind one that lavN) in general difTer from lu .N). 
The explicit form of this orthonormal set and the 
eigenvalues of the discrete spectrum "I" depend 
on the details of the fini te rank operator added 
to d I N) to form jj (N) . The o.(u) are, however, exactl!J 
the two body elastic scattering phase shifts. S ',V) 
is now given hi" 

S'N) = L: J (d?) IP(J1)S' ·V)(P(J )) I· (42) 
(J" 

DISCUSSION 

The S-operator above the production threshold 
has been shown to be the limit in the norm of a 
sequence of operators of simple forlll. A general 
form for its spectral decomposition has thereby 
been found. 

The continuous spectrum is the sum of the contin
uous spectra of tbe possible disconnected processes. 
Jt would be interesting to discover the physical 
significance, if any, of the discrete spectl'urn . 

Finally, these methods and these results appear 
equally applicable to the S-operator beyond the four
part icle threshold . 
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11 We know of no rigorous proof of the finit.cnes.~ of MN • 

However, the neceBSary conditions for it to be infinite appear 
extremely improbable. 

"Thnt is, lP(Jj »I) = IP(Jj» 
IP(Jj»I •• (J . j .» - IP(Jj ) •• (J . j.». 
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Exchange of Massive Particles in the Bethe-Salpeter Equation'" 
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The high-energy behavior of the absorptive part A(s ) of the forward scattering amplitude in t.he 
gq,J ladder-graph approx imat.ion can be obtained from a homogeneous integral equation. If A(s) 
grows as s .. , a is the highest characterist,ic value of this equation. When the mass 11 of the exchanged 
particles is nonzero, the high-g behavior of a is radically different from that ill the case of scala.r 
photon exchange. For small g, a - - 1 + g2a - ftb + ... , where a is independent of IJ.. The depen
dence of b on p. has been ca lculated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

SEVERAL reasons underlie t.he current popu
larity of surruning Feynman graphs. Att.empts 

to deal with renormalization problems have used 
such summation t.echniques. l Models which sum 
infinite series of graphs may have scattering cross 
sections behaving sensibly at high energies.' Finally, 
the connection between such field-theoretic models 
and their counterparts in noorclativistic potential 
scattering is of great interest., for example, in the 
theory of Regge poles.' 

In this paper, we have placed bounds on the 
leading zero-encrgy Regge pole «(0) for the sum 
of ladder graphs in g</>' theory (see Fig. 1). Now 
01(0) has been obtained exactly for a scalar photon
exchange modeV but we are interested in drawing 
an analogy with the Yukawa potent.ial and hence 
cannot set the mass M of I,he exchanged part icle 
equal to zero. 

The leading zero-energy Regge pole 01(0) may 
be thought of as the highest angular momentum 
of a bound state in a Yukawa potential ).e-"/mr. 
As the coupling constant is increased, t.he centrif
ugal potential 01(01 + l )/ r' must increase propor
tionately, so that 

• Part of a t.hesis submi tted to Princcton Uni versity in 
partial fulfillmcnt of the degree of Doelor of Philosophy. 
Work supported by the National Scicnce Foundation. 

t Present address: Depar t ment of PhysiC'), University of 
Washington, Seattle, Washillgton. 
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FIG. 1. Ladder graphs in (j¢3 theory. H orizontal lines ha.ve 

mass tn and vertical lines have mass p.. 

lim a(a + 1)/), = l /mMe. (1) ,--
Moreover, this property, wiih an altered constant 
on the right-hand side, is true for rnany potentials.s 

In the ladder-graph model we identi fy). with g' 
times a factor. ![ the two models were similar we 
would expect that as g -> "', 01/ g -> con st. This 
indeed holds for the scalar photon-exchange model: 
let.ting m. be the mass of the particles exchanging 
the photons, the exact expression for a is 

a = -} + HI + (g'/ 41I-'m')]1 (2) 

so that 

lima(g/ 41rm) - ' = 1. (3) 

However, Eq. (3) has no bearing on an analogy 
with the Yukawa potential. ,"Vhat we find instead 
of (3), when M ,.. 0, is that 

lim a(g/ M) - I = const, (4) 

which is strikingly differeut from (1) or (3). 
,"Ve ha.ve also exa.mined the effects of a nonzero 

J.L on the weak-coupling lim it of a . Defining i\ == 
g2 j lGrr2m2

, we have found that 

a = - 1 + ). - ).'f(M) , (5) 

S U. Tiktopoulo,s and S. B. Treiman, Phys. Rev. 135, 
B7 11 ( IUIH ). 
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where 1(1') is a definite integral which we have 
calculated analytically for I' = m, and numerically 
in general. Note that the O(A) term is independent 
of the mass of the exchanged particle.' 

The zero-energy Regge pole a t I = a(O) gives 
rise to a bebavior of the forward scattering ampli
tude as 8· '" in' the crossed channel when 8, the 
square of the center-of-mass energy in that channel, 
becomes large. Assuming that a dispersion rela
tion with the appropriate number of subtractions 
holds, the high-energy behavior of the scat tering 
amplitude and that of its imaginary or absorptive 
part arc the same. ' The absorptive part A (s) satis
fies an especially simple linear inhomogeneous 
integral equation,' whose kernel and inhomo
geneous term are both positive. This enables one 
to place upper and lower bounds on the solution 
using certain t rial-function methods.' 

By placing such bounds on A (s), we show tbat a 

is a characteristic value of a homogeneous linear 
integral equation. This equation cannot be solved 
exactly, but standard methods can be used to get 
upper and lower bounds on C/, leading to the results 
stated above. 

In Sec. II we show that the high-s behavior of 
A (s) can be learned from a characteristic value 
problem. Methods for bounding this characteristic 
value are described in Sec. III, and applied in 
Sec. IV. Section V is devoted to a brief discussion 
of our results. 

II. THE HOMOGENEOUS EQUATION 

The absorptive part due to the Born term (the 
first diagram on the left in Fig. 1) is iust A'" = 

"g' a(s - 1" ). (The superscript refers to the order 
in perturbation theory.) The absorptive part A of 
tbe forward scattering amplitude arising from the 
sum of the remaining terms in Fig. 1 is a function 
of 8, p', and k' . In what follows we have taken 
k' = 0 for kinematical convenience. Then A satis
fies the folIowing integral equation :' 

A(s,p') = A"'(s, p') 

+ L J d' ( ' ') (0) A[s',(p-q)'J (6) 
(2,,)' ga g - I' 8 g [m' - (p - g)'J" 

The inhomogeneous term A '" corresponds to the 
second diagram on the left in Fig. I, and is given by 

A ''' (s , p') 

_ JL Is(s - 4il') }18(s - 4il') 
- 16". "[ (""s--p-¥,)2("-s"-,,...-'_!:-1.l'f-'p-i,)""-:+-s(-?m;'(-_-I'~''') '''1" (7) 

It is convenient to express A as a fun ction of 

the invariants u "" (s - p') "" 2p·k and x E - p'. 
After multiplying the integral in (6) by 

1 = J dx' a[x' + (p - g) ' J 

X J du' a[u' - 2(P - g) ·k], (8) 

and performing the g integration, one obtains 

A(u, x) = A '''(u , x) 

+ ~ J d '"( - ) f" d ' A (u', x') (9) 
16".'u u U x. x_ ,_ x (m' + x')' , 

where 

(10) 

and 

x_ = u'/u[x + 1"[1 - (u '/uW '} . (li) 

For kinematical convenience we have taken 
external lines massless. The physical process being 
considered, the scattering of two massless particles 
(vi a the sum of all but the leftmost of the graphs 
of Fig. 1) corresponds to x = O. The solu tion 
to (9) must hence be obtained for all u 2: 41" and 
all x 2: O. Of special interest is the high-u behavior 
of the solution A(u, x) for fixed x. This is of course 
identical to the high-s behavior of A. 

Upper and lower bounds will now be placed on 
the solution of (9), using a method described by 
Tiktopoulos and Treiman.' Suppose 

y, = q, + Ky" (12) 

where q, 2: 0 and K (x, x') 2: 0 for all x and x'. 
Let I[, be a trial function, and let 11 be a kernel 
such that 11 2: K for all x and x' . Suppose 

I[, - 111[, 2: q, = y, - Ky, forallx. (13) 

Then (I[, - y,) - K (I[, - y,) + (K - 11)1[, 2: 0, so 
certainly (I[, - y,) - K (I[, - y,) 2: O. If now 1 + 
K + K ' + ... + exists, and is a positive operator, 

(14) 

The inequali ties can of course be~ reversed. Equation 
(9) satisfies all the criteria named above. Its kernel 
is a Volterra kernel, and 1 + K + K' + ... + is 
in fact a fillite series at any given s. 

A. The Upper Bound 

We can replace the kernel and inhomogeneous 
term of (9) by larger ones, and are guaranteed that 
the solution A (u, x) of the resulting equation is an 
upper bound to A (u, x). In the rest of tills paper 
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take m = 1 and " = g' / 16,,' . The followi ng re
pl acements a re convenient: (1) R eplace x. by m 

(2) Replace the inhomogeneous term A ") (u, x) by 
a larger one 

A '''(u, x) = (y' / 10"u)[u/ (x + 4,,')]"", (15) 

where" + I 2: O. The majorized integral equation 
is then 

A(u , x) - L [ u J." 
- 10"" x + 4,,' 

"1" ' f" , A (u', x') + - du dx ( I + .')" 
l' 0 ,",_ x 

which has a solut ion of the form 

If (u , x) = u .<1>. (x) 

as long as <1>. (x) satisfi es 

. _.L 1 
<I> . (x) - 10" (x + 4,,')·" 

, 1" + " ~. d~ 1 fI.z +~ · / (I-OI 
<1> . (x' ) d' 

(I + x' )' x . 

Define x.(x) '" <I>.(x) / (1 + x ), 

(1 6) 

(17) 

(18) 

g.(x) == [1/ (1 + x»)(g' / 16,,)[I / (x + 4,,' )·"), 

and perform the ~ in tegration in (18) . Then 

x.(x) = g.(x) 

" r" d ' L ( ') x .(x') ( n) + " + I Jo x x , x (1 + x)(1 + x') ' b 

where 

L(x , x' ) 

= [x + x' + ,,' - {(x + x' + ,,')' - 4XX'}IJ." 
2x 

(20) 

Since the term g.(x) is square integrable on 
(0, m), and sin ce t he kernel of (19) is square inte
grable, the Born series solution of (19) converges 
whenever X is less than a certain value XO•

6 The 
quantity", is t be lowest value of " for whieh (when 
" is fixed) t here is a solution to the homogeneous 
equation: 

'( ) " r" L( . ' ) x:(x') d ' x. x =" + 1 J, x , x (1 + x)(1 + x' ) x . 

(21) 
Since 

g.(x) > 0 , 

x .(x) = [( I + "I( + ,,' I(' + ... + )g. )(x) > 0, 
• S. Weinberg, P hys. Rev. 133, B232 ( 1964). 

as is necessary in order t hat A (u, x) =u·(I +xlx.(x) 
provides an upper bound to A (u , x) . 

Since t he kernel of (19) is monotonically de
creasing in a, the Born series converges for all 
a ~ Q: c if it converges for a = erc > For a fixed value 
of '" t here is a highest value of " for which (2 1) has 
a solu tion. Call this value "0. The Born series of 
(19) converges for a ll " > "0. 

The upper bound to A (u, x) is now constructed 
by let ting" = "0 + E, where E > O. Then (19) has 
a posit ive solution x.(x ), and 

A(u, x) :-0; (1 + x)u·x .(x). (22) 

The bound (22) is useful for all x, 0 :-0; x < m, 
o nly if x. (x) < m, 0 :-0; x < 00 . The solut ion to 
(19) is not a p)~ori fini te at the origin, but only 
square integrable on (0, co ).7 However, using the 
Schwarz inequali ty, we find 

" [r" IL (x , x') }' dx'JI 
x .(x) < g.(x) + a + I J, (I + x')' 

X [[ Ix .(x ' ) }' dX'r 
a nd since L (x , x' ) < I, 

x .(x) < g.(x) + canst x Ilx.1 1 < 00, 

where Ilx.1I == [f~ Ix.(x') }' dx'}I . In particular, 
x. (0) exists. 

Since E may be made as small as desired, we 
have shown: 

If lim A(u , x)/ 'U · = canst, ,, :-0; "0 . (23) 
"- " 

B. The Lower Bound 

If a solu t ion A (u, x) to (9) is guessed, and it 
turns out t hat 11 - "KA :-0; A''' , then A :-0; A, 
as was mentioned above. Assume a trial fun ction 

A(u, x) = cOfu - s, - (1 + a)x}u·<I> . (x) . (24) 

The restrictions on Lhe parameters are: 

c> 0, a> - I, (25) 
SO > 4,,'(1 + a) . 

Let s, be an arbi t ra ry parameter, subject to the 
condition 

_ s, > { 2[ _ SO JI + }'. 
I + a- I+a " 

(20) 

(The reason for t his condition is given in Appendix 

1 F. Riesz and B. Sr.-Nagy, F'IlTIclioTJai Analysis (Frederick 
U ngar Publiswug Company, New York, 1955), p. 150. 
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A.) The defini t ions 110 == ' 0/ (1 + a) and 11, == 
8,/(1 + a) are useful. 

We now choose the parameters so that 

A - AKA ~ A '<l for a ll u, x, (27) 

directil]g aU efforts toward obtaining the highest 
possible value of Ct consistent with (27). 

First, for 8( =u - x) ~ 8, + ax, demand that 

A(u, x) ~ A"'(u, x). (28) 

Since K ~ 0, this will imply (27). Now (28) can 
be satisfied as long as 

<I>.(x) ~ M /(1 + x)·" (29) 

for some lIf, so let us adopt this restriction on the 
<1>. to be used in (24) . To satisfy (28) is t,hen merely 
a matter of choosing small enough c. For 8 ~ 8, + ax, 
demand that 

A(u, x) - ~ J du' O(x+ - x_) 

f" A(u' x') 
X <_ dx' (1 +' x')' < 0. (30) 

The above manipulations eliminate the variable u, 
reducing the problem to a one-dimensional one. 
Now fin d the maximum value of a for which equality 
can hold in (33) . [In Appendix A we show that the 
conditions (26) and (3 1) guarantee that such a 
value always exist.J Let <1>. he the corresponding 
eigenfunction. Since the kernel of (33) is every
where non-negative, this eigenfunction can be 
chosen everywhere non-negative (see Appendix A). 
We may choose <1>. (0) = 1. If a is then increased 
by an infinitesimal amount, the inequality (33) 
will be satisfied, since the kernel of (33) is monotoni
cally decreasing in a . It is shown in Appendix A that 
the eigenfunction <1>. satisfies <1>. ~ M/(1 + X)·H . 
H ence, the trial function satisfies A - KA < A '" 
for all values u ~ 4~', x ~ 0, and thus provides a 
lower bound to A(u, x). We shall now show how to 
obtain the" best possible" lower bound. 

Recall t he definition x. (x) == <I>.(x)/(1 + x). 
Equality in (33) is equivalent to the equation 

( ) A 1~ L ( ') x.(x') 
x. x = Ct + I , , x , x (1 + x)(l + x') (35) 

Th is condition will certainly imply A - KA ~ A"). where 
Since So ~ 4~'(1 + a) and u ~ S, + 4~'(1 + a), if we 

(36) define 

(31) 
{x + x ' + )"' 

- [(x + x' + ~')' - 4xx'J 1}(2x)- ', (37) 

we have that x+ ~ x" so a condition that implies and 
(30) is 

A(u, x) - ~ J du' O(x, - x_) 

f.. ,A(u, x') 
X <_ dx (1 + x')' ~ 0. 

This will be satisfied by the trial function 

A (u, x) = CO(8 - So - ax)u·<I>./(x) 

for 

s ~ s, + ax [or u ~ s, + (1 + a)xl 

if 

<I>.(x) - A J ~. d~ O(x, - x-) 

where 

and 

f<· <I> (x ') 
X <_ dx' (I + Xi), ~ 0, 

x, = I1,U [1 + (l1o/x) J - 11, 

x_ = Hx + ~'/( 1 - m. 

(32) 

~. = x'[1 + (11,/x')][1 + (11,/x)JI1~', (38) 

as can be seen by reversing the order of integration 
in (33) and performing the ~ integral. Let a, denote 
the highest value of a for which (35) has a solution. 
It is a continuous function of UI . As UI -+ co, the 
kernel of (35) remains bounded and the traces of 
all its iterates exist. In fact, 

lim L ,(x, x') = L(x, x'), (39) 
.,_00 

where L (x, x' ) is just the kernel of (21), defined in 
(20). Hence as 11, -> 00 , Ct , approaches a , arbitrarily 
closely from below. This means that, by choosing 
11, la rge enough [and satisfying (25), (26), and a 
restriction on cJ. we can exhibit a lower bound to 

(33) A (u, x) of the form 

A(u, x) = cu·· -·O[u - s, - (a + l )xJ<I>.(x), (40) 

where. is arbitrary small, so that if 
(34) 

lim A(u, x) /u· = const, a ~ ao . (41) 
.-~ 
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Combi ning (41) with (23), we have the desired 
result: let a, be the highest value of a for which (21) 
has a solution. 7'hen if 

lim A(u, x)lu· = canst, a = ao . 

The kernel of (21) is monotonically decreasing 
in O!, so oo().) is a monotonically increasing function . 
ris domain is 0 ~ A < '" and its range is 
- 1 ~ a < "' . Hence it has a unique inverse Ao(a) 
which is the lowest value of A for which (21) has a 
solution (for fixed a between -1 and",) . We shall 
now obtain upper and lower bounds on Ao(a), and 
then invert for the bounds on ao(A). 

ill. BOUNDS ON EIGENVALUES 

A polar kernel K(x, x') is one which can be ex-

It can be sbown that 

- 1 
II. == Tr (1(") = L ;_, (A;)" , n ~ 2, (47) 

where A; are tbe characteristic values of K . Since 
the eigenvalues of a polar kernel are real (if it is 
related to a symmetric kernel via a real function), 
H ,. ;:0: 0 for n ;:0: 1. Suppose the eigenvalue A, 
occurs with multiplicity roo Rewrite (47) as 

1 - (A )" H ,. = ~:. (1 + ")' where '. = - .L , ~ . 
1\0 fo ,"r. 1\, 

Since Aj > Ao for j ~ fo, we see that E .. -t 0 as 
n -t co. Then 

(48) .--
pressed as and 

K(x, x') = f(x)S(x, x')U(x'lr', (42) 

where S(x, x') = S(x', x). The kernel of (21) is 
polar, for example. Consider the equation 

q,(x) = A J K(x, x')q,(x') dx', (43) 

where K is polar. Its eigenvalues are the same as 
tbose of 

f(x) = A J S(x, x') f(x') dx', (44) 

and its solutions are q,(x) = f(x)f(x). Now, a sym
metric kernel S(x, x') has at least one characteristic 
value Ao,' given by 

, - . f (f, f) 
~o - .l.~. (f, Sf) 

where a function belongs to £' if 

//f// == [{ dx {f(x)}'], < "'. 

The inner product (f, q,) is defined by 

(f, q,) == { dx f(x)q,(x). 

For any trial function f, , £', by (45), 

A, ~ (f .. f,)/(f .. Sf,), 

providing a simple upper bound to Ao. 

(45) 

(46) 

In principle, one can compute the lowest eigen
value of a polar kernel K as closely as desired.' 

/AO/ ;:0: (rol H,.)I' for all n. (49) 

The above methods will now be applied to obtain 
bounds on the lowest characteristic value A,(,,) 
of Eq. (21). 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Strong-Coupling Limit 

Equation (21) may be rewritten as an equation 
with symmetric kernel using the definitions 

y == !"'Ix , 
f (y) == y-(.+3l1'x~'ly), 

z == a + 1; 

we then obtain 

f(y) A r f (y') dy' 
= z/ , [1 + (yll")][1 + (y'l/)] 

X [a - {a' - 1}1]', 

where 

a"" cosh v + I, 
v == t log (y'ly) , 

and 

I s i(yy')I . 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

Minorization of tbe kernel increases the lowest 
eigenvalue, as can be seen from (45). The kernel 
of (50) may be minorized using the inequality 

a - {a' - 1 }I;:o: exp (-{v' + 21}1), (54) 
• R. Courant and D. Hilbert "Methods of Mathematical 

Phy8iC8 (lnterscicoce Publishers, Inc., 1953), Vol. 1, p. 122. which is equivalent to 
• S. O. Mikblin, Integral Equ.ations (Pergamon Press, Inc., 

New York, 1957), p. 90. Wog (a + {a' - Il l) ]' ~ (v'/2) + I (55) 
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(equali ty holds in (55) for t = 0, and the inequality 
may be verified for t 2:: 0 by differentiating both 
sides with respect to t). An equation with lowest 
eigenvalue larger than that of (50) is hence 

( ) - ~ 1" ';'(y') dy' 
.;, y - z~' 0 [I + (y/~')][ 1 + (y' I~')J 

X exp (- zlv' + 211 1). (56) 

To obtain an upper bound on AO , one can now 
use (46). with S the kernel of (56). Choose a trial 

(identify x." with x,). The following change of 
variables is convenient. Multiply (62) by 

1 = i~ dW .(W) 

and defin e p and W; (i = I , ... , 11) by 

x~ ' = p exp (w;) , 

. 
11' = Lw;. ,-, 

(63) 

(64) 

function Then 

';' ,(y) = O[(-y' l z' ) - yJ. 

where'Y is an arbitrary parameter. Then 

(.;", ';',) = -y'lz' , 

and 

(.;, .. S.;,,) 2:: 2[(z/ll + C1.'/~'z')'W' 

(57) 

X ['I" dy { dy' exp (-zlv' + -y'/ z'll) 

- 21'· 1- -'l{JI'd{3 - 1,6'+ "."1 1 

- z'~'[1 + (-y'j,lz')'J 0 e e . 

Now 

so 

I· z·(,;, .. S.;,,) > 2 I ' K ( )1 
1m (.,. .,. ) _ -. max -y ,-y . 

...... 't' T' Y'T p.,. 
(58) 

Since max, [-y3K, (-ylJ "" 1.16 at -y "" 2.45, we 
have finally 

lim zl(V~')! 2:: (2 X 1.16)! = 1.23. (59) 

To obtain a lower bound on Xo• return to (21). 
D efine Il. ,., Tr (K ') where K is the kernel of (21) . 
From (49) (since [( and Xo are positive) we have 

Define 

~(x, x') 

Xo 2:: (H.)-"· for a l\ n 2:: 1. (60) 

= x + :t' + ~' - I(x + :t' + ,,')' - 4xx' ll (61) 
2(xx') 1 . 

Then H. can be written 

Ii. = z-' t .. . t IT {(J ~~')' I~(x" x;,,)]'} 

(62) 

. 10 A,. Erdelyi, W. :Magnus, F. ObcrheLlingcr, and F. G. 
Tnconu, Higher Transcendental Functions (l\ l cGraw-Hill 
Book Company, lne. , New York, 1953), Vol. 2, p. 82. 

H. = nz-'l" p'- ' dp 1" ... 1" .( t w;) 
o _.. _G> I _ I 

X IT { dw;" . , [a; - (a: - 1)ll'} , 
; - , (1 + ue ') 

where 

a; = cosh tCw; - WH') 

+ tp~' exp [!(w ; + w .. ,)]. 

(65) 

(66) 

Now divide the region of integration over the 
W 4 into two portions. Call E the region where 
-. :0; W; :0; • for all i and some fixed. > O. Call 
R the complement of this region. For large z, we 
shall show that the contribution of region R to Ii. 
is no greater than z- · exp (-2.zl n), while that of 
region E is no greater than a constant times zl - 4n. 

For even n, if L:7- 1 Wi = 0 and at least one 
Wi ~ E/ then one or more of the quantitics IWi-W;+ d 

is at least 4.l n . This implies that in R one or more 
a; is at least cosh (2.l n), so one or more a; - (a: - 1)1 
is at most exp (- 2.l n). Denoting the contribution 
of region R to H. by (H.)., we see from (62) that 

(fl.). :0; z-· exp (-2.zl n). (67) 

In region E, every ai is greater than or equa.l to 
the corresponding a; defined by 

(68) 

Hellce 

(lI.).:O; nz-' [ r dp L ... L .(t,w,) 
X IT { dw; , [a; - (a: - I)I!,}. (69) 

; - , (1 + ue"') 

This can be further majorized by neglecting the 
factors ill tbe denominator and replacing the limits 
on W; by - m and <XI. Since the ith factor in the 
product is then a function only of p and the differ
ence Wi - Wi + I/ the majorized integral can be 
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simplified considerably. P erform the 
"'. to eliminate the <I-function . Theu "'. 
Define 

integral over ".-, - £....J; -I WO' 

i+l.·· · .n-2; 

w._, - w. 1 ( ' - ') 
V .. _ 1 = 2 = 2 W,,_I + ~ w,' I 

so that dv, ... dv._, = (11/2'-') dw, ... d",. _,. 
Note that a. - (a! - I )' :-:; 1. Then 

(H.). ~ ~ [H f r dp [C(pW' , 

where 

and , 

Since (49) holds for all!, and for a ll z, we may take 
the large-z limit while letting n tend to infinity as 
well. If we choose 11 = la rgest even integer small er 
than z'-·, where l!. > 0, we see from (67) that 
z'[(If,).]'" tends to 0 as z -+ co. However, z'[(H .ls]"· 
tends to (at most) 

4e' 
-, max (-Y'K,(-y)] 
I' y 

as z ~ CD for this choice of n, and since lim .. _ ... 
(p' + q')' I. = max (p, q), we bave (letting. be as 
small as we like) 

4 
lim (z'[ ll .]"') ~ , max (-y'I(,(-y)] .-... ~ ~ .--

or 

lim z/(\)' :-:; (4 X 1.16)1 = 1.47. ._CD JJ. 
(74) 

a '" cosh v + p; e-'. 
From tbe bounds (74) and (59) we see that 

We shall now scale out z (in order to pass to the a = z - 1 behaves as (g/ I')' for large g. 

z -+ '" limit) and 1". Define fJ and -y by 

{:J == vz , 
2 2 -t 2 

"Y =: PIl e z. 

Then 

(H .). ~ [,;.]"z f -y"-' d-y [D(-Y)r- ' , (iO) 

where 

B. Weak-Coupling Limit 

To obtain an upper bound on Ao, apply (46) to 
(50) using the trial function 

",,(y) = [1 + (V/!")r'. 

Then (46) implies 

Ao :-:; z[I (!" !z)r', (75) 

where 

r- d / ' 
(71) I (!', z) '" Jo (1 '::/;1")' 

and 

a = eosb (fJ/ z) + (-y' / 2z'). (72) 

We have chosen fJ and -y so that lim. __ D (",() is 
finite and nonzero for all -y ~ O. The quantity 
{a - (a' - 1)1]' may be writtcn exp {-z log 
[a + (a' - 1)']]. Expand log (a + [a' - 1]1) in a 
power series in l / z; the result is 

log (a + (a' - 1 ]1) = (l / z)({J' + -y')1 + O(z-'). 

licnce 

lim D(-y) .--
and 

lim [(H.).z"-'] 

:-:; ~ [~~'J f -y" -' d-y [I(,(-y) r-'. (73) 

r dy' / I" [ (' )1. 
X Jo (1 + y' / 1" )' a - a- I ], (76) 

and a is given by (51), (52), and (53) . 
To obtai n a lower hound to Ao, apply (49) to 

(50) for n = 1, obtaining 

Ao ~ z[I(I', z)rl. (77) 

The bounds (75) and (77) are especially close 
to one another for small z, as can be seen by ex
panding I (I', z) in a Taylor's series in z about z = o. 
Note that I (I', 0) = 1. Writing 

1(", z) = 1 + zI,(I', 0) + tz' I .. (I', 0) + ... + , 
we have 

and 

[T(I', ,z)r' = 1 - 1zI.(I', 0) + O(z') , 
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TABLE I. The funct.ion f(p.) for selected va.lues of p.'. 

.' f(.) 

0 1.00 
0 .01 1. 02 
0 .05 1. 07 
0 .10 1.12 
0 .50 1.37 
1.00 1.56 
5.00 2.3 1 

10.00 2 .77 
50.00 4.07 

which means that 

a = - 1 + X - X'/(I') + O(X') , 

where 

1- dy/ I" 
f(!') = -!I'(I', O) = , (l + y/!,,)' 

X { (1 '!;!:~»' log (a + {a' - 1}1), 

and a is given by (51), (52), and (53). 

(78) 

(79) 

To order X (78) is just Lee and Sawyer's weak
coupling limit.' The coefficient of X is independent 
of tbe mass I' of the exchanged par ticle; t he de
pendence on JJ. first enters in the )..2 coefficient. 

For I' = 1, (76) may be done in closed form (see 
Appendix B). Its value is 

1(1, z) = 1 + tz[2z.y'(!{z + 31) 

- (z + 4).y'(l {z + 1 I) - (z - 4).y' (!lz + 21)), (80) 

where 

.y'(z) = (d'/dz') log r (z). (81) 

Then 

1,(1 , 0) (4/ 9)Wm - .y'W I -3.125, " 

nu) 

, 0 
'0 

FIG. 2. Function f(p.). 

11 E. Jahnke nnu 1<'. Emde, 'Tables 0/ F ltnclions wilh 
Formulae and Curves (Dover, New York, 1945), 4th ed., 
p. 17. 

so 

/ (1) = 1.56. (82) 

The behavior of 1 (I', z) as " -+ 0 is interesti ng 
since it is not analytic in 112 at J1. = 0

1 
as may be 

verified by computing 1, (1', 0) and letting " -+ O. 
The integral then diverges logarithmically. The 
limit of 1 (1', z), as I' -+ 0 ex ists, is 

1(0 , z) = 1 - 2z + 2z'.y'(1 + z) (83) 

(sec Appendix C), so (78) gives 

ex = -1 + X - X' + O(X') (84) 

in agreement with the result obtained from Eq. (2) . 
One can show that /(,,) = 1 - 0 (/ log / ) as I' -+ O. 

Tbe values of f(1') for selected values of " have 
been computed numerically and are given in Table 
1. A graph of these values is given in Fig. 2. 

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have been concerned with the high-energy 
behavior of the absorptive part of the forward 
scattering amplitude in the .p' ladder-graph ap
proximation. Some consequences of letting the 
exchanged particles be massive were noted. 

The absorptive part satisfies an inhomogeneous 
linear in tegra l equation (9), whose solu tions can 
be bounded from above and below. By placing 
such bounds we have shown that the high-s be
havior of the absorptive part is determined by a 
homogeneous equation (21). If A (s) grows as s", 
a is t he highest characteristic value of t his equa
t ion. Equation (21) was fi rst studied by Ceolin 
et at.,' but we felt that a rigorous proof of its rele
vance would be useful. 

Note added in proof: An equation equivalent to 
(21) may also be obtained by applying a type of 
Laplace t ransform to (9) to reduce it to a Fredholm 
equation in the single variable X.

1 2 

Upper and lower bounds have been placed on ex 
in bot h strong- and weak-coupling cases. The 
results are: 

(1) Strong coupling: 

1.23 :-:; lim (/: )1:-:; 1.47, (85) v........ g 7rJJ. 

(2) Weak coupling: 

a = - 1 + X - X'f(l') , (78) 

IS S. Nussil\Ov and J. Rosner, J. l'bth. Phys. (to be 
published). 
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where 

f (,,) = I - O(p' log ,,') as ,, -. 0, 

f( I) = l.56, 

and the general 1(,,) is given by Fig. 2 and Eq. (79). 
The dependence of " on the ratio 0/" for strong 

coupling is entirely reasonable. In potential theory 
1/" corresponds to the range of the potential, so 
we find that, in t.he strong-coupling Iirnit, a is a 
function of the (dimensionless) product of strength 
and range. Since 0 has the dimensions of a mass, 
we see that, in the strong-coupling limit, a is inde
pendent of the mass of the particles forming the 
bound state (i.e., the horizontal lines in Fig. 1, 
of mass m). 

The analogy between a Yukawa interaction and 
the ladder-graph approximation in g",' theory can
not be applied to Regge-pole behavior in the strong
coupling limi t, as a comparison of (1) and (4) shows 
(identifying A with g' times a factor) . 

The sensitivity to the mass of the exchanged 
particle is peculiar to the ",' theory. It stems from 
the Fredholm nature of the ladder-graph Bethe
Sal peter equation.' In a similar",' model the Bethe
Salpeter equation is singular.' The ",' interaction 
is analogous to a singular potential behaving as 
l /T' at the origin, whose range one would expect 
to be less crucial in determining the highest possible 
angular momentum of a bound state. This is the 
case: the high-energy behavior in a ",' model analo
gous to the ladder-graph model is independent of 
whether or not any of the internal particles are . , 
massive. 
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the correspond ing eigensolution can be chosen non
negative and obeys (29) . 

D efining ",.(x) = x!(·"'x.(x), (35) becomes 
an equation for'" with symmetric keroel. For any 
fixed" > -I there is, hence, a smallest value of 
A (call it A.) for which the equation has a solution, 
as long a.~ its kernel docs not vanish everywhere. 
(The condition (26) insures this.) 

As a: ranges from -1 to (X), AI will range from 
o to a>. The kernel of (35) is monotonically de
creasing in ". Hence for a fixed A, 0 < A < a>, 

there will be a largest value of a (call it ",) for which 
(35) has a solution. This solution is the function for 
which the expression on the right-hand side of (45) 
actually attains its minimum. If the solution were 
oscillatory we could construct a smaller such ex
pressio n by substituti ng 1"'1 for "'. Hence it is non
oscillatory and can be taken nonnegative. 

"ie shall now prove the bound (29) for the solu
t ion to (35). First of all, 1",.(x)1 < a> for aU x . This 
may be demonstrated using the fact that 11"'.11 < a>, 

where ",.(x) = x! ' ''''",.(x)/( I + x), and applying 
the Schwarz inequality to (35) . Now we call prove 
(29) inductively. Assume 

",.(x) ::; M'/( l + x)' , o ::; (3 ::; a. 

Using the inequality derived from (35): 

A 1" dx' 
", .(x) ::; a + 1 Q (1 + x')' 

[ 
2' J .. ' 

X x + ) + ,,' ",.(x) , 

it is ea.'3y to show 

",.(x) ::; 101"/ (1 + x)'''-', 

(AI) 

(A2) 

where. > O. A final application of (A2) then gives 
the desired result (29). 

APPENDIX B. 1(I,z) 

In this AppendL" we perform the integral (76) 
for " = 1. The following change of variables is 
convenient: define u and w by 

cosh w = !l(y/y')! + (y' /yJlJ. (BI) 

coshu = H(y/y')! + (y'/y)! ] + Hyy')! , (B2) 

APPENDIX A. HOMOGENEOUS EQUATION so that (76) becomes 
FOR THE LOWER BOUND 

We show in this Appendix, (I ) that (35) has a / (1, z) = 16 1" du sinh ue-"" J(u) , (B3) 
highest characteristic value" = "., and (2) that 
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where 

J (u) = I" cosh 'It - cosh w 
dw 2 2' 

o (1 - 4 cosh u cosh w + 4 cosh u) 
(B4) 

It can be shown that 

J (u) = ! sinh' u(d'/du')(u/ ll - e-'"Il (B5) 

so that, integrating (B3) tlVice by parts, noting 
that the boundary t erms vanish, and substituting 
v = 2u, we obtain 

1 1" v du 1(1, z) = 3 0 1 _ e 3, 

X I(z - 2)'.-"-'" - 4(z - 1)'.-"-'" 

+ 6z'.-" - 4(z + 1)'.-"+'" + (z + 2)'e-''''''I. 
(B6) 

Now 

Using the identity 

",,' ( I + z) ",,' (z) 
-, 

- z , 

this can be rewritten as 

T(l, z) = 1 + .,}z[2z",,' (! Iz + 31) 

- (z + 4) ",,'(tlz + 11) - (z - 4)""'(t(z + 21)] 

(BlO) 

[see Eq. (8011, which shows that 1 (1, z) is free of 
singularities for z > - 1, and hence can be expanded 
in a Taylor'S series about z = O. 

APPENDIX C. I(O,z) 

Substitute v = ,,-'(yy' )!, 

w = ! log (y ' /y) in (76). 

Then, letting" --+ 0, 

I (O, z) = 4 {dw 1 vdv 

(B7) X (1 + 2v cosh w + v'r'e-'" . (Cl ) 

where 

dn + t 

"," '(z) = dr' log r(z) 

( ) ' I ~ 1 
= -1 n. L..( + )'+ ' 

... ... 0 z m 

(see Ref. 13, Chap. 1), so, finally, 

1(1, z) = (1 /27) [(z - 2)\V(tlz - 21l 

- 4(z - I)' ",,' (l{z - III + 6z'",,'(tlzll 

(B8) 

- 4(z + l)'",,'(!lz + III + (z + 2)'",,'(t{z + 2J)]. 

(B9) 

U A. Erdclyi et al., Op. cit .• Vol. 1. 

Now 

1" v dv (1 + 2v cosh w + v')-' 

I d' [ w ] 
= 2 dw2 1 _ e 20t 

so integrating (C I) by parts, 

, 1'" we-
2

•
H dw 

1(0, z) = -1 - 2z + 8z '" 
n 1 - e 

-1 - 2z + 2z'",,'(z) , 

or, using (BlO), 

1(0, z) = 1 - 2z + 2z'",,'(1 + z). (C2) 
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Properties of Quantum Statistical Expectation Values* 

D. A. UHLENBROCK 

The Institute/or Advanced Study, Princeton, NttD Jersey 
(Received 26 May 1965) 

The semigroup of statistical opera.tors, and the unitary group of time translation operators gen
erated .by the same Hamiltonian of a nonrela.tivistic fermion field, are naturally imbeddcd in a holo
morphic half-plane semigroup. The statistical expectation values of products of time-dependent 
operat:ors a~e then boundary values of holomorphic functions which allow a Bochner integral repre
sen~tlon with a Cauchy ke~nel. Th~ general time-temperature-dependent Green's £unctions permit a 
conClSe spec~ral representation. It IS suggested that a thermodynamic perturbation theory should 
treat t~e HeISenberg an.d Bloch equations s imultaneously in terms of a perturbation theory for holo
morpblc baU-plane seIDlgroups generated by semibouuded self-adjoint Hamiltonians. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE traditional approach to quantum statistical 
mechanics is based on the unique canonical 

quantization of classical Hamiltonians for systems 
with finitely many degrees of freedom together with 
the ensemble averaging in terms of traces involving 
a statistical operator.' The core of tbe problem lies 
in establishing the cxistence of a thcrmodynamic 
limit (such as N IV = const, V ---> "' , N = number 
of degrees of freedom, V = volume) and its evalua
tion for the quantities of intercst.' 

On the other hand, inspired by relativistic quan
tum field theory, attempts have been made to COI1-

struct what might be called a nonrelativistic sta
tistical quantum field theory, which from the very 
start works with systems of infinitely many degrees 
of freedom. The quantization is achieved in terms 
of a representation of the canonical commutation 
relations (CCR) for bosons or anticommutation rela
tions (CAR) for fermions. It has been shown in 
several detailed studies of the commutation relations 
that the uniqueness up to unitary equivalence is 
lost for systems with infinitely many degrees of 
freedom.' Thus the problem arises of constructing 
the appropriate representation for a given system. 

• Supported by the Nat.ional Science Foundation . 
I The uniqueness up to unitary equiva.lence of the operator 

:cprescntat.ion of the canonicaJ commutation relat.ions (CCR) 
10 the Wcyl form is a well-known result due t.o J. von Neu
ma~n, Math. Ann. 104,570 ( 1931), who also championed the 
statIStical operator [or density matrix; see for example his 
book, Af athemlJtiool Foundaliort8 0/ Quantum /If echaniC$ 
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1955)1. 

2 For recent results see L. van Ilove, Phys ica 15, 951 
(1949); C. N. Yang and T. D. Lee, Phys. Rev. 87, 41).1 (1952); 
also D. Ruelle, Theoretical Physics Institute lecture noLes, 
summer ~~63, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado; 
:lnd J. Gmlbrc, J. Math. PhI'S. 6, 238, 252 ( 1965). 

• L. GArding and A. S. Wightman, Proe. Nat!. Acad . Sci. 
U. S. 40, 6, 622 (l954 )~ R. Haag, Kgl. Dtlnske Videnskab. 
Selskab, Mat.-Fys. Mead. 29, No. 12 (1955); I. E. Scgal, 
Trans. Am. Ma.th. Soc. 88, 12 (1958); H. Ar:lki, J. Math. 
Phys. 1,492 (1960 ), whcre also other references are given. 

Cyclic representations of the CCR for the infinite 
free Bose gas were treated by Araki and Woods,' 
while Araki and Wyss' dealt with the CAR. We shall 
be concerned with the CAR. According to the last
named authors their cyclic representations are equiv
alent to cyclic --representations of the abstract 
CAR-algebra 2(c(m) in the algebra B(3C) of all 
bounded linear operators on a separable complex 
(H)-space 3C . Such representations can be char
acterized up to unitary equivalence by positive 
linear functionals on 2Ic(m) to the complex numbers 
C. The reconstruction proceeds via the Gel'fand 
construction which due to the special nature of the 
CAR still leads to bounded operators even though 
2Ic (91) is not necessarily a complete normed algebra. 
IC 0 is some open connected subset of l-dimensional 
(I = 3 for cases of physical interest) Euclidean 
space, then 91 could, for example, be realized by the 
Schwartz test function-spaces' 91 = S(O) EEl S(O) 
(two components of spin). IC 0 = R' a representa
tion a: 2Ic(m) ---> B(3C) gives rise to a representation 
of the CAR as operator-valued tempered distribu
t ions in the space arguments if the appropriate 
continuity is ensured. Certain invariance groups 
(translations, rotations, etc.) are then a lso easily 
incorporated in the representation by defining the 
action of these groups on 91 and hence on 2(c(m) in 
the obvious fashion and requiring .the representation 
functional to be invariant with respect to these 
transformations. Furthermore, a charge concept can 
be introduced via an involution on 91 (i.e., complex 
conjugation of test functions) and leads to the "rep
resentations with charge cOllservation/' which arc 

4 H. Araki and E. J. Woods, J. Math. Pbys. 4, 637 (19G3) . 
• H. Ara.ki and W. Wyss, Hclv. Phys. Acta 37, 136 (1964). 

Sec also D. Sbale and W. Forrest Stiucsprillg, Ann. Ma.th. 
80,365 (1964). 

• L. Schwartz, Thtorie des Distributions (Hermann & Cie. , 
Paris, 1957/59). 
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equivalent to tJ1C cyclic *-l'cpresentations of the 
algebra of "observable." 2(Q(91). The latter is ,
isomorphic to the zero charge part of ~(c(91 ) and its 
representations are again characterized by positive 
linear functionals. Vlc assume given a representation 
of the CAR for (') not necessarily unbounded or 
equal to R' . The dynam ics shall be specified by a 
seU-adj oint lower sem ibounded linear operator If 
with domain D (ll ) C 3C . We are not concerned with 
the problem of whether and how this lt I-Tamilton ian" 
H can be expressed as a "function" of the CAR 
opcl'ators.7 11 will characteri ze the equilibrium dis
tribution in terms of the statistical operator W(tll = 
exp ( -{JH), 13 = in verse temperature, as wel l as 
the unitary time translat ion operators U(l) 
ex p (illJ). 

In Sec. 2 we deal with the relation between W(Il) 
and U(l) by means of the theory of operator semi
groups h olomorphic in a half-plane. In Sec. 3 we 
pursue the restrictions on H due to the requirement 
that W(1ll be an operator in the trace class. 8 Also 
statistical expectation values (or correlation func
tions) of time-dependent operators in 9(c(91) [we 
do not distinguish notationa lly between 2(c(OI ) and 
its gi ven representation] turn out to be boundary 
values of functions holomorphic in a very simple 
tubular domain. A formula identical with Boclulcr's 
fOl1nula for square integrable boundary values is 
given which relates the values of a certain class of 
holomorphic functions to their values on the dis
tinguished boundary of the tube by means of an 
integral wilh a simple Cauchy kernel. In Sec. 4 we 
describe a general and concise spectral representa
tion of the statistical Green's functions at finite 
temperatures and valid in the physical region of the 
time-temperature variables. 

We observe that the simple relat ion between the 
t ime and temperature dependence of the statistical 
expectation values (ex pressed in terms of half-plane 
semigroups) has been obscured by the somewhat 
uncritical use of the fOl1nal analogy between the 

7 F . Coesler and R. Jl aa.g, Phys. Hev. 117, 11 37 ( l900); 
H. Araki in Ref. 3. It is worth noting in this connection tha. t 
ill the trea.tment of the infinite free nose gas in Ref. 4 t.he 
unitary time translation opemtors U(t) = exp (ifl t) were 
found not to belong to the von Neumann algebra generaled 
by all CCR operators in thc \Veyl form. 

S Under these circumstances /l must have a pure point 
spectrum of finiw multiplicit,y, and if Ii is to be a Hami ltonian 
thc corrcsr)Qllding syslem must generally have a. fin ite space 
extension. There st.ill remains the need t.u est.ab lish a t.hermo
dynamic limit for sequcn ces of such systems, whose volume 
lends. to infini ty and . whose I.imi ting system is no longer 
descflbab le by a denSity matrix of the tmce ch\Ss. Such a 
progr~lm was recently formulated and studied by Ruclle 
(D. Ruelle, :t-ectures at. Inst,itut. d'Etudcs Scienlifiques, 
Cargese, COrslC:l., sllmmcr 1005). 

H eisenberg equation of motion and the Bloch equa
tion (the analogy is of the same limi ted character 
as that betweell the "classical" SchrudiJlger equation 
and the heat equation). The simple fact is that the 
difTerence of a factor i [= (- I )IJ induces all of the 
difference between a (strongly) continuous unitary 
group and a self-adj oint semigroup restricted to the 
positive real axis. The above formal analogy has 
been used in the t.hermodynamic perturbat. ion theory 
of the Bloch equation whiel, emulates the methods 
of the Dysoll- Feynman-Sehwinger perturbation the
ory for the Heisenberg equation of motion. In partic
ular, that pertu rbation theory is bascd on the in t ro
duction of temperaturc-dependent quantities, 

a({3) = e'''a(O)e-p
", 

where a(O) is some (fermion)-operator and {3 a real 
number (the inverse temperature). While such a 
transformation is quite appropriate when e;111 is 
used instead of efJ II it is dangerous here, s ince for 
physical positi ve {3 the operator i" is unbounded 
together with 11. A s a consequence, the above trans
form.ation i.n no way rcprescnts an c<l ui valence trans
formation, as it maps bounded operators into un
bounded ones in gcneral. 

It is our contention that it is undesirable to work 
with the Bloch and Heisenberg equations (for the 
same If) independently. Instead of rotating the 
time variablcs i.nto temperatu re variables, treating 
the resulting pure Bloch problem with the a id of a 
perturbation theory based on the above transfonna
tion, and returning to rea l values or the t.ime varia
bles by analytic cont.inuat. ion in the temperature 
variabl es, one should treat bo th equations simul tane
ously. This is very natural and simple since both the 
Heisenberg and the Bloch equations are but two 
aspects of the same mathematical obj ect : the holo
morphic half-plane semigroup generated by H . While 
the Bloch equation describes the behavior of th is 
scmigrou p along the rcal "spine" in terms of thc 
selI-adj oi ut semigroup e- llH , (3 > 0, the Hciscnberg 
equat.ion describcs its behavior along the boundary 
ill tcnns of the unitary I'boundilc ry" group e

ill
\ l 

real. The perturbation theory is thus naturally based 
on the unique canon ical rcpresentation of th is haU
plane semigroup as a Luplace- Stieltj cs integ ral over 
the projection va.lued mea.':iUl'e belonging to II . lIifosl 
0/ our notational convenlim1,s are collected in the A 1)
penclix. 

2. STATISTICAL SEMIGROUP 

Given any positi ve self-adjoinL W E B (3C), thell 
for, E R. , the resolvent R(A; W) is holomorphie in 
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the complement of the sector 11: 0 :<::: 1'1 :<::: II WI I, 
larg XI :<::: , such that II R(,; W)II :<::: (sin " I,Il - ' 
inO < 1,1 < II WII,larg XI> ,. JfaV is the positively 
oriented boulldary of V, the formula 

D(fJ) = {I" I [ A' d IIE(A)I" II'} C 3C, 

H I" = 1~ X dE(A)1" for I" E D(H) . 

(2.2) 

z E C. (2 .1) Also U(z), z = t + is,C. is uniquely represented as 

is sccn to defi ne a semigrou p holomorphic in C+ 
such that U(in) = IV" for n E 1 • . ' This ill ustrates 
that any candidate IV for n statistical operator can 
always be imbedded in a hulomurphie half-plane 
scmigroup. It will be seen thai the maximal dornain 
of holomorphic existen ce cannot be made larger than 
a half-plane jf, in particula r, t.he in finitesimal gen
erator is self-adjoint a.lJel boul1ded frorn below but 
lIot from above. N'amely, if 11 is any such H amilton
ian, the (unnonnalized) statistical operator for the 
(grand) canonica l cns('mble cnll. be represented by 
moans of th e operational calculus for seU-adjoint 
operators as an cxponential lffunction" of /-/ : W (s) = 

e-· 11 for s E R+. This exponcntial has the scmigroup 
property W (s + 8') = 1V(8)' lV(8'), 8, 8' E R. and 
tends strongly to 1 as s tends to zero in R+. 

The following theorem states that this form of 
W (s) is the most general form if only the set 
I W (s) I 8 E R. ) is requ ired to form a self-adjoint 
semigroup satisfy ing some weak condi tions. 

Theorem: Let S(R.) == I ].I1(s) I 8 E R . , W (s) 
lV (s) *) C B (3C) furm a self-adj oi nt semigroup such 
that 

(a) for some" E R. 

sup ' «5 '""'\'" ., .\ II W(s)l1 < "', 
(b) for some 8, E R. , 1V(8, )- ' is an unbound ed 

Jinear operator, then 
(c) It == - lim ._~ (s- · log 1I ].I1(s) ll ) > - "', 

IIW(s) 11 = exp (-8h), 8 E 11 .. 
(d) 8-Iim ._.o,W (s) = I , 
(e) S(fl , ) has a holomorphie extension S(C.) == 

I U(z) I z E C. ) wi th max imal domain of holo
morphic existence C +, 

(I) S(R.) has a self-ad joint illfinitesimal gen
erator - f1 with domain D (If) and associated res
olution of the identity E(,): 

t The gCllcnd reference for semigrollps is E. Hillc and 
F. S. Phillips, Functional. A naly.~is and S cmigrou1JS, second 
cdiLion, Am. i\lal h. Soc. Coli . Pub!. 3 1, 1957. It will, in t.he 
following! be referred to ~l !; ( If P a- b), where a- u denoles the 
pa.rlicular s lIbsccl ion in question. The auove embedding 
s tatemen t. is easily proved wi t.h t.he aid of t,he resolvent. 
iden t. it.y nnd C:luchy 's formula :.Ind is a specia l case of ( lIP 
17- i). 

(2 .3) 

in the sellse of strong operator convergence. 

Rem,arks: 

(i) Condition (a) can be replaced by (a') S(II . ) 
is wea.kly measul'able; 

(ii ) if in (b) 1V(8, )- ' is assumed to exist as a 
bounded linear operator, then S(R . ) will have " 
holomol'phic extension to an analytica.l group ou 
a ll of C ancl II wiIl be bou nded. Of course, the usual 
case of physical interest is the one wherc 11 is un
bounded. 

(iii) The condition (d) me;.ns that S(R.) is of 
class (C,) in the sense of ( lIP). Also the transfon;,a
t ion W (8) -> ex p (s·h) 1V(8) does not change the 
class of the semigroup and is equivalent to the trans
fonn:1tion of the generator H -> H - hI. Thus 
the transformed If - hI is nonnegative and hI - H 
is IId issi pative" . In the following, we shall o ften as
sume that this transfonnation has been effected, 
whercu pon I HI(s) I becomes a "contraction" sem i
group. 

( iv) The IIconverse" of the theorem is easily seen 
to hold in the sense that any self-ad joint li near 
(unbounded) operator H with lower bound h will 
give rise to a semigroup defined by Eq. (2.3) with 
the properties appearing in the theorem. 

The proof of this theorem results from an adapta
tion of (HP 22.3) to our purposes a nd notation. The 
infinites imal generator - Jf is defined through 

D(Il) = II" I lim [s-' (1 - 1V(s»)ll" exists} C 3C 
.... 0+ (2.4) 

Ill" = lim [8- '(1 - W(s»)ll" for I" E D (ll). 

Condition (b) insures that 3C, == U .E R. (1V(8)3C) is 
dense in 3C and hence implies (d). By (HI' 16.7) 
the spectral classification of the spectral value X = 0 
is identical for all 8 E fl , . Therefore 0 EE U"(W(8») 
for s E R, and W (8) - ' exi sts. Due to (b), S(R. ) 
calulot be imbedded in a strongly continuous group 
on a ll of 11; therefore 0 E u,(lV (s» ) and D(W(8) - ') 
is dense since 0 EE u,(IV (s» V p(W(s». Then by 
(HI' J 1.4) W(s) can not tend to 1 unifonnlyass -> O. 
and H is unbounded. It follows that the maximal 
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domain of analytical existence of U(z) is C. and 
not C. 

It appears therefore that the semigroup property 
together with the mild restrictions (a), (b) already 
leads to a type of statistical operator characteristic 
of a canonical ensemble, where the variable s is 
identificd as an inverse temperature. 

We briefly quote some of the relevant results 
from (HP 10.3, 6; 17.5), where it is shown that 
D (Ii) :J 3Co is the countable union of nowhere 
dense sets in 3C, while n.EI . D (Ii") is still dense in 3C . 
Also U(z) is uniformly continuous and uniformly 
differentiable on C .. , uniformly on compact subsets, 
such that 

-(d/ dz)[U(zkl = IiU(t)", = U(z)H",for", E D (H); 

and for 

'" En D(TJ") 
nE r+ 

the series 

is asymptotic to U(z)", for t < arg z < " - t , t > 0 
in the sense that 

for n E I • . 

There is a number of other formulas which also 
refl ect one or another of the pmperties of the ex
ponential function. 

Since IIU(z)",II ' :$ e-'" f~ d IIE(A)",II' for z = 

t + i s, it follows that II U(z)1I is bounded for It I < 1 
and 0 < s :$ I. Then, by (HP 17.9), the set 7'(R) ,., 
{U (t) It E R} defined by U(t) ,., s-lim ,_o.o(z) 
forms the strongly continuous unitary "bounda ry" 
group of the semigroup S(C.) with the infinitesinull 
generator iIi. 7' (R) commutes elementwise with 
S(C.) and U(z) = W(s)· U(t). Of course, these 
statements can be derived immediately from the 
representation (2.3) of U(z) and agree with Stone's 
theorem concerning the integral representation of 
strongly continuous unitary groups. 

The relationsh ip between the statistical semigroup 
S(R.) and the uni ta,·y group of time translations 
T (R) is thus briefly this: They are generated re
spectively by - H = i(iH) and iH and are both 
related to the same halI-plane semigroup S(C.) , 
the former forming the self-adj oint "spine" semi
group wh ile the latter gives the unitary boundary 

group. We note that the approach to the boundary 
is continuous in the strong but not ill the uniform 
topology of B (Je) and that every element of S(C.) 
has an inverse wh ich is densely defined but un
bounded. S(C.) is maximal in this sense. 

3. STATISTlCAL EXPECTATlON VALUES 

The statistical expectation value (SEV) of a E 
B (3C) is obtained by 

(a) = Tr (Wa)/Tr W, 

where W is any (unnormalized) statistical operator. 
If for some Zo E C" W = U(zo) is in the trace class 
e, (Appendix) then it foll ows with (2.3) that 
U(z) E e, for all z E C • . We assume U(z) E e, 
from now on. Then U(z) is compact and its spectlUm 
is discrete with finite multiplicity away from zero: 

U(z) = :E e" " E;, 
i E/+ 

Xi :2: h = 0, Aj > Ai' for j > {; dim E j = TrEi = 
v; < 00. It follows from the monotonicity and <ion
tinuity of the exponential function together with 
the fact that the eigenvalues of 'lI.(z) accumulate 
only at zero that the eigenvalues A; of Ii accumulate 
only at + 00 . 

T(R) induces the obvious group of ' -automorph
isms on B (3C) by 

a(t) ,., U(t)aU(tf' , a E B(Je) , U(t) E T(R). (3.1) 

This can be regarded as the boundary behavior of 
the transformation 

a(z) = U(z)aU(z)' , z E C •. (3 .2) 

We note that for z = if3 (3.2) reduces to 

a(if3) = W(,8)aW(,8) = e-,/lM-'" r' ,f"M-,/I, 

and that the alternative to (3 .2), a(z) = U(z)aU(z) - '. 
which also agrees with (3.1) on the boundary of 
C., is unacceptable, since U(z) - ' is unbounded for 
z E C • . A priori it is not clear that the transforma
tion (3.1) restricted to a E ~c(m) will be a '-auto
morphism for ~c(m), since a(t) might not even be 
in 2Ic(m). However, if H is a "function" of elements 
in ~c(m), {its spectral projectors are contained in 
~c(m )J this will be the case. At any rate the trans
formation (3.2) docs not have th is property for 
z E C •. The SEV of interest arc of the form (n E [. 
fixed) 

Tr [W(fl) j~ u; ,(l,) J, fl E R., t, E R, 

u;, E ~c(91) for i E T.. (3 .4) 
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Due to the cyclic invariance of the trace, Eq . (3.1), 
(3.2), and the scrnigroup property of U(z,), these 
expressions are recognized as special boundary values 
of functions defined in the tubular domain 

3. '" Iz E C' I z = t + is, t E R', s E R: I = (C.)": 

Tr [U(l, - I. + i(3)a; • . .. U(1.. - I._,)a;.] 

'" V(p, j, t) '" V(j, zJ. (3 .5) 

where z lies in the "physical region" <l'.(Il) of 3. 
defined by 

z, t, + is, = (I, - I.) + i{3, 

z, = t, + is, = l, - I" . .. (3.6) 

z = t.. + is .. = l .. - 1"-11 

i.e., 1P.({3) is the (n - i)-dimensional submanifold 
of C" on the boundary of 3. characterized by 

(i) L Rez, = 0 
i E /. (3.7) 

(ii) 1m z, = (3, 1m z, = 0 for i E I;. 
The tuhe 3. is a domain of holomorphy for V(j, z) as 
s function of 2, since its base R; is convex and open. 
Furthermore, in order to show holomorphy of V(j, z) 
in J., it suffices (due to H artogs' theorem) to show 
holomorphy in each variable z" i E I. separately.' · 
Again, due to the cyclic invariance of the trace, it is 
enough to show this for expressions like Tr [U(z,)A] 
for a rbitrary A E B (X), z, E 3, = C • . 

Tr[U(z,)A] = L e"""A" 
IE /+ 

where A, = Tr (E,A) is absolutely convergent for 
fixed z, E C •. For any compact subset D of C. the 
above trace is absolutely and uniformly over D, 
majorized by 

L exp [-X, 1m z(D)lIAd < "', 
i E J-+ 

where zeD) is any z E D satisfying 1m zeD) 
inf , E D (1m z) > O. This proves that V (j, z) is 
holomorphic in 3 •. Also it is clear that 

U(z)A = s-lim L .""E;A . 
.......... j Ef. 

and Tr [U(z)A] < '" implies the convergence of the 
expression for U(z)A in the trace norm and hence in 
the operator norm. Then, upon interchange of sum
mation, product, and trace, V(j, z) can be written 
as the Fourier-Laplace t ransform of a distribut ion: 

III S. Bochner aod W. T. Mart.in, Several Complex Variables, 
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1948). 

V(j, z) = Tr [ L e"'" Ii (E.,a;J] 
kE (I+l" i E'. 

= r dX e'" " V(j, X), 
J )" E R" 

(3.8) 

V(j, X) = L 6.(X - X.) ·Tr II (E"a;,) E :D;" 
kE (I t) " i E J. 

such that 

supp V(j, X) U x. C (R.)" 
A: E U.l · 

and 6.(X - X.) = @ 6(X, - X.,) . 
' E/. 

We note the estimates 

ITr ,Ii (E.,a; ,)1 ~ IE .. I,·lla, .. Ii (E.,a,,)11 
, E /. . E/ . ' 

~ -.. . II Ila;.11 < '" 
i E I. 

and therefore also 

ITr Ii (E.,a;,)I ~ "·min_.,, with" = II Ila"II. 
' E I. iEI.. . EI. 

We shall assume that the spacing between the point 
eigenvalues X. of H and their multiplicities _. are 
restricted such that V(i, X) E s;". There are a 
number of criteria for detennining whether an ele
ment of :D' is tempered,' but we will not pursue this 
here. 

Since the base R; of J. is connected and convex 
as well as seJIconjugate and supp V(j, X) C (R.)" 
Vladmirinov's theorem (see Appendix) gives the 
result that V(j, z) E H,(O, R;), and that 

V(j, t) = lim V(j, t + is) 

exists as the unique boundary value in S' as s goes to 
zero (non tangentially) in R;. H ere H,(O; R;) is the 
class of functions I(z) holomorphic in 3., such that 
for every compact subcone e of R; there exist 
M(e) < '" and e-independent " > 0, (3 > 0 for 
which 

I/(z) I ~ M(e)(l + Izl)'(1 + Is l-') for z E J'. 

Also f E H,(O; R;) implies that D'I, at', a E C, 
and p ~ 1 are in Ii, (O; R;). 

Let x< •• (X) be the characteristic function of R; in 
R' . x<.,(X) E S' and, since 

supp [V(j, XV" ] C R;, 
the two distributions can be multiplied to give a 
distribution in S' such that 

V(j, z) = ~[(V(j, X)e-" ) . <x •• , (X)) ; tJ 

= ~[(V(j, X) )(e-" x" •• (X) ); tl 
= 1~[ V(i, X)]*~[e-' ·XR •• (X)]l(t). 
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Since 

!f[e-'·XH •• (A); t] = ,'( II z,r', 
lEI. 

by easy direct evaluation the folding formula gi"es 
tbe result 

V(j, z) = (i.)" 1. ]lU, 1 + ;0) dl , (3.9) 
2.. R' II (2, - I,) 

l EI. 

when the integr::d is extended over the appropriately 
orien ted distinguished boundary RO of the tube 30 , 

This integral representation agrees with Bochner's 
formula" derived for /(z) such that 

f R' dt I/(t + is)I' :$ conslant (of s). 

4. SPECTRAL REPRESENTATIONS 

Since V(j, z) E ][ ,(0; R;), clearly it is in O",(t) 
for fixed s E R;, and it can be mulliplied with the 
distribution (see appendix) ~.(z) E S,,, to give 

V.(j, z) '" ~.(z)· V(j, z) E S,,,. (4.1) 

Then 

V.(j, A, s) = !f-'[V.(j, z); A] 

(211'1),-' J dX [,IT. (X. - A. 

- iE,·CT.)-'V(j, X)e-·'I,._,. 
.,-0 ... 

(4.2) 

is seen to be the particular boundary value char
acterized by the sequence CT of a function V(j, A, s), 
which, due to the support properlies of ]lU, A), is 
holomorphic for A' = lA, '" Ao] in the Cartesian 
product of (n - I) complex planes cut along the 
positive real axes. It is clear that the weight function 
V(j, A)e-' can be reconstructed from the discon
tinuities across the cuts by the formula 

V(j, A)e-" = lim L: (II CT,) .,-0. ~i l EI .' 
. E I.' 

x V(j, A + iCTE, s)I .. _.· (4 .3) 

In this way all the inverse Fourier transforms of the 
2"- ' mixed- advanced- retardcd functions V.(j, z) 
urc bounda.ry values of one and the same halo
mOl'phic function of )..,1 

V(j, A, s), A' E (C,.,r- I
• 

Sil"nilariy, one CHn arrive at a spect.l'ail'cpl'cscnta
tion for the (unnOimalized) time-ordered SEV or 
Green's functions in the physical region 1P(1l)." 
Let the ai .. i E I. now be elemenls of 2(c(lJ1) which 
anticommute. t .. = ± I is the one-dimensional anti
symtnctric representation of 'rIO' It is seen from (:3.5) 
and (3.7) that, in 1P.(Il) , V(j, z) depends only on 
t' = It"~ ... , t.1 = [1, - 1" ... , 1. - 1. -, ]. The 
Green's functions are t.hen defined in 1P.(Il) through 
(T is the time-ordering operator) 

G(Il, j, t') = Tr [1V(Il)T(a;.(/,) ... ai ,(I.»] 

= J dt, O(.~ t.) .f, .. ,..h(t)· V(Il, j, t)] 

= !f'[G(Il, j, A'); t']. (4.4) 

If one uses the cyclic invariance of the trace 
( .. :-' V)(j, A) = V(j, A), and introduces the quant.i
tics 

g.(Il, A, X) == L: « - 1)'2 .. ,), - ·e-,I. 
AE/. 

(8) (A; - A, - X, + X, + iE,)-' (4 .5) 
iEI. 
,", 

V'(j, X) == L: E.,( .. ' V)(j, X), (4.6) 
r 'e ,. .. · 

then t.he Fourier transform in (4A) can be inverted 
by 

= L: E. 1. da 1. dX 1(-1)"-1 O(A •. - X •• - a)e-·I 
•• .. e.., .. It It" 

(8) [(2"';) (A. - 5.. - a + iE.Jr'1 ( .. V)(j, X) '.-' 
i E / .. 

.. f .. E.' 1. da 1.. dX {,~ (_I) ,·- n, O(A, - X, - a)e-·
I
• 

(8) [(211'1) (A. - X, - a + iE.W'I( .. ' V)(j, X) 1,.-. 
ie , • .. , 

II S. Bochner. AI~n. Math. 45, 686 (19.U) . 
It "!"or ~t~ - 2 I,III S was first derived by L. D. Landau, J. Exptl Theoret. Phys. (USSI~) 34, 2G:l (1058) [Sov. Phys. 

J. K"I?tL 1 hroret. Phys. 7, 182 (195~'m, For n _ 3 this was wrll.LCIl down In a formula wllh !i1X. terms by \" h Duncb
Brllcvlch, Doklndy Akad. Nllllk (SSSR) 126, 539 (1959) (EnH;li"h tt':.I.md.: Sov. Phys. Oak!. 4, 506 ( IU59)]. D. H. Kobe, 
Alln. Phys. 19, 4.48 (1962) t.reated the problem for zero tcmp~ru.t.lIrc. 
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or finally 

G(fJ, j, X') lim 1 d~ g.(fJ, x, ~) V'(j, X) . 
}.. - 0 If R 

(4.7) 

• -0+ 

Formula (4.7) gives a very concise and simple ex
pression for G(fJ, j, X') in terms of all V (j, X). The 
kernel of the integral representation g.(fJ, X, ~) is 
only symmetrically dependent on the components 
of A and X due to the summation over the n COll

t ributions from the cyclic invariance of t.he trace. 
V '( j, X) is the antisymmetric sum over those per
mutations of the original spectral function V(j, X) 
where only the last (n - 1) a rguments are permuted. 

CONCLUSION 

Correlation fun ctions (SEV) and, in particular 
Green's functions figure prominently in contem
pora ry treatments of tJ,e many-body problem. For 
zero-temperature systems the latter occur natura.Ily 
in the perturbation theory a la Dyson- Feynman. " 
A variant of th is technique based on introducing the 
temperature (imaginary t ime) dependence in the 
lIintcraction p icture" of the Bloch equation through 

a(f3) = I"ae-' u, fJ E R., a E 2fc(!Jl) (4 .8) 

has been proposed by Matsubura ." The underlying 
idea of this scheme is to solve the resul ting equations 
for the purely temperature-dependent quantities and 
to obtain infonnation about these quantit ies for 
physical values of the arguments via. analytic con
ti nuation in the temperature variables justified and 
guided by the spectral representations. 

As pointed out in the introduction Eq. (4.8) is 
incompatible with our point of view of characterizing 
the relationshi p between the Bloch and Heisenberg 
equations for the same H in tenns of the holomorphic 
half-plane semigroup generated by H . It is clear 
that Eq. ('1.8) is hannless for bounded self-adjoint 
11 (in which case the semigroup can be extended to 
an enLire analytical group) but that e'u and there
fore a({3) is unbounded if H is unbounded. As a 

II D. Pines, The Many Body Problem ( W. A. Benjamin, 
Inc., New York, 19G 1); and the lucid exposit.ion in P. Nozicrcs, 
Le probleme d N corps (Dunod Cie., Paris, 19(3). 

It The II in (4.8) is t.he unperturbed Hamiltonian. The 
basic reference and somc more detailed and recent. a.ccoun ts 
of the method arc T. IVIalsubarn., Progr. Theoret. Phys. 
(Kyoto) 14, 351 (1955); L. P. l(adnnolT nod G. Barm, 
Quantu'm Statistical M echanics, ( W. A. Benjamin, Inc., New 
York, 1962), see 1- 2 and Append ix, who st.art rrom the 
work by P. C. Martin and J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 115, 
la42 ( 1959); A. A. Abrikosov, L. P . Oor'kov, and I. E. 
Dzyalosbinski. M elhods oj Quantum Field Theory in Statistical 
PhYSf·C8, translated by R. Si lverman ( Prentice- IJall , In e., 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1963) Cit. Ill ; C. De D ominicis 
and P. C. Martin, J. ?o.'lnt h. 1'hys. 5, 14 , 3 1 (H)64). 

consequence the semigroup property is lost in gen
eral, s ince for example e- fJlI ·elJ' lI ~ e-UJ-P') ll if 
fJ > fJ ' > 0 because the left-hand side is an un
bounded operator while the right-hand side is not . 
Furthermore if one wishes to work meaningfully 
with SEV's depending on the temperature through 
Eq. (4.8) one is forced to adopt a modified definition 
of the trace. On the one hand, one has to extend the 
trace concept of the prev ious sections so as to have 
it also defin ed for a certa in class of unbounded 
operators. This is ach ieved by means of the de
finition in terms of the sum of dia.gonal matrix-ele
ments with respect to a suita.ble complete orthonor
mal basis in 3C. Then on the other hand , since for a 
given unbounded (densely defined) linear operator 
on 3C there alwa.ys exist normali zed vectors not in 
the domain of the operator (there exist even com
plete orthonormal basis systems none of whose ele
ments is in the domain of the operator) it is clear 
that the t race definition has to be restricted to such 
basis systems for which all elements are in the 
domain of the operator. This means in particu lar 
that Tr (VA V - ') = Tr A does not hold in general 
(in a fixed basis system) for all unita ry V but only 
for those V which do not violate the above condi t ion. 
Similar limitations apply to the cyclic invariance of 
the trace of products of operators when evaluated 
in a fixed basis system. It follows thaL the SEV's 
defi ned with the more restricted t race lof the t race 
class in B (3C)) cannot be rendered meaningful out
side of the tube 3 •. In particular the values of the 
time-temperature variables reached by Eq. (4.8) 
cannot be connected by analytic continuation with 
the physical values on the boundary of 3 •. 

We note that the (fthermodynamic perturbation 
theory" discussed above is not unique in the sense 
that tJ1ere are lnethods within the framework of 
the perturbation theory of semigroups which are 
properly applied here. However, the resul ts for 
genera l semigroups are not specific enough to be of 
much use in this connection. ' 5 The very special 
nature of the semigroup iu volved here, expressed 
partly by relation (2.3) 

V (z) = 1-e;" dE(X) '" e; ''', z E C+ , 

implies, of cou rse, that the pertu rbation theory of 
V(z) is intimately related to that of the infinitesimal 

U Thus the perturbation thcory of Phillips gives ttn ex
pl icit expression for the perturbed sernigrollp in term~ of an 
mfin ite sum of in tegrals, but lhe perturbed opcmtor IS only 
allowed to vary in 11 rather restricted c!n..<;.<; of operators. ThiS 
is discllssed in ( HP) chapt.er XI II alld E .. Nelson, "qperll:tor 
DifTerenl.iai Equations," lecture noles, Prlllceton UllIvcrslt.y , 
1964- 65. 
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generator. The latter problem is well studied, though 
subtle in mathematical details, and can (under suit
able conditions on the operators) be solved by a 
perturbation algorithm. 
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APPENDIX 

I is the ring of integers, I + the strictly positive 
subset , l+ = {OJ V l +, I. = p, 2, . . . , n } for 
n E 1+ and I; = I. - {l}. Similarly R is the field 
of reals, R+ the strictly positive subset, R+ its closure. 
C is the field of complex numbers, C + the (strict) 
upper half-plane with closure 6+. 

3C is a separable complex Hilbert space with 
elements '1', X, and inner product ('I', x). B (~C) is 
the algebra of all bounded linear operators from 
~C to x, normed with the operator norm Iia ll, unit 
element 1. For a linear operator A, R (A ; A) = (Al -
A)- ' is the resolvent, peA ) the resolvent set, <T(A) 
the spectrum. 

The set of all operators W E B (~C) for which the 
(basis independent) sum Tr W = L ;ef+ ('1';, W'I';) , 
with {'I'i I j E I +} a complete orthonormal base in 
~C, is finite and then absolutely convergent forms 
the two-sided ' -ideal e, of trace class operators in 
B (Jc)." Every WEe, is compact and e, is a 
Banach '-algebra when normed with the symmetric 
trace norm IWI, = Tr [(W*W)'J, which majorizes 
the trace and the operator norm and satisfies laWI , :0; 
lIa ll · IWI, for a E B (~C), W E e,. 

For any fixed n E I +> n-tuples of objects will be 
denoted as [t, .. . t.J = {tJ. = [tJ = t if there is no 
risk of confusion with the components. Given a 
[tJ. the associated (n - l )-tuple [t, . .. t.J will be 
[tJ; or t'. Let 'Y. be the symmetric group of degree 
n. Then" E 'Y. can be characterized by 

,,= 
[

1 ... n 1 [a ... a 1 
(XI •• • a" I' .. . n" 

cr.,. E I", j E In, U a,- = I .. , 
je t . 

\I N. Dunford and J. T . Schwart.z, Linear Operators gnterscience Publjshers, Ioc., New York, 1!)63 ), Sec. X1.9 ; 
. E. Hickart., General Theory of Banach A lgebras, (D. van 

Nost.rand Company. Inc., Princeton, New Jersey. 1960), 
Sec. AlA. 

the action of " on the n-tuples is defined by 

(,,- ' [t]); == t ... j E I. , 

while for functions of n-tuples of arguments f([tJ, [si) 
(for example) 

("neltl. [sJ) == I(,,-'[t), ,,-'[sJ). 

The n-cycles of 'Y. can be generated as powers 
11":- 1, k E I" , where 7I"c = G: ::: ":' 7) and every 
71'" E "rIO has a unique decomposition as 11" = 7r' >11":-\ 
k E I. such that ,,' is of the form 

,,' = [1 2 ... n j. 
1 {3, ... (3. 

The set of all such ,,' is obviously isomorphic to 
'Y. - , and will be deno ted by 'Y;. 

Products of n-tuples of (noncom muting) elements 
in B (~C) are written as IT"e1. a;, ai E B (~C), where 
the arrow indicates the ordering of the factors aj 
as j ascends in In. Functions of several complex 
variables: In notation we follow the book by Vladi
mirov." A set e C R" is a cone (with vertex'at 0) if 
8 E e -+ AS E e for A E R+. The p rojection pr(e) of e 
is the set (s I s E e and lsi = 1). e' is a compact sub
cone of e if pr(e') C pr(e). e * is the conjugate of e 
defined as e* = (s I S'8' 2: 0 for all s' E e). Any 
e* is closed and convex. The function l' e(S) = 

SUP" e,,(e)(-s,s' ) is the indicatrix of e . If heel 
is the convex huH of e, the convexity index Pe is the 
number 

which equals 1 for convex cones. A subset 3e of 
C" is a tube with base e, if e is a connected open cone 
in R' and 3· = R" + ie. Given a tube 3·, p 2: 1, 
a E fl+ one defines a class H ,(a; e) of functions 
f(z) by 

fez) E H,(a; e) 

if 

(i) f ez) holomorphic in 3·, 
(ii) for every compact sub cone e' of e there 

exist a finite constant M (e'), (a E R+, (3 E R+) 
independent of e ', such that for z E 3· 

If(z)1 :0; M(e')( l + Izl)'(l + Isl-')e""'. 

One also defines 

H .(a+; e) = n H ,(a'; e). 
..' > .. 

17 V. S. Vladimirov, IIfetody teorii/1mkl$if, mnog-ikh kQmpl£~ 
ksnykh peremennykh, (Nauka, Moscow 19(4), Sees. 25, 26, 
in particular p. 275, 280. The Fourier- Laplace transforms of 
distributions were treated in L. Schwartz, Mcdd. Lunds 
Univ. Mat. Semin. (Suppl.). 196 (1952). 
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In particular the class H, (O; e) has the property 
that if IE H, (O; e) then any derivative DOl as well 
as power aI', P ;::: 1, a E C of I is also in H,(O; e). 
A function f(z) holomorphic in the tube O· is called 
the Fourier-Laplace transform of the spectral dis
tribution g(A) E :Of" if 

(i) Y(A)e-" E Sf" for sEe, z = t + is 

(ii) I(z) = ~[g(A)e-"; tl = J dA g(A)e"', z E 0'. 

Vladimirov proves the 

Theorem: Let f(z) E ll, (a+ ; e), a ;::: 0, e a con
nected cone, then its spectral distribution g(A) is 
in S, and g(A) = 0 if ~. (A) > a. Conversely if 
g(A) E S', g(A) = 0 for " .(A) > a for some a;::: 0 and 
cone e, then all D°f(z) of its Fourier-Laplace trans
form f(z) belong to H,(P ca; heel). 

Furthermore, under the assumptions of the con
verse part of the theorem it follows that f(z) has 

unique boundary values f(t) 

f(t) = lim f(t + is) 
.-o .• ee ' 

in S', which are independent of the way in which 
s tends to zero in e' compact in e. 

Let u, = ±1, i E I~ be a collection of signs and 
denote by u the (n - I)-tuple [u, . . . u.J. If ott) 
is the Heaviside distribution, put 

~. ;(z;) = u,8(u , Re z,), i E I: 

and 

~.(z) == I @ ~",(z;) E Sf" 
i E / •. 

as well as 

~(t) '" 1 @ 8(-t,). 
I oJ .. ' 

One easily evaluates that 

~-'[~.(z); Al = o(A,) @ [(2n)(A, - i"u,lr'I .. _o+. 
i E /to' 
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Rigid Motions in Einstein Spaces" 

H UGO D. WAHLQUIST Al"f} FR.'\N K B. E ST.'.,BROO K 

Jet Propulsion Laboralory, Ca(ljOnlt·a lr!stilllle oj Techno(ogy Pa sadena Callfol'llia 
(Receivecl2GJulyl!:)G5) , , 

.The.dyad ic fo~mllbtion of gcnc.rn.l rclativ.it y is uscd sys t.cmn.tically to discllss ri gid congrucnces in 
EmstCl~ spac~tL~e .. For space- tune o.r umform C~\.lrV3~lI re , the quotient space melrics of rot.a lin~ 
?nd a~cclcra tLng. ri gid l?odL~s . are o?ltuned. F or l!..mstcLn space-lime of nonuniform curvature, all 
Iffol:\i1onai, nO ~lsometnc, ngLd l:lOtLOns, arc explicitly dispbycd. They have one degree of freedom, 
~.ncl occur a ni): III degenerate sialIC meln cs of Cla.ss B. Hota t,ing rigid congruences in E instein space
tune of nOlllllll fu rnl curvalure a re sho wn to ha.ve no de~rces of freedom. Their evolution iii in fact 
fOll~d l? be governed by a c~mplete set. of 14 first-order lot-a l diITc rclllia l equat.ions, lineal' in the lime 
denvat've~ of t he. t~ ya.d, c vanablcs. Such ro\'at ing motion~ :1.re shown fur\,her \,0 be com;\'ra.ined by !l. set 
?f ~~ebr~ lc condl t l ~)IlS, .and the impl icat.io n of this for the va lidity of the lIcrglotz-Noelhcr lheo rem 
III ElIlstem space-tune IS disclI ::lsed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE investigation of rigid mo tion in rela.tivity 
wa.'S init.iated by the early papers of 1\-1. Born, I 

G. IIerglotz,2 and F. Nocther.3 LiLLIe fur ther work 
on the subject appeared until much later when its 
possible importance for the general theory of rela
tivity emerged, as in, for example, the remarks 
of Synge.<i The Born constrailLt of vanishing r:1te
of-strain may be carried over directly into general 
relativity, cf. Rosens and Salzmann and 'faub.6 

So defined, rigid rnotions in curved space-time arc 
of considerable interest; mathernatically, for their 
possible use in the invariant geometric analysis 
of the structure and global properties of Riemannian 
manifolds, analogous to tha.t based on the more 
restricted i ~ometries; and physically, for attailli ng 
a better unders tanding of the imprecise concept 
of rigidity so often implicitly involved in the inter
pretation of relativistic experiments, e.g., the 
Pound- R ebka red-shift experiment. 

In J959 C. B. R ay ner' showed that the proper 
energy density and the m.agnitude of the aIlgular 
velocity of a rigid body must be constant ill ti rne. 
R ecently F . A. E. Pirani and G. Williams' have 
included this latter in a. set of six relations between 
the time behavior of the angu lar velocity vecto r 
of the body and certain components of the space
time curvature, relations which follow from time 

• This work was sponsored by t.he N ation3.l Aerona ut ics 
and S pace Adm.inistrat ion under Contract. No. NAS7-100. 

1 M. Born, Ann. Phys ik 30, I (HJO!). 
! G. lI erg lotz, Ann. Physik 31, ;:H)3 ( 191 0). 
3 F. Nocthcr, AIlII. Physik. 31 , !)\9 ( 19 10 ). 
4 J. L. S:xng~, Reluliuily: The General Theory (Nor th-

I-Ioll a ~d Pubhshmg Company, Amsterda m, 1960). 
~ N. H_ol>cn, Phys. Hev. 71, 5·1 ( 1947). 
6 G. Sab:man a nd A. H . T rHlb, Phys. Rev. 95, IB;j9 (1954). 
1 C. R. Rayner, Compl. Rend. 248, 929 ( 195IJa). 

~ . s F. A. E. Pinllli ;lllc! G. Williams, Scminairc JA:\ET, 
':.llcme :llllleC, IU6 1/ 2, ~o. 8- 9. 

const.a.ncy of t.he orthogona.l metric of tILe rigid body. 
R . II. Boyel'9 has carefully discus~cd the entire 
probl em and has extended this work to obtnin 
su ffi cient, but not necessary, conditions for the 
validity of t he IIerglotz-Noether theorem in curved 
manifolds. 

In the presen t papcr we obtaill some new results 
for test rigid n10t.ions in Einstein space, using the 
dyadic formalism for general reIa.tivity presented 
in ",,·ha.t we will refer to as Paper 1. 10 The basic 
dyadic equatio ns for this problem are given in 
Sec. II. 

In Sec. III, partly as an illustrat.ion of elyadic 
techniques

J 
we prove the Herglotz-Noether theorem 

in sl-'acc- timc of uniform curvature (de Sitter space) 
-3. proof a lready far from trivial in covariant 
langunge. Vle derive in this space the general 
quotient space (thrce-uimensional or inner) metri cs 
of rotat ing and accelerating test rigid bodies. 

In Sec. IV we show that nonrotaiing nonisometric 
r igid motions can oilly occur in a restricted class 
of 'l 'ypc D Einstein spaces, and that stich motions 
a.re allowed but one degree of freedom. The metri cs 
and the rigid frames are exhibited. These are the 
only rigid ruotions having any degree of freedom 
wha tever in Einstein spaces which are neither 
flat nor uniformly curveu. 

In Sec. V we expli citl.Y attack the J-Iergiotz
Nocther theorem in Einstein space. The s ix time
derivative equations of Pirani and \¥i ll ian1S8 are 
shown to be in cluded in n. full set of fOllrteen, which 

t R. I f. Boyer, Proc. R oy. Soc. ( London) A283 , 343 (I9G~ 
10 F. E stabrook and H. Wa hlquist, J . Math: Phys. 5, ~:r~l 

( 196·1). Heferred to :.IS Pa per I. For exposit.lons of ~e ~ 
spccia l techn iques of ~:ll cul:l, t io n in the dyndic not:ltlOn,; 
well as a ll extended (hscll~sion of the rig idi ty prolJ le~~6S 
H . O. Wah lq uis t uncl F. n. Esta brook, Hepar!. ~o. 3'-1 .' 
J ct Propuls ion Laho rato ry, California Institute of T echno og::!1 
Pasa.della, Califo l'lli a. (lnoG). 
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l'11 :ly be in principle solved for the local time-ra.l'c
of-change of the fourteen dyadic co mponents in
volved, subject to " set of subsidi:ny algebraic 
conditions. A rigid frame can rotate only in the 
unlikely event that thc subsidiary conditions are 
all fulfilled throughout the motion; the equations 
then determ ine the complete evolution of the rnotion 
and the metric from any iniiial 3-space. It remains 
to show that the subsidiary conditions can be 
satisfied only by isomctrics, if the Hcrglotz-Noether 
i hcorern is to be stated fo r general Eillsicin spaces 
in the usual simple fashion. 

II. THE DYADIC EQUATIONS FOR RIGID 
REFERENCE FRAMES IN EINSTEIN SPACE 

The dyadic formalism resu lts from the intro
duction of an orthonol'mul tetrad of basis vectors, 
one timclike anel thrce spacelike, at each event in 
space-time. The timelike tetrad vectol' U O i ~ every
where aligned wit.h a given timclikc congruence 
and so coincides wit.h t.he unit t.angent to the 
congruence. If the world lines of t he congruence 
represent t.he hist.ory of a materi al medium, U O will 
be the 4-velocil,y field of the matter. The ,peteel ike 
triad u" [or u, v, w] then provides a locally co
moving frame of reference and spans the local3-space 
orthogonal to t.he given congruence at each event. 
A formal part.it.ioning of the space-time manifold 
is thus achieved, and, by projecting all tensor fi elds 
of interest into these ort.hogonal 3-spaces, we arrive 
at the 3-dimensionaL vecLor and dyadic formalism. 
A complete discussion of this approach and the 
dyadic notation is contained in Paper 1. 

It has the advantage that the field quantities 
are always explicitly displayed as arrays of physically 
interpretable componentsj further, as wi ll appear in 
the present paper, it allows the choice of intrinsic 
reference vectors [as well as the usc of in trins ic 
(bolonomic) coordinates] in analyzing the algebmic 
aspects of relativistic problems before integration 
of their part ial differential equations. 

A general timelike congruence may be described 
at each poillt by its absolute acceleration vecto l' a , 
angular veloci t.y vector .a, and symmetric rate-of
strain dyadi c S. Following Born, the rigid con
gruence is defined by S = 0, so that both the shear 
and expansion vanish. In space-time this is eq uiv~ 
alent to constraining the world lines of t.he timelike 
congruence to have constant ort.hogonal separatiolls. 
As a geometrical consequence of this constraint., 
the orthogonal 3-space metric on a rigid body in 
co-moving coordinat.es is constant throughout t.ime, 
(h.,)· = o. By adopting orthonormal basis triads 

which co-roLate ,,·ith the rigid boely I", = n, cf. 
Eqs. (C42), (D25), anel (DZG) of Paper I] and are 
t.hus fixed in it, we ensure tlmt. t.he anholonomic 
affinity of the orthogonal 3-f:'pace is t,irnc-inde
pendent: N = O. lIn Paper I the dyadic affinity 
was denot.ed by N*, the bare symuol N representing 
only its sym metri c part (up to a trace). This notation 
has proved slightly clumsy, and in t.he prescnt 
paper N repl aces the N* of Paper 1.1 In this situation 
it is pcrmissible to replace the many loca l Olthogonal 
3~spaces ",i t.h t.he co ncept of a single metri c If quotient 
space"- t.he 3-dimcnsional manifold of co~movi llg 
coordinat.es, x". Geometrically, we rnay pict.ure the 
quot.ient space as n. reduction of space-time obtained 
when all event.s lying on each world line of the 
timelike congruence arc i<.ientific'd. The ort.hogonal 
metric hop alld the affinity N arc then applied to 
this quotient space. 

The curvature equation for this 3~dimensiona.1 

metric space becomes 

( I) 

The symmetric dyadi c E is the conservative dyadic 
of the quotient space, satisfying the Bianchi identity 

\7·E = O. (2) 

Its diagonal clements are the Riemannian eurvat.ures 
of the quotient space, based on the orthonormal 
triad vectors, while all s ix components are sufficiellt 
to express the complete :~-space curvature t.ensol'. 
Since N = 0, \\"e can apply the commutation relat ion, 
Eq. (4), to Eq. (1) to show th"t 

(3) 

independently of the coordinate system employed. 
In co-moving coordinates this is, of course, seen as 
a trivial consequence of (h.,) · = O. 

The commutation rules for covariant and time 
differentiat.ion in the quotient space are so mew hat 
unfmniliar in general as a resul t of t.he use of anholo
nomi c reference systerns. And although the georn.et.ry 
of the quotient space is constant in t.ime, we may 
have time-dependent objecLs in the space and fol' 
these the order of space and tirne different.iation 
is of consequence. Let.ting Vt, V, and M syrnbolize, 
respectively, an arbit.rary scalar) vector, and dyadic, 
we have 

(\7>/-)" - \7(,f) = a,f, 

(\7V) · - \7('1) 

(\7 x M)" - \7 x (M) 

aV, 

a xM . 

(4) 
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Note that for allY time-independent quantity these 
operations do comn1Ute; this is a special property 
of rigid congruences. 

Commutation of the 3-uimensional covariant dif
ferentiation operator V with itself is also somewhat 
unusual, except when the angular velocity Q of the 
rigid body vanishes. (In this latter case the 4-velocity 
of the body is derivable from a scala r potential and 
its world lines are the orthogonal trajectories of 
a family of hypersurfaces in space-time. Conse
quently, the quotient space becomes isometric to all 
the members of a family of immersed Riemannia n 
3-spaces, which could be parametrized by t.) Samples 
of the space-space commutation relations arc 

This last equation is one integrability condition for 
introduction of a scabr potential <I> and a vector 
potential A: 

</>a = -V</> + A. (14) 

The corresponding set of equations for the angular 
velocity or vorticity field becomes 

Va = -2ao. + (a ·o.) I + B, (15) 

V·o. a ·o., (16) 

V xQ = 20. xa, (17) 

with the vector potential equation 

2</>0. = V xA. (18) 
V x V of, 

V ' (V xV) 

V x (VV) 

2",0., 

20.·Y , 

- ExV +2D.Y. 

The scalar and 3-vector potentials, <I> and A, 
(5) introduced in Eqs. (14) and (JS) can be related to 

the expression of the space-time interval m :l. co
moving system of coordinates (x·, t), 

'Ve impose the condition for Einstein space-time 
in-the form ds' = -(1/ <1>') dt' + (2/</>')A. dx· dt 

G". = R". - !Rg". = Ag"n (6) 

where A = -tR is the cosmological constant. In 
orthonormal components this equation leads to the 
following expressions for the contracted curvature 
quantities of Eq. (Dll) of Paper I : 

t = 0, 

p = tAo 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Ten of the twenty cu rvature components are speci
fied by these equations. The remaining ten, com
prised in the Weyl tensor, arc represented in two 
symmetric, traceless, dyadics A and B which remain 
arbitrary. The curvature of the quotient space is 
related to the space-time curvature by a generalized 
Gauss eq uation, 

E = - A + }A I - 3!lQ . (10) 

This equation, together with Eq_ (3), has important 
consequences for allowed rigid motions, which. will 
be discussed fully in later sections. 

As a vector fie"l in the quotient space, the accel
eration of the rigid bouy satisfies the dyadic equation 

Va = -aa + 0.0. - n x I + A - (n' + !A) I. (11) 

The trace of this equation reads 

".a = _a 2 
- 2f!2 - A, 

and its antisymmctric part is 

V xa = 2!l _ 

(12) 

(13) 

+ [h., - ( l / <I>,)A.A ,l dx· dx', 

where A It = A· en and h",fj is the metric of the 
3-dimensional quotient space defined in terms of 
natural basis vectors e . by h., = e. -e, with 
e. -e' = o! and e · = V x·. The existence of sets 
of these potentials for the inertial fields a and Q is 
in fact guaranteed by the general availability of 
co-moving coordinates; cL , e.g., Lichnerowicz.lI For 
any such system a sct results, defined and interpreted 
as absolute derivatives of the l coordinate, respec
tively, along and orthogonal to the t congruences: 

A '" Vt , 

where r is proper time along a line of the t congrucnce. 
The gravitational fi e ld equations, or Bianchi 

identities, have the Maxwelli an-like dyadic forms 

VxA - Ii = - axA + Axa - QxB - 2BxO, 
(J9) 

V x B + A = - a x B + B x a + 0. x A + 2A xo. _ 
(20) 

The antisymmctric parts of these two equations 
arc the vector equations 

V-A 

V-B 

-30.-B , 

30.- A. 

(21) 

(22) 

Finally, since we have specialized to Einstein space, 

II A. Lichncrowicz, Theorie.') Relalillisles de la Gravilalio1L d 
ele l'Eleclroagntl1m'sme (Masso ll ct Cie., Paris, IU5;J). 
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the con tracted Bianchi idcntities are trivial. They 
mcrely insist on the constancy of the cosmological 
constant; 

A=VA=O. 

m. RIGID MOTION IN SPACE-TIMES OF 
CONSTANT CURVATURE 

(23) 

We first quickly prove the I-Ierglotz- Noether 
theorem proper, which states that rigid motions, 
when there is rotation, are necessarily isometrics 
of the manifo ld. The ouly original contribution here 
is a derivation of the quotient space mctrics intrinsic 
to a rotating and accelerating rigid body in the 
space-time of constant curvature. 

Setting the conformal curvature dyadics A and B 
to zero, we obtain the equatio ns appropriate to a 
space-time of constant curvature, J( !;A. Com
bUling Eqs. (3) and (IO) we find that 

11 = o. (24) 

Since our equations are wri tten in body-fixed axes, 
this result shows immediately that the angular 
veloci ty is a fixed vector ill the body; however, 
since fi + '" x 0 also vanishes ('" = 0 ), the angular 
velocity vector is fixed in Fermi propagated axes 
as well. We note also that Eq. (13) now reads 
simply, V x a = O. 

Using the fact that space and time derivatives 
of !l will commute, it follows from time differ
entiating E'1. (16) that (a· Or = 0. Then treating 
Eq. (15) similarly one gets the dyadic equation 

aO = O. (25) 

Thus, if the angular velocity does not vanish, we 
must have a = ° so that the acccleration vector 
is body-fixed also. The two cquations now satisfied 
by a when 0 "" 0, viz., V x a = a = 0, togcther with 
the constraint of rigidity S = 0, are the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for an isometric or Killing 
vector congruence. Thus the J-Ierglotz- Nocthcr 
theorem applies to all space-times of constant 
curvature. The full ten parameter group of isometrics 
exists for these spaces and is well known; I-Ierglotz' 
in particular has given a detailed t reatment of the 
timelike isometries in fiat space-time. 

The curvature of the spatial geometry in a rotating 
rigid body depends on the angular velocity, as 
shown by the Gauss equation (lO) for the 3-space 
curvatUl'e dyadic E, 

E = - 30n + tAl. (26) 

The scalar curvature of the space is given by - 2 Tr E 
and so has the value -2(A - 3n') . The metric of 

the quotient 3-space 0 11 a ro tati ng rigid disk has 
been a subject of occasional interest in the literature 
of relativity; several references to early discussions 
are given by Berenda.' 2 In constant curvature space
Lime, the most general rotating [Lnd accelerating 
rigid body is a typical example of a situation pro
viding its own intrinsic comoving coordimltes, and 
the quotient metrics are easily obtained with this 
approach. 

For the rotating body, three intrinsic scalars may 
exist; a2

, n2
, and a· il, all of which must be time 

independent as we have shown, so that co-moving 
coordinates may be constructed from them. The 
gradients of these scalars are obtained directly 
from Eqs. (11) and (l5) and can be combined to 
express the following vectors: 

a = -tv In [a' - n' + tAl' 

= -tv In [(a .O)' + tAn'], (27) 

a = [n'/2(a-0)] V In [n'/(a' - n' + tAl'], (28) 

a. '" a - [(a·o)/n1o 

= t v In [(a' - n' + tA)'/(n')']. (29) 

Comparison of the gradients further results in the 
integral 

(a ·0)' + tAn' = k'(a' - n' + tA)', (30) 

revealing tbat the three scalars arc not independent 
so that only two int rinsic coordinates can actually be 
constructed. Since space-times of negative constant 
curvature have very peculiar physica.l properties, 
we shall here consider A ~ 0 only. By the form of 
(30) the integration constant is then required to be 
positive, so is written e, and we take k ~ O. 

It is clear that two especially convenient intrinsic 
coordinates are obtained by taking one of them 
to be some function of the argument of the logarithm 
in Eq. (28) and the other a function of the argument 
in Eq. (29). For then the gradient vectors of such 
coordinates will be orthogonal, leading to a diagonal 
metric. We select the functions by keeping in mind 
the flat space-ti me example of the rigid disk rotating 
about a fixed axis, and req uiring the general metric to 
reduce in tbat limit to a familiar form in cylindrical 
co-moving coordinates. 

This is accomplished for the argument in Eq. (28) 
by setting 

n'/(a' - n' + !A)' = (k'/",') sin' [",(l/w,k - z)], 
(3 1) 

where a == (tA)l , Wo is a new constant, and z is 

It C. W. Berendn, Phys. Hev. 62, 280 ( 19-12). 
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introduced as the coordinate whose surfaces have 
!l as normal vecior. The other coordinate r is intro
duced by putting 

(a' - n' + }A)/ n' = -(J / 2k')[ - 1 +!3 cos (2kwo"))' 
(32) 

where!3 == (1 + 4k' )', alld a.L is thus orthogonal to 
the coordinate surfaces r = constant. Now solvi ng 
Eqs. (30), (3 t ), "nd (32) simultaneously we express 
the intrinsic sca lars for the general case in t.erms of 
these intrinsic cool'elinaLcsj 

where 

a' = ai + (a·n)'/n', 

a~ = ,i{j 'JR-2 sin2 (2kwor) csel! Z, 

nl! = 4a2eR-2 cse2 Z, 

(a· n)' = 4a'k'R-' esc' Z cot' Z, 

R == - 1 + !3 cos (2kwo,.) , 

Z .. a(l /wok - z) . 

(33) 

DitTerenti"ti ng (3 1) alld (32), substituting in Eqs. 
(28) and (29), and using the expressions in Eq. (33), 
we find 

(34) 

showing V z as a unit vector, and 

a.L = -la.L I (kwo/a) sin Z V r. (35) 

A third in trinsic coordinate does not exist; how
ever, apply ing the dyadic Eqs. (11) and (15) for 
Va and V!l, we easi ly prove that 

(a xn) · [V x (a xn)) = 0, 

so that a scalar potential also exists for this vector 
which is orthogonal to both nand a.L' Letting the 
potential be denoted by 0, we can show that a 
consistent choice is 

a xn = la.L lln l (!3jwo)[s in (2kwo,.)/(2 IRIl'] 
X (kwo/a) sin Z V O. (3G) 

The gradients of the coordinates constitute t he 
natural basis vector triad e a

, so putting 

e l 
= Vr, 

we use Eqs. (34), (35), and (36) to determine the 
dual set as 

e, = -(kwo/a) sin Z(a.L/la.Lll, 

e , = (lcwo/a) sin Z(/3/wo)[s in (2kwor)j(2 IRIlI] 
X (a xn/la xn ll , 

sat.isfying the inversion e" -ep = o~. Using ha' = 
e a-etl the general quotient space metric for a roia~ 
ting, accelerating, rigid body in co nstant curvature 
space-time becomes 

dl' = (kwo/a)' sin' Z 

X Id,.' + (!3/wo)'[s in' (2/cwor)/2 l!t il do'i + dz' . (37) 

Lirnits are required on t,he ranges of both z and r 
coordinates; for z 

o < Z = a(J/wok - z) < ,.., (38) 

and for r 

(39) 

but this latter range is subdivided by the vanishing 
of the qu antity R in the denominator at 

cos (2kw",.) = /3- '. 

Since the iutrins ic sC~llars oecome infinite at this 
point, it is best to give two difTerent rnetrics for 
en.ch range. 

The fi rsi becomes 

1. 0 :-:; ,. ::; (1/2kwo) cos-' (11m , 

de = (k:oY sin:! Z 

X {d,., + (~) ' sin' (2kwor) dO'} + dz'. (40) 
Wo 2[jl cos (2kwo'-) - I ] 

Letting A --> 0 we filld for fl at space-time 

dl' = (1 - wolez)' 

X {dr' + (~)' sin' (2kwor) <lB'} + dz' 
Wo 2[jl cos (2kw.,.) - 1] 

(A = 0). (4 t) 

And if we further let Ie vanish so that a· n = 0, 
we get 

dt' = dr' + [,.'/(1 - w:r')] dO' + dz' (A = k = 0), 
(42) 

which is the quotient metric on a fixed axis rotating 
rigid disk in the form obtained by Berenda." 
Compare also t he discussion by M~lIer." 

To write the metric for the second allowed range, 
it is desirable to in troduce a new coord inate f 
according to 

13 c. 1\l ~jllcr, The 'Theory oJ Relai£vity (Oxford Ulliverliily 
Press, Lo ndon, 1952), Chap_ Vll!. 
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so that 

I I. 0 ~ i' ~ (1/ 2kwo) eos-' (- l / fJ) , 

dl' = e:oy sin
2 Z 

{ -, + (~)' sin' (2kwof) dO'} + dz'. (43 ) 
X dT w, 2[,6 cos (2kwof) + 1] 

The limiting case A = " = 0 is of little interest 
here, since it can be show n from Eq. (33) that it 
corresponds to vanishing angular velocity in flat 
space-time, and consequently a fl at quotient space 
results. 

IV. IRROTATlONAL RIGID FRAMES 

The class of irrotational rigid motions proves to 
be the most interesting for arbitrary exterior gravi
tational fi elds. Although we have not quite been 
able to carry through a complete proof of the 
Herglotz- Noethcl' theorem, it will be shown in Sec. V 
that the motion of the rotating rigid frame in any 
exterior fi eld is totally determined by in itial con
ditions on 3. spacelike hypersurface. Only among 
the irrotational frames can we find any motions 
allowing arbitrary functions of time, or in other 
words, degrees of freedom. " Te shaH concentrate 
here on finding all such nonisomei l'ic normal rigid 
motions which may exis t in an arbitrary Einstein 
space. The variety of exterior metrics admitting 
such motions will also be obtained; they turn out 
to be quite special, falling into a well-knowll class 
of Einstein spaces. 

The equations for these motions arc, of course, 
obtained by putting Q = 0 throughout Sec. II. 
We note first of a\l tha.t the potential equation (18) 
for Q becomes \I x A = 0, and accordingly we 
may select a gauge such that A = O. This simply 
corresponds to thc possibi lity of using a time coordi
nate whose surfaces coincide with the normal hyper
surfaces of the congruence. Next we find that 
E'l. (15) rcduces to B = 0, and the gravitational 
field is thus describcd by A alone. Here we insist 
that A r" 0, si nce the manifold would otherwise 
reduce to a space-tirne of constant curvature. This 
structure of the field dyadics can only be obta ined 
in Type I n.nd D E ins tei n spaces in the Petrov
Pi rani- Sachs classifi cation scheme, as pointed out 
prev iously by Pirani and Williams' 

Since we are not presen tly interested in isometric 
moLions, we assume hen ceforth that a ¢ 0, and 
attempt to construct solutions obeying this con
straint. Now the algebraic properties of the dyadic 
A ore examined. Using the fact that A = 0 [Eq. (20)], 

we time-diffcrcntiale the Bianchi identity Eq. (ID) 
ancl fi ncl 

(\I x A)' = - a x A + A xa. = 0, (44) 

so th at the sy mmctric port of the dyadic a x A 

vanishes. From this equation aLld Tr A = 0 , it 
can be shown th at a is an eigenvector of A and that 
we rnay solve for A as 

A = ,,'[3(aa/ li') - I], (45) 

where 2o? is t.he eigenvalue. 
to defin e a uni t vector, U 

Eq. (45) as 

It will be convenient 
a/l a[, and so to write 

A = ,,'[3uu - 1]. (46) 

It is easi ly verified that A : A = 6,,', and the timc 
derivative of this shows eX = O. Now time difTercn
tiating Eq. (4 6) and usi ng thc fact that u is a unit 
vect.or, we find u = 0 so that U is a body-fixed unit 
v ector. 

The vcctor u wi ll be adoptcd a.':i onc of Lhe intrins ic 
triad basis vectors; we now find two more to complcte 
the triacl. Let a. be the component of the acceleration 
perpcndi cular to a, so that 

a. == a - (a· u)u . 

'Vo may verify that th is is a time-independent, 
body-fixed vector and so can use it to dcfi ne a 
second intrinsic triad vector v by writing 

(47) 

wherc 

v' = 1, U · V = 0, v = 0, (a-v)' = O. (48) 

The third triad vector w is defined simply by 
w = u x v, and, of course, a· w = a·w = O. This 
construction wi ll fail if a and a arc coll inear, but 
fo r now we assume this is not the case. V.lc shall 
return to consider the coll inear case later; it is 
fairly easi ly obtained as a lirni t of the more general 
solution. 

H aving adopted a basis triad, we proceed to 
investigate its diITerential properties. From its dcfi
nition we may write 

\lu = \I(a/la il = (1/l a l)[\I (a) - (\I la ilu]. (4D) 

The righ t-hand side of this eq uation is evaluated by 
combining the commutation relat ion Eq. (4) and 
the time dcrivative of Eq. (11). We have 

\lu = - uta - (a· u)u] = - ua. = -(a · v)uv, (50) 
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and the corollaries 

V xu (Vu)" I = -(a ·v)w, 

V'u (Vu) : I = O. 

so that k ~ 0. We have, of course, '11k = 0, but 
since all other quantities in Eq . (61) have nli'eady 

(51) been shown to be time-independent, it follows 
tha t k = ° as well. 

In like manner we evaluate Vv = V (aJ. / laJ.lJ . 
The result is 

Vv = (a·v)uu - [(a' + tA)/(a'v)]ww, (52) 

and 

V xv = 0, V'v = [1/(a.v)][(a·v)' - a' - !A]. 
(53) 

Finally, for "w, we have 

Vw = [(,,' + !A)/(a·v)]wv, (54) 
with 

V xw = _[(a' + iA)/(a · v)]u, V·w = O. (55) 

Tbe geometrical content of these equations may 
be summarized by tl lC statements that v is a 2-space 
normal, geodesic vector of the quotient space, 
while u and ware 2-space normal, Killing vectors 
of the quotient space. 

We are now prepared to calculate the gradients 
of all the independent intrinsic scalars whicb can 
be formed; viz. , <PI a ·u, a ·v, and Q. AU other scalars 
nre algebraic functions or derivatives of these. The 
potential equation (14) gives V</> directly, 

V</> = -</>[(a'u)u + (a ·v)v]. (56) 

Tbe next two are evaluated as 

V (a· u) = Va·u + Vu ·a 

= -(a' - 2a' + tA)u - (a ·u)(a·v)v, 

and similarly 

(57) 

V (a·v) = -[(a ·v)' + ,,' + tA]v. (58) 

The gradient of " is most easily derived by substi
tuting the explicit form for A given in Eq. (46) 
into the field equation (21) to obtain 

V " = -a(a ·v)v. (59) 

Comparison of Eqs. (58) and (59) now reveals 
that an integral exists, and using these equations 
it is found that 

V I[(a ·v)' - 2a' + tAlIa'l = O. (60) 

Integrating and solving for (a·v)', this may be 
written as 

(a · v)' = ,k',,' + 2«' - tA, (61) 

where we usc an indicator f = ±l to account for 
sign and may restrict the integration constant k 

It is not quite so obvious that the set of Eqs. 
(56)-(.';9) leads also to another integral. Using them 
together with the integral (61) we may verify, 
however, that 

V I [(a ·u)' + ,"'a']/</>' I = 0, 

and so obtain 

(a ·u)' + ,k'a' = ,'(k')'</>', 

where E' is another sign ind icator, E' = ± 1, and 
k' ~ 0 with '11 k' = O. Here k' might be a fun ction of 
time. Since it enters only as a factor of the potential 
</>, however, it may be absorbed in the potential 
ilself. The integral now becomes simply 

(62) 

We note that this equation forbids tbe combination: 
E' = - 1, E = 1; all ot.her combinations are in 
general allowed. Adding Eqs. (61) and (62) we 
obtain the square of the acceleration vector 

(63) 

Physically reasonable space-times are usually asso
ciated with A ~ 0, and, for these cases, we see from 
Eqs. (61) and (63) that if a is negative, the only 
allowed combination of signs is t' = E = l. 

At this point all the essential intrinsic relations 
have been derived; it remains only to adopt a 
system of co-moving coordinates, and obtai n the 
corresponding metri cs of the quotient space and of 
space-time. As mentioned before, all tbree of the 
"dopted triad vectors fortunately tmn out to be 
2-spaee normal. We may consequently expect to 
be able to introduce an orthogonal coordinate 
system in the quotient space. 

T wo of the illtrinsic scalars, a ·v and a, offer 
themselves as candidates for intrinsic co-moving 
coordinaics, since we have verified that they are 
time independent. Actually , since these are related 
by Eq. (6 1), only one indcpcndent intrinsic coordi
nate is available. Any fun ction of a and a ' v might 
be selected, but a co nven ient choice proves to be 
-(ka) - '. According to Eq. (59) the triad vector v 
is norm al to the 2-spaces a = constant, so we adopt 
the symbol y for this coordinate and solve foJ' the 
scalars in terms of it: 

a = - l /ky , 

(a'v)' = (,N) - [2/(ky)'] - tA o 
(64) 

(65) 
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Differentiating Eq. (64) we have 

V a. = (l/ky') V y, 

SO that Eq. (59) may be transformed to 

e' is V y = y(a·v)v, (66) 

where we have introduced the natural basis vector e'. 
Intrinsic co-moving potentials for the other triad 

vectors are not available; this is connected with 
tbe fact that u and w were found to be Killing 
vectors. We know, however, that the space COIl

gruences generated by u and ware each body
fixed and 2-space-normal, and of course orthogonal 
to each other. Accordingly we may introduce orthog
onal, body-fixed (co-moving) coordinates, say x and z 
respectively, by any arbitrary time-independent 
label ing of the 2-surfaces normal to these con
gruences. Introducing the na.tural basis vectors 
e' and e3 associated with a particular labeling we 
can write 

e' is V x = (l/y)u , (67) 

e' == V z = [l/y(a · v)]w. (G8) 

The dual natural triad is clearly 

Consider first the case E' = E = I ; from Eq. (62) 
we find (yq,)' ;:: I , so that all appropriate substi
tution is 

yq, = cosec O. 

With this substitution Eq. (72) becomes 

'1 0 = ± V x, 

and so 

o = ±[x + I(t)], (73) 

where VI = 0, but I is allowed to be any function 
of the t coordinate, since, aga.in, we have chosen 
the gauge A is V t = 0. So tbe space-time interval 
in these co-moving coordinates has the form 

I. E = E' = 1, (yq,)' ;:: I , 

ds' = y' I-sin' [x + ICt)] dt' + dx') 

+ [I - (2m/y) - ~Ay'r' dy' 

+ [I - (2m/y) - !Ay'] dz'. (74) 

Exactly analogous integrations of Eq. (72) for the 
remaining two permitted combinations of signs 
lead to 

e, = yu, e, = [l /y(a·v)]v, e, = y(a · v)w, (69) II . E = -1 , ° S; (yq,)' S; "' , 

and the nonzero covariant mctric coefficients of ds' = y'l-sinh' [x + 1(0] dt' + dx') 

the quotient space are consequently given by + [- I - (2m/y) - tAy'r' du' 

h" = e,'e, = [l /y'{a ·v)'] (70) 
[E - (2/k'y) - tAy'r', 

h" = e, 'e, = y'{a'v)' = [E - (2/k'y) - tAy']. 

Since the constant k occurs here only as k-', we 
shall henceforth write nt, where 111. = k-3 is a positive 
constant. Note that the metric coefficients are inde
pendent of x and z; tllis expresses the symmetry 
properties we expected from the existence of two 
IGlling vectors, u and w. 

To write the space-time metric in co-moving 
coordinates as in Sec. II, we need only obtain an 
explicit expression for the potential ¢, since we are 
employing the gauge A = 0. To find q, we write 
the obvious equality 

yq,[a - {a ·u)u - (a·v)v] = 0, (71) 

and insert a from Eq. (14), (a·u) from (62), u from 
(67), and (a ·v)v from (66). The result of all these 
substitutions is 

'l {yq,) ± (yq,)[.'{yq,)' - E]l V x = 0. (72) 

+ [-1 - (2m/y) - lAY'] dz', 

and 

Ill. E = E' = - 1, (yq,)' S; 1, 

ds' = y'l-cosh' [x + 1(0] dt' + dx') 

+ [-1 - (2m/y) - ~Ay'r ' dy' 

+ [-1 - (2m/y) - !AY'] dz' . 

(75) 

(76) 

Returning now to the special case left behind, 
which was characterized precisely by aJ. = a · v = 0, 
we see that it appears as a si ngular li mit. After 
investigating some of its properties we can obtain the 
metrics for this situation. Reference to Eq. (50) 
shows that in this case "\7u = 0, so that u is a 
covariant constant vector in the quotient space. 
The integrability condition for this can be found 
using Eq. (5) of Sec. 1I; 

Exu = (- A + tAl) xu = (a.' + V)uxl = 0, 

where we have used Eqs. (IO) and (46). Thus we 
require 

,,' = -I/{ky)' = -tAo 
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The dyadics A and E become then 

A = -tA(3uu - I), 

E = Auu , 

and we see that a. nontrivial solu tion ex ists here 
only for A '" O. Following th rough a direct inte
gra tion of the dyadic equations leads in one case 
to the spacc- tin1C metri c 

IV. A > 0, 

ds' = (1/ All -sin' [x + f(lll dt' 

+ dx' + dO' + sin' 0 d</>'} . (77) 

However, this last may be more simply obtained 
as a singular limit n.t the coordinate singularity 
of metric I , Eq. (74). Note that the y coordinate 
becomes constant, y = (3m/ A)' ; from Eq. (65) it 
follows that fo r a· v = 0 we must further put 
'" = H,/ A)' (requiring now ,/ A > 0), so y = , (, / A)' 
in the limit. This suggests inser t ing 

and then letting the parameter 0 approach zero. 
The result for all three metrics is 

ds' = ('/ All -h'[x + f(t)) dt' + dx' 

+ (1 - ,yY' dy' + (1 - ,y') di} , 

where It is the appropriate circular or hy perboli c 
function in each casco The (il, i) 2-spaces have 
constant curvature A - I. 'I'hus, introducing polar 
coordinates, we sec that metric I becomes IV, as 
in Eq . (77), and II and III become, respectively, 

V. a~ = 0, A < 0, 

ds' (1/ - A) [-sinh' [x + f( t)) dt' + dx' + dO' 

+ s inh' 0 d</>'} , (78) 

VI. aJ. = 0, A < 0, 

ds' = (1/- A) [- cosh' [x + f(l)) dt' + dx' + dO' 

+ cosh' 0 d</>'} . (79) 

The sp(lce-time metrics I, II, and III a re well 
known. It is easi ly verified that t he indefinite 
(x, i) 2-spaees in all cases have homogeneous, 
constant Riemanni an curvatures, ± 1/ y2 . T'hus, in 
the case of metric I, for instance, this 2-space could 
be written in terms of new, non co-moving coord i
,,,,tes (0, I) as 

y'[ -sin' 0 d l' + dO'), 

and metric I then heeorncs 

ds' = y'[ -sin' 0 dl' + dO'} 

+ [I - (2m/y) - SAy'r' dy' 

+ [I - (2m/y) - t AY') dz'. (80) 

Here the I lines are a timelike isometry of the 
manifold, and for A = 0 this is precisely the canonical 
form of a degenerate sta.tic V:lcuurn mclric of Cla..";s 
B-1 in the nomenclatu re of Elilers and Kundt. l

• 

A simil ar re\\'ri ting of met l' ics II and Ill, bringi ng 
them to static fo rm, shows that II is Class 13-2 
while III corresponds to the cbss of analyt ically 
extended metrics Q3-2, whcrc the notat.ion is again 
t hat of R ef. (14) . Summarizi ng then we may state 
that, exclud ing spaces of const,an t CUl'vatu I'C, the 
only Ei nstein spaces admitting non isometr ic, il'l'o
tational, rigid congruences are t.he degenerate st.atic 
metrics of Class B; alld the special si ngular solu tions 
IV, V, and VI, which requi re A '" O. This result is 
perfectly consistent with a general theorem recently 
presented by M. TrOmper." 

In the co-mov ing coordinates, the world lines of 
the r igid frame for all t hese metrics are the lines 
l-varies and, so long as f is some function of i, the 
congruence is non isometric. The process of direct 
construction we have followed demonstrates these 
to be the only non isometric, irrotational, rigid con
gruences in Einstein spaces with nonvanishillg \Veyl 
tenso r. In every case only one arbitrary fun ction 
of time remains to be spccified; in oLher words, 
irl'otational rig id frames ill exterior gra.vitational 
fi elds have 110 more t han one degree of freedom. 
Anticipating the resul ts of Sec. V, where it is shown 
that rotating rigid congruences allow no arbitrary 
time functions, we can actually generalize the pre
ceding sentence by deleting the word /I irrotational." 

The relation between the co-moving coordinates 
of Eq. (74) and the static coord inates of E~ . (80) 
is interesting for its co nnection with the geometric 
construction fol' irJ'oiational rigid motions in uni~ 

formly curved 01' flat space-time (as discussed in 
R efs. 9 and 16). Consider a 2-space of constant, 
unit curvature (but of hyperbolic metric, for t he 
present cases). \Ve cotl lcluse polar coordinates 0, lin 
this 2-space, so th"t the metri c would take the 
nonmaxi rnal but simple fo rm 

dl' = -sin' 0 dl' + dO'. (8 1) 

U J. Ehlers :l11d W. I{undt in Gravitation: ar, il/troduction 
to current research, ed ited by L. Wi tten (John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc. , New York , 1062), Chap. 2. 

161\'l . TrUmper, J. l\ Jalh. Ph r!';. 6, 584 (1965 ). 
10 A. D. Fokker, Rev. Mod. Phys. 21 , 400 ( 19 .. 1D ). 
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If we arc given a spacclikc ClIl'Ve e in ihis space, 
we may however prefer to introduce orthogonal 
coordinates 0, t based on e by the construction 
on the convex side of e showll in the figure. Tangellt 
geodesics from e arc taken as the lines t = constant. 
Orthogonal to them are the involutes of e, the lines 
ii = const.; the value of ii labeling one of these is 
the proper distance to it along e from an origin 0 
on e. If the distance along e from 0 to the point 
of tangency of a curve t = canst is 1(1), it fo llows 
by inspection t.hat the forill for interval ds: at any 
point P is beillg expressed in tCl'rns of 1/ moving 
polar coonlinatcsll based on a. pole that migrates 
along e (sec Fig. 1) : 

ds' = -sin' [ii - 1(1)) dt' + dO' . (82) 

In these coordillates, the equation for e it.self is 
just ii - I(/) = O. The congruence of involutes is 
clearly rigid, equidistant. 

In. Eq. (74 ) we have this construction if we 
identify 0 with -x. The curves e ill t.he x, t pscudo
spheri cn l subspaces form a spacclikc 3-surface in 
space-time. All points in the rigid body achieve 
infinite acceleration on this 3-511I'f3(,C. 

V. ROTATING RIGID FRAMES 

\Ve now inquire whether any non isometric rotating 
rigid motions existj and if so, the ma..'Ximum number 
of degrees of freedom allowed, and the form of 
any constraints imposed on the time depelldence of 
the acceleration, angular velocity or other variables. 

Part,ial answel'::; to some of these questions have 
been given in recent ycars,7-0 Pirani and \ Villiams8 

show how to construct (by means of a cert.ain 
metric t ransformation) examples of space-time 
met.rics adm itting nonisornetl'ic ro tat.i ng rigid con
gruences. Thus they have demonstrated that the 
Herglo tz-Noether theorem is not always valid. 
Unfort.unately, their discussion docs not reveal 
explicitly the form of the Ricci tensor of the mani
folds obtained, and it is apparently not at all clear 
whether the associated Einstein 01' stress tensor 
is physically reasonable. In particular, it seems not 
to be known whether any of t.heir met.rics include 

-----~-""----ct-__ --__ ~=---,--------.p 

F'rG. l. l'o'lovi ng polar coord inates based on a curve e. 

empty or Einstein spacc~, nor whether the tallgellt 
vect.ol' of the rigid congruence is the timeli ke 
eigellvector of tbe stress tenso r. 

For the case of rotating rigid fr:unes in E.instein 
space, we have obtained tl. complete sct of different.ial 
equat.ions of first order in the local time derivat ives , 
whi ch govern the evolu tion of these motions. 'I'hus 
we can state that in general Einstein space t.he 
entire history of rotat.ing rigid mot ions is determined 
by initial conditions on any one ~pttti~ 1 hypel'
surface, so tha.t no arbitrary fUflclions of time 
(degrees of freedom) are permitted. III " sellse this 
incorporates much of t.he phy~ica l signifi cance of the 
I-I erglotz-Noethcr theore rn. Actually, as we shall 
sec, the total set of equations is over-complete, 
since four subsidia.ry a lgebrai c equations arc obtained 
in addit ion to the differential equations. Tsomcl.,l'ic 
motions, for which a ll quantities arc time inde
pendent, constitute tl. trivial solution of the total 
sctj it may be that these are t.he only solutions 
co nsistent with t.he subsidiary equations, in which 
case the usual statement of the ][erglotz-Noether 
theorem would hold. Unfortunately, the algebraic 
complexity of the equations has so far prohibited 
either red ucing t hem to the conditions fo l' isometrics, 
or, conversely, demonstrati ng one or more particular 
non isometric solutions. 

The derivation of the equations depends crucially 
on the commutation of the space- and ti rne-cleriv
ative operators fot' tirne-independent quantities 
[l1q. (4)]. which as remarked in Sec. II is" special 
property of rigid motiOlls. ' Ve start ngain with the 
Gauss equa.tion (10) for rigid motion in Einstein 
space 

E = - A - 3ml + SA l, 

and the constraint E = O. The trace gives 

Tr E = A - 3n', 

and time-differentiating we find the important result 
of R ayner' that 

t(n')' = n·n = O. (83) 

In view of t.his orthogonality property, we can define 
for later use a vector d, by setting 

(n') d '" n xn, 
and in consequence expreRS Q as 

n = d xQ, 

where by definition 

d·n d·n = o. 

(84) 

(85) 

(86) 
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Differentiating this last equation we have 

d·n = O. (87) 

The procedure now is to eonSLruet additional 
time-constant dyadics from the spatial derivatives 
of E. The existence of a chain of such quantities 
resulting from repeated spatial differenLiation was 
previously pointed out by Pirani and Will iams,' 
though not exploited by Lhem. The success of this 
procedure depends on the fact tl1:1t the differentiation 
process may be selecLively applied to obtain only 
equations which do not contain spatial derivatives 
of time-dependent quantities; furthermore, with 
this criterion, the procedure terminates naturally , 
so that finally a complete set results-all first-order 
differentia.l equations in time only. 

We first define the dyadic F by 

F == - V x E = F' - f x I, (88) 

where f ' and f arc, respectively, symmetric and 
antisymmetric parts of F, and by cornmutation 
(E = 0) it follows that 

if = Z(P.')a - (a ·o )n - n·B. (94) 

Proceeding to tbe next level of spatial differ
entiation we define the dyadic G by 

G == 'V x [F' + tf x I] = G' - g x I, (95) 

and as before, of course, have 

G = G' = g = O. (96) 

I ndeed from Eq. (95) we can show that 

g = !lV·F' - 1V x i - V (Tr F')] = a (97) 

so that G is symmetric; and tracing E q. (95) we have 

Tr G = '1'1' G' = -~V ·f. (98) 

To calculate the explicit form of G', Eqs. (93) 
and (94) are inserted into (95), and Lhen, using 
virtually a ll t he dyadic equations of Sec. II, it is 
possible to eli minate the spatial deri vatives of all 
time-dependent quantities. This was the criterion 
for the particular choice of G . To assist in the eli m
ination, it is convenient to introduce a new, sym
metric, time-constant, dyadic G k by 

F = F' = f = O. (89) G' '" G ' + 3E· E - 3(A - P.') E 

Some of the other properties of F can be obtained 
before calculating its explicit form. Since E is sym
metric, we have T r F = 1'r F" = 0, and using the 
fact that V· E = a we fi nd 

f = ! V (Tr E) = -1'\7' (11'). (90) 

- (E : E - l OP.' + ¥ AP.' - A') I. (99) 

T he lengthy result of all the substitutions then 
becomes 

G' = 3dxnn - 300xd - ax B + Bxa 

From th is it follows that 

V xf = O. 

+ (dxn) x E - EX (dxn) + 6dxnd xn - 6u'nn 

(9 1) - 2p.'(dn + n d) - 5P.'aa + (ZP.' + '}a' - tA)OO 

Now taking the divergence of Eq. (88) gives 

V · F = - V ·(VxE) = V· F' - Vxf, 

but from the commutation relation Eq. (D57) of 
Paper I we have 

V'V x E = - ExE + 2n·E = 0, 

so that. finally also 

V·F' = O. (92) 

We obtain the explicit expression fo r F by substi
tnting from Eqs. (15), (17), and (19) into 

F = - V xE = V x (A + 3nn - SAl) 

= V x A + 3(V x n )n - 30 x VO , 

and upon resolving find for F' and f: 

F' = Ii - 0 x B + B x 0 + a x E - E x a 

+30!lx a - 3a x nn, (93) 

+ [E + t On - iA I] ~ [3aa + zon + a' l] 

- 2[B + (a ·O) 1 - 2an] ~ [B + (a·O) 1 - 2an ] 

- a ' I: - 2a x [F' + i;f x I] + 2[F' - t f x I] x a 

+ H20a'Q' - Aa' - 9n· E·O + 3a· E· a] l, (100) 

where t he symbol I: denotes the time-constant t riadic 
I: == V E. Taking the trace of this equation, we have 

Tr G' = 2B:B - 8n· E·0 + 'ia ·f + 5P.'(P.' - A). 
(101) 

This completes the derivation of Lhe equations. 
They are all expressed in terms of the fo llowing 
two sets of quantities : (1) a, n , d, B; and (2) E, F', 
f, G' , S. The second set contains only quantit ies 
whose time derivatives vanish-they can therefore 
be treated as arbitrary constants whose values may 
be selected at any point on each world li ne of the 
congruence. The first set contains 14 scalars whose 
ti me dependence is governed, either explicitly or 
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implicitly, by the 14 scalar equations included ill 

Eqs. (85), (87), (93), and the t race-free part of 
{ lOa). Thcse equations are linear in, and could in 
principle all be explicitly solved for, all the first 
t ime derivatives. Tbis is indeed already accom
plished for n and B. Further different iation and 
substitution back would then generate the time 
derivatives of all order in terms of undifferentiated 
quantities, so that the entire evolutian on each line 
is determined by c(Ynditions at ane point. 

We have four algebraic constraints left over: Eqs. 
(94) and (101) . These must hold throughout time, so 
that by differentiat ing them and substituting back 
for all t,ime derivatives, we should obtain a further 

set of four, in general new, algebraic constraints. 
These in tum could be treated in ident ic<ll fashion, 
and so on and on. If this process continues to 
generate a chain of independent eq uations, we should 
soon be able to solve algebraically for a, 0 , d, 

and B in terms of the second, time-constant, set 
of quantities; so all the quantities would be time 
constant, and the reduction to isometric motions 
accomplished. This, however, remains to be done, 
and so we cannot exclude the possibility that a 
very few, very special, solutions might exist, for 
which the above described chain of algcbraic mani
pulation would stop, self-consistent, but short of 
the complete reduction to a timelikc isometry. 
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Determina tion of the Parameters of Model Field Theories from 
Phase Shifts and Bound-States Energies';' 

Lt:CIANO F ON I)A AND G I AN' CAn LO G lllnARD I 

l iJlitltlo di Fisico 7'eorica dcll'Uni/"crsil<i, Trieste, Italy 
( Heceivcd 22 November JU65) 

The inversion problem is take l\ into account lwei solved in the framework of some mocif'ls of qua,ntum 
field theories. Both cases of one :lnd mull,ichannei::; models arc considered. The conditions th:lt must. 
ue salisfied by the phase shifts in ordel' t.ha-t. t.hey ea.n be reproduced by t.he conside red models arc 
discllssed llnd rela.tions are derived a.mong lhe sca ttering phase shifts, lhe energies of lhe bound staLes 
and the parameters of t.h c models. It 1.1I1'nS out. tha t. in ccrLain cases lhe paramete rs arc completely 
dctel'lnined while in olher cases some freedom is left.. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HE problem of fiJlding the structure of the 
uuderlyillg interparticle intcraction from knowl

edge of the phase sl,ift and the energies of the bound 
stat.es, has beeJi extensively discussed in 1 he fra111e
work of potential scattering. I 

III illis IXLpcr we show that tllis can <1 lso be done 
fo r two classes of quantum fi eld theoretic models, 
prov ided that the scattering ph"se shifts meets 
cert.uin condi t. ions necessary to make the modcls 
rC:1Sonublc. 

'Vc first consider a onc-channel model:! which 
dcscribes the interaction of a spin less pa rticlc with 
a fixed scatterer, the mechanism of the interaction 
being such tlmt compound states can be formed. 
In this case the in version pl'oblcrn can be solved, 
the solu t ion may in general depend on omc free 
paramcters. 'rhc interest in slich a model arises 
from the fact t hat the situation i t descri bes is not 
reprod ucible in potent ial scattering. 

After hav ing discussed thc Lee model as a par
t iCu1n.l· case, we take into account a mul t ichannel 
1110dcl in whi ch. a separable direct in tcraction is 
assnmed between the fixed scattcl'cr a nd a spin
less particle cap" ble of a certain number of excited 
states. Also ill this case the in version problmn can 
be solved, t.he solution now being completely de
tel1)l ined by knowledge of the phase sllifts and the 
bound-state ellergies. 

2. THE DYSON MODEL 

Let us consider a spinless particle tJ of mass p. 

interacting wit.h a fixed scatterel' . The system inci
dent pa rt icle plus scattcrel' gives rise to a certain 

• Work supported in part by the Islituto 'Ka1. ionale di 
Fisica. Nlicicul'e. 

I See the review a.rticle by R. O. NewLon, J. J\ talh . Phys. 
I 319 ( 1960) and rerercnces contai ned t lte l·cin. 

, t F .. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 106, 157 ( 1056). 

Humber No of compound sta tes. The Hamil tonian 
for Il,is mouel is (uatuml uni ts II. = c = 1 are used) 

H = Ho + Iii, 
N. 

110 11lN"'.:"'N + I: (1ItN + W)OI) "':"', ,- , 

+ J w(k)a'(k)a(k) d' k , (2.1) 

H, = (2.rl J g:~! [~g, "':"'Na(k) + h .e. ] d'k. 

I-J cre 11'/'N and 1/1,,,, + w~o) are the energies of the 
ground state of the scattCl'el' and of the ith com
pound state, respectively ; w = (k' + ,..')1 ; "'.v and 
1/1, a rc annihilation operators for the scattcrer in 
its gl'oUlld st.at.e a nd for the ith compound state, 
re pectively; a (k) is the destruction operator for 
the {} part icle. The form factor I(w) is the Fourier 
transform of U(r), the rcal spherically symmetric 
function of the posit ion furnishing the spatial 
shape of the scatterer. We assume that 1(,..) = I , 
as it [01l0\\-'s from thc normalization condi tion 
J U(r) d',· = 1. The quantity g, is the eoupling 
constant fol' f.hc transition ground statc -+ ith 
compound state and is real, as it follows from time 
rcversa l invariuncc and H Cl'miti city. 

We consider here only the scattering of the {} 
part icle on the seatterer in its ground stute. As 
pointcd out by Dyson, during the scattering process 
t ransitions occur to the variolls compound states 
a lmost in the same way that in nuclear rc.:'lctions 
thc compollnd nucleus states arc formcd at inter
mediatc times of U 1C collision process, Since in the 
model tJ,e compound states are not directly coupled 
among each other, all the scattering is elastic; be
sides, only the S wave is scattered. 

The discrete eigenvalues of 11 in the considered 
N - {} sector are the roots of the eq uation: 

90G 
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det l0<; {w - w:") 
The S matrix is then gi ven by 

Sew) '" 1 - Si".'w{w' - /)IT{w) 
. j- (y' - 1")!I'{y) I + lim 4 '( .) dy g;g; = O. 

. -0 ,. 1r Y - w - ~E 
(2.2) = D {w - iO) / D {w + iO) = e';"·). (2.8) 

Note that j'{w) must vanish at infinity more rapidly 
than w - 1 in order that the integral appearing in 
(2.2) be convergent. The solu t ions of (2.2) are a ll 
real. A necessary condition to have a solution of 
(2.2) for w > I' is that j'{w) = 0 at that point. 
'Ve assume in the following that 

f'{w) > 0, W > Il, (2.3) 

which forbids the occurrence of bound states em
bedded in the continuum. Equation (2.2) will have, 
therefore, solutions only for w < 1'. By induction 
it can e(lsily be seen that (2.2) can be put in th e fo rm 

IT (w - w:") + j-(y' ;- 1") lf(y) dy 
;_ . • 4". (y - w) 

N. N. 

X ~ g: II (w - w:") = O. (2.4) 
,:- \ 1'-' 

• 
The roots of (2.4) arc all different from the w:" . 
There follows that the roots of (2 .'1 ) are a lso real 
zeros of the analytic function 

D(z) = (t -.:.Q: ,u.)-· + ! j- "'~) dy, (2.5) 
;-1 Z W, 7f' "Y z 

where 

( , ')! 
",{w) = w ~/ j'{w) . (2 .6) 

Note, however, that D(z) docs not have other zeros 
besides the (real) roots of (2.4). So, we have a one 
to one correspondence between the zeros of D(z) 
and the discrete eigenvalues of H. 

The resolvent opemtor G(z) = (z - Ii) - . satisfies 

(01 ",;G(z)",; 10) = o;;(z - W:" )-I 

( 
(0)- 1 1 j- ",(y) dl g - z - w, - -- y ; 

TrI'Y-Z 

N. 

X ~ g.(OI "'IG(Z) ",; 10), I-I 
10) being the vacuum state. Using this equation 
the scattering amplitude is inlllediately obtained 
on the energy shell 

f' ( ) N. t 

T(w) = 16;'w ;L,;;I g;g;(OI "';G(w + iO)",; 10) 

= f~~fw (D(w + iOW
I

• (2 .7) 

Under the above hypotheses, the Levinson t.hco
rem is immedi ately deri ved. Let. us consider the 
following integral: 

1.. f (D(z»), dz 
2i c D(z) 

1 f (D(z»), 1 f 
= -2' - D ( ) +?- d log D(z), 

'I. c.., Z .... '1. c .+c . 

where C = C. + C, + C, + Co, and the contours 
GI , C2 , C3 , C .. arc shown in Fig. t. The small 
semicircle C2 does not give any contribution since 
we exclude the occurrence of a zero energy reso
nance and the accidental coincidence of a pole of 
D (z) with 1'. From the behavior of D(z) for z -> 00 : 

D(z) .-:. z / ~ g:, (2.9) 

the fi rst term at the right-hand side can be evaluated 
giving the value 1r. To evaluate the second term 
we note tbat D (z) has poles on the real axis. These 
are the so called CDD poles for the considered 
modeL' The fun ction D(z) can be written as follows: 

D(z) 

N. 

II (z - w:O) 
.-1 

+ ! j- ",(11) dy. 
7rI'Y-Z 

FI G. 1. The path of in tegrat.ion IIsed to deri ve 
Lbc Levinson theorem. 

(2.10) 

I L. Ca.<:llillejo, R. ]-I. DtLiilz, and F. J. Dyson, Phys. H ev. 
101 , 453 ( 19i)6 ). 
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The first term at the right-hand side has exactly 
No - 1 poles; on the other hand, it is equal t o 

g. 
[ 

N. , J-' ?; z - w~O) I 

which has No - 1 real poles and No real zeros. 
We conclude that the z:" are a ll real. Let us assume 
that Po of them fall in the interva l ~ < w < + co. 
We then get 

~ f d log D(z) = 8(;.) - 8( co ) 
C .+ C . 

+ 1.. f [D(.) ), dz 
2i c. D(z) , 

where we have indicated by Co, P o small clock
wise circles surrounding the poles on the real axis 
in the in terval ~ < w < + co. Each of these gives 
a contribution equal to or, so we finally get 

1.. f [D(z)), ) 
2i c D(z) dz = 8(~) - 8( co) + (Po + 1 ". 

On the other hand, the same integral can be evalu
ated by means of the Cauchy integral formula 
giving 

1 f [D(.)), 
2i c D (.) d. = (Po + 1 + n - N o)", 

where n is the number of zeros of D(z), i.e., the 
number of the discrete eigenvalues of 11. Collect
ing the results we finally have 

8(;.) - 8( co) = ,,(n - N o) . 

We choose the phase shift in such a way that 
8( co) = 0, getting, therefore, 

8(,,) = ,,(n - No) . (2. 11) 

3. THE INVERSION PROBLEM IN THE 
DYSON MODEL 

From the considerations of Sec. 2 it follows that 
D(z) is analytic in the cut complex z plane, it has 
n real simple zeros for w < ~ at the positions of the 
discrete eigenvalues w, of N , No - Po - 1 real 
simple poles for w < ~ and Po real simple poles on the 
branch cut. Moreover, Eq. (2.9) gives the behavior 
of D(z) for. -> co. 

We take now into account the function 

- [ 1 1- 8(y) 1 D(z) = exp - - -- dy . 
7r .Y-Z J 

(3 .1) 

It is an analytic function in the cut z plane, whicl, 
goes to one for z -t 00 it never vanishes and its , 
behavior for z -+ Ii is easily obtained by means 
of an integration by parts: 

D(z) = exp [;: 8(;.) log (;. - z) 

+ ;: r log (y - z) d8(y) J 
By making use of (2.11) we therefore have that 

D(z) ~ canst (~ - zrN
• (3.2) 

Moreover, we have 

D(w - iO) 
D(w + iO) 

(3.3) 

Comparing this equation with Eq. (2.8) we can 
conclude that the function 

R (z) = D(z)/ D(z). (3 .4) 

has no branch cut, has only isolated polar singu
lari ties and zeros, and for z -+ (Xl behaves like 
z/L~; . 0:. It is t herefore the following rational 
fundion 

R (z) 
[ IT (z - w,)J(Z - "t·--,-. (3 .5) 

We finally get for the function D (z) the following 
result: 

[ 
1 1- 8(y) J D(z) ~ R (z) exp -;;: , y _ z dy . 

Observing now that 

2il"(w) ~ D(w + iO) - D (w - iO) 

we finally get 

4"R(w) 
(w' - /)1 t'(w) 

X exp [ -~ r /!!)w dy J sin 8(w), 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

as the expression of the square of the form factor 
/, (w) in terms of the scattering phase sluft 8(w), 
the number and the energies of t1.e bound states 
and the No parameters Z~O) , ''[}(;1 g~. P means that 
the Cauchy principal value of the integral has to 

be taken. 
In oreler to see whether the form factor so obtained 

meets the requirements which are necessary to make 
it reasonable, we pay so me attention to the bound
state equation which can be written as 

N. t L: ' ,,, = -[</>(w))" ' , (3.8) 
._1 W - Wi 
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where 

4>(w) = ~ 1~ <p(y) dy. 
'Jr,.y-w 

(3 .9) 

The derivative of the left-hand side of Eq. (3.8) 
is always negative, while the derivative of -[4>(w)r' 
is positive for w < ". Calling M o the number of 
w~O) which are less than Il, we have only the two 
fo llowing possibilities 

(A) 

(B) 

11. = lifo + 1, 

In case B, we rnoreover distinguish two cases ac
cording to the number Po of z;O), which fall at the 
right of w = ,,: 

(B') 

(B") 

Po = No - Mo - 1, 

Po = N o - Mo. 

)iote that in case A we certain ly have Po = No -
.lIfo - I. The behavior of the two sides of Eq. (3.8) 
is shown in Fig. 2 for the three cases now considered. 
The s ign of R(w) for w in a right neighborhood of " 
is governed by the number Po, since for w > Z,~O'>_lI 
R(w) is positive, and crossing each z:O) I R(w) changes 
its sign. 

A. 

B· . 

3". 

FlO. 2. The behavior of the funct.ions 2:f!lgU(W - w!O» 
(solid line) and - [,,(w)j-' (dashed line) or Eq. (3.8) in the 
t.hree cases A, B/. and B". The intersections of the t.wo curves 
give the energies of the normaliznblc cigcnstatcs of fl. The 
w~O) are t.he energies of the discrete cigenstates of 110 and 
the %}O) the positions of the eDD poles Cor the model. 

., - .- . . ------/~---
.'" ~.--.-/~- --~' .. ~-.~ - ---- .. 

l.-j ___ . _________ .. __ ___ __ .. 
;/ 
~ - -- - - - _. - .. -- - - - ---_. 

FIG. 3. The behavior of the pbase shift 6(",} ill the Dyson 
model for the three cases A, B', and B" considered in Sec. 3. 

We discuss now the behavior of the phase shift 
in the three above cases . 

(A) n = Mo + 1; Po = No - Mo - I. The 
Levinson theorem tells us that in this case 0(,,) = 

,,(Mo + 1 - No). The phase shift therefore starts 
from a negative multiple of 1r or from zero and goes 
to zero for w -+ + 00 . If Po is even, R(w) > 0 for 
w in a right neighborhood of ~, while if Po is odd 
R(w) < 0 there. In order that <p(w) be positive 
sin o(w) must be negative for Po even and positive 
for Po odd in the same neighborhood w ;::: ". This 
implies that the phase shift starts decreasing. Since 
o( 00) = 0 and o(w) is a continuous function of w, 
sin o(w) vanishes at least No - M o - 1 times in 
the interval " < w < + 00 . This number equals 
the Po number of times which R(w) changes sign, 
therefore, in order to have a positive definite <p(w) 
the behavior of the phase shift must be the one 
indicated in Fig. 3. The Po poles z;O) of R(w) for 
w > "are therefore uniquely determuled since they 
must coincide with the zeros of sin o(w) . 

(B') n = M o; Po = No - M o - 1. From the 
Levinson theorem 0(,,) = ,,(Mo - No) . Also in 
this case R(w) > 0 if Po is even and R(w) < 0 if 
Po is odd for w ;::: ". The requirement that <p(w) 
be positive definite for w > " implies then that the 
phase shift starts increasing. In the interval" < 
w < + 00 sin o(w) vanishes at least Po t imes, i.e., 
as many times as R(w) c11anges its sign. It 
follows that the phase shift must have the behavior 
indicated in Fig. 3 and that all the .;0) for w > " 
are determined. 

(B") n = Mo; Po = N o - M o. From the Levin
son theorem 0(,,) = ,,(Mo - N o)· Repetition of the 
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sa.me nl'gument as uefore shows that tlie phase 
shift. rntlst start dcrrcasing and must have the 
belmvior sllOWIl ill Fig. 3. The z}O) for w > J1. arc 
therefore also ill this case uniquely dete11ni ncd 
by the zeros of sin <I(w). 

'Ve arc now in the posit.ion to discllss all the 
details of the ilwcrsion problem in the considered 
model. We assume that the rnasses m.v and J1. , the 
behavior of the phase shift o(w) from ~ to a> and 
the number and energies w, of the bound sta tes 
of 1! arc knoWII . ~ ro rcovcr we must suppose that 
the phase sl,ift has one of the behaviors shown in 
Fig. 3. If tl,is is not the case it is not possible to 
describe the assumed situation in UlC framework 
of this model. Besides note tha t t he situa tions de-. , 
scnbed in Fig. 3 eannot be reproduced in potent ial 
scattering. The parameters o f the model nrc: the 
number No and the energies 11lN + w~O) of the nol'
mali ;.:n.ble eigcnslalcs of JIo) the coupling COllstan ts 
g, a nd the form faclol' f ew) . We can, in place of t he 
gil consider the enD poles, which are real and in 
number equal to No - 1, and the sum L~': , (J~. 

As Cun be seen from Fig . 2 in cases A and B" 
between the energies of two contiguolls bound 
states, between two contiguolls zeros of the phase 
shift and belween the energy of the lightest bound 
state and the first 7.el'O of the phase shift fall s one 
and only one w~O). In case B/, instead, we have an 
additional discrete eigenvalue of }Io between the 
energy of the lightest bound state and the first 
zero of the phase shift. 

We observe tba t the bellavio,' of the phase shift 
allows us to decide if we are in one of the cases 
A 01' E" (phase shift decreas ing departing f1'o rl1 

w = ,,) 01' in the ease B' (phase shift increasing). 
Therefore the assignment of the phase shift, satis
fying the above-mentioned requ il'erncnts, and of 
the nllmber of the bound states, uniquely detcr
mll1CS No, more precisely 

N , = n + Po, the phase shift 

starts dccl'casillg, cases A and B". 

N o = n + Po + I, the phase shift 

starts ill CI'CasiJlg, case B'. 

1\1 0 1'00v e l', we know approximately the positions 
of the eigenvalues w(O) of Ho and as we have already , " 
l'en~a l'ked , the CDD poles z:O) fa llillg above W = /J 

whICh arc determined by the zeros of the phase 
shift. 

Let us now sec whi rh other relations we have 
a t our disposal to determine the parameters of the 
rnodel which arc still free, i .c., the exact value of 

the N o q uanti t ies w:", the N o - Po - I CDD poles 
z~O) whi ch fa.Il below W = /J , the constant L:~~ l (J~ 
and the f0 1'1I1 fact.ol' I (w). First of a ll we reca ll that 
t he form factor is given by Eq. (3.7) in terms of 
the parameters conlai ned in R(w). 'Ve must, more
over, ta !\:(' into account. the n relat ions satisfied by t.he 
known eigenvalues w , of H: 

f gfti' (w, - z:") ] 
1 + <p(w,) ;- , N. ; - . 0, 

rr (w ; - w~O)) .-, 
(3.10) 

Note tha t in <p(w ,) a re conta ined free parameters 
to be determined, exact.!y UlOse which are necessary 
to fi x the form factor. Noto, moreover, t.hat the 
constant L~t~t g~ disappears from Eq. (3.10) s in ce 
its reciprocal is coutaineu as a rnul tiply iJ1g factor 
in <p(w,) . 

Other rela tions whi rh must be ta ken into account 
are the equations g iv ing the cllcrgies Wn at which 
the resonances OCClIl', whi ch are determincd by 
the phase shift 

N. ".- 1 
L g: IT (w. - z:") 

1 + <p(w. ) ;. , N. ;- , = o. (3.11) 

IT (WR - w!O» ) .. , 
Again L~~ I g~ drops out. 'There arc only No - n 
indepelldent rela Uons of the type (3. 11). 

This can be seen in genera l; it is instructive to 
show it expli citly in the case No = 2 wi th no bound 
states. Let us suppose that in this case we have 
more than 2 relat ions of I.he type (2.11 ) . We consider 
on]y 3 of UlCm which we ca ll a, {3, and 'Y. 'Ve re
place II OW f3 and "'I by the di fTe l'ences a - f3 and 
(a - f3) - (a - "'I ), gett ing 

(w
tl 

- w:O))(w
tl 

- w~O)) = (z:O) - w o ) 

p 1-(w - ,,)' [few) s in o(w) d 
X - ( (OJ )( ) W, 

7!" j> Z I - W W - w .. 
(0) (0) 

W tl + WfJ - WI - Wl 

_ !: r- (w - ~)' 'Yew) s in <I (w) dw 
- ... J. (w - w. )(w - w,) , 

(3. 12) 

(3. 13) 

1 = !: r- (w - ~)' [few) sin o(w) dw = 3" 
- ... J. (w - w.)(w - w,)(w - wy ) - , 

(3.14) 

where jj" (w) is defined for real w by (3 .1) with the 
principa l value prescription for the integral appear
i11g in the exponential. 'Ve immediately sec tha t 
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the third of these equat.ions is independent of the parameters w~O), W~OI, and z!O). Therefore, j he nurnbcr of 
independent equations of the type (3. 1 L) ('rtnnot exceed the Ininirnum numher of rcsonanc('s, in this (,3'5C 2. 
We have on ly to convince omselves th"t Eq. (3. 1·r) is an identity. 

Using now the rela tion 

-2i sin o(",) Ur
(",) 

,,·e get fO I· the ri ght-hand side of Eq. (3. 1~ ) 

U (", + iO) D(", - iO), (3. 15) 

t [f (z - ,,)' D(z) ] 
3 p = 1 + 4,,- c, • C , +C ,. c. dz( 7z-_-"'-.-_--,ic;.)..;(z"-_-"''','-'_=i'',)-;(z-_-'''-,-_-i.) - e. c. , 

where the lirni t E --+ a has to be taken nft.e!' having performed the integration on the contour C1 + C: + 
C, + C. shown in Fig. L We have added the contour C, + C. whi ch gives the global contribution (- 1) . 
The integral is imrncdiaiely evaluated by means of the Cauchy int egral formula.; we geL 

3 P = 1 ("'. ,,)'[D(w. + ; 0) + D(w_ - iO)!. 

1 Towcver, at. the energies WH of the resonances 
from Eq. (3.3), we ]",ye 

D(w. - iO)/D(w. + ;0) = .""OR) = - 1. (3.16) 

So that 3 P is equal to one. It then follows tim\' Eq. 
(3. 1.J) is identica lly satisfied . 

Conl ing back to our gencral problcrn, we sec 
that the equations of definition of the bound states 
and of the resonanccs provide us wi th No inde
pendent equations from which the w~o) arc obtain ed 
in terms of the 2No - Po - 1 CDD poles falling 
below w = " and of L:~: , g:. We can finally u e the 
normaliza.tion condition f(J..I) = 1 to express L'~~ , g~ 
in terms of the free parameters. 

We have therefore a total of No + 1 rela tions; 
from them No + 1 of the 2No - Po free parameter. 
can be ex pressed as a function of the remaining 
ones. Therefore, in gcneral, free parameters arc 
left in the model. 

4. THE LEE MODEL AS A PARTICULAR CASE 

As an example, we now consider the Lee model4 

with form factor which is a particular case of the 
Dyson model. 

\Vc can now ha.ve, for the behavior of the phase 
s hift, one of the two situatiolls sketched in Fig. 4, 
moreover in the case in which the phase sh ift starts 
decreasing we 11 i1.ve one bound state of energy WI', 

while jf the phase shift starts increasing we have 
no bound states. This situation must be assumed in 
order to have No = 1, i.c., the Lee model. Being 
N o = 1 we do not have CDD poles. 

For the fo rm factor we get the ex pressions 

4 T . D. Lee, Phys. Rev. 95, 1329 (1954). 

("'. - w,)(w. - w,) 

4,,-
/,(w) = '(' ')1 91 w - IJ. 

X exp [ -~ f~ o(y) dY] s in o(w) 
7r Ii Y-W 

X {(w" - w) normalizable state present, (4.1) 

(" - w) no nonnalizable st<1te. 

The parameters to be determi ned are the constants 
g; and w~o). In both cases g; is immediately de
tennincd by the condition 1(,,) = l. 

In the firs t case the relation satisfied by the 
known eigenvalue Wy of H furni shes the pa.ram
eter w~f)) : 

(4.2) 

Note that </> (",,) docs not now contain any free 

PiT .. __ -- --- ----------- - ----- -

) . ) 

'" 

-ii 

,.) 
FIG. 4. The behavior of the senLteri llg phase shih. in t.he Lee 

model ill l.he CMe or one bound state (a) a.nd of no bound 
slates (b). 
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parameter. In this case the eventual occurrence of 
resonances does not give any add itional informa
tion, since we know thut the completely determined 
form factor rcproduces the a&'igned phase shift 
and therefore also the resonances. 

In the second case, ~n the contrary, the position 
of the resonance, whICh IS certainly present furnishes 
tJ1C value of the parameter w:O): ' 

(4.3) 

Again the OCClUl'CnCe of more than one resonance 
docs not give any additional information. 

The m odel is therefore in any case completely 
detcrmmcd by the assIgnment of the phase shift 
and the energy of the eventual bound state. 

5. MULTICHANNEL MODEL 

We now consider the possibility that the spinless 
particle " be capable of excited states " while 
the fixed scattercr will be SUPposed to rcmai~ in its 
ground state N. For simplicity a direct reaction 
mechanism is postulated for the ebstic and in
elastic scattering processes. 

The allowed tmnsitiolls are N +" -> N + " . 
N d I . • " 

l'r, fJ = 1, " ', 0 an t 1C mtcl'action is assumed to 
be separable both in the channels and in momentum 
space, and to satisfy lhe requirements of Hermiticity 
and t ime reversal mvanance. 'Ve have 

H = If, + Ii" 

H, = mNy,,~y,,· + f: f w.a;(k)a.(k) d'" 
.. -I , 

• • X y,.v y,Na.(k)a, (k') d'k d'k', (5.1) 

where m,v allO J,l .. = + (w ; - k2)t are the masses 
of the fixed scattcrer and of the ",th cxcited state 
of the " particle. The operators a. (k) and y,.v are 
annihilation operators for the particle" and N 
respectively, while f .. is a form factor :xpressin~ 
the strength and the axtension of the separable 
interaction . The functIOns f. can be eithcr all real 
or all purely imaginary. We assume that f.(w) is 
different from zero and continuous in the interval 
1' . :0:; w < + "'. Even though (5.1) is able to de
scribe inelastic scattering, only S waves are in
volved in t,he collision process, 

The d iscr~tc eigenvalues for", < }.l \ are the roots 
of the equatIOn 

1 + ,, - 11 - "··('tL N. 1 1" ( , ')1/' 
f:; 'h,'._ Y w ely = O. (5.2) 

Also in this case f~(w) must go to zero at intinil!' 
more rapidly than ", - I, A necessary condition t,) 

have a discrete eigenvalue falling all the continuous 
spectrum is that all the f: which refer to open 
channels vanish at that energy. Since we have 
assumed that f! ne\'o1' van ishes fol' W > Jla, we do 
not have bound states embedded in the continuUln 
in our th eory. 

Let us int rodu ce the function 

D(z) = 1 + f: ~ j " (y' ~ "!.):t!(Y) dy . (5.3) 
a. 1411",.. Y 

The zeros of D(z) a re all real and fall in the energ)' 
region W < J.i.I' ' Ve ha vc a onc to one corresp~ndellc~ 
between the zeros of D(z) and the solutIOns (01 

Eq. (5.2), i.e., the discrete eigenvalues of Ii. The 
function D(z) has branch cuts extending from the 
lowest thrcshold 1'. to + "'. 

The resolvent operator C(z) = (z - 11)- ' satisfies 

(I + Trace [H ,C(z)]! (I - Trace [H ,C,(z)] 1 = I, 
(5.4) 

where Co(z) = (z - H o)- '. The T matrix Oil the 
energy shell is 

T . , (k, k ') = f .(w)t.(w) {l + Trace [If ,C(w + iO)]I· 

Using Eq. (5.4) we obtain 

T (k k') = I.(w)/:(w) [D (w + iO)]-'. (5.5) 
.. 8 J 1611"W 

The relation between the 7' and the S matrix is 

S.,(w) = 0., - 8i,,-'w(k.k,)IT .,(w) , 

which gives 

S.,(w) = 0., 
(5.6) 

1+ lim f:! j " ";(Y). dy 
._0+ n _ I 7r " .. Y - w - l~ 

where 

(5.7) 

It is also convenient to introduce the complex 
phase of S.,(w): 

o.,(w) = (1/ 2;) log S. ,(w). (5.8) 

The denominator appearing in the second term "t 
the right-hand side of Eq. (5.6) is D (w + iO) 
written in terms of the functions CPa- From Eq. 
(5.6) it can be seen that the determinant of the 
S matrix is equal to 

det S = D (w - iO)/D(w + iO) = .".'.' , (5.9) 
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where lI(w) is the phese of the function D(", - iO): 

D(w - iO) = ID(w - iO)1 e'·'w, . (5.10) 

The phase lI(w) will playa key role in the inversion 
problem. 

It is now possible to derive a Levinson-type re
lation for the phase lI (w) which can be taken to 
be continuous in the interval 1', ::; w < + "". Let 
LIS consider, as usua l, the integra I 

1. r [D(z»), dz = 1.1 [D(z))' dz 
2i . c D(z) 2i c_ D(z) 

1 f" D(w + iO) 
+ 2i " d log D (w - iO) , 

where the paths of integration C = C, + C, + 
C, + C" and C" are shown in Fig. 1. Again we 
have excludcd the possibility of a zcro encrgy reso
nance. The first term at the right-hand side vanishes, 
the second one can be eva luat.ed in the usual way 
furn ishing 

1.. f [DCz»)' -
2i c D(z) dz - lI(I',) - lI( ",,) . 

The same integral can be evaluated by means of 
the Cauchy integral formula giving n7l", where n is 
the number of zeros of D (z), i.e., the number 
of bound states of N. We ha"e then, assuming 
lI (",,) = 0, 

(5.11) 

Let us pay some attention to the bound-state 
equation (5.2). Introducing the function 

<P.(w) = f. f" ",:(11) dy, 
1f ,..y-w 

Eq. (5.2) becomes 

N. 

I = - .L <P. (w), (5 .1 3) .. , 
As previously remarked, the functions rp! are a ll posi
tive or all negative dermite in their intervals of defini
tion. There follows that the function - .L~: , <P.(w), 
which is zero for w = - Q) is monotonica.lly de
creasing in the first case and monotonically in
creasing in the second case. Therefore, if the f.'s 
are all real no bound state can be present, while if 
they are all purely imagil1ary we can have at most 
one bound state. It t hen follows that n in Eq. (5.11 ) 
is certainly zero in the first case and may be zero 
or one in the second casco 

6. THE INVERSION PROBLEM IN THE 
MULTICHANNEL MODEL 

The fUllction D(.) defined in Sec. 5 is an analytic 
function in the complex z plane cut from J.I, to + (XI, 

it has a real simple zcro for w < 1', at the position 
of the bound state, if any, and no poles. At infinity 
it tends to one. 

,~re now take into account the funct ion 

- [ I f" lI(y) ] D(z) = exl' -- -- dy . 
1r ", Y - z 

(6 .\) 

Owing to the fact that lI(w) is a continuous fun c
tion of w which tends to zero as w -> + "", D(.) is 
an analytic function of z in the z plane cut from 
III to + (XI which goes to zero as z tends to (XI and 
never vanishes for complex z. Its behavior for 
z -> I' follows from Eq. (5. 11 ): 

D(.) ~ const (I' - z)" . 

Moreover, D(.) satisfies 

D(w - iO)ID(w + iO) = e''4'o'. (6.2) 

Comparing this equation with Eq. (5.9) we can 
conclude that the function 

n (z) = D(')I D (z) (6.3) 

does not bave the branch cut, has only isolated 
simple zeros at the points of the discrete eigen
values of N, and an isolated pole of order n at z = 1'. 

From the behavior of D(z) and D(z) for z -> "" we 
obtain that n (z) -> 1 for z -> "' . It is therefore the 
following rational function: 

n (z) = t' -w,)/(z - 1',) bound state present, 

no bound state. 
(6.4) 

We tinally get for the function D(z) the following 
result: 

D(z) = R(z) exp [-! f" lI(y) dY]. 
7r ", Y - z 

(6.5) 

We want now to see how to relate the parameters 
of tbe model with the scattering and reaction com
plex phase shifts and the encrgies of thc bound state. 

Let us consider the discontinuity of the fun ction 
D(z) across its branch cut; in terms of lI (w) we 
get 
N' 

.L ",:(w) = -I D(w + iO)1 sin lI(w), w > 1' " (G.6) .. , 
the sum extending to t.he channels which are open 
at the energy w. On the othel' hand, from the relation 
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dcfilling the S matrix element for the reaction 
N + .:I. -> N + .:I"" .. fJ, ,,·e get 

2",.(w)",,(w) = ID (w + iO)1 .-" •• ' 

X exp [i(2. :,(w) - A(w) + 1")], ex" fJ. (6.7) 

\Ve h:1.\·c introdu ced the real a.nd the imaginary parts 
a:,(w) and a: ,(w) of the complex pllasc shiIt a.,. 

Note that, being the I'.'s either a ll real or a ll 
purely imagiJlUry, we must have 

A(w) = 2'~,(w) + (m., + t)" (6 .8) 

with m., integer. The behavior at infin ity of ,:,(w) 
is 

.:,(w) ~ t(2k + J)"., integer k, (G.9) 

so that the condi t ion Olat A( 00) = 0 can be satis
fi ed and determines m..,a once o:p( Q» is g iven. -ote, 
m oreover, th a t Eq. (G.8) gives a simple relat ion 
between all the real parts of the reaction phase 
shifts, namely, 

(6.10) 

Equation (6.8) , together with the cont inu ity re
quiremellt Ior A(w) and U,e condition A( 00 ) = 0, 
enables us to determine uniquely .6. (w) in terms of 
.,~ (w) for w > ~,. On Ole other hand, below the 
threshold ~" A(w) is equal to a., (w), a part from 
multiples of ". 

-~'.~---~ 1 1. 1 

'" 

l~~ '~,== _______ m __ 

• ,,, 
FIG.? The behavior of the phase of the determinant. of the 

S matnx of lhe Inuiti<.'hannel model considered ill Sees. 5 and 
G. The three curvCii correspond, respectively, to rca l (0 1'111 
factQrs /,,(w) (a), to purely imaginary form fuclors whell no 
bound slllte is pre~;cnt. (b), ~1I 1t1 to purely imngin:\ry rorm 
factors when t.here IS one bound stale (c). 

From Eq. (G.G) it follows til"t sin A(w) is always 
different from zero for w > ~,' is negative when all 
the fun ctions / Q a.re real, and positive if all the 
fun ctions fa arc purely imaginary. 'fhe fun ction 
A(w) therefore certai nly has Olle of the three be
haviors (a), (b), and (e) show n in Fig. 5. Case (a) 
corresponds to rc.:1. i / Q 's in wh ich ('ase no bound 
state is present, case (b) to purely imag inary / ., 's 
without bound state, and case (c) to purely imagi
nary I.'s wi t h one bOllnd state. Note that the 
knowledge of 011 (w) for ~, ::; w ::; Ii} determines in 
which of the two cases (a) and (h) we a .. e, and 
therefore al::5o if rea l or purely imaginary / ..'s have 
to be ta ken. If there is one bound state, then we 
certainly are in case (c). Owing to E~ . (G.8), Eq . 
(G.7) ca n be written 

2",. (w)",.cw) (-) ... ID(w + iO)1 e-.. ··', a'" (3 . 

(6 .11) 

" Te can now determine the form factors in the 
intervals JII ::; w < JJ. 2, JJ. ! ::; W < li3, and so on, 
by making lise of Eqs. (6.8) and (6.11 ), provided 
we know the irnag inary puris of the reaction phase
sh ifts. We get first of all' 

",,(w) = [- ID(w + iO) 1 s in A (w)) I , IA I ::; w < ~ 'l ' 
(6. 12) 

For the interva l Jl2 ::; W < Jl :o. we proceed as follows. 
F rom Eqs. (G.8) and (G. 11) we get 

[", ,(w) ± ",,(w)]' 

= ID(w + iO)1 [-sin A(w) ± (_)""e-"" ' (w ']. 
(6 .13) 

From these two equations it follows that 

",,(w) = ~ ID(w + iO) II 

X {[-sin A(w) + (_)"".-,."'(w']1 

+ [-sin A(w) - (- )_".-,.",(w,]! I, ~, ~ w < ~, 
(6.14) 

",,(w) = t ID(w + iO) I! 
X {[-sin A(w) + (_)_".-""' (w']1 

- [-sin A(w) - (-)_" ,-""'(w']! J, 

hav ing: used continuity across w = Jl 'l for CP t and 
the fact that I"'(~ ') = o. Proceed ing in th is way 
we can determine the form factol's step by s tep . 

From Eq . (6.13) we see that ,;,(w) must satisfy 

i The inversion prohlem has heen cOI1.';ide red for the onc
channel separab le case by :\1. Gourdin and A .. l\lart.i n, ;N'uovo 
Cil1lcnto 8 699 ( \958). Our procedure 3V\lhed 1,0 l lll:i p:U 
li cu lar C!\S~ yield:;: the same resu l t. in un extremely simplified 
way. 
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lhe condition 

e-"""·) < Is in ll (w)l; (G .1 5) 

Slightly more complicated conditions arc obtained 
among the o: ,/I(w) for marc than t\VO apCH channels. 

Summarizing, the assignment of the phase sh ift 
.,,(w) in the iuterval~, :s: w < ~" of .,~(w) in the 
interval w ? ~" of all the .:,(w)'s in the interval 

JO URNAL OF MATHEMATICAL PHY S IC S 

w ? ~. ({3 being greatcr than a). and of the energy 
of the eventual bound statc, completely determines 
tlec model. If we a rbitrarily assign the complex 
phase shifts (in agreement with the unitariLy of 
the S matrix) for a mult ichannel process, we can 
describe the situation by means of our model if 
and only if they satisfy all the ahove-mentioned 
conditions. 
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A generalized Vn.lalin-Bogoliubov t.ransformat.ion is exhibited, which preserves the ga.uge inv:lfiance 
of the theo~'y: ~ome .consequences of t.his treatmeut of t.he BCS-model are analyzed in t.he fmmework 
of nonrelatlvlst.lc aXIOmatic field t.heory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE interest of the BCS model' in connection 
with the (non relativistic) axiomatic approach of 

field theory has bccn recognized by Huag.' He intro
duced some of the algebraic methods, which are, by 
now in current. use, to show how and why ihis 
model is exactly soluble in the limit of infinite vol
ume. Later on his arguments have still been im
proved by Ezawa.' We therefore do not intend to 
focus on this point. Rather, we try to present a de
tailed discussion of those aspects of the model which 
arc related to its symmetry with respect to the gauge 
group. Ju particular, we want to pO"int out that this 
model indeed exhibits peculiar features whose nature 
has to be taken into account in the gencl'a.1 axioms of 
quantum field theory.' 

There is one paradox in the BCS model for supcr
conductivity "nd U,is paradox shows itself in full 
light in Haag's elegant treatment of the problem. 
The derivation starts from a gauge-invariant theory 

-to Hescarch supported in part by U. S. Air Force Officc 
Research, AH.De. 

t Pnrtial suppo rt of this work by the Swiss NSF' is acknowl
edged. Pr('SCIlt. a.ddress: lustitute for Applied l\fathc lIl:ltic:; 
University of 1\laryland. ' 

t This author i ,~ indebted to the Fonds Birk igt Universit.y 
of OencY:l, for a travel grant. 

1.1. BardcclI, L. N. COOPCT, 311d J. It. SchriclTer, PhyiS. Hev. 
108, 117.5 (19,-,7). 

% R. Hnag, Nuovo Cimcnto 25, 287 ( 1962). 
, I-I. E7.:.1wa, J. :\lath. Phys. 5, 1078 ( 1904). 
4 M. Ollenin, !lziomaNc Fowulatioll8 of Q uantum Theories 

(to Le puhlisbed). 

and ends up with an Hamiltonian which is no more 
invariant under the original particle gauge group; 
this Hamilitonian, however, is invariant under a 
new symmetry group (the quasi-particle gauge 
group) wh ich is itself not" symmetry group for the 
original theory. Haag already pointed out that this 
strange feature is linked with the seel'n.ingly in
nocent assumption that the algebra. generated by the 
field operators is irreducible. This can hardly be 
considered as a completely satisfactory expbnation, 
especially if one notes that th is paradox is not 
proper to Haag's derivation and already appears 
in the most early and traditional account of the 
modern theory of supercond uctivity.s Indeed, the 
articulat ion of all derivations is the Valatin- Bogoliu
bov transformation fl'om particles to quasi-particles 
and we show that it is there that the appa rent 
IIsynunetry breaking" has to be traced. As an il
lustration of this POi11t, one remarks that, ill the 
orthodox treatment, the quasi-particle vacuums is 
not left invariant by any of the particle gauge trans
formation , nor is it even multiplied by a phase factor. 
This las t fact has however not to be taken too seri
ously since one ca n interpret it in terms of relative 
phase change between superselection spaces. \Ve 
therefore concelltrate mainly on the lack of invari
ance of the Hamiltonian itself, a fact which is really 
more d isturbing. 

~ .J. H. SchrielTcr, Theory of SupcrcoIHluclivily ( W. A. 
Belljamin Conl\x\l1Y, Inc., New York, t964). 
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Because of widely spread prejudices and in order 
to keep the reader from miswlderstanding what 
follows, we found it necessary to spell out already 
in this Introduction the restriction we do not impose 
to our scheme: 

(i) We do not assume that the algebra generated 
by the fi elds is irreducible. 

(ii) We do not assume that a symmetry leaves the 
center of this algebra element-wise invariant. 

(iii) We do not identify "elementary description 
of a physical system" with fl irreducible representa
tion of its associated algebras." (This idea is a lready 
present in the familiar case of a Lorentz invariant 
theory, where one does not restrict the refl ections Lo 
map each coherent subspace onto itself'; the new fea
ture is that, instead of a discrete symmetry group 
like the reflections group, we are dealing here with 
the gauge group, which is continuous.) 

It turns out that each of the above extended 
postulates is necessary for a consistent treatment of 
the gauge-invariant BCS model. 

2. THE MODEL 

"Ve define in the usual way the nonreiativistic, 
free Fermi fields 'l', (hereafter referred to as "elec
tron fields" or Hparticle fields") as linear mappings 
defined on the Hilbert space I"(R') of the square
integrable functions on R' , and taking their values 
in an abstract B* algebra m (see the next-to-last 
remark 01 Sec. 4): 

'l', : I"(R') -> !B. (2.1) 

These particular smeared out fields generate (in the 
same sense as above) a B* subalgebra ~(V) of ~ . 

We finally define the elements a,(p) of ~(V) 

where 

with 

a,(p) = 'l' ,(j,) , 

I,(x) = {( II Vi) e''', 

0, 

x E V, 

elsewhere, 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

p = n .. ll with nEE' (2 .5) 

(E is the group of all integers). 
The following elements of 91(V) play all important 

role in the model: 

b(P) = a,( - p)a,(p). (2.6) 

The above definitions a llow a rigorous treatment 
which can parallel the morc traditional accounts 
of the model.'·' 

The original idea of the BCS model was to describe 
a superconductor, enclosed in a finite box with 
periodic boundary conditions, by a llrcduccd" Hamil
tonian of the form 

fi = Ho + fi" (2.7) 

where 

Ho L: Ho(P) , (2.8) 
L: .(p)a~(p)a,(p) (i= I,2), 
JJ.; 

The 'l' ,(j) are referred to as "smeared-out" fields . with 
The usual Fermi anticommutation rules are as

sumed: 
.(p) -~ + (p'/2m), (2 .9) 

{'l',(j) , 'l';(g) I = 0, (2 .2) 
{'l',(j), ,.,j(g) I = o,;(j, g)I. 

The relevant object for the theory is the B* sub
algebra 91 of m generated by the smeared out fields 
(and their adjoints, i.e., the closure in the norm of 
m of the set algebraically generated by them) . 

It is appropriate for this model to imagine the 
system as enclosed in a fini te volume V with periodic 
boundary conditions, and then to consider the in
finite volume a.'3 a limiting case (in a sense to be made 
more precise). For the sake of convenience let us con
sider Vas a cube of edge 2l, centered at the origin 
of R'. The corresponding smeared out fields are 
defined on the subspace I"(V) of I"(R') consisting 
of the square-integrable functions with support in V. 

6 G. Emch and C. Piron, J. ~'[alh. Phys. 4, 469 (1963). 

and 

H, L: H,(p) , (2.10) 
L: b*(P) L: D(p, q)b(q) , , 

with 

i!(p, q) = f. dl; d~ 1,(I;)v(l;, ~)J~(~) . (2. 11) 

Let us finally introduce 

is.(p) = L: v(p , q)b(q). (2. 12) 

These objects (which are closely related to the 
"energy gap") also playa central role in the argu
ments presented in this paper. 

Within the usual Hilbert space formalism, the free 
Hamiltonian is an unbounded operator, and there-
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fore, it cannot be an element of 2[(V) . We take care 
of this fact later on . The same remark conld also 
apply to the interacLion Hamilt.onian. However, it 
t urns out that t.his is not at all a drastic obstacle to 
our approach, provided that we make more specific 
assumptions on the interaction; the following prop
erties are assumed on the nonlocal potential v(~, ~): 

v '" J d~ d~ Iv<~, ~) [ < '" 

v(~, ~)* = v(~, n, 
1: [O(P, q) [ < '" 
• 

(2 .13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

The condi tion (2. 13) is i.n the heart of a ll our 
subsequent arguments ; indeed it implies that 

lim [O(P, q) [ = 0 v __ 

SUlCe [from (2.4), (2 .11), and (2 .1 3)) \\'e have 

[O(P, q) [ ~ viI'· 

(2.16) 

(2 .17) 

Our condit ion (2.15) ensures that the is.(p) belong 
to ~( V). As a consequence, the fl, (p) t oo, belong to 
~(V), as well as the fl o(p); this is a lmost all that 
we rcally need in the following. 

From now on we represent our algebra ~1 as a ring 
of operators acting on a Hilbert space ~. We also 
denote this ring by 21 since wc always work in the 
same representation. We require later that this 
representat ion satisfies a certain continuity property. 
For the time being we impose that there exists for 
each p an element tJ.(p) of &" (the weak closure of 
2( U1 ~) such that 

lim ( ,p" [is.(p) - tJ.(P)N,) = 0 for all ,p" ,p, E ~ . 
~ ~.1~ 

_-I.s usual thc limit 1'-. '" is taken over a sequence of 
volumes V,(p) compatible with the given p. This 
sequence of course changes with p but this is of no 
importance since we do not require any uniformity 
in p. 

The reader may remark that all t he above assump
t ions are already present (although not a lways ex
plicitly stated) in the previous papers on this model 
and that they a ,'e satisfied in some cases of practical 
importance. 

3. THE DIAGONALIZATION 

Let us begin this section by a preliminary remark. 
From the definition of is. (p) we have that 

[is.(p), a,(p')] = 0 , for all p and p' . (3 .1) 

As a consequence of (2.16), 

lim (,p" [tJ.(p), a~(p')] ,p,) = 0 for all ,p",p, E ~, 
v_" (3.2) 

and with a barely more sophisticated evaluation, one 
obtains the general result 

lim (,p" [tJ.(P), 'l' ~')(f)N,) = 0 
v_" 

for a ll f E \!'(R') and all ,p",p, E ~. (3.3) 

Together wi th our assumption (2. 18) , this leads to 
the conclusion that tJ. (p) belongs to the center 
8(9[) = 21' (\ 21" of 2(" 

tJ.(p) E 8(2l) , Vp. (3.4) 

Since we do not want to restrict our aUention to the 
case where the algebra generated by the Fermi fi elds 
has only a trivial center, we cannot conclude as 
Haag did, that tJ. (p) is a c number. Our main point 
in this section is to emphasize that even without this 
7'estriction, one can justify the usual affi1'mah'on that 
"the Be S model becomes exactly soluble in the limtl 
0/ infinite volume." 

Haag's recipe can now be foHowed cum grano 
salis: we define a new Hamiltonian by the sub
stitution: 

fl ,(p) -. f'l :(p) = b*(P) tJ.(p) + h .c. (3.5) 

[sec (2.7) , (2.10), (2.12)]. It is not the purpose of 
this note to discuss in which sense this new Hamilton
ian is a good approximation of the original Ha,nilton
ian. [The fact that the commutators of the a~*' (p) 
with the two Hamiltonians are identical, up to a 
substitution is. -. tJ. , can be regarded only as an 
indication that the two Hamiltonians could d iffer 
at most by an element of the center of 9("1· We 
simply want to mention here that 

fi'(p) = flo(p) + fl:(p) + (idem with P-' - p) (3.6) 

can be exactly "diagonalized" and rewritten as 

fl'(p) = E(P)['Y~(Ph,(P) + 'Y~(Ph,(P)] 
+ (idem with p -. - p) (3 .7) 

with 

'Y,(P) = u(p)a,(p) + u(p)a\( - 1»), 

'Y,(P) = -v( -p)a~( - p) + u( - p)a,(p), 

where 

E(P) 

u(P) 

(.'(P) + [tJ. (p) tJ.* (p)JIl, 

tJ.*(P)1 D(P), 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3. 10) 
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v(P) 

D(P) 

[E(P) - ,(p)]/D(p), 

I [E(P) - ,(P)]' + tJ.(p) tJ.* (lJ) II. 

(3. il) 

(3.12) 

We recall that here tJ. (p) , and consequently lhe 
quantities defined by (3.V)-(3. 12) , a rc Hot neces
sarily c numbers, but are in general clements of the 
center .8(~j ). For this reason , the relations (3.8) have 
t o be regarded as a sl ight, but important generaliza
tion 0/ the Bogoliubov-Valatin tTans/ormalions. The 
'Y!*'(p) have t he usual F ermi-commutation rules 
and are referred hereafter as the H quasi-particle" 
smeared-out fields [by opposition to the a~ (p) re
ferred to as the" parlicles" smeared-ou t free fieldsJ. 

The interest of the substitution (3.5) is 
(i) It determines (almost) uniquely E (p) , ,,(p), 

and v(p). 
(i i) By a straighlforward application of Valatin's 

meth od (for an account of this method, see for in
stance Ref. 5), one sces that the quasi-particles 
diagomdize efTectively H (as well as H') when the 
volume approaches infinity. 

4. GAUGEINVARlANCE 

From general pJ'incipies,G .• one can identify a 
* I . symmetry of a physical system as a -automol'p 115m 

of the algebra associated with the observables of 
the physical system under consideration. We more
over assume here that (when one gives a field
theoretic description of the system) the same is 
true for the a lgebra associated with the fields. By 
this assumption we precisely mean that, if {:J is a 
symmetry of the theory, it has to satisfy at least the 
following axioms: 

{3 is a bij ective m"pping of 21 onto itself which 
preserves the .!algebraic structure of ~r, i.e., for any 
A , B, ... in ~.l and any A, .. . in C, one must have: 

(i) {3[A + BJ = {3[AJ + !lIBJ, 
(ii ) IJ[A BJ = {3IA]{3[BJ, 
(i ii) {lIXAJ = X{3[,1], (4. 1) 
(iv) {31,l*J = {3[AJ*, 
(v) {3 is continuous in the (Inorml-) topology of 21. 

The condition (v) is in fact implied by (i)-(iv) s ince 
~ is a B* ring (sce Ref. 7, Th. 2.5.16). However, 
whereas this continuity condition is sufficient when. 
one is dealing with the abstract properties of the 
ring considered, it is often conven ient to require 
stronger continuity properties for symmetries. These 
stl'Onger continuity requ irements are in general rep
resentat ion-dependent, and to formulate them prop
erly one has to specify the representation. 'Ve then 
suppose that: 

'L. Rickart, Banach Algebrns (Princeton University 
Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1960). 

(vi) T he represen tation 21 ill S) is such that l.he 
autornorphism {3 ini tially defincd on 2( eftn be cx
tented to the weak closure ~(" of ~L 

One can prove quite generally that this restriction 
docs not in fact diminish the generality of the theory. 
We should, howeycr, emphasize that the property 
(vi) is essential in the discussion of the transfonna
tion properties of the Hamil ton ian , SiJ1Ce the spec
tral projectors of H belong to 2(" (and not to 2( in 
general). The continui ty of {3 in both the strong a nd 
the weak operator topologies relative to the con
sidered representation can then bc proved from (Vi) .8 
From (i)-(vi) it a lso follows that IJ leaves inya riant 
the center .8(91) of 2(". Nothing however indicates 
that .8(2() is left element-wise invariant by {3. As 
we see later, the present lTIoclel exhibits an example 
where this strong supplementary property is not 
satisfied. 

We hereafter consider the symmetry group (re
felTed to as the gauge group) of all the .!au tomOI'
phisms {3 of 21"" (referred to as group transformations) 
defined by 

lJ[w,(f)] = e"-r- ,(f) , V/ E ~'(R'), 
(4.2) 

with IJ E [0,2,,), i = 1,2. 

F rom thei r very definitions, it follows that the 
efT ect of IJ on a(p) is 

(3[a(p)] = e'" a(p), (4.3) 

and the ref ore 

(3[ tJ. (p)] = e'" tJ. (p). (4.4) 

Since we proved that tJ. (p) is one of the clemen ts of 
the center of ~r" , we have exhibited here expli cit ly a 
symnletry which does not leave the eentcr of ~f" 
element-wise invariant. 

Before going furiher, and discussing some morc 
involved consequences of the above property, we 
would li ke to p oint out some of its direct implica
t ions which contrast the usual treatment of the 
BCS model. First of a ll we have the foll ow ing trans
formation laws [see D ef. (3.8) to (3. l 2)J: 

1J[E(p)] = E(p), 

IJ[ D(P)] = D (lJ) , 

(3[u(p)] = e-';'u(p), 

(3[v(p)J = v(p), 

which folio,,· from (4.4), and therefore 

(3['Y .(p)] = e-"'Y.(p). 

(Vi) 

(4.6) 

8 J. Dixmier, Les Algcbrcs d'op~rctlellrs datlS t' espace 
Il ilberl·ien (Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1057), Cor. I, p. 253. 
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}'or the sake of completeness, \\"e cou ld mention 
here that, because of the ambiguily remain ing in the 
definition of the u and V, these transformation laws 
nre not quite unique; for instance, we could slightly 
modify the dcfi llition of the" and v in such a way 
that the -y have exactly the same tl'ansfonnation 
laws as the a. This is, however, of no importance for 
the present analysis. In any casc, the transformation 
laws (4.5)- (-1.0) are qualitatively quite different 
from those usua lly obtained when one imposes that 
the center of 9(" is trivial. In one sentence one can 
summarize the situation and say that the generalt'zed 
Valatin-Bogoliubov transformations introduced in 
the prev ious section preserves the gauge invariance 
of the theory, whereas this is not the case with the 
usual Valatin- llogoliubov transformation. l\Iore pre
cisely, one remarks U1at, for any volume V and any 
compatible l' [sec (2.5)], we have not only 

i3[II(P)] = 11(1') 

bllt also [sec (3.G) or (3.7)] 

1l [1l'(1')] = 11'(1'). 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

This last invariance is not present within the usual 
formali sm (see, for iJ1stance, R ef. 2). 

We incidenta lly recall that the iJ1variance of the 
total I-Iamiltonian under a symmetry transformation 
is not at all related to the very definition of a sym
metry, but rathcr to its dynamical intcrpretation . 
We cun thus assert t]w.t within the present for
malism , the diagonalization (and the related limitulg 
procedure) not only does not break the symmetry, 
but also docs not change its dynamical i.nterpreta
tion. 

We now want to analyze the deeper (although 
quite elementary) consequences of the fact that the 
a lgebra 2( posscsses a symmetry group a whieh does 
not leave the center element-wise invariant. 'rVe 
hercafter suppose for s implicity that 5ll(2C) C 2(, 

We defin e a representation 'I' of of W, e B* Illgebra 
2( as a COlltiJlUOUS .!homomorphism of 2( into the 
C* algebra 5ll(.\)) of a ll bounded operators of a Hilbert 
space.\) (the continuity of 'l' isalready implied by the 
fact that it is a *homomorphism, sec Ref. 7, Th . 
4.1.20) : 

(4.9) 

We Blly that th is representation is compatible' 
with W,e symmetry group a of ~1 if it is possible to 
find for every Il E a a !automorphism Il' of 'I'[2(] such 
that 

{/: 0 {3 = {i' 0 cp, (4.10) 

i.e. that there exists a commutative diagram 

2f -4 ~( 

'1'1 1'1' 
'I'[2C] !.:; 'I'[~(] . 

If this is the case, we say that ('P, Il') is a representa
t ion of the pair (2(, G). 

The fi rst consequence of the fact that G does not 
leave the center of ~1 element-wise invariant [see 
in particula r (4.4)] is that evcry primary reprcsenta
tion cp of 2£, compatible with the gauge group, leads 
to a trivial energy gap. (By a primary representation 
we mean that 

'P[.8(20] = [XI j, (4.11) 

i.e., that 'P[2C] is a factor; in pa,·tieu l. r, we note that 
every irreducible representation is also primary.) Let 
us prove our assertion. 

Because of the fact that Il' is an nlgebraic auto
morphism we have 

Il' 0 'I'[z] = 'I'[z] , 

Now using (4. lO): 

'I'[,B[zlJ = 'P[z], 

'Ill E a, Vz E,8 . 

'Ill E a, Vz E,8, 

in particular. 

'P[,B[6(P)]] = 'I'[6(p)] 

and si.nce <p is an algebriac homomorphism from 
(4.4) one gets 

'Ill E S ', '11' E R, 

which is only possible if 

'1'[6(1')] = 0 , '11' E R, 
* Le ., s ince cp is a - homomorphism: 

'I'[6*(p) 6(1')] = 0, '11' E R, (4 .12) 

which proves ou r assertion. 
The fact that 6 (1') is not left invariant under the 

gauge group and belongs to the center of 2C is there
fore the very reason why lIaag loosed the gauge 
invariance of the theory when he restri cted hilnself 
to consider ~( as an irreducible a lgebra. 

In 58(.\)) we can now define a family of prunary rep
resentations cp, of ~r: 

['1" I '1', == 'P 0 Il, 'Ill E al· (4.13) 

That these representations are all inequivalent 
among themselves (in con rormi ty with Haag's re
su lt) is again a consequence of the fact that a does 
not leave the center clement-wise invariant. Because 
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of the group properly in G, it is sufficient to prove 
that each of the "', is inequivalent to "'; to prove this, 
let us suppose on the contrary that "" is equivalent 
to "" i.e., Umt there exists a unitary mapping of .p 
onto itsel f such that 

U",[A]U- ' = ",,[A], \fA E~1. (4.14) 

Using then tbe definition (4.13) and the condi tions 
(4.11), one obtains that (.1.14.) implies again (4 .12). 
The next thing to do is to decide which substitute 
to irreducibili ty of the field algebra one has to con
sider in order to have a Ilminimal" and "complete" 
description of the systems. We propose to call 
elementary, a representation ",[21, GJ which satisfies 
the condition 

(4.15) 

where 

JC = 1 d~, .p"N), 
S' 

(4.18) 

where d~, = (1 / 2 .. )d" is the Haur me",ure on th< 
considered symmetry g roup 0, Le., in tJlis model the 
gauge group G s S'. [In (4.18), the indice (aN) t<, 
.p is simply supposed to recall that, in the direct in
tegral space, the rcprcsentalioll 'PoN acts in that 
space, but the .p, are rcplicae of .p.1 

To show that each of the <i>N is compatible with 
G, it suffices to exJ,ibit a repI·esentation BN(G) for 
cach N; let us then define for each (3 E G: 

BN({3) 0 <i>N = 1 d~, ""N .,. 
S' 

(4. 19) 

Onc immed iatcly sees that [<i>.,(~(), B., (G)J satisfie. 

\fA EW, \f{3 E G, 
(4.20) 

.8e = iz E .8(21) I (3(z) = z, \f{3 E Gj . (4 .16) and 

When the center is left element-wise invariant under 
G, th is condition reduces to the assumption that '" 
is a primary (rather than an irreducible) representa
tion. One reason for introducing this definition is 
tbat, if one wishes to transfer it on the abstract 
algcbm 21 itself, it bas a definite meaning, whereas 
this is not the case for irreducibility). 

As a particular consequence of th is definition, we 
would like to remark that, within an elementary 
representation, tbe "energy gap" [LI*(p)LI(p)JI and 
consequently the "energy" E(p) [see (3.7) and (3.9)J 
arc c numbers . Therefore, for elementary representa
tions, our generalized Valatin-Bogoliubov transfor
mation (3.8)-(3.12) (which even in this restricted 
case does not reduce to the ordinary Valatin
Bogoliubov transformation) provides a true diag
onalization of the total Hamiltonian. 

From the information we have about our model, 
we want now to illustrate by an explicit construction 
the concept of elementary representation. The in
terest of this construction not only lies in the exhibi
tion of an example, but could also help the reader to 
pass the bridge between our formalism (see also 
Ref. 4) and the usual treatment of the modeL'·' ·' 

Let .p be the Hilbert space attached to a primary 
representation", of 21. Consider now the family of 
inequivalent primary representations (4.13) and form 
for each (positive or negative) integer N the rep
resentat ion 

(4.17) 

act,ing in the space 

<i>.v[.8e) = {AI}. (4.21) 

Starting from any primary I'cpl'c:::;cntation q; of '1, 
,,·e have therefore exhibited, for each integer !I' , 
an elementary representation of (~r, G) . 

(The reader who prefers to start from irreducibility 
mther than primarity, can obviously reproduce the 
abo,'e construction for his own.) 

We still want to give as an indication, the image 
of the smeared out field and their transfonnation 
laws under the above representations. 

4> .. ['1';(1)) = 1 d~" e;N·",['1',(/)], 
S' 

(4..22) 

B.v({3) 0<i>N['1';(J)] = e"<i>s['1' ,(J)) , (4 .23) 

<i>.v[I';(P») = 1 d~. e-;N.",[I';(P)], 
S' 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

The reader is urged here to remember <PH acts in 
3C and not in .p. [An oversight of this would lead to a 
catastrophically trivial result in (4.22) or (4.24) for 
instancelJ 

"'\'Ve want next to mention, in connection with the 
above treatment of the BCS model, the question of 
continuous versus discrete superselection rules . 

Because of the structure of the symmetry group 
G, we used for each elementary representation (4.17) 
a continuous family of replicae ~(oH) of the same 
Hilbert space.p [see (4.18)J. The field operators, and 
consequently the observables constructed out of 
them, map each of these spaces .p"N, onto itself, 
so that we can reany consider them as supcrselcc('ion 
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sectors (i.e., "coherent subspaces") . The laet that 
we have here an explicit example 01 a theory with 
continuous fami ly of nontrivial superselection sectors 
has some interesting consequences. 

For instance, a well-known theorem asserts that 
every connected symmetry-group maps every super
selection sector onto itself, provided that the se
quence 01 such secters is at most countable. (For a 
proof of this assertion, in terms of the lattice struc
ture of a physical theory, see Ref. 9, corollary to 
Th. 1.2; as already mentioned in Ref. 9, the proof, 
however, breaks down if the later assumption is not 
satisfied.) In the present model, although the gauge 
tra.nsformations obviously form a connected group, 
they exhibit a countercxample. In lact, classical 
mechanics also exhibits such a counterexample; for 
some reason, however, people arc in general not 
very impressed by it, having probably in mind the 
prejudice that classical mechanics is ClSO dilTerent" 
Irom quantum mechanics that there calmot be any 
common fonnalism for both of them, and thcrefore 
no lneaningful analogy between them; this idea is 
misleading; in fact, in the general frame of proposj~ 
tion calculus (see for instance Refs. 10, 11 , or 4), a 
quan tum mechanical theory with a continuous fam
ily of nontrivial superselection sectors has to be con
sidered as a special intermediary casc between the 
two extremes constituted respectively by classical 
and ordinary quantum mechanics. 

The so-called infinite degeneracy of the vacua, 
their transformations under thc gaugc group, etc. 
are another, and more or less trivial aspect of the 
lacts exposed up to here. We would therefore like 
to leave to the reader the translation in our formalism 
of Schrieffer's interesting comments (see Sccs . 2.4, 
2 .. 5, and paragraph 6 of Sec. 2.7). 

We only want t o remark that , among all the vacua 
present in an elementary representation, there exists 
one vacuum state which is gauge invariant (and not 

• O. Emcb, Relv. Phys. Acta 36, 739 (1963). For a state· 
ment of t.his t.heorem only, see Ref. 10. 

10 O. Emch, Proceedings of the Symposium on the Lorentz 
Group, 7th Annual Summer Inslit.ute (or theoretical physics, 
Universit.y of Colora.do, Boulder, Colorado, June 1964, 

II C. Piron , thesis, Lausanne, 1964. 

pure!). The ex istence of this state prescnts some 
interest in ou r context. Becausc of a very gencral 
thcorem (see Ref. 12, Theorcm 2.12.11, for instance) 
the existence of an invariant cyclic state ensures that 
{3 can be implementcd by a unitary operator U,. 
Existence of an invariant cyclic state ensures that (3 
can be implemented by a unitary operator U,. How
ever, U, does not belong to 21" [otherwise it would 
leave 5.!J(2!) element-wise invariant!] and can there
fore not be constructed out of the field operators. 
I ts generator is consequently deprivatcd of any 
physical significance. 

One could lurther argue that even if it is conven
ient to have some nice continuity propert ies for the 
symmetries, it might be even better to "break" 
the symmetry and go over to an irreducible rep
resentation . We do not share this point of view. Thc 
main advantage (in a quantum field theory) of an 
irreducible representation is the existence of cluster 
properties. However, the cluster property reflects 
the local nature of a theory whereas the BCS model 
is a highly IloIllocal theory becausc of the very 
existence of the Itpairons." 

We thus think that there is no compelling physical 
reason to prefer an ilTeducible representation in the 
case of the BCS model. In last analysis, which rcp
resentation is chosen is mainly a matter of con
venience. In this line we conclude that a reducible 
representation is mostly suitable to the discussion of 
the global propert ies of the modcl, whereas an ir
reducible represcntation (correspondiJ1g to a fixed 
gauge) is probably more adapted to certain practical 
calculations. 

Note added in proof. Similar techniques have also 
been applied to other systems exhibiting phase 
transitions. See: G. Emch, Tech. notes BN-433 and 
BN-437, University of Maryland, 1966. 
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It has been argued that, for sufficiently large times, the n-particle probabili ty densities of a 
moderately dense, simple gas become time-independent functionals of the one-part.icle probabilit.y 
densities. Proofs are given for several properties of the power series representation of these functionals. 
In part.icular, it is shown that the equilibrium value of the n-particle functional is identical to the 
usual equilibri um probability density term by term, and that the corresponding generalized Boltzmann 
collision in tegral vanishes as it should. The Green-Cohen form of the functional is shown to be a 
formal power series solution of Bogoliubov 's functional differential hierarchy. Moreover, a proof is 
given that the Bogoliubov and Green-Cohen forms of the functional are formally identical term by 
term. It is argued t.hat t.he higher terms of these two series probably diverge together. 

In the course of the discussion, several new properties of the coefficient operators of the power series 
for the functional are derived. Moreover, an integral equation for the n-particie functional is derived 
which may have solutions not representable as functional power series in the one-particle probability 
density. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T H ERE have been several studies of the long
time behavior of the many-particle probability 

densit ies for the case of large, dilute systems.' - ' 
In particular, it has been argued'·7 that for such 
systems, consisting of particles interacting through 
short-range, repUlsive forces, if the initial values 
of the probability densities satisfy the product 
condition, then after long enough times they be
come time-independent functionals of the one
particle probability density. 

Adopt the convention that the symbol [n ) de
notes a set of n integers and that an integer appear
ing as the argument of a function or operator 
represents the position and momentum of the 
particle named by the ulteger. Then the asymptotic 
functional can be denoted by f([n) 1 f,(O) and has 
been represented in the following way:' 

f([n ) I/,(t)) = ~ t J d([l)lr" ' ([n) ; [I)) 

X II f,(a; t). (1) 
",E[ .. ] + {I] 

In this equation I, (a, 0 IS the singlet probability 

'N. N. Bogoliubov, J. Phys. (USSR) 10, 265 (1946). 
See also Studies in Statistical Mechanics, J. De Boer and O. E. 
Uhlellbcck, Eds. (Nort.h-Holland Publishing Company, Am
sterdam, 1962) Vol. 51. 

t M. S. Creen, Physica 24 393 (1958). 
'S. T. Choh a.nd G. E. Uhlcnbeck, The Kinetic Theory of 

Phenomena in Dense Cases, Navy Cont.ract Rept: Nonr. 
1224 (1958). 

.. E. D. G. Cohen, Fundamentul Problems in Stalislica,l 
Mechanics (North·Ilolland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 
1962) p. 110 . 

• E. G. D. Cohcn, J . Math. Phys. 4, 183 (1963). 
6 M. S. Green and R. A. P iccirelli, Phys. Rev. 132, 1388 

(1963), hereafter rererred 1,0 as I. 
'E. G. D. Cobcn, Phys;ca 28, 1025 (1962). 

density, and the tlcoefficient operator" T~") is a 
sum of products of time-independent substitution 
operators each of which uniquely maps a given 
phase point into another.' 

The purpose of the present paper is to provide 
formal proofs for several commonly supposed prop
erties of this flmctional and its coefficient operators. 
Moreover, the intention is to indicate the non
algebraic steps in the proofs. 

Tbe first property is that the n-particle functional 
given in Eq. ( 1) evaluated "at" the equilibrium 
singlet density is identical with the density ex
pansion of the equilibrium n-particle density. This 
property provides a check on the validity of the 
functional as the asymptotic solution and inci
dentally provides a re-expression of equilibrium 
theory. 

This property has been studied before for the 
pair functional, 1(1211,). In particular, Bogoliubov' 
and Ciloh and Uhlenbeck' establishcd it for the 
first two terms of Bogoliubov's fonn while Green 
established it for the first two terms of his form 
[Ref. 2, Eq. (1)). In order to genera lize these previous 
results to all the n-part icle densities, a new re
cursion property of the coefficient operators is 
introduced which allows us to make the proofs 
algebraically. 

Some results rclated to this one are given. In 
particula r, it is shown that the generalized Boltz
mann collision integral implied by Eq. (1) van ishes 
when evaluated at the local equilibrium singlet 
density for some fixed space POUlt.' This result is 

' The coefficient operators nre more fully defined in ~he 
seQllal by, for example Eq. (to). 

'The meaning of this last quali fication is clarified in the 
t.ext. 

922 
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required in developing a generali zed Chapman
Enskog theory of the Boltzmann cquation." For 
the first two terms of the pair functional in Bogo
hubov's form, this result has been established by 
Choh and Uhlenbeck.' The general ization to all 
orders is a trivial consequence of thc first property. 

A second property of the functional given by 
Eq. (1) is that jt is a formal series solution of the 
hierarchy for finite times. This verifies a necessary 
property of the form of the functional and at the 
same time is one part of a proof that Eq. (1) repre
sents Bogoliubov's functional. The proof depends 
on a new expressIOn for the commutator of the 
coefficient operators T:"' with the free-particle 
Liouville operator. 

A third property of the series given in Eq. (J) 
is that it is term-by-term formally identical with 
the terms of the series implied by Bogoliubov's 
method . Obviously, such identity is necessary to 
ensure concurrence of the two lines of development. 
Proofs of particular cases of this result have been 
given before." More generally, a proof of the 
equivalence of the two fatms of the pair functional 
has been given by Cohen by using a uniqueness 
theorem. 12 In the course of generalizing these results, 
a modified and more compact form of Bogoliubov's 
derivation is given; namely, hjs series is shown to 
be the solution of a functional integral equation. 
Furthermore, the proof process yields forms which 
may be useful in analyzing thc convcrgence of 
integrals. 

Essentially, then, some previous work on the 
properties of the pair functional is generalized to 
all the n-particle densities and to arbitrary orders 
in the numbcr dcnsity and some new results on the 
coefficient opcrators T:"' are obt.'ined. The methods 
are algebraical. 

Incidentally, the functional integral equation 
whose iteration solution is Bogoliubov's series is 
given. "-rhis result may be of some interest in view 
of the growing evidence that higher terms of the 
series in Eq. (1) are divergent."-" It may be, for 
example, that the integral equation has a solution 
which is not a power series in fl' In general, it is 
felt that, mak ing the formal aspects of the proofs 
compact and oversecable (for example, by using 

101\-1. S. Green and L. Garcia.-Colin, PhYijic.'1 (io press). 
II M. S. Green (private communication). 
liE. O. D. Cohen, Physics 28, 1045 (1062). 
11 J. Weinstock, Phys. Rev. 132,454 (1963) (and another 

to be published). 
14 J. R. Dorfman and E. G. D. Cohen, Phys. Letters 16, 

124 (1965). 
n J. V. Senger'S, Phys. Rev. Let.ters IS, 515 (1965), where 

full references arc given. 

recursion fo rmulas instead of graphs), provides a 
useful point of departure for further analysis. 

U. VALUE OF THE FUNCTIONAL AT EQun.mRlUM 

A proof will be given that the equilibrium value 
of the functional is the equilibrium probability 
density. The method will be to establish term-by
term equality with the equilibrium density series 
written in a suitable form. Several related results 
are also given. 

A useful form of the equilibrium series can be 
derived in the fo llowing way. The activity series for 
the n-particle density may be given hy 

"+, 
°f([nJ) = L: z_ 

I ~ O l! 

x J d([lJ)U' "'([nj; [ID rr 0",,(<<), (2) 
a EI ·t1 +111 

where Z is the absolute activity, 

0",,(<» = (ft/21fm)1 exp (-(jp; /2 m) , (3) 

and V'"'([nj; [lJ) is the usual modified Ursell func
tion." By analogy with the dynamical ones of Ref. 6, 
these mny be defined recursively by: 

.-'v"",, «" = L: V'"'([n]; [hD.- 'v""" (4) 
1.1+1*1-111 

whcre the summation is over all distinct partitions 
of [I] into two disjoint parts, [h] and [k], either of 
which may be empty." V([mJ) is the potential 
energy of m particles in the configuration corre
sponding to [m]. It should be mentioned that, al
though V '"' depends only on positions, tJ,e inte
gration in Eq. (2) is over positions and momenta. 

The equilibrium density series can be derived by 
introducing a set of functions H'"' defined by 

U '"' ([n]; [tD = L: H '"'([n j; [gD 
l.d+Llr"I- 11 1 

x rr U'''(a ; [r.D, (5) 
oej .. 1+ 10J 

where the summation is over all partitions of [I] 
into [g], (n + q), and other disjoint parts [r . ], 
any of which may be empty." If one inserts this 

II J. O. Hier::;chrclder, C. F. Curtiss, and R. B. Bird, Molec
ular Theory of Gases anci Liquids (John Wiley & Sons, I nc., 
New York, 1954) p. 145 ct. seq. where references to original 
papers arc given. Moreover, Eq. (2) is the equilibrium value 
of Eq. (2.6) of Ref. 6. 

11 The symbolism for this type of su mming is adhered to 
in the sequel. 

II The functions }[",(") nre 8. gcneraliz3.tion or Husimi's 
functions [J. Chem. Phy::,. 18, G82 ( 1950)]. E. C. O. Cohen, 
Physicn. 28, 1060 ( 1962), mentions this method of deriving 
the equi librium sencs. It does not assume pair-wise forces. 
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expression into Eq. (2) and uses the dummy charac
ter of the integration variables, one finds that 

°f([n]) = L: ~ J d([q])lI"'([n]; [q]) 
q ~O q. 

X IT L: z'·;" J d([T.])U'" (a; [T.]) 
o E I>'I+lql r .. 2:0 r.,. . 

X IT 0",,(P~) . (6) 
pelo, l rol l 

But, according to Eq. (2) for the case n 1 the 
factors appearing in Eq. (6) are just the activity 
series for °f,(a) = cO",,(a) . Thus, introducing for 
brevity 

°4>([m)) = IT °f,(a) , (7) 
.. E I,,,] 

one has that 

O/([n]) = ~ t J d([l))FT"' ([n]; [q]) °4>( [n] + [q)) 

(8) 

is a fonn of the equilibrium density series. 
According to Eq. (1), the equi librium value of the 

functiona l is given by 

f([n] 1° f,) = ~ t J d([l))r'" ([n]; [I]) 

X °4>([n] + [I)). (9) 

At first sight one wants to prove equality of the 
integrands in Eqs. (8) and (9), but they are, in fact, 
not equal. The integrals, however, are equal and 
this will be proved by showing that they obey the 
same recursion relation. 

To accomplish this, we will use the result that 
T\I, ) is the solution of a recursion relation analogous 
to Eq. (5); namely, 

'l1 "'([n]; [I]) = L: r" ' ([n]; [q]) 
(cr,.E'rol-ll] 

X IT 'U' ''(a; [T.]) . (10) 
.. E(J.]+ lcrl 

The Ursell operators 'U ,., are defined in terms of 
S-operators S([m]) in the same way as the U'" are 
defined in terms of the Boltzmann factors by Eq. 
(4); that is, by 

S([n] + [I]) = L: 'U"'([n]; [h])S([k]) . (11) 
IAI + l.ld_(11 

Finally, the S-operators are defined as the long
t ime limit of a product of streaming operators by 

S([m]) = lim S([m]; - r )So([m); r), (12) 

where S([m); -r) translates the parti cles back
wards in time according to the full m-body dy-

namies, while So([m]; r) translates them forward 
according to free-particle dynamics'" 

In Appendix A, the recursion relation for r'" 
given by Eq. (10) is established as a consequence 
of the original one given in Ref. 6. 

The important step ill the proof is to realize that 

'U"'([n); [l])"4>([n) + [I]) 

= U"'([n]; [l]) °4>( [n] + [I ]). (13) 

This result is demonstrated in Appendix B be
ginning with a basic property of the S-operators 
first used by Bogoliubov;' namely, that 

S([m]) L: p;/2m = L: p:/2m + V([m]). ( 14) 
a EI .. , " E , .. , 

This is simply a restatement of conservation of 
energy and is valid for any point. It implies that 

S([m])°4>([m]) = e-""· I> °4>([m]) , (l5) 

from which Eq. (13) follows by algebra." 
With the result of operating with 'U ,., given by 

Eq. (13), one can derive a recursion relation for 
the terms in Eq. (9) . Thus, multiplying Eq. (10) 
on the right by °4>([n) + [I]), using Eq. (13), and 
integrating over the points [l], one finds that 

t J d([I])U"'([n[; [/]) °4>([n ] + [I]) 

= L: ~ J d([q))r"' ([n]; [q])°4>([n] + [q]) 
.,+L ~ .-l q. 

• 

x IT ~ J d([T.DU ' ''(a; [T.]) °4>( [T.]). 
aEbd+lol T(60 

Introducing the modified cluster integrals by 

c'b~"([n]) = t J d([I])U"'([n); [l])04>([l1) , 

and a lso defining integrals li~" by 

c'°4>([n ])IIl" ([n]) 

= t J d([l])r"'([n ] ; [lll"4>([n] + [I]) , 

Eq. (16) implies that 

b:"([n]) = L: li~"([n]) IT b, •. 
o .. Lr.-1 JScr s .... g 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

An important point to notice is that the last factors 
in Eq. (16) are actually equal to b~';(a), but that 
for the infinite system with pairwise forces these 

19 See Ref. 6 for 8. discussion of these operators. 
20 Incidentally, one can view this equation as establishing 

the S-operator to be the analog of the Boltzmann factor 
(instead of S_f/ for example). 
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are independent of the position of particle a and 
are, in fact, equal to b •• , the usual cluster inte
grals. Thus, the terms in the T'" are operating only 
on 0q, and not on the remaining factors. 

Now, if one defines integrals B:" by 

'mO'([n]) = h J d([I])H'O'([n]; [l])°</>([l]) , (20) 

one finds from Eq. (5) [multiplying by °</>([1]) and 
integratingJ exactly the same relation for mo

' as 
Eq. (19) gives for B:o'. But, accord ing to Eqs. 
(18) and (20), 

BiO'([n]) = Bi"([n]) = exp [-liV([n])], (21) 

where we have used the fact that Ti O
' ([n]) = S([n]) . 

Moreover, it seems clear that once one has begun 
the solution of the recursion relation with a given 
I = 0 values, the solution is unique. Therefore, 
B:o' = B:o' for any I and the term-by-term equality 
of the equilibrium value of the functional with the 
equil ibrium density series has been established. 

Several related results are now easily established . 
First, recall that the terms of the equilibrium density 
series are known to converge for appropriate pa
tentials. Since we have just proved equality of 
these with the terms of the equilibrium value of 
the functional without any switching of limits or 
other possibly nomigorous steps, one can conclude 
that the terms of the equilibrium value of the 
functional converge. 

A second result is that the equilibrium value of 
the functi onal satisfies Bogoliubov's boundary con
dition. In the present notation this condition states 
that the functional must satisfy 

lim S([nJ; - T)/([n] I S,H/,) ._m 
= S([n]) II f,(a; t). (22) 

tlE( .. ) 

For the equilihrium value of / ([n]I/,), then, one 
needs 

lim S([nJ; - T)e-OVllollo</>([n]) = S([n])o</>([n]) , (23) 

and moving with the asymptotic values of their 
momenta. Then the first factor in Eq. (24) becomes 
a constant while the second vanishes. 

The third and more useful result which can be 
established by similar techniques is that the general
ized Boltzmann coll ision integral vanishes when 
evaluated at the local equilibrium density fo(rt) 
for the fixed point r . More precisely, the generalized 
collision integral may be expressed by 

C(x, I f.(t)) = J d(2)L' (12)f(12 I f,(t)) , (25) 

where the pair functional is given in Eq. (1). 
The pair-interaction Liouville operator is de

fmed by 

L'(i]) = F;;·V" + F;; ·V." (26) 

where F;; is the interparticle force. Also, the local 
equilibrium density is defined by 

/o(rp, t) = c(j3/21r, m)1 

X exp {-li(P. - mv)'/2m} , (27) 

where c, {J, and v are the local density, inverse 
temperature (times Boltzmann's constant) and 
local velocity considered as functions of position 
and time. Then the statement is that 

C(x, I fo(r, , t» = 0, (28) 

where the instruction is to put l o(r,p't) for f. (r 'p't) 
in the definition of the functional." 

The result given by Eq. (28) follows by proving 
that 

f(12 I f.(r, , t) = °f(r,p~r,p~), (29) 

where p~ = p; - mv. For, we know that the equi
librium pair function 0/ (12) is even in r" while 
L' (12) is odd 

To prove that Eq. (29) holds, one has only to 
notice that 

S([m]) II g,(r.p . ) 1,.,.,"1.", •• , 
.. e lmj 

= e-OVIIMJ) II fo(r ,p.) (30) 
"EI ... I 

and, for the higher-order terms, onc needs 

c' lim S([n]; -T)o</>([n])mO'([nj) = O. 

in complete analogy with Eq. (15) . This is because 
(24) one has not only Eq. (14) but also 

But since S([n!; -T) conserves energy and one 
can use Eq. (15), Eq. (23) is an identity for any 
point In] . Moreover, B:O' ([n]) , being the term of 
the usual equilibrium density series, vanishes when
ever there are widely separated clusters. But for 
purely repulsive forces any point eventually be
comes complete; that is, S([nJ; -T) produces a 
point in which all the particles are widely separated 

S ([m]) L P. = L P. (31) 
.. el~ l .. E lmJ 

by conservation of momentum. Thus, beginning 
with Eq. (30), the parallel to the whole previous 
proof is obvious and Eq. (29) is established. 

II This means, in other words, that we consider only the 
zero gradient approximation to the functional. The point 
(r', p/l here denotes, for example, the dummy int.egra.tion 
variab es in the definition of the fUllctional. Also, see Eq. (30). 
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m. A SOLUTION OF THE FUNCTIONAL 
HIERARCHY 

The purpose here is to llSSure ourselves that, 
regardless of previous methods of derivation, the 
Green- Cohen form of the fun ctional given in Eq. 
(l) is indeed a series solut ion of the "functional 
hierarchy" first given by Bogoliubov. Even if the 
tcnns in the series do not exist, assurance that at 
least one docs have a representation of the fun c
tional is a necessary preliminary to further work such 
as resummation. In addition, the commutator of 
the coeffi cient operators .:n) with the free-particle 
Liouville operator is evaluated . This result (which 
is suggested by presupposing tha t the Green- Cohen 
fonn is a solution) is of some iJ1 tcrest in itself. 

That the functional must satisfy a n appropriate 
hierarchy is a consequence of the fact tha t the 
probability densities for an in fini te system satisfy 
the hierarchy demanded by Liouville's theorem . 
In fact, the rcnonna,lized, generic, n-particle, prob
ability dcnsities arc solutions of the system 

{:e + L([n)) }f([nl; e) + , J dlfi) 

X L: L'(a{J)f([n] + (J ; e) = 0, (32) 
G E l llj 

where the renormali zed n-particle density is related 
to the usual one by a fa ctor E, and, is the density 
times the cube of the length parametcr of the po
tential." This technique is simply to remind us of 
orders of magnitude. The n-particle Liouville oper
ator is defined by 

L([n)) = L , ([nD + L: L'(a{J) , (33) 
.. ,~E I "J 0<, 

where L'(a{J) is the pa ir-interaction Liouville oper
ator defined in Eq. (26) and L o([nD is the free
particle Liouville operator defined by 

L o([nD = L: &. V' '.' 
<lI E I"1 m 

(34) 

Suppose one seeks a solut ion of Eq. (32) which 
is a time-independent functional of /, . By definition 

af([n] I f,(e)) = J d( ) o{((n) 1/,(t)) al,(-ye) 
ae 'I ofb; e) ae' 

(35) 

and the time derivative of f, can be re-expressed 
by using the first of Eqs. (32) . Thus, in order for 
such a functional to be a solution of the hierarchy, 
it must satisfy the following hieraehy of intergro
differential equations: 

U The parameter C! caD also be considered as a purely 
forma.l counting par:uneter eventually to be set. equal to uni ty . 

- J dey) of(m; /') L o(-y)/b) 

+ L([nD/([n) I f,) + .<I>([nJl/, (e)) = o. (36) 

The fun ctional 4' which has been int roduced IS 

defined by 

<I>([n) 1/,(1» = J dlfi{~1 L'(a{J)f([n], (J 1/,(1» 

- J d(-y) of~7,)(~ , f;je» L'lfiy)flfi-y I [,(t))} . (37) 

This different ial fun ctiona l hierarchy was first de-
rived by Bogoliubov.' 

Consider the series solution of Eq . (36) of the form 

f( ln) I f,) = L: .'/' '' ([n] I I,), (38) 
,>0 

where the terms are ordered according to incrcasi.ng 
powers of Ule density. Then, equating equal powcrs 
of E, one finds a recursion relation for the tcnns of 
the functional; namely, 

- J d(-y) ot"~9,(~)1 f ,) L o(y)/, (-y) 

+ L([n))f' ''( [n) I I,) + <I>''' ( [n) I f ,(e» = O. (39) 

The functional 4"" is the term of 0(.') in the ex
pansion of Eel>; that is, it vanishes for l = 0 and for 
I 2': 1, 

<I> ' ''([n) I f,) = J dlfi){ L: L'(a{J)f"- "([nj, f3 If,) 
a E [ fll 

- L: J d(-y) ol" ' ([n) If,) L'Ifi-y)f''' Ifi-y If,)} ' 
,., ,0 olb) 

, ... . -1- 1 

(40) 

Now, according to Eq . (1), 

f~"([n) If,) = t J d( [l])T'O' ([n); [1))4>([n) + [I)), 
(41) 

where, for brevity, 

4>([m); e) = II f,(a, e) (42) 
a E [ .. ' 

has been introduced. The series given by Eq. (1) 
solves the functional hierarchy if f~" is a solution 
of Eq. (39). 

To show that this is the case, notice that by Eq. 
(41) 

o[~ ' ([n) I t,) = !.. J dell)) 'O' ([n)' [I)) 
01, ('1) I! T , 

X L: o(x, - x,) II f,(-Y). (43) 
~ E lfll ... ll [ a E[fll+[ 1I .., 
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Inserting Eqs. (41) and (43) into the system Eq. 
(39), and doing the integrations over the cl-f unctions 
yields the equation 

t {L«(n]) J d([l])r"' «(n); (1 ])</>« (nJ + (II) 

- J d([IJ)." ' ([nJ; (I])L,([nJ + (1 ])</> ([nJ + (l])} 
+ <I>~{)«(nJ I f,) = 0, (44) 

and the subscript G on <1> '" denotes that it has been 
evaluated using Eq. (41). It is given by 

<I>~{)«(nJ If,) = (I ~ I) ! J d(fJ) .~, V(cx{3) 

X J d([1 - J ])r"'''([nJ + (3; (I - 1]) 

X </>([nJ + (3 + (I - 1]) 

.,f.;-, g!l r! J d«(3) 

X J d((gl)r"'([nJ; (g]) L: V «(3-y) 
,. el ~ J-+ ICl I 

X J d«(rl)r"'«(3-y; (,.])</>«(nJ + (3 + (gJ + (r]). (45) 

Care has been taken in deriving Eq. (44) so as not 
to in terchange differentiation with the phase-space 
integrations (which are over infinite regions). Sucb 
an interchange is the only nonalgebraic step in the 
proof, and it requires that the integrals converge 
suffi ciently strongly in some sense. Having re
marked on this point we proceed fonnally by letting 
the Liouville operators operate before integration. 
Thus, taking advantage of the dummy character 
of integration variables to transform away the 
combinatorial factors, Eq. (H) becomes 

t J d«(I]) (L«(nJ)."'«(nJ; (I]) 

- r "'«(n ); (I])L,«(nJ + (I]) 

+ ~r:"«(n]; (1])1 </>([nJ + [I]) = O. (46) 

The operator ~r:"« (nJ; (I]) 
and for I ;:: 1 is defined by 

vanishes for I = 0, 

~r:"«(nJ; (I]) 

= + L '(cx(3)r'·" '([n], (3; (g ]) 

L: r '· ' «(n ]; (g]) 
' -+ 'fJ -+ lrl-1l1 

L: L'(cx(3) r ''' (cx(3; (r]) , (47) 
o EI .. } +( ,' 

where the summation is over all distinct parti tions 
of (IJ into the single elemeot (3 and two other dis-

joint parts (gJ aod (rJ, either of which may be empty. 
That Eq. (46) is indeed an identity is a direct 

consequence of the foll owing identity for the com
mutator of r!'" with Lo: 

(L,; r "'( [nJ; (I))] 

= - (V([n]) + L'«(ll)lr" ' ([n); [I]) 

- ~r:"( [nJ ; [II) - ~r:"«(n]; (11), (48) 

where V «(n]) is the interaction part of the n-parti
c1e Liouville operator (the second sum in Eq. (33)J. 
The new operator ~rt'«(nJ; (I]) which appears 
vanishes for I = 0, and for I > 1 is a sum of terms 
each of which contains interaction operators which 
operate only on particles of the set (IJ. Although a 
detailed form of this operator will not be needed 
here. for completeness such a fOlm is given 111 
Appendix D. 

The proof of the resu lt given by Eq. (48) is 
based on the a nalogous result for the scattering 
operator; namely, that 

(L,«(m]); S([m]) J = -L'([m])S((m]). (50) 

This identi ty has been given before." An alternate 
proof which perhaps shows more directly what is 
involved is given in Appendix C. From Eq. (50) 
the commutator of 'U ,. , with L , can be computed 
(see Appendix C) and this result tegether with the 
defining Eq. (10) for r '" enables one to compute 
the commutator of r"' . This calculation is carried 
out in Appendix D. Granting Eq. (50), the ex
pressions for the other two commutators are derived 
by algebraic manipulation. 

Now, according to Eq. (48) one has for the left
hand side of Eq. (46) that 

J d«(I]) (L([n])r "'«(nJ; (I]) 

- r "' ([n]; (l])L,([nJ + II]) 

+ lir :"'([nJ; (I]) 1</>((nJ + [/1) 

= - J d«(I]) (£,( [l ])r" ' ([n]; I I]) + lir:"([nl; [I]) 1 

X </>«(nJ + [l]). (51) 

But the right-ha nd side of this equation vanishes 
identically because every term is either a space 
gradient or a momentum gradient with respect to 
one of the variables of integration. Therefore Eq. 
(46) holds. 

Since the validity of Eq . (46) implies that 
f~l) «(nJlf,) is a solution of the recursion relation, 
Eq. (39), one concludes that the Green-Cohen form 

II M. S. Green, Phys. Rev . 136 AQ05 ( IOG4 ). 
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of the functional is indeed a series solution of Boger 
liubov's functional hierarchy. 

It should be remarked that if the terms of the 
functional are divergent, the proof becomes formal 
but it still estahlishes that the series is a solution. 
More precisely, it would he a formal power series 
solution and as such would still contain useful in
formation about the functional. 

If one could now also show that this form of the 
functional satisfied Bogoliubov's boundary condi
tion, one could invoke Cohen's wuqucness theorem,12 
thereby proving equivalence between the two forms. 
Since the satisfaction of the boundary condition is 
conditional on the convergence of the terms of the 
functional, however, a separate discussion of it is 
given. An alternate equivalence proof given next 
is morc direct and seems morc useful. 

IV. BOGOLIUllOV'S FORM OF THE 
FUNCTIONAL AND COMPARISON 

Bogoliubov's functional is also a series solution of 
Eq. (36) and yet the terms have a different form 
from those given in Eq. (1). As a preliminary to 
discussing the equivalence of the two forms, a 
compact but general version of his derivation will 
be given which shows that his solution is the solution 
of a hierarchy of functional integral equations. 
The term-by-term equivalence proof is presented in 
this context. 

In his work Bogoliubov first assumes a series 
solution of the differential hierarchy Eq. (36) so 
that he is immediately led to Eqs. (39) which he 
then solves. It seems more instructive, however, to 
invert these steps. 

To do this first notice that 

a/([n] 1 S, (7')/,(t)) 
aT 

= J d( ) ';IC [nJ 1 S,(1')f, (I» L ( )S ( . 7')/ ( . 'I') 
l' ';8,(7')f ,(I) , 1', 1' , , 1' , , 

(52) 

where we have used the defining relation 

as'(1'T) 
aT = £'(1')·S'(1'; T). (53) 

Since Eq. (36) is a functional equation, one can 
make a change of variahle from f,(t) to S,(-T)f,(I), 
and then, using Eq. (52), one derives that the func
tional has to satisfy 

af([n] 1 a~(7')f,(t» - L(ln])/([nJ 1 S,(7')f ,(I» 

= +.<I>([n] 1 S,(T)f,(I», (54) 

where, it may he recalled, <I> is defined by Eq. (37) . 
Now, treating the functional <I> as an inhomogeneous 
term, one can write down the Green's function 
solution of Eq. (54). If, in turn, one operates on 
this solution with S([nJ; -T), one finds that 

f([nJ 1 f,(t» = S([n]; -T)f([n] 1 S,(1') f ,(t)) 

-. t dT S([n] ; -T)<I>([nJ 1 S'(T)/,(t». (55) 

This integral functional hierarchy is equivalent to 
the original Eq. (36) and must be satisfied at least 
for any finite time T. 

At this point one supposes with Bogoliubov two 
things: (a) that the boundary condition given by 
Eq. (22) holds, thus imposing a weakening of cor
relations; and (b) Eqs. (55) continue to hold in 
the limit as T -+ 00. Under these conditions the 
functional must be a solution of a hierarchy of 
integral equations, namely, 

f([nJ 1 f,(t» = $([n])</>([nJ; t) 

-. f dT S([n]; -T)<I>([n] 1 S,(T)I(1))· (56) 

This system of equations is the functional inte
gral hierarchy already announced and perhaps two 
remarks should be made. The first is that, because 
of the limiting process, it is not entirely clear how 
the solutions of Eq. (56) are related to those of 
Eq. (36). The second is that it is certainly possible 
that this system has solutions which are not ex
pandable as functional power series." 

Continuing with the derivation of Bogoliubov's 
form, however, assume a series solution as in Eq. 
(38). A recursion relation for the tenns emerges 
by substituting this series into Eq. (56) and equat
ing like powers of •. Using the subscript B to indi
cate that these are Bogoliubov's form of the terms, 
one finds that 

f1" ([n] 1 f,(I» = $ ([n])</>([n]; t) , 

and, for I :2: 1, 

f1"([n] 1 f,(t» 

(57) 

= - f dT S([n]; -T)<I>1"( [nJ 1 S'(T) / ,(t». (58) 

The functional <1>1" is given by Eq. (40) except 
that the particular terms f1" are used. Equation 
(58) is implicit in Bogoliubov's work and his ex
plicit expression for f'" is easily recovered by using 
Eq. (57) to evaluate Eq. (58) for 1 = 1. 

Equation (41) gives the explicit expression for 
If For example, it may be representable as 0. sequence or 

nonanalytic functionals . 
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the Green- Cohen form of t"'. To show directly 
that here one has two equivalent representations 
of the same functional, an inductive proof of term
by-term equality will be given. 

The implication which will be established for 
any [n] is the following: if the terms of the two 
functionals are equal up to, say, the (I - l)th, 
then the Ith terms a re also equal. Since the first 
terms are equal by definition, a proof of this impli
cation establishes the equivalence. 

Proceed by first noticing that terms of <I>~" appear
ing in Eq. (58) involve t';' only for 0 ::; T ::; I - 1, 
so that by hypothesis each of these can be evaluated 
using t);'. The result of evaluating <1>'" by using t);' is 
already given by Eq. (45). If one again proceeds 
formally by interchanging the Liouville operators 
with the phase space integrals, one then has by 
hypothesis that 

<I>~"([n] It,) 

~ Yi J d([l])<1r:"([n]; [I])<t>([n] + [I]), (59) 

where <1r:" is defined by Eq. (47). Using this 
result in Eq. (58), one finds that the hypothesis 
of equivalence for all r ::; I - 1 implies that 

t~"([n] [t,) ~ -Yi 1" dr J d([l])S([n]; -r) 

X <1r:"([n]; [1])So([n] + [I]; r)<t>([n] + [I]). (60) 

No additional assumption is needed in allowing 
the S-operator to operate before the integration 
since the operator simply instructs one to evaluate 
at a certain point. 

To continue the proof of the implication state
ment, one uses the expression for L\ r~") given by 
Eq. (48) to rewrite Eq. (60) and finds that 

t~"([n]1 t,) ~ +Yi 1" dr J d([I])S([n]; -r) 

X [[L([n]) + L o([I])]r"'([n]; [I]) 

- r "'([n]; [1])Lo([n] + [I])} 

X So([n] + [I]; +r)<t>([n] + [I]) 
+ Yi 1" dr S([nJ. - r) J d([l)) W([I])r" '([n]; [I]) 

+ <1r:"([n]; [1])}So([n] + [I]; +r)<t>([n] + [l]) . 
(61) 

The second term vanishes, however, because every 
term in the integrand contains the pair operator 
U(ij) for arguments which are contained in [I]; 
that is, each term contains a momentum gradient 

over which one must integrate. Moreover, it is 
formally obvious that 

- (a/ar)( S([n]; - r)So([I]; - r) 

X r" ' ([n]; [1])So([n] + [1[; r )} 

~ S([n]; - r)So([I]; - r) 

X ([L([n]) + Lo([I])]r"'([n]; [I]) 

- r" '([n] ; ll])Lo([n] + [t])} So([n] + [I]; r). (62) 

Since, in the first term in Eq. (61) one is free to 
transform coordinates from x, to Sell], - r)x" one 
can use Eq. (62) to rewrite Eq. (61). The result is 
that at this stage one has, by hypothesis, that 

t~"([n] I t,) ~ - ~~".! Yi { dr J d([l)) 

a 
X ar [S([n]; -r)So([t], -r)r"' ([n]; [t]) 

X So( [n] + [t]; r) ) <t>([n] + [l]; t). (63) 

The final steps of the proof are not algebraic, 
nor is the justification of them trivial. In order to 
complete a formal proof without interruption, 
questions of justification are ignored for the mo
ment. Obviously, one wants to perform the time
integral in Eq. (63), but to do so one must either 
interchange the two integrations or interchange 
the time derivative with the phase space integra
tion. Following the first course" and then doing 
the time integral, one gets formally that 

f~l)([n] If,) ~ -IL".! t J dell]) 

X [T"'([n]; [l], r) - r" ' ([n]; [t)) }<t>([n] + [t]; I), 
(64) 

where we have defined the operator T'" by 

T"' ([n]; [l], r) ~ S([n]; -r)So([I]; - r) 

X r "' ([n]; [1])So([n] + [I]; r). (65) 

But the vanishing of the first term is assured if the 
Green-Cohen form of the functional satisfies Bogo
liubov's boundary condition. for one has by in
spection that 

~~ Yi J d([I])T"'([n]; [I], r)<t>([n] + [lJ; I) 

~ lim S([,,]; -r)t~"([n] I S,(r)f,(I)), (66) .--
and the vanishing of the right-hand side of this 
equation is Bogoliubov's boundary condition. [See 

. U The co~ditions for either arc fairly strong because the 
mtcgrnls are Improper. 
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Eq. (22).] Thus, the argument fin:1lly yields that 
by hypothesis 

f1"([n] I i,) = ~ J d([l])r" ' (ln]; ll])q,(fn] + II]) 

= J&"([n ) Ii,). (67) 

Thus, the implication is established. Th is result 
can be summarized in the following way: The 
formal term-by-term equivalence between the two 
forms of the functional has been established grant
ing that both forms satisfy the Bogoliubov bound
ary cond ition. A complete proof requires: (a) the 
existence of the terms in each form; (b) a proof 
that the Green- Cohen form does satisfy Bogo
Ji ubov's boundary condition ; and (c) some con
dit.ions for the inver:sion of limit processes must be 
met. 

V. DISCUSSION 

It has been shown by Dorfman and Cohen that 
(contrary to an earlier conjecture in Ref . 6) in 
three dimensions the volume of the phase space for 
which one has contributions to the 4-particle tenu 
of the pair functional is illfinite,l4 '~l cinstock also 
arrives at an infinite phase volume for a related 
',. I "Fth S lIl.:.egra . 1 ur ermorc, engel's has shown by 
explicit calcu lation that, for hard disks in two dj
mensions, the 3-particle term in the solution of the 
generalized Boltzmann equation divcrges.16 'Vith 
this evidence, one should conjecture that all the 
higher terms of the functional scries do not exist 
(at least for some kinds of /,)." Wi,hout giving de
tailed estimates, a number of general remarks can 
be made giving t11e bearing of convergence questions 
on the previous results . 

First, Ute various properties of the S-operators 
and their derivates are completely independent of 
any convergence questions. Thus, properties such 
as those in Eqs. (13) and (14), and the results for 
commutators [i.e., Eqs. (48) and (50) as well as 
Eq. (C IO)) are rigorous rather than merely formal. 
Second, since only such properties are used to 
prove that the Green- Cohen fOln1 of the fun ctional, 
when evaluated at the equi librium singlet density, 
is equal to the usual equilibrium series, then this re
sult is also consid ered rigorous along with the result 
that the generalized Boltzmann collision integral 
evaluated at local equilibrium vanishes. 

As we have already remarked, the proof of Sec. 
. 26 Preliminary C3.lcu lation by Scngers (private communica

tIOn ) on the 3-particle term of the pair funcliOIln.1 for hard 
disks in two din:aensions illdi7ates that this te l:m diverges for, 
say, the HCl'nute polynomials (to be plibilshed in Phys. 
Fluids.) 

III formally establishes the Green- Cuhen form 
of the functional as a series solution of the differ
ential hierarchy. Clearly, the proof callnot be 
lnadc rigorous if the terms of the series are non
existent. Oue call only conclude that the Green
Cohen form is a form.at series representation of 
the functional. Even such formal series embody 
useful information. 

A fourth remark is that, as one expects, f~1) will 
not satisfy Bogoliubov's boundary condit.ion for 
those J, for which it is infinite. III the sp,.tially 
homogeneous ease, ib" evaluated at S,(r)i, is equal 
to its value at /1 which value is supposed infinite 
for any point In). Thus, the required limi t on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (66) docs not exist. In the 
general case, there is a qualitative argument that 
the integral on the left-hand sid e of Eq. (GG) is 
nonexistent. For example, consider '1' (2) (12; 3, ,) 
as a function of time, SHY l~ , of the last collision of 
particle 3 with particle 1 or 2. For points wJli ch 
contribute to the divergence of the integral (c.g., 
the rccollision event), it is not difficult to see that, 
considered as a function of 12 , T C

,
o (J2; 3, ,) in

creases sharply at time , from very smull values 
to ,(2)(12; 3). Using t2 as a variab le, t.he integra
tion over particle 3 then contains two parts corre
sponding to these two val lies of 1' ''' (12; 3,7). The 
part for which it is equal to 7"'(12; 3) is a piece of 
f~l) ( 12) and diverges for the same reason. Tn its 
general form, this argument implies that the li mit 
required by Bogoliubov's boundary condition does 
not exist. 

One concludes that the uniqueness of proof of 
equivalence mentioned at the end of Sec. III is no 
longer valid if fi:' docs not exist. This opens up 
the possibility that Bogoliubov's terms f~/) might 
exist even if the f~/] do Hot. However, our fift.h 
remark is that the term-by-term method of Sec. 
IV suggests that Bogoliubov's terms fail to exist 
whenever the Green- Cohen terms do not exist 
and for the same reason. In other words, one has, 
so to speak, two equivale-nt forms of the same infinite 
quantity. 

One has the following qualitative argument: The 
essential reason for the divergence of nil is that 
the volume of space corresponding to tightly con
nected points does not decrease with the size of the 
diagram sufficiently rapidly. Consider a cut-olT 
integral of the Green- Cohen form in which the 
integration over the tl size" of the diagram is trun
cated at some finite value. Usi ng such a cut-olT 
f~I), the entire calculation of Sec. IV can be re
peated and the eut-olT allowed to become infinit" 
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in the last step. Our suggestion is that all the steps 
which lead to Eq. (07) are then justified and one 
arrives at this same equation except that the inte
gration over the particles [I) is truncated. This 
would indicate that n° becomes infinite with f~l). 

Two final remarks may be of some interest. There 
is no divergence of the functional evaluated at 
equi librium and one can speculate that the func
tional should have a kind of continuity in the 
functions t,. Thus, one feel s that there should be 
some class of perturbations about equilibrium (i.e., 
·fundions t, ) for which the terms exist in spite of 
the fact that they do not exist for, say, the Hermite 
polynomials." In particular, they might exist for 
functions corresponding to perturbations whi ch are 
local in configuration space. Then one might further 
speculate that the equivalence proofs can be es
t ablished for this class of functions. 

Such a situation seems di_fficult to verify, how
ever, and in any case, the result would be of no 
value for calculating transport coefficients. It scems 
more useful to speculate that a time-independent 
functional exists and is a solution of t he functional 
integral hierarchy given by Eq. (5G). One must 
represent it, however, not by the present power 
series but by some resummcd version of it .28 In 
this connection one can observe that according to 
Eq. (64) the divergence in Bogoliubov's terms 
might arise at the upper limit of the time integra
tions. This suggests that a convergent representa
tion of the functional might be achieved if the series 
were resummed so as to replace the ordinary s tream
ing operator by a modified one which decayed with 
time. 
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APPENDIX A. RECURSION RELATION FOR " ., 

Equation (10) is entirely equivalent to tbe original 
defining relation given in Ref. 6 [Eq. (4.2)); namely, 

S([n) + [I)) = L: r"'([n); [q)) 
Iql +Irl + LI ... I - III 

x II Sea; [q.))§ ••• _,([r)), (A I) 
GE ln] +("I 

where 
21 We wish to acknowledge private communication with 

E. G. D. Cohen on this point. See also Ref. 26. 
18 Such a rcsummcd series might involve the modified 

8-opemtor impli ci t in the work of K. Kawasaki and I. 
Oppenheim, Phys. Rev. 139, A1763 ( 1965), 

d.([,.)) = t (-1)" (u +, p)! L: t:r S([r;J). (A2) 
p oo l (1. G':lrl ... \ 

, ,,10 P 

The summation in Eq . (1\2) is over all distinct par
titions of [r ) into p nonempty pm"(s. 

In complete analogy with t he definition of the 
equilibrium modified Ursell fun ction [see Eq. (BI )) 
one defines 

'Il"'([n); [I)) = L: S([nJ + [hJ)d,([k)) , (A3) 
1"1+ [.\:j -I II 

where So is given by Eq. (A2) for u = O. Equation 
(A3) is precisely the solution of the recursion re
lation Eq. (11 ). This is quick ly established by 
direct substitution if one notes the identity : 

L: S([u))go([vj) = 6, .• , 
I~H '_I_I .. J 

(A4) 

where 0o .... is t.he Kronecker symbol. This result., 
in turn, is already established by the combinatorial 
argument given at the end of Appendix A of paper I. 

Substituting the expression for S([n) + [h)) given 
by Eq. (A I) and rearranging the o1"<.ler of summa
tions one finds that 

'Il"' ([n); [Ij) L: ," '([n ); [q)) 
Icrl + Irl +LI .. I- [ll . 

II Sea; [8. )) L: g ... _,([r,J)I,([r, J). 
aEI .. I+lcri 1,,t+\ •• J-lrl 

(A5) 

But it has already been shown »1 Ref. 6 [i.e., Eq. 
(A5)) that 

L: I •• ,_,([r,))I ,(fr,J) 
1, ']+[,.1- 1'1 

L: II g,([r.)). (A6) 
L[r.I-I" aelrJ 

Putting this result into Eq. (A5) and again re
arranging the order of summations yields 

'Il" ' ([n); [I)) L: r"'([n); [q)) 
[ql+LI, .. J- IIJ . 

x II L: Sea, [8.))[,([1.)). 
a E[ .. /+[qJ ' •• 1+[1,,1-1 •• 1 

(A7) 

But, according to Eq. (A3) the product of sums is 
just the product of U'''(a ; [r.)) , so Eq. (A7) is 
identical with Eq. (10). 

APPENDIX B: RELATION BETWEEN URSELL 
OPERATORS AND FUNCTIONS. 

Equation (13), which expresses the result of 
operating with the U rsell operator on a product of 
equilibrium densities, can be established directly 
from Eq. (15). 
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One has that the equilibrium Ursell function is 
given in terms of tbe equilibrium Boltzmann factors 
by 

U"'([n]; [I]) = L: W([n] + [h])l,([k]) , (BI) 
"'1+ltl-llI 

where 

W([m]) '" exp 1-{jV([m]) I· (B2) 

The sum 1, corresponds to I, and is defined by 

• • 
I ,([k]) = L: (-l)'p! L: IT W([k,]). (B3) 

,. ... 1 IY : ,." ;_1 

Equation (B I) is the solution of the recursion re
lation, Eq. (4), and is the usual dcfinition; namely, 
that U'" is the sum of all distinct products of Boltz
mann factors, the arguments of which partition 
In] + [I] into disjoint parts, onc of whicb contains 
In]. 

Now, multiplying Eq. (B3) by 0q,(lkJ), using tbe 
fact that the [k,J partition [k], and then using Eq. 
(15), one finds that 

asymptotic value equal to S(12) operating on tbe 
function. Tbus, i; vanishes both when there is no 
collision at any earlier time and when a collision 
occurs at some finite time. 

One wants to use the commutator of L, and S 
given by Eq. (50) to evaluate 

-y"'([n]; [m]) 

= [L,([n) + [m]); '\L "' ([n]; [mIl], (C3) 

where '\L"'(ln]; [m]) is the modified Ursell operator 
defined by Eq. (ll ) [or Eq. (A3)]. Equation (A3) 
yields directly for -y'" that 

-y"'([n]; [m]) 

L: I-L'([n] + [h])S([n) + [h)) 
'''1+111-1'''' 

x 1,([1]) + S([n] + [h])[L,([I]); 1,([1))11 (04) 

where in tbe first term the commutator of S has 
been evaluated using Eq. (50) . Using Eq. (ll ) to 
re-cxpress the &-operators and rearranging summa
tions one finds that 

9',([k]) °q,([k)) = 9', ([k])°q,([k]) , (B4) -y" '([n); [m]) 

where d, is the sum of S-operators defined hy Eq. 
(A2) . 

Similarly, mul tiplying Eq. (Bl) by °q,([n) + II]), 
one has that 

U"'([n]; Il))°q,([n] + II]) 

L: W([n] + [h])°q,([n) + [h])/,([k])°q,([k]) 
1"1+' .'- [1/ 

L: S([n] + [h])9' ,([k]) °q,([n) + [I]) . (B5) 
1111+14'1-111 

Since '\1'" is defined by Eq. (A3), Eq. (13) is es
tablished. 

APPENDIX C: COMMUTATORS OF S AND '\L'" 

Tbe expression for the commutator of L, with 
an S-operator IEq. (50)] is discussed and then used 
to calculate the commutator of L, with '\L ,., 

Consider the operator whose limit is the S-opera-
tor. According to Eq. (12) it is defined by 

S([m]; r) = S([m); -r)S,([m); r), (C1) 

and its time derivative is 

i;([m]; r) 

L: L'([n) + [q) + [T]) 
IqJ+(r]+[.I-" .. ' 

x '\L"'(ln); IqJ) S([T])9',([s]) 

+ L: '\L"'([n ); [q]) 
Iv) +lrl-' .. ' 

x L: S([u]) IL,([u]); s,([u])) . (C5) 
hl!+I./-lri 

According to Eq. (A4) 

L: S([u]) [L,([u]) ; s, ([u])) 
[wl+i.I-ld 

L: L'([u])S([u])s,([u]) , (C6) 
Iool +I.I-lr l 

where [L,; S] has been evaluated by using Eq. (50). 
Furthermore, one has by definition 

L'([u) + [u]) = L'([u]) + L'([u)) + L: L'(i)). 
i Et .. 1 
i E I.' 

(C7) 

Using these two results in Eq. (C5) , the second 
group of terms is seen to cancel so that rearranging 
orders of summation one finds that 

-y" ' ([n); [mIl 

= -L([m])$([m1; r) + S([m]; r)L,([m]). (C2) L: L'([n) + [q))'lL"'(ln]; [q)) 

Equation (50) is just the infinite time limit of this 
equation. 

For example, for the case of two particles, S(12; r) 
operating on any two-particle function goes from 
the value of the function at r = 0 through a region 
of change ahout the time of closest approach to an 

I vi + 1" " /,,,1 

x L: S([u])g,([u)) 
1 .. )+(., .. 1,) 

L: L'(i))'lL"'([n); [q]) 
;+(4).1,1"'", 

i e(,,'. (,,1 

x L: S(j + [u))S,([u]). 
1 .. 1 + 1""\'1 

(C8) 
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The first group of terms immediately simplifies 
according to Eq. (A4) , while in the second group of 
terms one can use 

L: S(j + [u])9 0 ([v]) 
, .. I+{., - I .. ' 

L: '\I. ' ''(;; [h]) 
IlIoj +I II _[ <I 

x L: S([u])90 ([V]) = '\I." '(j ; [r]). (C9) 
1001 +1.) ·- 111 

Hence, one bas established that 

'Y 'O' ([n]; [m]) 

= -L'([n] + [m])'\I. 'O'( [n]; [m]) 

L: L'(iJ} '\I. 'O' ([n]; [q])'\1. '''(j; [r]) . 
;+")+1-1-[,,,) 

i E I .. ' + Ivl 

(ClO) 

For our purpose an alternate form of Eq. (CIO), 
which explici tly separates the terms containing 
interaction operators only for members of [m], is 
more useful. If one again uses Eq. (C7), one can 
wri te that 

'Y'O'([n]; [m]) = -(U([n]) + L'([m]))'\I.'O' ([n]; [m]) 

- L: L'(iJ} {'\I.'O ' ([n]; [m]) 
i E 1>.) 
iEt .. , 

+ L: '\I.'O' ([n]; [q])'\1.'''(j, [r])) 
[vi+i. ,E, . ]-1 

x: L'(il)'\I.'O' ([n]; [q])'\1. ' ''(;; [r]), (Cll) 
i+ l.l +ld- I"" 

l El q ) 

where the second term of Eq. (CIO) has been split 
into the two groups, one for which particle i is in 
[nJ. 

The operand of L'(i]) in the second term is, in 
fact, j ust '\I." '" ([nJ +;; [mJ - )). To sec this, notice 
that, according to Eq. (A3), if one splits the sum 
into its two parts depending on which set contains 
particle ;, 

'\I.'·'([nJ;; + [m]) = '\I. ''' ''([nJ +;; [m]) 

+ L: '\I. 'O ' ([n]; (q]) 
,ql+ l rJ-l ... l 

x L: S([u]) I o(j + [v]). 
, .. ) + I . I -lrJ 

(CI2) 

That the sum in the second term is precisely 
-'\I.'''(j; (r]) follows immediately from Eq. (A4) 
with [wJ = ; + [rJ (so that [IJ is never empty). 

Thus, one has that 

'Y'O ' ([nJ; [m]) = - [U( {n]) + L'([m])J'\I.'·'([nJ; (m]) 

L: L'(il) '\I. '''''([nJ + j; [mJ - D 
, EIo.' 
jE t_ I 

L: L'(i])'\I. 'O' ([n]; i + (q])'\1.'''(j; [r]). 
i+i-tl v,,,,' rI -I .. ' 

;- ; (CI3) 

APPENDIX D: COMMUTATOR OF , '0' 
To derive the expression for the commutator of 

L o and T'o' given by Eq. (48), one can again proceed 
in a way analogous to that in Appendix C. Thus, if 
one defines 

B([nJ + (qJ; [r]) 

L: II '\1." ' (<>; [r.]), (DI) 
Ltr.I " 'rI aE IIII+lcrl 

Eq. (10) which was estahlishcd In Appendix A 
can be written: 

'\I.'O ' ([n]; (I]) 

L: T" ' ([nJ; [q])B({nJ + [g]; [r]). 
11I ]+ld"IIi 

(D2) 

To evaluate the commutator r'o, defined by 

r'O' ({nJ; [m]) = [L, ([nJ + [m]); T'O'([nJ; [m])]. (D3) 

one needs the solution to this recursion relation. 
The solution can be written 

T' O' ([nJ; [m]) 

L: '\I. ' · ' ([n]; [h])B-'({nJ + [hJ; [I]). (D4) 
,4J+III-'''' 

The quantity B -' is a sum of products of the opera
tors cu. (I) and, in fact, it will be shown elsewhere 
that it is just such that each summand in Eq. 
(D4) is a connected tree rooted on the set [nJ + [hJ. 
For the present, one only needs the property which 
Jr' must have if Eq. (D4) solves Eq. (D2); namely, 
that 

L: B([gJ; [u])B- '([gJ + [uJ; [v]) = 00.,. (D5) 
lool+ I.I-lrj 

According to Eq. (D4), 

r" ' ([nJ; [m]) 

= L: ('Y'O'([nJ; [h])B-'([nJ + [hJ; [I]) 
IA)+III - I _I 

+ '\I. '·'([nJ; [h])[L,;B- '([nJ + [hJ; [I])]}. (DG) 

Since one does not want to evaluate the commu
tator of B-" first eliminate it in favor of the com
mutator of B by using the identity: 

L: B([uJ + [qJ; [u]) 
( .. I+I_J-Irl 

X [Lo; B-'([nJ + [gJ + [uJ ; [v])J 

= - L: [Lo; B([nJ + [q]; [u])J 
lw," , . ) -Irl 

Xe-'([nJ + [qJ + [uJ; [v]). (D7) 
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The result follows directly from Eq. (D5). Moreover, 
one has from the definition of B ([n] + [q]; [,.]) that 

coefficient of B-' in the second term of Eq. (D9). 
Thus, since by defi nition, if [n,] + In,] = In], then 

[L.; B(fn] + [q]; [r])] B([n]; [mD 

L ..,,(1'(i; [s])B([n ] + [q] - i; It]). (DS) L B([n,]; [m,])B([n,]; [m,D , 
[!f~7:~~i;J [ ... .1+1",.1 - [ ... ] 

(DI4) 

Now, if the second group of terms in Eq. (D6) is 
rew.-itten by using Eq. (D2) to evaluate 'U "', the 
sums can be rearranged so that the left-hand side 
of Eq. (D7) appears. Thus, also using Eq. (DS), one 
can rewrite Eq . (D6) in the form : 

r 'o'(fn]; [m]) = L [·y'·'([n]; [hD 
1111 ... [II -I ... ] 

L r 'O'([n ]; [qD 
Icr]+[r) +[. 1-141 

l E I", + [ql 

x ..,,(1 ' (i; [T])B([n] + [q] - i; Is]) I 
X W'([n] + [hI; [l]). (D9) 

To continue the evaluation, divide ..,,'0' ([n]; [h]) 
into two parts, 'i'~"l and 'Y!"', 'Y:'" containing all the 
terms for which the interaction operators operate 
on members of [nL and 'Yin) the rest; that is, from 
Eq. (CI3): 

..,,:·'([n]; [h]) '" -L'([n])'U'O'( [n]; [h]) 

and 

L L'(i])'U'o+>l([n] + ;; [hI - I), 
l E I .. ] 
f E III] 

..,,:O'([n]; [It]) = -L'(fh])'U'O'([n]; [h]) 

(DLO) 

L L'(i;)'U'O'( [n]; i + [q])'U'''(j; [T]). 
' +;"'ol"lrI-llI) 

.... i 

(Dll) 

If one now uses Eq. (D2) to evaluate 'U '0' and 
'U '" '' in Eq. (DIO) one finds after rearranging 
sums that 

..,,:·'([n]; [h]) = L {L'([n])r"'([n]; [q]) 
[III + I r \-110) 

+ L £,(i])r,o·"([n] + ;; [q] - m 
; EI ,,] 
iE Iq] 

X B([n] + [q]; [T]), 

and, in particular, since L' (O') = 0, 

"y:"(i; [T]) 

(D12) 

L £,(il)r' ''(y; [u] - I)B(i + (tt]; [v]). 
1 .. 1 + 1_''''1 rJ 

jE 1001 

one has 

L r"'([n]; [q]) 
If l +[rl+[.[ - [III 

; E (n' +[v[ 

X ..,,:"(i; [T])B([n] + [q] - i; [sD 

L r "'( [n); [q]) L L'(i]) 
[q]+[rj-.-I_J_\.tj i E("J+ lcr[ 

IE [ri 

X r (2'(ij; [T] - ])B([n] + Iq] + [T]; Is]). (DI5) 

Taken together, Eqs. (D I2) and (015) yield an 
explicit expression for r ~"), the part of r Ill) arising 
from ')'~ .. ) and ,),:1). Thus, substituting these two 
results inLo Eq. (D9), real'ranging summations, and 
using Eq. (D5) yields 

r:"([n]; [rnD 

= - £'([n])r" '([n]; em]) - llr:o'([n] ; em]), (DI6) 

where llr:" has been defined by Eq. (47) . 
An expression for the remaining part of rlr» 

can be derived in a similar way. If one uses Eq. 
(DII ) to evaluate r:o

' as given by Eq. (D9), one 
sees directly that r~") consists entirely of terms in 
which the interaction operator works only on mem
bers of [mI . This is the only result used in the text. 
For completeness we only quote the following result 
for ri") in terms of previously defined quantities: 

r :O'([n]; [m]) 

= -L'([m])r'°'([n]; em]) - llr~O'([n]; em]), (Dl7) 

where 

llr:"([n]; [mD 

L L'(i]) {r" '([n]; [q) + ,) 
i+;+lcrl+(rl-( .. 1 

X [ L llr "'(o<;; [T]) + r"'(ij; [rD] 
ael .. I+(crl 

+ r'O'([n]; [q]) 

X L L llr "'(a"i; [u]) llr' ''(fi;; [v])), 
lul+I.I-lrI a.,e l .. I+ I GI 

o <p 

(DIS) 

(DI3) and, in turn, 

Equation (DI3) enables one to further evaluate the llr' ''(ij ; [mJ) '" r(2'(ij; [mD - 0 •. •. (DI9) 
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On Irreducible Tensor Operators for Finite Groups 

P. RUDRA 

Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, CakuUa, India 
(Received 14 September 1965) 

A method is derived for obtaining the tensor covariants of the finite groups, belonging to nny 
given factor system, star ting from an arbitrary tensor of ra.nk r in a N-dimensional vector space. The 
transformation properties of the irreducible tensor operators for the projective representations of the 
group have been discussed. The Wigner-Eckart theorem for these representations has also been 
studied. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N a previous paper' we have studied the pro
jective representations of finite group belonging 

to any factor system. There we found out the 
algebraic method of obtaining the characters of the 
inequivalent irreducible projective representations 
of finite groups. We also deduccd, among others, 
the transformation properties and the projection 
operators for the basis functions, the Kro-necker 
(inner) direct product representation and the 
Clebsch- Gordan coefficients. 

In this paper, we study the transformation prop
erties of tensor operators belonging to irreducible 
projecti ve represen tations of any particular factor 
system. We also derive a method for obtaining 
the tensor basis of the irreducible projective rep
resen tations. ' ·Vigner- Eckart theorem can again 
be written as the product of the Clebsch- Gordan 
coefficient and a reduced matrix element, the ex
pression for the latter term, differing from that 
in the case of vector representation , by a mult i
plicative term which is a fun ction of the factors. 

Sirotin' and Smith' have studied the tensor 
invariants for anisotropic tensors. Smith h as also 
discussed different methods for obtaining tensor 
invariants. Our method of obtaining the tensor 
invariants (forming the basis of the ident ical repre
sentation) and t ensor covariants (forming bases 
of other irreducible rcpresentations) depends on 
the generalization of the concept of proj ection 
operators for tensor operators belonging to the 
projective representations. 

Erdos'" work of findin g the tensor invariants for 
crystals runs in a line similar to ou rs, as applied 
to the irreducible vector representations. 

I P. R udra, J . Malh. Pbys. 6, 1273 (1965). We shall refer 
to this paper as 1. 

• Iu. 1. Sirotin, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 133,321 (1960) 
[English t ra ns!' : Soviet Phys.-Doklady 5, 774 ( 1961)]. 

• G. F . Smi th; J. Math. Phys. 5, 1612 (1964). 
4 P. Erdos, h elv. Phys. Acta 37, 493 (19G4). 

The general properties of thc factors of the pro
jective representations have been deduced in Ref. l. 
We shall copiously use these results. We also want to 
point out a change of notation from that used in 
Ref. 1. There r, denotes the ~th irreducible pro
jective representation; here D (jl) denotes the same, 
I' except being used as a superscript. 

2. TENSOR OPERATORS FOR FINITE GROUPS: 
TRANSFORMATION RULES FOR PROJECTIVE 

REPRESENTATIONS 

T ensor operators have been used in quantum 
mechanics for a long t ime in the form of spherical 
tensors,:! which transform as different irreducible 
representations of the full rotation group. Similarly, 
tensor operators may be defined'-' as belonging 
to different irreducible representations of the fin ite 
group. 

If we define the Wigner operators' OR for all 
R E G, where G is the group of order g, then the 
transform ation properties of the irreducible tensor 
operator Tj forming the ith basis of the ~th irre
ducible projective representation D") of the group 
G will be as follows.' If the coordinate basis in 
the vector space V is changed by R, i.e., 

u' = uR, 

then any function >/> (u) in V will become' 

>/>' = ON>/>, 

where 

(1) 

>/>'(u) = OR>/>(U) = [II WR.PWP,N)'I>, >/>(UW') , (2) 
P E a 

l M. E. Rose, Elementary TheQry of Angular Momentum 
(John Wiley & Sons Inc., New York, 1957 ) . 

• U. Fano and O. Racah, I rreduc£ble T cnsorial Set (Ac
ademic Press Inc., N ew York, 1959). 

1 H. Weyi, Classical Groups (Princeton University Press, 
Princeton, New J ersey, 1946). 

S H. Weyl, The 1'heory of Groups and Quantum Mechanics 
(Dover Pttbli~ations, Inc., New York) (English transJ.) 

• E. P. Wigner, Group Theory and its Application to the 
Quantum M echanics oj Atomic Spectra (Academjc Press, Inc., 
New York, 1959) (English tra ns!. ). 
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and the tensor operator T: will transform as 

" _ 1_ D '~'(R- ')T~ L..J 'I I' 
i WR ,R-I 

(3) 

where WP .Q for P , Q E G are the factors of the 
projective representation.I

•
IO The rank of the tensor 

is suppressed in the notation. 
We now show that, with respect to the tensor 

bases T:'s ,the O.'s behave as the projective repre
sentation of G belonging to the complex conjugate 
of the factor systems to which D""s also belong, i.e. , 
to w~.Q = l / wP .Q for all P, Q E G. Thus 

OsORT:OR - .OS-' = W;'ROSRT:OR-. S-' (4) 

for all ~ and i. 

Proof. 

OsORT:OR - ,Os-' 

WH , R- 'W S.S - · 
L D ~i )(R- ' } D ~:)(S- ')T: 
j . l 

I: D1:'(W'S- ')T; 
WR . R -'W S.S-' W S R . R - ' S - · • 

smce 

3. PROJECTION OPERATORS FOR TENSOR 
OPERATORS 

In this section we show how to obtain the irre
ducible tensor basis T: from any tensor T of rank r 
in an N-dimensional vector space V. Our method 
is a generalization of Wigncr projection operator 
P!"', which, operating on any function if/, gives the 
ith functional basis of the ~th irreducible repre
sentation.l,o, lo 

We define a corresponding projection operator 
P!'" whose action on any arbitrary tensor T gives a 
new tensor 'T~ which, as is shown, transforms 
according to Eq. (3) : 

T'· -- P'." T = ~ "D" '(R)O TO L... '; R ' -' , • • gRE G 
(.1) 

where n, is the dimension of the irreducible pro-
10 M. Hamcrmcsh Group Theory and its Application to 

Physical Proble l1l3 (Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc. 
Rending, Massachuselts, 1962). 

jeetive representation D"'. We first explain the 
meaning of ORTOR- •. The components of the tensor 
T of rank r in a N-Dimensional vector space V may 
be looked upon as spanning the space V' of dimension 
N'. This space will in general be reducible under the 
operations of the group G. The components of 
ORTO R- . may be interpreted as the transformed 
components of T under a basis change in V by the 
operation R EG. With this interpretation, Eq. (4) 
is also valid for T. Now we show that T:'s obtained 
from (5) form the ith basis of the ~th irreducible 
projective representation. We have to utilize, in 
tbis process, t he Eq. (4) and the basic property of 
the factors of the projective representation.' 

Proof: 

OsT:Os - . =!':. I: D);'(R)OsO. TOR -.O. - . 
g R E O 

X ·OSR TOR-. s - . 

I: _1_ D::'(S- ') n. I: D!;' (SR) 
.t Ws.s - · g Sil E O 

X OSR TOR - . S -' 

I: _ 1_ D::'(S- ' )T: . 
t W3.S - ' 

4. WIGNER-ECKART THEOREM FOR PROJECTIVE 
REPRESENTATIONS 

In Ref. 1, we have shown that, under a coordi nate 
basis transformation in the vector space V, the ith 
functional basis of the ~th irreducible projective 
representation transforms as 

lOR "':) = OR I"':) = I: D::'(R) I",;). (6) 
; 

The basis functions (",:1 of the dual space V· will 
transform as 

so that the orthonormalization of the fUllctions 
is maintained: 

(OR"'; I 0.",:) = I: _ 1- D!r'(R- ') D:;'(R)(",: I "';) 
;.1 WI/-'.R 

= D!;'(E) = 0" . 
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Combining Eqs. (3), (6), and (7) we get for the ma
t rix element (T'a'i' I T~ ITail (where a', 1', a are the 
irreducible projective representations, i', m, i are 
the components, and T ', T are any other param
eters characterizing the states) : 

(T'a'i'l T~ ITai) = (O.(T'a'i' )1 O.T~O.-, 10.(Ta» ) 

X (T'a'j' 1 T: ITa)). 

Using Eqs. (21) and (30) of Ref. 1 for the Kronecker 
inner direct product and the Clebsch-Gordan coef
ficients, we have 

(r'a'i'] T:' Jrai) · L: WR,R - '[ II W R.pWp,Rr
l

/
h 

R E G P E Q 

=: (r'a'i ', 1J.1n I roo,) 
• 

x L (T'a'j'l r: ITaj)(Taj I T'a'j', I'n) . 
j' .. j 

Now, since 

for arbitrary PEG, we obtain 

Thus we can write 

(T'a'i'l T::' ITa» = Va' il T" li Ta) ( , ,., I') 
. Ta l , 11m rat, 

n. 
(8) 

where the reduced matrix element 

(T'a'il T' IITa) = (0/ L [II w •. pWP.R)'''') 
R EO P E G 

x L (T'a'j' l r: ITaj)(Taj I T'a'j', I'n) 
i '"i 

(9) 

does not depend on the components i', tn, and i, 
and differs from the similar expression for the vector 
representations 0I1ly in the multiplicative term 

0/ L [II W •• pWP •• )'''' . 
REG P E G 

Here we shall like to point out that Eqs. (8) 
and (9) are valid only for simply reducible groups,"" 
i.e., groups which satisfy the following two con
ditions: 

(a) All classes are ambivalent (i.e., every element 
of the group is equivalent to its inverse), and 

(b) the Kronecker inner direct product of any 
two irreducible representations of the group contauls 
no irreducible representations more than once. 

The generalization"'" of Wigner-Eckart theorem 
for non-simply reducible groups may be approached 
in the same line as is done by Ginibre" for simple 
Lie groups. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have thus obtained the transformation prop
erties of irreducible tensor operators for the pro
jective representation of finite groups, belonging 
to any factor system. A method is also deduced 
for obtaining the tensor invariants and covariants 
of finite groups for these representations and the 
form of the Wigner- Eckart theorem is given in 
this case. All these formulas can be used for vector 
representations if we note that in this case WP.O = 1 
for all P, Q E G. The importance of the projective 
representations lies in the fact that Wigner anti
unitary representations' are actually projective 
representations, belonging to a particular fa ctor 
system. 

U J . Ginibre, J. Math. Phys. 4, 720 (1963). 
I I G. E. Baird and L. C. Bledenharn, J. Mat.h. Phys. 5, 1730 

(1964). 
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Improved Method for Quantum Mechanical Three-Body 
Problems. II. Repulsive Potentials 

LEON ARD EYG ES 

A ir Force Camhridge Research Laboratories , Office of Aerospace Research, Bedford, MassachuseUs 
(Received 23 September 1965) 

We extend a mcthod previously presented for the three-body problem with attract.ive interparticle 
potentials to the case of repulsive in terparticle potentials, wi th periodic boundary condi tions on each 
pa-rticle. As before, we decompose the wave function into three parts, and from tbe Scbrodinger 
equation write equations for these parts. We observe tha-t, in one-dimension and for o.-function po
tentials, these equations can be easily solved numerically, and we present these solutions for potential 
"strengths" ranging from zero to infinity. We tbcn discuss a more general method for solving these 
equations, which method involves expansions in a certain set of two-body functions. This general 
method is not necessarily limited to either one dimension or o-function potent.ials, but as a check on 
it, we do apply it to that case and get good agreement with the previous numerical results. As a fur ther 
exploration of the method, we a.pply i t to square well potentials in onc dimension. In an Appendix we 
discuss the set of two-body fun ctions that we use. 

INTRODUCTION 

I N previous papersl we have considered the prob
lem of finding the ground-state energy and eigen

fun ction for three identical part icles bound by pair
wise at tractive potentials. It is then natural to try 
to extend the method of solution to repulsive po
tenti als and it is this problem we consider here. For 
purely repulsive poten tials there is, of course, no 
bowld state, so to define the problem we must im
pose some kind of external boundary condition; we 
take this to be the conventional periodic boundary 
condition. The method is presented for one-dimen
sional problems, but there is no intrinsic limitation to 
one dimension in it. For simplicity, and to explai n the 
method without extraneous details we have dealt 
maiu.iy, but not e.xclusively, with a-fun ction repulsive 
potentials, but again there is no limitation in princi
ple to these; thus in the last section we discuss the 
case of square potentials . These one-dimensional 
problems are sti ll models in the sense that there are 
no physical systems to which the results apply di
rectly; rather, we are interested in them as appli ca
tions of OUf general method. We have, therefore, not 
presented profuse numeri cal resul ts for them, but 
have gone only to the point required to show that 
the method works in their case. We have also tried 
to highlight the new features that repulsive po
tentials introduce and to discuss them in terms that 
can he transcribed to three-dimensional problems. 
One such feature, which is worth consideration in 
its own right, is the intl"Oduction of a complete sct 
of two-body functions whi ch serve as a set of basis 
fun ct ions for expansion in the three-body problem. 

'L. Eyges, Phys. Rev. 121, 1744 (1961); J . Math. Phys. 
6, 1320 ( 1065). 

The outli ne of the paper is as follows. In Sec. I 
we present and discuss some general equations for 
the problem. In Sec. II we apply these to o-function 
potent ials and observe that they then reduce to a 
particularly simple form which can be solved by 
easy numerical calculation. We do this to provide a 
useful test case against which we can later check 
the results got from our more general method. In 
Sec. III this general method is presented. In Sec. 
IV we go back and, as a check, solve the o-function 
case with it. The resul ts agree well with those derived 
by the special method of Sec. II. Finally, in the same 
section we briefly treat the case of square well re
pulsive potentials. 

1. GENERAL EQUATIONS 

We consider the one-dimensional problem of three 
particles, identical and of mass 1n, with coordinates 
XI, Xl , Xl , and with pairwise interaction forces, I.e., 
with total potential energy 

V ( lx, - x, D + V (lx , - x,D + V(lx, - x,D. (1) 

The ground-state energy of the system is e. With 

v, , = v(lx, - x,D, 

the Schrodinger equat ion for the wave fun ction is 

( - \7 ' + v" + v" + v,,)'I' = 1Nr, (2) 

where 

a2 a'l a2 

-a ' + -, + - ,. 
Xl a X 'l QX3 

\7'= 

As we have explained previously' and hence do not 
expand upon here, it is part of our method to work 

938 
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simultaneously with three different sets of coordi
nates. These arc redundant in that any single set 
would suffice to c!iamcterize the problem; nonethe
less, it is very advan tageous to usc all three. We 
have already seen l some of the advantages of these 
sets for the problem with attractive potentials. It 
is interesting to note that Fadeev' has also found 
similar sets of coordinates advantageous in scat
tering problems and has used them to derive many 
results of formal scattering theory for three-body 
systems. 

A typical set (x", y" X) is defined by 

(3) 
x = XI + X2 + Xa, 

with sets (x", y" X) and (x", v"~ X ) defined analo
gously. The Laplacian becomes typically in these 
new coordinates 

Following QUI' previous work we now defi ne a fuoc
tiona VtI2 (Xt2 , Y3) which satisfies 

(4) 

with similar equations for 1/113 and 1/1'13" We sometin)cs 
refer to 1/112 as a a two-body orbital" for reasons we 
have discussed elsewhere.' "'" is related to w by 

(5) 

sin ce, if we add Eq. (4) to its two counterparts in 
the other sets of coordinates, we get back Eq. (2) 
for W, using this last relation. Thus Eqs. (4) and (5) 
are equ ivalent to the Schr6dinger equation for the 
problem. IVIoreover, as we have discussed previously, 
we know that for the ground state "'" will be the 
«arne function of its coordinates that the other two 
functions are of theirs, so that we have only a single 
function 1/112 to determine. 'I'hus, it is sufficient to 
.solve Eq. (4), which contains only the single po
tential v" and which is therefore appreciably simpler 
than the complete Schr6dinger equation. This ad
vantage is especially marked if v" is a potential of 
finite range, i.e., one for which v"ex) = 0 for x > xo. 
The solution of Eq. (4) for x > Xo is then the free 
particle solution. To be sure, if we considered the 

t L. D. Fadecv, Zh. Eksperim. i Tear. Fiz. 39, 1459 (1960) 
[English trans!.:. Soviet, Phys.-JETP 12, ~014, H161); Do~!. 
Akad. Nauk USSR 138, 565 (196 1) [Enghsh t.ransl.: SoViet. 
Phys.-Dokl. 6, 384 (1961 )]; Dokl. Aknd. Nauk USSR 145, 
30 1 (1962) [Engl ish tmDsl. : Soviet Phys.-Dokl. 7, 600 
(1903 ]1-

I Henceforth, we neglect a. trivia.l dependence of our 
functions on the center-of-mass coordina.te X. 

ordinary Schrodinger equation, in which V IZ + VIS + 
Vn entered, there would be a region of Xl , Xz, Xl 

space for which the potential is zero and hence for 
which the solution would also he a free particle 
solution. But this region, being a function of X I, x2, X3, 

would be much more complicated to visualize and 
deal with in general than in the case above. 

The boundary condition we want to use is that 'it 
be periodic, of period L, in Xl, X2, Xs separately . This 
condition will be satisfied if each of the orbitals 
1/11 2, 1/113,1/123 is similarly periodic, and we now assume 
this. Let us look then at "'" which, with this as
sumption, can be expanded in a Fourier series,· 

I/Il2 = L Jf(8 J , 82, 83) ., .. ~ .. , 
[

2..i 
X exp L (8,X, + 8,X, + 8,X,) J. (6) 

If we use the transformations 

x, 

x, 

x, l(X + y,), 

this can be wri tten in the form 

{2..i [X .,.~ .. H (8" 8" 8,) exp L "3 (8, + 8, + 8,) 

+ x~' (8, - 8,) + ~ (-s, - 8, + 28,) ]}. (7) 

The factor exp[(2..i/LHX(s, + 8, + 8,)] in this 
expression refers to the center-or-mass motion. For 
the ground-state wavefunctioll with which we deal 
we can assume that the center of mass is /, at rest/' 
i.e., that SI + 52 + 8 3 = O. If we put this condition 
into (7), we conclude that the most geneml functiOll 
periodic in Xl, X 2 , Xa and with center of mass at rest 
is [with H (8" 8" - S, - 8,) -> G(8" 8,)] 

.~. G(8" 8,) exp {2{i [x~, (8, - s,) - ~' (8, + 8,) ]} . 

(8) 

Note that this is periodic ill x" and y, not with 
period L, but with period 2L. If we write 8, - 8, = 
nt, S, + 82 = -n2, and let G(SI' 82) ~ C(1h, 11.2), 
we can now assume that the general expression for 

"'" is of the form' 

" [21ri ] ", ,,(x,,, y,) = L.- C(n" n,) exp 2L (n,x" + n,y,) . 

(9) 
'A S UIll. simply written as LI will mean Lf_.....,.,o> unless 

otherwise indicated, and ana.logously for double or l l'iple SU IllS. 
s It. will be suflicicnt 1;0 assume that. the function C(nl, n!) is 

re:ll. 
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We have deliberately omitted from this last sum the 
range of values of the summation variables n, and 
n, since this requires a little discussion. At first 
sight it might seem that n, and n, take on arbi t rary 
independent integral values. This is not quite true, 
however, s ince for arbitrary 8. and 821 if 81 - 8, is 
even (odd) then s, + s, is even (odd). We must then 
put in the condition in the expansion (9) that n, and 
n , be both even or both odd. Instead of trying to 
keep this even-odd condition always in mind, it 
will sometimes be morc convenient to deal with it 
explicitly in the following way. We define a {n, m) by 

{
I ; n, ?It both even or both odd , 

a {n, m) ~ 
0; otherwise. 

(1O) 

I: C{n; , n;) U{I) a {n; , n;) 
I ... ,' . ... ' 

{ ri2"lx" i", 'J X exp L ~ + L (n ,x" + n ,y,) 

We transform the second and third exponents in 
curly brackets using 

x" -!(y, - x,,), 

x" - t(y, + x,,), 

y, 

y, 

-t(3x" + Y,), 

!(3x" - y,), 

Then we can write (9) formally as a Slim over all and then multiply by exp [- (27ri/ 2L) (n,x" + n,y,)] 
integral n, and n, and integrate Crom zero to 2L to get 

",,, {x,,, y,) ~ I: C{n" n,) a {n" n,) [E - 2{,,/ L)'(n: + 3n;)]C(1l" n,) a {n" n,) 
., .... 

[ 27ri J X exp 2L (n ,x" + n,y,) . (11) 

With this form Cor or", we now turn to the solution 
of Eq. (4). 

The potential energy v{x ,,) is defined Cor x, and 
X 2 between zero and L, say, and we seek a wave
fun ction which is periodic in these variables. Often 
when onc has this periodicity condition on a wavc
function it is because the potential itself is periodic, 
as in the canonical solid state physics problem oC 
the solution oC the Schrodinger equation Cor a peri
odic lattice. It is convenient then to adopt the fi ction 
tbat the potential v{x,,) is periodic, i. e., to replace 
v{x,,) by its periodic counterpart v,{x,,) defined by 

v,{xu) ~ I: v{xu + nL) , (12) 

so that we are closer to this problem. This is, of 
course, merely an artifice; it does not change the 
potenti al inside the basic domain oC x", but merely 
adds " replicas" oC this potential outside that domain. 
Nonetheless, working with Vp , we can use Fourier 

~ f.= {u(n, ~ n:)C{n: , n,) a(,,:, n,) 

+ v(nl - 21~: - 3n2)C(n;, - n: _ 211.2) 
X d (ni, -n: - 2n2 ) 

+ U(n, + 21~: + 3n' )C{n: , - n: _ 2n,) 

X a{,,:, - n: - 2n,)}. (14) 

This is the basic equation. whose solution we now 
investigate. 

II. SPECIAL METHOD OF SOLUTION FOR 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL r. FUNCTIONS 

We first want to consider Eq. (14) for the special 
case of one-dimensional delt .... Cunction potentials. 
We are able to solve it by a special method, that is, 
one applicable only to these potentials; the solution, 
besides being interesting in its own right, then 
constitutes a very useful test case Cor the more gen
eral method we develop later. senes 

v,{x,,) ~ I: U{fJ exp [i2,,/x,, / L]. 
For the cl-function potential,' v{x) ~ t cl{x) , we 

(13) have then , 
If then we put (11) and (13) into Eq. (4) we get 

.,~. , [E - (fJ (2n:' + 6n;') JC{n:, n;) a{n: , n;) 

X exp [~ (nixl2 + n~Ya) ] 

U{l) ti L 

and Eq. (14) becomes' 

• Note that our defini tion of the 4-function strenglh differs 
by a factor of 2 from lhat. o f Lieb and Liniger, Ref. 10. 

, The function a(nl, n, ) is really super[iuous except when 
it appears wi thin a summa.tion sign, so we drop it from the 
left-hand side of this equation. 
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TABLE 1. Ground-state eigenvalues E' and corresponding eigenvector F(n) for one dimensional t.hree-body problem 
with repuls ive a-function interactions of st.rength t, and wit.h Rcriodic boundary condit.ions over length L. F(O) is arbi
tra.rily normaJjzoo to minus one: F(O) - - 1. The figures (1), (2), (3) in t.he boxes for F(n) mean t.hat t.he nwnbcr there 
given must be mult.iplied by 10- 1, 10-1, 10- ', respect.ively. 

tL E' F( I) F(2) F(3) F(4) F(5) F(6) F(7) 

2 0 .2809 4 . 637~2) 
0 .6327 

I. 097(2) 4 .829(3) 2 .707(3) I. 730(3 ) 1. 2oo?) 8.816(4) 
5 

10 
1.025 1) 2.246(2) 9.762(3) 5 .449(3) 3.476(3) 2 .4103) I. 769(3) 

I. 091 1.71 ( 1) 

33r 1.
43t 7 .92(3) 5 . 04~ 3) 3 49(3) 2 .56(3) 

20 I. 722 2 . 56~ 1 ) 4 .092 I. 70 2) 9.39(2) 5.963) 4 . 12(3 ) 3 02~ 3l 
40 2 .426 3.40 1) 3 .94 2) I. 60 2) 8.7 1(3) 

5 .
50t 3 .80~3) 2.793 

100 3 . 197 4.22i 1) 2 .64 2) 
200 

I. 03(2) 5 . 50(3) 3.41 3) 2.303) I. M~3) 
3.561 4 .58 1) 1.62 2) 6.24(3) 3 .40(3 ) 2 . 18 3) 1.55(3 ) 1.18 3) 

= i & [C(n;, n,) a (n;, n,) 

+ 2C(n;, -n; - 2n,) a(n;, -n; - 2n,)] . (15) 

Since n, enters this equation explicitly only through 
its square, it is clear that C(n" n,) = C( -n" n ,) . 
Moreover, under the transformation n2 -t -n2 , the 
equation satisfied by C(n" - n,) turns out to be 
the same as that satisfied by C(n" no), whence we 
conclude that C(n" n,) = C(n" - n,). Now we 
observe that we can reduce this equation to one for 
a function, call it F, of the single variable' n, by 
writing 

F(n,) 
C(n" n,) = E _ 2(./ L)'(n: + 3n:)· (16) 

If we put (16) into (15) we get 

F( ) F() t " a(n;, n,) 
n, = 'n, L f;-t E - 2(.-/ L) '(n~ ' + 3n!) 

+ 21 L F(n ; + 2~'),f(n;, n;, + 2n,) ,. (17) 
L ., ' E - 2(7r/L) [n, + 3(n, + 2n,)] 

We can simplify this equation by first noting that 
if ,,; is even (odd) then n; + 2n, is even (odd) so 
a(n;, n; + 2n,) is always unity in the second sum. 
Also in this sum we let n; + 2n, = I, where 1 ranges 
integrally from - 00 to 00 . Finally we define E' by 

E = 2E'(7r/L)' 

and the equation becomes, on relabelling a summa.
tion variable, 

• We see here quite concretely an advantage of our way of 
writing the wave function as a sum of two-body orbitals : it is 
oo1y as a consequence of this form that we can reduce the 
problem to one for a function of only onc variable. 

2,..'F(n,) = (tL)F(n,) L I a (m" n,) • 
• E-m-3n, 

" F(I) + 2(tL) 7' E' - [(I - 2n,)' + 31'] , 

n, = 0, 1, 2 . ... (18) 

The fact that F(n,) = F( -n,) has enabled us to 
restrict the values of the n, we consider to 0, 1, 2 . .. 
as we have indicated. Note that the first sum in this 
equation can be done although the result makes the 
equation more cumbersome. But, for reference, we 
have 

n even 

• 1 
.~. E","" - -;3"n"'---4-:-8" 

-1 
7r ~ (E' - 3n')I, 2(E' - 3n')! cot 

.. h" (' E')I 2(3n' _ E')! cot 2 3n - , 

n odd 

" a(m, n) • 1 

.~. E' - 3n' ~ E' - 3n' - m2 

1 
.. t" (E" 3 ')1 

= 2(E' _ 3n')! an 2 - n , 

.. nb" (3' E')I 2(3n' _ E')! tn 2 n - , 

E' > 3n2
, 

E' < 3n' . 

(28 + I)' 

E' > 311.2 , 

E' < 3n'. 

The set of equations that (18) represents is then our 
basic set; since it is homogeneous, it has solutions 
only for certain eigenvalues of E', and the lowest one 
is the ground-state energy we seek. 

We present in Table I results on the numerical 
solution of these equations. Before we discuss these, 
it is worth pointing out, however, that we know the 
answer to expect in two different limiting cases: 
t -> 0 and t -> 00. For t -> 0 we expect the perturba-
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FlO. 1. The ground-state energy per particle, f?f n.ono
dimensional N-body system wiih repulsive h-f':lllCilOn in ter
particle potent.ials of strength t is compared ~It.h that for a 
three-body syst.cm of the same linear denslt.y p. For the 
three-body system t/2p _ tL /6. The N-body results are due 
t.o Licb and Linigcr,IO and following them we set h = 2m '"'" 1 
for t.he purposes of t.his plot. 

tion theory result E = 31/ L, and expect moreover 
that F (D) is of the order of unity and all other F (n) 
are small and of order l. These results can be derived 
simply from the equations above; we omit the de
tails. For l -'" 00 we also know from the work of 
Girardeau' that E' = 4 aILhough Girardeau was 
not interested in and hence did not derive expressions 
for the orbitals, nor by the same token for the fun c
tion F (n). Our numerical results do seem to approach 
the value E' = 4 in this limit. 

For arbitrary values of t the eigenvalues of the 
(infinite) set of homogeneous equations (18) arc 
determined by the vanishing of the corresponding 
determinant. In practice we must of course truncate 
these equations so that their determinant becomes 
of finite order and then test for the error introduced , 
by this truncation. We have done this numerically 
for the lowest eigenvalue, by examining the sequence 
of results for this eigenvalue and corl'esponding 
"eigenvector" F(n) as a function of the size of the 
truncated determinant. It turns out that for all 
values of I the ground-state eigenvector F (n) de
creases rapidly with n, so that generally oue gets 
good convergence with truncated determinants of 
relatively small order. The convergence worsens as 
tL increases ' this is reflected in the smaller number 
of significant figures presented for the larger values. 
The largest determinan ts used in deriving these 
results were of thi rteenth order, although for the 
smaller values of tL accurate results wcre obtained 
with deterrninants of fourth, third, and sometimes 
second order. 

g M. Girardeau, J. Math. Phys. 1,516 (l960). 

To our knowledge, there arc for this problem no 
other results in the literature with which we might 
compare the above calculations. However, Licb and 
Linigerl O have solved, also numerically , the analo
gous N-body problem in the limit N ~ co 1 L ~ co 1 

N / L = const. Now N = 3 is not, on the face of it, a 
large Ilmnber, but it is nonetheless interesti.ng to sec 
how close the present results for the energy per 
pal'licle a re to those of Lieb and Liniger, for systems 
of the same linear density. For the moment then '\vo 
denote by L~ the periodicity length for the N-body 
system so that the linear dens ity p is l l 

p = N/L~. 

For the three-body system) on the other hand, the 
li near density is 3/L. If then we let N/L~ = 3/1-
the two systems will have the same density. Now 
Licb and Liniger calcul ate energies as a function of 
the dimensionless parameter 1/ 2p = lL~/2N . We 
can then compare our results with theirs by also 
plotting energy against t/ 2p, which parameter for 
the three-body case is 11-/ 6. Such a plot is shown in 
Fig. 1. 'rhe results for the two cases are, perhaps 
surpris ingly, fairly close. 

III. GENERAL METHOD OF SOLUTION: 
EXPANSION IN TWO-BODY FUNCTIONS 

In this section we discuss a general method for 
the solution of Eqs. (14). An essential feature of it 
is the expansion of the function C(n l, n2) in terms of 
a certain set of two-body fun ctions that we describe 
below. The motivation for this is twofold. First , we 
have previously discussed reasons for believing that 
the orbital 1/112 should, as a function of X 12, resemble 
a two-body wavefunction and it is then very natural 
to try to expand it [or by the same token its Fourier 
counterpart C(n" n,) ] in a complete set of such func
tions. \Ve have also found l that such an expansion 
works well for the three-body problem with at
tractive potentials. Secondly, the introduction of 
the two-body functions wi ll enable us to eliminate 
from the three-body problem any explicit appearance 
of the two-body potential. This is most useful when 
we cons ider infinite repulsive pote ntials Clf hard 
cores"), either in one or three dimensions. For it is 
generally true, with a Schrodinger equation involv
ing a repulsive potential of strength Vo, that even in 
the limit Vo ~ co the wavefuncLions and energy 
levels remain un pathological. One has only to think 
of a particle between high repulsive walls, say, or the 

10 Elliott H. Lieb and Werner Liniger, Phys. Rev . 130, 1605 
( 1%3). 

11 S~ .. ictI YI p is not N /f~, but is the limit of this ra.tio ns 
both Nand l...a, become infinite. 
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scattering by a repulsive sphere. As we sec shortly, 
the expansion in two-body functionsl2 enables us 
to eliminate from the three-body problem any ex
plicit appearance of the two-body potential itself; 
instead there appears the complete set of eigen
functions and corresponding eigenvalues of the solu
tion to the two-body problem with this potenti [L!. 
There is then no difficulty in going to the limit of 
infinite potential since these eigenfunctions and en
ergies are well behaved in that limi t . 

Given the potential vex,,) that enters into the 
three-body equation, let us consider the two-body 
problem for a potential of this shape, but differing 
in slrength by a factor I /A. As we show in the Ap
pendix the two-body momcnturn space wavefunc
tions" C'm for this potential satisfy the equation 
[essentially Eq. (A I2)] 

[ E,. - 2(£)'(n: + nD ] c ,.,(n" n,) tl(n" 11,) 

= ~ ~ U(1I' ~ nf)C,.(nf , n,) ~(1If, n,) 

with the orthogonality relations 

L C, .(n" n,)C' ·m.(n" n,) = 011' 0 ••.. 
""n. 

Specifically, the C,. are of the form 

C,. = D, (n ,) o.('!,). 

(10) 

(20) 

(21) 

Now as we have seen, the function C(nl/ 112) satisfies 
the same II even- odd" condition on its variables as 
occurs in Eq. (19) for C, •. We can then expand 
C(n" n ,) in terms of these C,., and Eqs. (14) will 
become an infinite set of coupled equations for the 
expansion coefficients. We write then l4. 

C(n., n,) = L A ,.C,.(n., 11,) (22) 
(I), ," 

and put this into (14). We bave then for the first 
term on the right-hand side 

L U(n. ~ nf)A •• C,.(nf, n,) ~ (nf, n,) 
(l), ... , '" • 

A ,t=. A,.G'm[ E,. - 2(£)'(n: + n;)] ~(n" n,). 

(23) 

11 Fa.deev has used a si mila.r expansion in his elegant dis
cussion of the formal properties of the three-body scattering 
problem. Cf. Ref. 2. 

13 We generally use the tilde ( ......... ) to denote quantities that 
refer to the two-body problem. 

14 As we discliss in the Appendix, the index l which labels 
the eigenvalues takes on the values 0, I, 2, .. . . and hence 
does not follow the convention of footnote 4. We ind icate this 
by enclosing it in angular bra.ckets. 

We transpose this to the left-hand side, multiply the 
resulting equation by C.I(n l , n2), and sum over nl 
and n,. On the right-hand side we use a formula 
whi ch is a variant of (19) 

= {E" - 2(£)' (n; + p:)C,,(P., n,) ] ~(p" n,). 

We get 

(E - AE")A,, - 2(,,/ L)'(1 - X) 

X L n:A,.G,.(n., n,)G"(n,, n,) ~(n" n,) 
(I) , ... , .. , .'" 

- 2(,,/ L)'(3 - A) 

X L n~A t ... C, ... (nl' n2) C.,(nl , n2) li (nl' n2) 
(I), '" , ", , 'I. 

= A L A, . CG'm(nf, - nf - 2n,) 
(I) ....... . • .'1. 

X IG,,(2nf + 3n" n,) + G,,[ -2nf - 3n" n,] 1 

X [E" - 2(,,/ L) '[n; + (2n; + 3n,)'] I). 
Now we put in the more specific form (21) for G, •. 
We have for use in the left-hand side 

L n:A,. D ,(n.) o.(n,) D .(n.) o,(n,) ~(n . , n,) 
(I) , ... , .. , . ... 

= L n:A" D, (n.) D .(n.) ~(n" t), 
(l) ,'I. (24) 

L n;iI,. D ,(n,) o.(n,) D.(n.) o, (n,) 
(1 ), .... '1 .... . 

The first sum on the right-hand side is 

A LA,. D ,(nf) 0.( - nf - 2n,) D.(2nf + 3n,) 
(I). '" , .. , ' , .. . 

X o, (n,){E" - 2(£)' [N; + (2nf + 3n,)']} 

= A L iI,.{E" - 2(£)'[(2m + t)' + t']} 
(/),"" 

X D.( -2m - t) D,( -2t - m) (25) 

with a siJnilar result for the second sum, Finally 
Eq. (14) becomes 

(E - Xi?")A,, - 2(-L")'c(1 - A) L n:A" D, (n.) 
( I ), fI . 

X D,(n,) ~ (n" t) + (3 - A)t' A,,] 

= A L A,.{E., - 2(£)'[(2m + t)' + t']} 
(I) .... 

X D,(- 2t - m)[D.(2m + t) + D,(-2m - t)J . 
(26) 
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Once again we have an infinite homogeneous set 
of linear equations, whose vanishing determinant 
defines the eigenvalues. Moreover, we have achieved 
the objective of eliminating any explici t appearance 
of the two-body potential; it has been replaced by 
the complete sct of two-body wavefunctions and 
energies. Also we note that the parameter A in 
these equations is at our disposal. We can choose it 
arbitrarily, since taking different values for it merely 
corresponds to choosing different complete sets of 
basis functions. In principle then, the set of equa
tions (26) has the same set of solutions whatever 
the value of A. I n practice, of course, we shall be 
able to solve the infinite set of equations only by 
truncating them, and we would like to get good 
accuracy with as small a truncated set as possible. 
To this end we can consider A to be a parameter 
which we can t ry to choose to achieve this. 

IV. APPLICATIONS OF THE GENERAL METHOD 

In this section we first apply the general equations 
(26) to the problem of repulsive 0 functions, and 
compare the results with the exact ones of Sec. II. 
Since we do have these exact results, OUf chief aim 
will not be to duplicate them, but only to check 
Eqs. (26) by actually using them and also to turn 
up any problems that may be involved in truncating 
them. We begin then by truncating them as severely 
as possible, and keep only the lowest order term; 
i.e., we assume that only A oo is different from zero, 
so that only the lowest order eigenfunction Do(n,) 
appears. Also, to conform with the conventions of 
the Appendix, we add a plus superscript to Do(n,) 
although for the present purpose it is really super
fluous: D o(n, ) -> D~(n,). We get then the single 
simple equation, 

ev." 

= 2AEoo(D~(O)l' · (27) 

We must now choose A, which we do according 
to the following prescription. With E the ground
state energy of the three-body problem, we choose 
A such that the potential strength t/A for the two
body problem would also have ground-state eigen
value E . That is, we choose A so that B oo = E . 
This is, of course, the same prescription that we 
used for the three-body problem for attractive po
tentials' and the motivation for choosing it here 
is the same for having chosen it there in the first 
place, plus the a posteriori justification that it did 
turn out to work well. Of course we do not know 

the ground-state energy E in advance, but we can 
get A as a function of this unknown E from the two
body solution. If we put this expression for A as 
well as the expression fo r the corresponding D~(n,) 

hack into (27), we get a transcendental equation 
for E. Before we do this we must mention that 
there is one limitation here which is peculiar to 
repulsive potentials and in particular to repulsive 
potentials in one dimension. That is, one cannot fill 
the above prescription for A for all values of t. For 
we know from the work of Girardeau' that in the 
limit t -> '" the three-body problem has ground
state energy E = 8 (1r/ L )'. Thus as t varies from 
zero to infinitYl the ground--statc energy varies from 
zero to this value. For the two-body problem, how
ever, we know similarly that E varies from zero to 
2(,,/L)'. Thus it is only for such t where the three
body energy is between zero and 2(1r/ L )' that we can 
find a A for which the two-body problem with 
strength t/A has the same ground-state energy. For 
attractive potentials, on the other hand, one can 
make the two-hody energy vary between zero and 
minus infinity and thereby match any three-body 
ground-state energy. Also, for three-dimensional 
repulsive potentials with radius ro one can find a 
two-body problem with the same ground-state en
ergy as the three-body one by taking the radius 
for the t1Vo-body problem to be r o/A, A < 1. Since 
the limitation mentioned above does seem peculiar 
to the one dimensional repulsive potential problem, 
we do not worry further about it, but simply limit 
the comparison of our results to those values of t 

for which our prescription works. 
With this, we now return to the evaluation of 

Eq. (27). For one-dimensiona l 0 functions, we find 
from the Appendix that, for the two-body problem, 
A and D~(n,) are just (apart from a normalization 
factor) 

(28) 

and 

1 
D~(n,) = E _ 2(1r/L)'n: ' (29) 

We must then put (28) and (29) into (27), and do 
the sum over n,. This can be done directly, or more 
si mply, we can use the fact that D~(n,) satisfies thc 
equation 
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We multiply this by D~{n,) and sum over n, to get 
an expression for 2: n:ID~{n,) I' in terms of the sim
pler 2: D~{n, ). Putting this into (27), it hecomes 

(I - A) L [2: D~{n,)l' = 2AE[D~(0)]'. (30) ., 

The sum over n. is 

and with D~{O) = 1/ E we find that (30) becomes 

2 .. 'E' = tL[!.-{E')! cot !.-{E')! + 2], 
(31) 

E = 2E'{.-IL)' . 

Equation (31) is easy enough to solve numerically, 
and the results are plotted in Fig. 2 along with the 
exact results of Sec II and the perturbation theory 
resnlt E = 3tL. One sees tbere that, even when tbe 
potential is fairly strong (by which we mean even 
when the perturbation result begins to be off by a 
factor of 2), Eq. (31) still gives a fair approximation 
to the exact results. 

We leave the ol-function problem with this. We 
could presumably get better numerical results by 
truncating Eqs. (26) less severely, but tbis is not 
to the present point, which has been to illustrate the 
simplest application of tbese equations. The agree
ment we get with the lowest order approximation 
is sufficient for the purpose of the moment. 

We now consider in the same spirit as for . 
function potentials the truncated equation (27) as 
applied to the square well potential: v{x) = Vo, Ixl < 
b/2, v(x) = 0, otherwise. We derive the analog of 
Eq. (31), just to see what it looks like. Now, if we 
were to use Eq. (27) directly we would have to find 
the function D~(n,), but, just as above, it is more 
convenient to transform this equation into one for 
wavefunctions in position space. From the Ap
pendix, and, in particular, from Eq. (A7) satisfied by 
D~(n,),' we see that IE - 2{.-/ L)' 2:.,n:ID~(n,)J'1 
represents the total energy minus the kinetic energy, 
i.e., it represents the expectation value of the po
tential energy, which we denote by (P.E.). Thus 
Eq. (27) can be written 

[(1/1.) - 1](P .E.) = 2E[D~(0)]'. 

Remembering that this potential energy refers to a 
potential of strength Vol A, this expectation value is, 
in terms of the position wavefunction I/>(x), 

j
!L 

(P .E.) = ~ IIf,(x) I' dx 
1\ -iL 

(32) 

1.2 

1. 1 
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FIG. 2. Ground-st.al.e eigenvtdue E' as a. fun ction of tL for 
one-dimensional o.-function potentia.ls as given by: (a.) 
perturbation theory (b) approxima.te solution to lowest 
order according to Eq. (27), (c) exact numerical solution. 
E - 2E'(~/L)·. 

with 

If,(x) = ~ D~(l) e~'P [i2.t J. (33) 

From this last equation we also have 

+ 1 j!L 
D o(O) = L If,(x) dx. 

-!L 

We now put (32) and (33) into (27) to get our final 
equation in terms of the two-body wavefunction 
1/>, an expression for which is given in the Appendix. 
With this we get the result, the analog of Eq. (31) 
for .-function potentials, 

(
1 ) Vo (I' -,. 32E x-I fJLA - e + 2fJb) = (cos' ,,,alL' 

X (cos faa;inh tfJb + cosh tfJ! sin f"a)', (34) 

where 

fJ tanh fJb = "tan "a (35) 

and 

fJ = [(VolA) - E]!. (36) 

Equation (34) defines A in terrns of E, Vo, a, b 80 that, 
along with Eqs. (35) and (36), it becomes a tran
scendental equation for E as a function of these 
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parnmclcrs, which can be solved numeri cally. 'Vc 
do not present numerical results here, si nce Q UI' 

mai n point in this paper is to check its general view
poi nt, and there are no independent results for this 
problem with whi ch to compare. In this spiri t, how
ever, it is useful to note that the perturbation theory 
resul t can be derived from these equations. T hat is, 
in the absence of a potential the ground-state thl'cc
body waverunction is a constant; we ex pect then 
that fo r Vu small the energy eigenvalue E will be just 
the expectation value of t he total potential fo r t his 
w3vcfull ction, and tbi s perturbation energy, Ep.,tl 
IS 

Eo,,, = 3v.b/(a + b). 

T his resul t comes directly out of Eqs. (34), (33), (36) . 
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APPENDIX. TWO-BODY WAVEFUNCTIONS 

A. General Results 

We wan t to solve the two-body Schrod inger equa
tion 

[ a' a' ] 
- ax; - ax: + v(xu) i- = iN (AI ) 

wi th t he boundary condition t hat i- be period ic in 
XI and X 2 wit.h period L. As in Sec. I , it is convenient 
to deal not wi th v(xu) but wi th its period ic coun ter
part 

v,(Xu) ~ U(l) cxp [i2~Xu] . (A2) 

S in ce we work in relative and center-or-mass co
o rdin ates x and X , 

we must first consider the relation between periodic
ity in t hese vari ables and in X l and x2 . The general 
fun ction period ic in Xl and X2 is 

.;L,:. (fun ction of 8" s,) exp [i~~ (s,x, + s,x,) ] 

= L (function of 8 1 , 82) ., ,'. 
[i2~ ( X exp 2£ s, - s,)x + (s , + S,) X] 

w ith 

'Ve see that, as 51 and 82 independently range over 
all integers, n ~ and n~ also range over the in tegers, 
although not independently, sillee they are subject 
to the cond ition t hat both must be even or both be 
odd . We conclu de then that t he general form for a 
function periodic in. X I und X 2 is 

"'~ . . C(n: , n;) exp [i;Z (n :x + n;X) J, 
n[ and n; both even or both odd , 

where C(nf, -n;) is an arbitrary function. As in Sec. I, 
we ca n conveniently keep track of the even- odd 
condition above by using the 6(m, n) defined there. 
\V ith it we \\"r ite 

if,(x, X) = 
n, '" 

[ i2,.. (' + 'X) ] X cxp 2£ n .x 1t2 . (A3) 

If then we put (A3) a nd (A2) in to (Al ), multiply 
by exp [- (i2~/2£)(n ,x + n,X )) and integrate from 
zero to 2£ we get 

[E - 2(fJ(n: + n:) ]C(n" n,) 6(n" n,) 

= L: u(n, ~ n; )c(n:, n,) 6(n;, n,). (A4) 
". 

We see immediately t hat t he form of the solut ion 
of this equation is 

C(n" n,) = D (n,) o.(n,) , (AS) 

where D(n .) is for the moment an arbitrary func
t ion and o",(nz ) is just a Kronecker 0 function, with 
m an integer. Given t he fo rm (AS) , we note that 
D (n ,) is either of two diJTerent types according to 
whether m. is even or odd. For if Tn is even the only 
allowed value of n2 is perforce even, and as a con
sequence, n . ranges over even integers. Similarly, 
for 111. odd n. ranges over odd in tegers. It is con
venient to label these two types of solutionlll ex
pli citly; we call t he fi rst one f) ' and t he second D -, 

D(n ,) -> { D +(n,) , 

D -(n,), 

We also defi ne TV by 

m c\'cn , 

m odd. 

]V = E - 2(,../£)'",'. 

(AG) 

We fi rst consider m even. We put (AS) into (A4) 

U These two solutions are cquivnlcllt 10 those deri ved by 
I.iob and Li nigcr fo r the same problem fl'om :lllotbcr point. of 
vicw. Cf. Ref. 10. 
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and add a superscript to D (n ,) according to Eq. 
(A6). Equation (A4) then becomes 

[w - 2(jJn:] D +(n,) = ~ U(n, ~ n:) D+(nD , 

n, even. (A7) 

Similarly, for", odd we have 

[IV - 2(z)'n:] D-(n,) = ~ U(n, ~ n:) D -(n,), 
odd 

n, odd . (A8) 

Equations (A7) and (AS), derived from a two
body Schrodinger equation, can be related to the 
solution of a one-body equation, namely to the prob
lem of a single particle, coordinate x, moving in the 
periodic potential u,(x). This is obviously a useful 
reduction, s ince there are standard methods for 
solving such one-body problems. Consider then the 
Schrodinger equation for the periodic potential u, (x) 
of Eq. (A2). If we call the wavefunction q,(x), and 
choose units properly, it can be written 

-2 d'q,/dx' + u,(x)q, = Wq,. (A9) 

We know from Bloch's theorem that q, (x) can be 
written in the form e'hu.(x), where u. is periodic 
in x; if we imagine this periodic function expanded 
in Fourier series, 

( ) ;h '" F( ) [i2".SX] q, x = e -7' s exp --y;- , 

and write k = 27rK/ L then the equation for the 
coefficients F(s) is 

[w - 2e2)' (s + K)' ]F(S) = ~ U(s - 8')F(s'). 
, (AlO) 

!""ow consider Eq. (A7) for D+(n,). Since n, is even 
we write nl = 28, with s integral, and define O"(s) 
by 

Equation (A 7) for D' (n, ) then becomes, in terms of 
c+ (s) 

[w - 2(22)' s' ]c+ (s) = ~ U(s - .')c+ (s' ). 

Similarly, for D - (n,), we let n, = 28 + I, with s 
integral, and define C- (8) by 

We have then for C-(s) 
[W - 2(22)'(s + ~)' ]C-(s) = ~ U(s - s'W(s') . 

Now we observe that these equations for C' and 
C- arc identical to Eq. (AlO) , for K = 0 and < = to 
respectively. The problem of solving these equations 
is thereby reduced to a canonical problem of solid 
state physics: calculation of the wavefunctions and 
energies for a particle in a periodic lattice for the 
points K = 0 and K = t in the "Brillouin zooo." 

To discuss the orthogonality properties of the 
eigenfwlctions we have found that we must first put 
some addition,,1 labels on them. Call D~(n,) and 
D~(n,) the eigenfun ctions" corresponding to the lth 
eigenvalue of Eqs. (A7) and (AS), respectively. Then 
the funct ion C(n" n,) can be similarly labeled and 
we define C,.(n" n,) by 

C(n" n,) -> C,.(n" n,) '"' D,(n,) 3.(n,) (All) 

{D~(n,) o.(n,) , m = 0, ±2, ± 4 .. . 

-> D~ (n,) o.(n,) , '" = ±I, ±3, ±5 . .. . 

If we call Elm the corresponding eigenvalues, we get 
Eq. (19) of the text by label ing Eq. (A4), 

[ E,. - z(z)'(n: + n:) ]C,.(n" n,) /l (n" n,) 

= ~ U(n, ~ n:)C,.Cn:, n,) /l (n:, n,). (A I2) 

We want now to investigate the orthogonality prop
erties of the C,., that is, the properties of the 
"orthogonality sum" defined by 

L C,.C, .•. . .. ..... 
From Eq. (All) we see t hat this sum contains 
o.(n,)o •. (n,), and therefore vanishes unless 1IL = m'. 
But if m = m', D, and D,. must both be of plus 
type or both of minus type. Thus the problem of the 
orthogonality properties of the sum above reduces 
to that for the sums 

L D~ (n,) Dt·(n,) 

and 

L D~(n,) D~.(n,). 
" ... , 

But it is easy to show in a standard way directly 

11 We let 1 range through 0, 1, 2, ... so the lowest eigen
functions a.re D o+ a.nd D o-. 
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from the equations defining D~ and D~ that these 
sums are zero17 unless l = l', in which case they can 
he made unity by a proper choice of normalization 
constant. All this discussion then can be subsumed 
by the remark that the e'm form an orthonormal set 
with respect to summations over n l and n2J 

(A I 3) 
" .. '" 

B. Delta Function and Square WeU Potentials 

We now specialize the preceding discussion to 5 
function and square well potentials, for application 
of the results to the corresponding three-body prob
lems of the text. 

For the o-function potential, vex) = to (x) , we have 

U(l) = tiL, 

and Eq. (A7) becomes 

= i L;: D+(n;), 
" 

n. even. 

(Al4) 

The solution of this equation is immediate. We have, 
after adding a superscript to W to show that it is 
associated with D+ I 

+ N+ 
D (n,) = W+ _ 2(,../L)'n: ' (A15) 

where N+ is a normalization constant. We have only 
to determine the allowed values W+. This is simple 
enough, for, if we put (A15) back into (A14), we get a 
transcendental equation involving W+ in terms of 
an infinite sum, whicb sum can be done by the Pois
son summation formula: 

t 1 
1 = I ~ W+ - 2(,../L)'n: = 

t (W+)IL 
2(2W+)' cot 2v'2 . 

(Al6) 

~ Ixl 

t 
T 
v.. 

r II 

--'- -'- -'-'0 x 2 2 2 

FIG. 3. The periodic potential vl'(x) for square well repuls ive 
potentmls. 

17 We assume that there are no degenerate states. 

Similarly, we have for D-

D -(n,) = W - 2(,../L)'n: ' n. odd, 

with thc transcendental equation for determining 
W-

I = - (t/2(2W-)ll tan (W')IL/2v'2J. (A17) 

The normalization factors turn out to be the same 
for the plus and minus solutions. Dropping the super
script on W for the momcnt, they are 

(W)' = (N-)' = L'(t'/16W) :'(t/2WL) + tl 
Now we turn to two-body square-well potentials , 

i.e., we take vex) to be 

vex) = {V" 
0, 

-jb < x < !b, 

otherwise. 

v,(x), the periodic counterpart of vex), is then just 
the well-known Kronig- Penney potential of solid 
state physics. It is sketched in Fig. 3. The functions 
D + and D - can therefore be found as the Fourier 
coefficients of the kuown coordinate space solutions 
in this potential. Since for present use in this paper 
we do not, however, need D+ and D- but only the 
lowest coordinate space solution [corresponding to 
K = 0 in Eq. (AlO) ], we derive it directly here via 
the Wigner- Seitz method ." Referring to Fig. 3, the 
symmetric solution (for K = 0) for rcgion I, Ixl < !b 
is 

and the solution in region II is 

The usual continuity conditions at x = ~b and the 
periodicity condition that dy,jdx be zero at x = 

t L == tea + b) then yield the equations 

c= 

B=AeiaL
, 

A(ei iCJb + et'CJ(L-i bl ) 

et"b + e \"b 

which define the wavefunction (except for nor
malization); the transcendental equation determin
ing the energy turns out to be 

{3 tanh t{3b = "tan t"a. 

l8 See almost any text ou solid state physics: e.g., C. 
Kittel Introdu.ctory Solid Slate Physics, (John Wiley &. Sons, 
Inc., New York, 1956), 2nd cu. 
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